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PREFACE

A study, such as this, of the music of Anton Webern is

a pretentious undertaking. For, while almost every piece

that Webern wrote is very short compared with other music

literature, a detailed analysis of the music requires many

words, Nevertheless, in an effort to probe the music to find

the basic elements of the compositional technique and the ways

that Webern put these elements together, and to present the

changes or developments in Webern's style, it is necessary to

examine the smallest units and the most elusive relation-

ships of the musical ideas.

The music is considered in two groups: that which was

written before Webern adopted the twelve-tone technique,

Opp. 1-16,- and that written in the twelve-tone technique,

Opp. 17-31. This division is not intended to represent an

attempt at periodization of Webernts music, for the changes

of style in Op. 17 are not that significant. But the fact

that Webern employed the twelve-tone technique in all the

works he wrote after Op. 16 makes this a natural point of

division for a study of this sort, Also, since most studies

of Webernts music before this have been concerned primarily

with the later works, more detailed attention is here given

to the works of the period during which Webernts style was

formulated, Opp. 1-16.
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Besides the music of Webern, two peripheral areas are

included in this study. No attempt has been made at an ex-

haustive biography of Webern, but facts relative to his life,

and impressions about the person are presented. Also, to

create a proper perspective for the study of Webernts music,

a survey of the German art movement, Expressionism, which

existed during the time that Webern lived and composed, is

presented.
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CHAPTER I

THE LIFE OF ANTON WEBERN

Of the music of this century I am still most
attracted by two periods of Webern: the later instru-
mental works, and the songs he wrote after the first
twelve opus numbers and before the Trio--music which
escaped the danger of the too greatTreciosity of the
earlier pieces and which is perhaps the richest Webern
ever wrote. . . . People who do not share my feeling
for this music will wonder at my attitude. So I ex-
plaint Webern is for me the just de la musique, and
I do not hesitate to shelter myselt~b7the beneficent
protection of his not yet canonized art.1

The first and last sentences of the above quotation by

Igor Stravinsky represent the attitude of many composers at

the middle of the Twentieth Centiry.2 For many, particular-

ly the composers connected with the development of electronic

music, Webern represents the "threshold" of new musical

development.

The novelty of the musical perspectives opened up by
Webern is merely beginning to be realized--and with
some astonishment in view of the work he accomplished.
It has become the one and only threshold despite all
the confusion resulting from too hasty references to
"Schbnberg and his two disciples.,"3

lIgor Stravinsky and Robert Craft, Conversations with
Ijor Stravinsky (New York, 1959), p. 146.

2 See the statements of Karlheinz Stockhausen, ?ierre
Boulez, Henri Pousseur, and others in Die Reihe (Vienna,
1955-1958), Vols. 1-IV.~

3pierre Boulez, "The Threshold," translated by Leo Black
in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), p. 40.

1
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Since his death (1945) the status of Webern in the musical

world has gradually changed from that of one of Schoenberg's

more important disciples to a unique position as the prophet

of new compositional techniques which proceed from his treat-

ment of the twelve-tone series and his organization of space

(see Chapter IV, pp. 404 ff.)to a total serialism. 4

Anton von Webern5 was born in Vienna, December 3, 1883,

the son of a mining engineer, Dr. Karl von Webern.6 During

his early school years the Webern family moved from Vienna 
to

Graz in the province of Styria (1890) and later to Klagenfurt

in Carinthia (1893). In Klagenfurt Anton attended the human-

istisohes G..lasium and received his first instruction in

piano, cello, and rudiments of theory from Edwin Komauer.

In 1902 Webern entered the University of Vienna and

studied music history and musicology with Guido Adler, harmony

4See Paul Gredinger, "Serial Technique," Electronic

Music, Vol. I of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), pr447

5The "von" was dropped from Webern's name in 1918 with

the general abolition of hereditary titles in Austria. 
But

the name still appeared "Anton von Webern" occasionally on

the printed programs when he conducted. See Friedrich

Wildgans, "Biographical Table," translated by 
Eric Smith in,

Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die ReiLhe (New York, 1958), p. 2.

6The biographical information in this chapter is drawn

primarily from three sources: Robert Craft, "Anton Webern:

Biography," booklet accompanying the record album, 
Anton

Webern: The Cornlete Music, Columbia Masterworks, s1eflo.
onfwtEressionisimo e dodecafonia (Torino,

1954), pp. 345-346; and aiidgns, "Biographical Table." The

first of these sources is the same article with a few minor

changes as Robert Craft, "Anton Webern," The Score No. 13

(September, 1955), pp. 9-22. References To~this article in

this study will be made to the booklet. See in the Appendix,
Table II.
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with Hermann Graedener, and counterpoint with Karl Navratil.

The first attempts at composition by Webern were made while

he was still living in Klagenfurt but the earliest surviving

manuscripts of any of his music date from 1903 while he was a

student at the University. Among these surviving manuscripts

are some songs and an unfinished setting of the ballad Sieg-

frieds Schwert by Johann Ludwig Uhland (1787-1862) for

soprano and large orchestra. Robert Craft, who has examined

Webernts notebooks, describes the latter work as "a naive

piece of Wagneriana with no recognizable Webern character-

istic."7

One of the very significant dates in Webern's life was

in 1904 when he began to study composition with Arnold

Schoenberg (1874-1951). In light of his later devotion to

Schoenberg's music and theories, it is interesting to note

that before going to Schoenberg, Webern made an attempt to

take composition lessons with Hans Pfitzner in Berlin, and

to speculate as to what direction Webernts musical develop-

ment might have taken had his attempt been successful., The

year, 1904, also marks the time when Alban Berg (1885-1935)

became a student of Schoenberg, and consequently the year in

which Webern and Berg met for the first time. These two men,

Schoenberg and Berg, were from that time Webern's closest

associates and friends.

Craft, "Anton Webern" p,. 5.



Egon Wellesz who was later also a pupil of Schoenberg

said, "For Webern, his master Schdnberg was an authority

whom he followed fanatically."8 Webern himself gave ample

testimony of his respect for Schoenberg in various analyses

and transcriptions of Schoenberg's works,9 and in essays

about Schoenberg as a teacher. After quoting Schoenberg's

statement, "Faith in salvation through technique alone must

be suppressed, and a struggle toward veracity encouraged,t"l0

Webern said,

And what Schbnberg writes here could and can be experi-
enced by everyone of his pupils . . . Schonberg actually
teaches creation . . . This education teaches one the
greatest veracity in regard to oneself. Apart from the
purely musical it touches all other fields of human life.

For truly, it is more than rules for art that you
learn under Sch6nberg. Whoeoyr has an open heart is
here shown the path of good.

8Egon Wellesz, The Origins of Sch6nberg'Us Twelve-note
s.tem (Washington, 19817f.37

9Webern made a piano reduction of Schoenberg's Six Or-
chestral Songs op. 8 (1903-1904) and transcriptions of Schoen-
berg's Chamber pony op. 9 (1906) for flute, clarinet,
violin, cello, jandpiano, and Five Orchestral Pieces op. 16
(1909) for two pianos. Short discusiFons and analyses by
Webern of the following works of Schoenberg appeared in the
collection of essays, Arnold Sch6nberg (Munich, 1912):
Verkl'drte Nacht op. 47 TT9), Gurre-Lieder, no opus number
(1900-191T,7Tlleas und Melisande op. 5 (1902-1903), First
String 9uarteTT 1.7 T9T04-l9O5), Chamber phony op. 9
(1906), econd String Quartet op,. 10 (197-1906), Three Piano
Pieces op. I1 (1909), Five Orchestral Pieces op. l1T109TF
and gErwartpn op. 17 (1909).

10"Probleme des Kunstunterrichtes," Musikalisches
Taschenbuch (Vienna, 1911).

1 Anton Webern, "Schdnberg as a Teacher, " Arnold Sch6n-
berg (Munich, 1912), quoted in Anton Webern, "Homage to
Schnberg, " translated by Eric Smith in Anton Webern, Vol. II
of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), p. 9.

4



Later, in the special Schoenberg birthday edition of Anbruch
1 2

Webern recalls his years as a pupil of Schoenberg with these

words: "It is now twenty years since I became a pupil of

Arnold Schbnberg. But however hard I try, I can grasp no

difference between then and now. Friend and pupil: one has

ever been the other," 13

Schoenbergts influence on Webern is well known (see

Chapter III, pp. 287-291), but there is some indication that

the influence exerted in this friendship may have been to a

certain extent reciprocal. Wellesz says that Schoenberg

"was certainly influenced in his decision to concentrate on

small combinations of instruments by Anton von Webern, his

most devoted adherent and friend. His association with him

was of a deeper nature than with any of his other pupils,

even Alban Berg."14

Webernts warm personal friendship with Alban Berg is

expressed in the many published letters between the two,l5

and is shown particularly in the incident thAt occurred in

Barcelona in 1936. Webern was to have conducted the first

1 2 Arnold Schnberg zum funfziSten Geburtstae, IL' -
tember viYnna,192T7

1 3 Webern, "Homage to Arnold Sch'6nberg," p. 10.

14Wellesz, The Origins of SchOnberg !s Twelve-Note

tem, p. 4.

15see "From the Correspondence," translated by Eric

Smith in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958),

pp. 16-187;~amr WiTTrReich, "Aus uFEkan~nen Briefen von Alban

Berg an Anton Webern," Schweizerische Musikzeitung, XCIII,
No. 2 (February, 1953),T49-520
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performance of Berg's violin concerto on April 19, of that

year at the festival of the International Society for Contem-

porary Music. After the first two rehearsals Webern resigned

"owing to increasingly strained relations between him and the

orchestral players.t16 Berg had died less than four months

before this (December 24, 1935) and Webern evidently was so

affected that he could not bear up under the strain of the

task. In a letter (January 1, 1938) to Hermann Scherchen

who finally conducted the work at the Barcelona festival,

Webern said, "To think that absolutely nobody should have

understood me then) How I felt right after Berg's passing,

and that I was simply not up to the emotions aroused by the

task of giving the first performance of his last work--so

soon after his death)"1 7

Webern continued his -studies at the University of Vienna

until June, 1906, when he received the Doctor of Philosophy

degree. His dissertation for this degree was an edition of

the second part of the Choralis Constantinus of Heinrich

Isaac (1450-1517). This edition appeared in Volumne I of the

sixteenth year of the Denkm'.ler der Tonkunst in Usterreich

(1909).1 The significance of Webern's studies in musicology

may be seen in several aspects of his own music. Particularly

16Hans F. Redlich, Alban BeFL (New York, 1957), p. 205.

17"From the Correspondence," p. 19.

IMAn extract from Webern's Introduction to this edition
is translated by Eeo Black in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die
Reihe (New York, 1958), pp. 2FF~
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noticeable is his propensity for the use of strict canonic

techniques in such works as Op. 2 (1908), Op. 16 (1924),

Op. 21 (1928), and the later works for chorus and orchestra.

An influence of certain compositional procedures of Isaac

and other earlier composers may also be seen in numerous

passages in Webernts earlier works, Opp. 3-9, where an effect

analogous to that of the mensuration canon of the fifteenth

and early sixteenth centuries is produced by the simultaneous

imitation of one melodic line by another with a different

rhythmic structure (see, e.g., Op, 1,, No, 1, . 1-3). In

the introduction to his edition of the Choralis Constantinus

Webern said:

Here we experience that wonderful effect of poly-
phonic art that is achieved in the following way; the
parts proceed alongside one another in complete equality,
but that part comes to the fore which during its course
is to be the most important, while as it recedes another
begins to emerge; in short through subtle organization
of the interplay of parts.19

Later he says, "Another element is the most delicate observa-

tion of tone colour in the various registers of the human

voice. This Lo partly the cause of the frequent radical

crossing of parts and of their movements by leap., 20  These

words could also be used to accurately describe Weberns

music, Indeed, by substituting in the former quotation the

word "timbre" for the word "part" each time it occurs, one

19Anton Webern, "OChoralis Constantinus.," translated by
Leo Black in nnton Webern, Vol, II of Die Reihe (New York,
1958), p. 23.

20Ibid., p. 25,
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may find a very clear description of Webernts employment of

the Klangfarbenelodie concept (see Chapter III, pp. 141-142).

In 1907 Webern began composition of the Five Sons OP. 3

and the Quintet for two violins, viola, cello, and piano which

was never completed. His first two works to have opus numbers,

Passacaglta for Orchestra op. 1 and the a capella chorus,

Entflieht auf leichten Kahnen op. 2, were completed in 1908.

This is also the year in which Webern began his activi-

ties as a conductor, first as a theatre conductor in Vienna.

Later he conducted in Teplitz (1910), Danzig (1911), Stettin

(Summer of 1912, 1913), and Prague (August, 1917-June, 1918,

and again, 1920). Webern was also active as conductor and

organizer for much of the music presented by Schoenberg's

Verein fUr musikalische PrivatauffUhrunen during its exist-

ence from 1918 to 1922. In 1922 he was appointed as the

director of the Wiener Arbeiter Symphoniekonzerte and became

the director of the Arbeiterchor in 1923. With these latter

organizations he had many successful performances including

such works as Mahlerts Eighth jynphony (April 19, 1926),

Schoenberg's Friede Auf Erden, and Berg's Der Wein (June 21,

1932). As a conductor Webern was known for his precision,

patience, and understanding both of the music and the per-

formers. A former member of the Worker's Chorus said of the

performance of Schoenberg's Friede Auf Erden, "This work,

which was rehearsed by Anton Webern, a conductor of genius,

remained an unforgetable experience for all who took part.
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For with his real mastery and loving sympathy Anton Webern

managed to bring even us workers close to the music of a

Schdnberg.t21 Webern's fame as a conductor became fairly

wide spread as may be seen in the fact that he was a guest

caiductor of the British Broadcasting Corporation several

times and of other orchestras in Berlin, DUiseldorf, Donaue-

schingen, Munich, Frankfurt, ZUrich, and Barcelona. Most of

this activity took place between the years 1929-1934. During

this time he was also a regular conductor (from 1927), reader,

and specialist adviser (from 1930) for the Austrian radio.

Webern married Wilhelmine Mbrtl February 22, 1911, in

Danzig. They had four children including three daughters-t

Amalie, Maria, and Christine, and one son, Peter. Webern de-

dicated the Smphony op. 21 to Christine and DasuAyenlicht op.

26 to Amalie. The son, Peter, was killedin February, 1945,

as a result of a bombing attack on a German train.
22  The

daughters are still living, Frau Amalie Waller in Vienna,

Frau Maria Halbig in Salzburg, and Frau Christine Mattel in

Argentina.23 Webernts wife died December 29, 1949.

According to Robert Craft24 Webern participated in the

activity of various groups of intellectuals in Vienna before

2 1 "Webern as a Conductor," translated by Eric Smith in
Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), p. 11.

22Friedrich Herzfeld, "Anton Weberns Tod," Neue Zeit-
schrift fUr Musik, CXIX (March, 1958), 147.

24Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 6.



the first World War. Schoenberg's association with the

painters of the Blaue Reiter group is well known (see Chapter

Ii, p. 48), and it is known that the almanac published by

this group entitled Der Blaue Reiter (1912) contained an ex-

ample of Webern's music along with examples by Schoenberg and

Berg.25 Also, a photograph taken in 1911 shows Anton Webern

with Franz Marc and his wif e, Maria, Wassily Kandinsky,

Heinrich Campendonk, and Bernhard Koehler.26 The expres-

sionist painters Kandinsky, Marc, and Campendonk were all

members of the Blaue Reiter group. Webern was also associ-

ated with Karl Kraus, Robert Musil, Rudolf Kassner, and Oscar

Kokoschka.27

Webern spent part of the years 1915-1916 in the Austrian

Army--he was discharged as an officer cadet on December 23,

1916, due to poor eyesight. Some indication of Webernts per-

sonal character as well as his regard for Schoenberg may be

seen in his eloquent plea to 1 il Hertzka, Director of Uni-

versal Edition for Schoenbergts release from the army.28 mi

this letter, written in March, 1916, while Webern himself was

25Rognoni, Expressionismo e dodecafonia, p. 356.

26 Reproduced in Gustav Vriesen, August Macke (Stuttgart,

1953), p. 18.

27For further discussion of intellectual activity in
Germany and Austria, and Webernts relationship to it, see be-
low, Chapter II.

28"From the Correspondence," p. 13,
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enduring the hardships of military life, he made no 
mention

of his own plight.

There were few performances of Webern's works during his

early creative years (1907-1920). His Passacalia op. 1 was

premiered in November, 1908, with Webern conducting, 
and the

Orchestral Pieces op. 6 were performed in a program that in-

cluded Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony op, 9, Mahler's Kinder-

totenlieder, some songs by Alexander von Zemlinsky, Schoenberg's

teacher and friend, and Berg's Five Sng sto Picture Postcard

Texts op. l on March 31, 1913. This was the notorious con-

cert which ended in a near riot before the Berg songs were

completed It was not until 1920 that any of Webern's

music was published. In this year Webern made a contact with

Universal Edition, Vienna, who published, at that time, the

Passacgal op. 1, Entflieht auf leichten K~hnen op. 2, Five

a~n~s op. 3, end Six Orchestral Pieces op. 6. This company

published all of Webern's music,30 and from 1926 to 1928,

granted him a regular monthly stipend against future 
royalties.

During the 1920's Webernts works gradually became better known

as is indicated by the fact that he received the music prize

of the city of Vienna May 1, 192)[ (This prize was awarded him

a second time in 1932).

2 9Reported in Dika Newlin, Bruckner, Mahler and Schoen-

bert (New York,, 1917), p. 246; and Redlich, Alban B , p. 60;
an elsewhere.

3 0The second song of Webern's Three Traditional Rhymes

op. 17 (1924) was also published in 1930 by New Pusic Edition,

San Francisco, with permission of Universal Edition.
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Although there are few extant theoretical writings of

Webern other than his dissertation and the analyses 
of some

of Schoenberg's compositions, he became well 
known as a lec-

turer and private teacher.

In his work as a teacher Webern was a thorough ex-

ponent of the great masterpieces. This was by no means

confined to private lessons, but was extended to lengthy

series of lectures in popular language, directed to-

ward the broad masses. Webern's ability to interpret

clearly to musical laymen the most subtle problems of

Beethoven's last string quartets or Sch'nberg's twelve-

tone technique was really astounding. The effect of his

inspiring personality was so strong that even in the

time of Nazi terror, when Webern was forbidden any public

actvity,ne was urged to--and in fact did--continue his

lecture s.J

Two of his better known lecture series were Der Weg zur

Ko position mit zwolf Tbnen (1932) and Der Wej zur neuen

Musik (1933) . Humphrey Searle who studied with Webern in

the winter of 1937-1938 says that his main subject of study

with Webern was Schoenberg's Harmonielehre (Vienna, 1911) and

that Webern spent much time showing that the evolution of

music leads logically to the twelve-tone technique.33  He al-

so reports Webern as having said that "music must express what

31Willi Reich, "Anton Webern, The Man and His Music,1

Tempo (March, 19 16), p. 10.

3 2 These lectures are discussed at length in Willi Reich,

"Weberns Vortrl4ge," Anton Webern zum 50, Geburtstag special

issue of Drei und ZwanziLr Fine iener Musikzeitschrift,

XIV (February, ~93W),I7-19.JTWbernis lectures are to be

published by Universal Edition in 1960.

3 3Humphrey Searle, "Conversations with Webern," Musical

Times (October, 1940), pp. 405-l06.
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it has to say as clearly as possible, but . . . complicated

ideas naturally need complicated means of expression.3t34

From about 1935 Webern lived a very secluded life in

Mbdling and Maria-Enzersdorf, both near Vienna, After the

Nazis came into power his music was labeled "degenerate"

and all his public activities were sharply curtailed. He

continued to teach privately and to give lectures in the

homes of friends. His creative work, however, was not affect-

ed so much, for during these years he composed some of his

most significant music, Opp, 25-31. During the late 1930's

he also had several successful performances of his music in

England. Most outstanding of these performances was that of

Das Augenlicht op. 26, June 17, 1938, in London, under the

direction of Hermann Scherchen. There was one outstanding

performance of Webern's Op. 30, again under the direction of

Scherchen, at Winterthur in Switzerland, 1943. This is evi-

dently the last of his own works which Webern was privileged

to hear.

After the death of his son Webern and his wife left his

apartment in Iodling to seek refuge in the province of Salz-

burg where his daughters, Maria and Christine, lived. On the

evening of September 15, 1945, while Webern was visiting his

daughter, Christine Mattel in Mittersill, a patrol of Ameri-

can soldiers came to the house to talk with Webern's son-in-

law, Benno Mattel, who evidently had had some political

34ibid*
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affiliations, While they were there Anton Webern was acci-

dentally shot to death, The details of this tragic mistake

are still not known.35 The most recent report has been made

by Friedrich Herzfeld, who went to the village and ques-

tioned neighbors ad other persons who remembered the event,

He says that while the soldiers questioned Benno Mattel in

the kitchen of the house Webern went out in front of the

house to smoke, whereupon, apparently being mistaken for

Mattel, he was shot. It is known that the son-in-law was

arrested and detained for a year following this time. Herz-

feld says that on the wall to the right of the front door

traces of three bullet holes can still be seen.

Webernts untimely death, coming as it did at the end of

the war and consequently at the end of the Nazi regime, is

truly a bitter irony. For after this time opportunities for

Webern to conduct, teach, and have his music performed re-

opened. In July 1945, Alfred Schlee, director of Universal

Edition, wrote to Webern saying that the International

Society for Contemporary Music had refounded the Austrian

section and ha-d elected Webern president. 3 7

During the last years of the Second World War Schlee ob-

tained for Webern a position with Universal Edition as a

35The writer has attempted to obtain specific informa-
tion relative to Webern's death from various United States
government agencies without success.

36Herzfeld, "Anton Weberns Tod," p. 147.

3 7 "From the Correspondence," p. 21,
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reader.58 He describes Webern as a man of "modest demeanor

LWhicU/ cloaked an unbelievable knowledge and goodness. 
He

led a life dedicated entirely to music."59

Webern's attitude toward music is perhaps best

expressed by the recollections of various people who have

observed him at the piano.

Ansermet says that to have seen and heard Webern touch
a single note on the piano was to have observed a man
in an act of devotion. At the piano he would cause
the mathematical marvels to disappear and instead one
would be aware only of the purest relationships of
sound.40

Humphrey Searle said that Webern always used the piano in

composing. In his harmony lessons Webern would play a har-

mony exercise which might be a simple chord progression

"and did this in a style rather resembling the sound of his

own music, usually breaking the chord and mostly pianissimo,

with sudden explosive forte outbursts."4 1

Other than Webern's sensitivity to sound and the ideal-

ism with which he pursued his creative aims, the strongest

characteristic of his life was his love for nature. This

attachment to nature is manifested to a certain extent by his

58 Some of Webern's opinions about works which he exam-
ined for Universal Edition are translated by Eric Smith in
"The U. B. Reader," Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe
(New York, 1958), p. 22.

59 Alfred Schlee, "Vienna Since the Anschluss," Modern
Music, XIII (Spring, 1946), 96-97.

4 Ooraft, "Anton Webern," p. 7. Schlee describes Webern

at the piano similarly in "Vienna Since the Ansehluss,"
p. 97.

41Searle, "Conversations with Webern," pp. 405-406.



selection for many of his songs, texts in which wonderment at

the phenomena of nature are expressed (see, e.g., Op. 13,

No. 1, "Wiese im Park," 1913, poem by Karl Kraus and all of

Op. 14, Six Songs on poems by Georg Trakl, 1917-1921). One

of his students, Ludwig Zenk, describes him as "Anton Webern,

this fanatic lover of all plants, all growing things . . 2

Webern regarded nature with more than just a passive enjoy-

ment of the beauties of flowers and mountains, etc., for he

sought in nature the reaffirmation of his own abstract ideals--

to a point approaching pantheism. In a letter to Alban Berg

in 1919 he said:

For a start I want to progress in the purely physi-
cal knowledge of all these phenomena, That is why I
always carry my lexicon of Botany with me and always
look for any writings that can help to explain all that.
This physical reality contains all the miracles. Experi-
menting, observing in physical nature is the highest
metaphysic, theosophy to me. I got to know a plant
called 'winter-green'. A tiny plant, a little like a
lily of the valley, homely, humble and hardly notice-
able. But a scent like balsam! What a scent) For me
it contains all tenderness, emotion, depth, purity.43

Some of this description of the wintergreen plant could

very well be used to describe Webern, himself. For he was a

42Ludwig Zenk, "Mein Lehrer," Anton Webern zum 50.
GeburtstaZ, special issue of Drei und:Zwanz Eine Wiener
1 iuikzeitschrift, XIV (February, 1973),713.7"Anton iebern,
dieseRfaiatische Liebhaber aller Pflanzen, alles Wachstums

I

4 3 "Fror the Correspondence, It p. 17.
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small man (five feet, seven inches), he was humble, 4 4 and

for many years he was "hardly noticeable."

I see Webern, who in his last months frequented the
churchyard at Mittersill where he was later buried,
standing there in the quiet looking to the mountains

see-Ernst Krenek, "The Same Stone Which the Builders
Refused is Become the Headstone of the Corner," translated by
Eric Smith in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York,
1958), p. 12.

45travinsky and Craft, Conversations with Stravinsk,
p. 82.



CHAPTER II

EXPRESS IONISM

The German art movement of the period during which the

musical style of Anton Webern was formulated (c. 1904-c. 1930)

is usually called Expressionism. The essential characteristics

of Expressionism result from the emphasis placed upon the

inner man, the reality behind appearances, the Idea.

Expressionism seeks the representation of the singular
world of Feeling in the particular form of the highly
intensified, all governing affect, of inner excitement,
of aggressively increased dynamics, in the working out
of the essence and the symbolic to chaotic depths, in
the problematic, tragic, senseless, prophetic, etc. Ex-
pressionism is an extremely self-centered, completely
subjective art.1

Kas imir Edschmid, in Tber den Expressionismus inderitera-

tur und die neue Dichtumng2assert s: "The world is there. It

1 Karl H. brner and Walter Mannzen, "Expressionismus:
Wesenbestimmung," Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
edited by Friedrich~Blue7Vol* Ir Kassel and Basel, 19gp).
"Der Expressionismus sucht die Darstellung der eigenen Ge-
f ihlswelt in der besonderen Forn des hochgesteigerten, alles
beherrschenden Affeiktes , der inneren Erregung, der aggressive
gesteigerten Dynamik, im Herausarbeiten des Kerns und des
Symbolischen, in chaotischen Tiefen, dem Problematischen,
Tragischen, Sinnlosen, Prophetischen usw. Der Expression-
ismus ist eine extrem ichbezogene, durchaus subjektivistische
Kunst.."

2Vol. I of Tribune der Kunst und Zeit. Eine Schriften-
sammlsn (Berlin T1919)

18
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would be absurd to reproduce it. The greatest task of Art is

to search out its intrinsic essence and create it anew." 3

Although the term "Expressionism" has been more frequent-

ly applied to painting and literature, there have been several

recent attempts to apply it to the music of Arnold Schoenberg

and his school.4 It should be noted that at least one critic,

Hans Mersmann, considers that music does not fit within the

strictures of such slogans as "Impressionism" and "Expression-

ism"; that music "was from the remotest times impressionistic

and expressionistic in itself., 5 However, in a later work

Mersmann also finds an analogy between the expressionistic

attitudes in painting and literature and the abandonment of

customary restrictions of form in music. 6  Salazar discusses

the problem of "isms" in general:

The value of these isms is modified when we remember that
even the most authentic of them, such as impressionism,
symbolism, expressionism, are borrowed from other arts--

3 As translated in William Rose, Men, Myths and Movements
in German Literature (London, 1931), p.T20CF

4 Rognoni, Espressionismo e dodecafonia; and Robert
Wiedman, "Expressionism in MusTc 7~Annterpretation and
Analysis of the Expressionistic Style in Modern Music,"
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, School of Education, New
York University, 1955. Another, earlier attempt is made
by Arnold Schering in "Die expressionistische Bewegung in der
Musik," Einfiilwung in die Kunst der Gegenwart, edited by
Max Deri7TV f7 T 177) pp. 13961.

5Hans Mersmann, Masik der aeznwart (Berlin, 1924),
p. 33.

6See Hans Mersmann, Die Tonspra he der Neuen Musik (Mainz,
1928), pp. 65-66. - -
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painting or poetry--and that they are used in music in
a general, almost metaphorical, way.7

He warns against the myth that maintainss that the works of

a certain author are the fruit of a given system of tinten-

tionst which belong sometimes to the emotional field and

sometimes to the technical."8 O the other hand, he suggests

that the works rather than merely the composers should be in-

vestigated. It is not the purpose of this chapter to prove

that Webern was an expressionist composer. 9 Rather, this is

an attempt to present a survey of the expressionist movement

as a background for the study of Webernts music itself.

Expressionism grew out of the subjectivism and idealism

of the romantic era. -Indeed, it can be seen as an extension

of the romantic movement through an intensification of sub-

jective and idealistic elements. At the same time, the

principles and aims of the Expressionists, particularly the

painters, may be seen as the antithesis of Impressionism,

which, by around 1900, had become not only a well known but

a popular movement. It will be necessary to distinguish be-

tween the aesthetic ideals of the artists and the sometimes

7Adolfo Salazar, Music in Our Time, translated by Isabel
Pope (London, 19)48), p -Tr4E37. -

8Thid., p. 13.

9 Evidence for Webernts connection with Expressionism has
been given by Rognoni, Espressionismo e dodecafonia; Schering,
"Die expressionistische Beweguin dter M1usik"; and Wiedman,
"Expressionism in Music." Webernts relationship to the move-
ment from the standpoint of certain technical characteristics
of his music is discussed below, pp. 56 ff.
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radical technical developments with which these artists ex-

pressed their ideals, although it is understood that the

technical developments have proceeded from an artistic motiva-

tion.

One of the most profound influences upon the Expression-

ists was the metaphysics of Nietzsche. The concepts of

Eternal Recurrence, Superman, and the ecstatic Dionysian

world contrasted to the Apollonian are part of the intellec-

tual heritage of German artists at the beginning of the

twentieth century. The Expressionists saw their world as the

renewal of the passion and excitement of the Dionysian way of

life which Nietzsche maintained would lead to the salvation

of German people. 1 0  Rudolf Pannwitz (b. 1881), one of the

editors of the periodical Charon, published in 1913 a group

of myths and plays under the title Dionysche Tragdien and

dedicated them "to Nietzsche, the creator of our new life."l

A play entitled Prometheus (1911) by Reinhard Johannes Sorge

(1892-1916) is concerned with a race of Nietzschian supermen.

Prometheus and another play by the same author, Odysseus

(1911) both are based on the idea of Eternal Recurrence with

their ancient themes combined with modern elements.12 This

10See Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth of Traged from the

Spirit of Music, translated by FrancT lffing(New York,
1956),p-17.

1 1Richard Samuel and R. Hinton Thomas, E'Presiism in
German Life Literature and. the Theatre, (1910-192
T(abriidge, 1939), p. 73.

1 2 See Ibid., pp. 74-75.
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concept may also be seen in the picture by James Ensor (1860-

1949) entitled Einzug Christi in Briissel (1888). In this

picture, one sees many faces with various degrees of distor-

tion, including a few masks and skeletons; a marching band;

Christ, very small in the background on a donkey; and most

prominent above him, a large banner across the entrance pro-

claiming "Vive la SocialeO13 Richard Strauss (1864-1949)

in AlsoM prach Zarathustra op. 30 (1886) and Gustav Mahler

(1860-1911) in his Third Symphony (1896) used the theme of

Zarathustra and Schoenberg set Der Wanderer based on a

Nietzschian text in his Eh Son op. 6 (190S). Schoenberg

also refers to the Apollonian and Dionysian concept in art

several times in his essays.l4

The influence of Johann Christian Friedrich Hlderlin

(1770-1843) extends from the ideological to the technical.

Wilhelm Michel (b. 1877), in Der IMensch versagtl5 bases his

ideas of the "new man" and the "power of fate" on Hlderlin's

summary of the life of ancient Greece. Georg Trakl (1887-

1914) and Rainer Maria Rilke (1875-1926) were strongly in-

fluenced by H6lderlin' s style, particularly his subordination

of syntax to imagery and rhythm. Webern set to music poems

13See reproduction in Bernard S. Myers, The German Ex-

pressionists (New York, 1956), plate 9.

LSee Arnold Schoenberg, Stle and Idea (New York, 1950),
p. 71.

15(Berlin, 1918), pp. L48 ff., cited in SamAel and Thomas,

Expre ssionism in German Life, pp. 70-71.
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of both Trakl and Rilke, e.g., Rilke: Two Songs op. 8

(1910); Trakl: Six Songs op. 14 (1917-1921). The signifi-

cance of Holderlin's influence on Webern may be seen in a

letter from the latter to Willi Reich:

To quote freely from H6lderlin: "To live--that is to
defend a form." I tell you this gladly. This poet
has been occupying my attention intensely for a con-
siderable time. Imagine what an impression it made on
me, when this passage occurred in the notes to the
OEdipus translation: "Also, other works of art lack
reliability, as compared with those of the Greeks.
They have, at least up to now, been judged more by the
impression they convey than by the artistic considera-
tions and other methods through which their beauty is
created." Do I still need to tell you why this pas-
sage moved me so much?1 6

Another early example of expressionistic attitudes may

be found in the writings of Sdren Kierkegaard (1813-1855)

which were published in Denmark around the middle of the

nineteenth century. These religious and philosophical

writings were rediscovered in Germany in the early part of

this century and are enjoying increasing popularity today

in connection with existential theories. Kierkegaard was

concerned with the relation of the finite individual to

infinity, a problem which also faced Franz Kafka (1893-1924).

Samuel and Thomas, discussing the relation between the ideas

of Kafka and Kierkegaard, say:

Fundamentally both men stand on common ground. The
spiritual uneasiness of both emanates from what
Kierkegaard calls "despair at infinite." It was not
that Kierkegaard determined the course of Kafka's
thought, but he strengthened it.17

16Reich, "Anton Webern, the Nan and His Music," p. 9.
17Samuel and Thomas, Exrgsionism in German Life,

p. 143. __

- -, -: - - w - , , - - r
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Although the first wholly expressionist drama is consid-

ered to be Der Bettler (1911) by Reinhard Sorge,18 certain

elements of Expressionism appear in the dramas of August

Strindberg (1849-1912) and Frank Wedekind (1864-1918). Wede-

kind, who was influenced by Georg Bichner (1813-1837),

expressed in his plays a contempt for the artificial moral

strictures of contemporary bourgeois society. This problem

is presented in his earliest play, FrUhlins Erwachen (1891),

which uses such expressionistic elements as caricature, the

grotesque, an air of irreality, and symbolism (see the final

graveyard scene). Strindberg's contribution is primarily his

expression of despair and of the inexorable suffering of man

"laden with a guilt that he has not incurred" (see Gfespenster-

sonate, 1907).19 One feature of Expressionism which he

employed was the listing of the dramatic personae not as

particular individuals with names, but as types such as "the

Father," "the Officer," and "the Daughter." Strindberg also

mixes reality with visions and elements of extrasensory per-

ception. Two of Wedekind's tragedies, Erdgeist (1897) and

BUchse der Pandora (1903) were used by Alban Berg in his un-

finished opera Lulu. Expressionistic elements in the opera

are: theme of morality, degenerate characters, sex perver-

sion, and symbolism.

18Arthur Eloesser, Modern German Literature, translated
by Catherine Alison PhilT1psTNew YorkT933 ,. 360; and
Samuel and Thomas, Expressionismi In German Life, pp. 38 ff.

1 9Samuel and Thomas, Expressionism in German Life, p. 8.



In Sorge's Der Bettler, all the above mentioned charac-

teristics are combined. Further, he loosened the structure

of drama by disregarding cause and effect in the scenes. The

action thus "takes place on a higher plane than that of re-

ality." 20  All characters, all actions are merely a part of

the background for the expression of an Idea.

Probably the most important single characteristic of

expressionist art is the tendency to abstraction. This

tendency has been seen to be manifested in drama by the sub-

stitution of types for individual characters, the use of

symbolismr, and the disregard for causality. In music the use

of Sprechsti;e by Schoenberg in Pierrot Lunaire (1912) and

Die GlUckliche Hand (1913), the search for new methods of

org anizatlion culminating in the twelve-tone technique, and-

Webern' s spacial organization (see Chapter IV, pp. 404 ff

represent the tendency to abstraction. But it is in the

plastic arts that abstraction became the most pronounced. In

this connection, the theoretical writings particularly of

Wb1fflin2' and Worringer seem to have given the philosophical

foundations for modern abstract art. Moreover, Worringer in

2?
his dissertation, Abstraction and Empathy,22 precedes the

2 0Eloesser, modern German Literature, p. 361.

2 Hieirich 6lfflin, Princ iples of Art History: The Pro-

blems of the Develoment of Sty in Later Art, translated by
VT.D. Hottinger (New York, 1932).

22ilhelm Worringer, Abstraction and Empathiy _A Contri-

bution to the Psychologyf bye, translated by Michael
Bul~Toock-TtevwYork,;95 3.

. - - - .- " - -i- -, , . ,, - , - .,A - - , -Yz lz A*.-,-,,.W.- ' -- -. , - ,, , jolluffi-WOUAN "4 " %.
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practice of abstract art with a detailed theoretical justifi-

cation of it. The book was completed in 1906 and published

in Munich, 1908. Herbert Read attaches great importance to

the close relation between aesthetic theory and practice at

this particular time. "Indeed, it is possible that the

theory of abstract art not only preceded the practice of it

in modern times, but actually inspired and influenced its

development."23 He proceeds to point out that Wassily

Kandinsk-\y (1866-19.i4) lived in Munich at the time of the

publication of Worringer's book and that only two years later

Kandinsky completed his IUber die Geist le in der Kunst.21#

This important work was published in 1912 by the same company,

Piper Verlag, which had published Worringer's book.

Worringer presents the "irge to abstraction1 as a conse-

quence of the uneasy relationship between man and nature.

Naive sensuous oneness with nature is replaced by a dis-
union, a relationship of fear between man and world, a
scepticism toward the surface and appearance of things,
above and beyond which the. ultimate cause of things,
an ultimate truth was sought. This world with its
reality could not suffice the profound instinct for the
impenetrability of creation and for the problematic
nature of all appearance. . . . Was this urge to
abstraction anything else than the striving to create
resting-points within the flight of appearances,
necessities within the arbitrary, redemption from the
anguish of the relative? It is evident that trans-
cendental notions in a religious respect, and the urge

23Herbert Read, The Philosojh of Modern Art (New York,
1953), p. 244.~~~~~

2 Wassily Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art, translated
and edited by Hila Rebay (Yeiw~York_, 1947) -
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to abstraction in an artistic respect, are expressions
of the same psychic disposition vis-a-vis the cosmos. 2 5

Thus the impetus to abstraction springs from the same con-

flict which Kierkegaard and Kafka faced, the relationship

of the finite or immanent to the infinite or transcendent,

which is contemplated from the standpoint of an underlying

metaphysical fear (Ans&).

In formulating his theories, Worringer gave much con-

sideration to Gothic architecture. Sculptural reality was

not the aim in the Gothic period "because the expression

afforded by this reality was not pathetic, not poignant

enough, so that it sought to heighten the rendering of

cubic reality into a more powerfully expressive abstrac-

tion." 26  There is a very strong kinship between the Gothic

spirit and the spirit of Expressionism. Indeed, some of

the paintings and woodcuts of Durer and Holbein the Younger

are expressionistic in every sense of the word.2 7

Kandinsky prophesies that "finer and stronger feeling"

will be perceived "through the use of the abstract forms,

which will accept no material interpretation. . . On the one

hand, the problems of art will increase. Yet, at the same

25 Worringer, Abstraction and Empathy, p. 102.

2 6 Ibid., p. 117.

27See the woodcut series of Holbein the Younger, Dance
of Death, in Holbein's Dance of Death and Bible Woodcuts, a
limited edition (New York, 1947).
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time, the abundance of forms will grow, as the quantity and

quality of form-expression increase.128

The Expressionist at the turn of the twentieth century

was conscious of social conditions, and his reaction to

society ranged from skepticism to rebellion.

Expressionism at its appearance about ten years before
the First World War is a spontaneous movement of isolated
artistic natures against the appearance and questionable
value of the existing order. In this sense it is a
breaking out from the encysted inwardness into which the
refinement and humaneness of the bourgeoisie had previ-
ously withdrawn from the reality of modern life.
However, it is also a protest against the order, the
formalism of the state, of civil authority, of the church
and of science. . . . Expressionism, in its first phase,
is thus an anticipation of the coming convulsions of the
gF irst7 World War, the period of revolution, and of
the post-war chaos.

The consciousness of the effects of the industrial revo-

lution and the growth of large cities with the consequent

su)bordination of the individual to the function of a machine

and his loss of self identification is illustrated by the

works of such painters as Kthe Kollwitz, in the series of

black and whites entitled Weaver's Revolt (1893-1897);

28Kandinsky, On the Spiritual in Art, p. 53.

29Wrnerand 4annzen, "Expressionismus: Wesenbestimmung":
"Der Expressionismus ist in seinem Aufbruch etwa zehn Jahre
vor dem ersten Weltkrieg eine spontane Bewegung isolierter
kunstlerischer Naturen gegen den Schein und die Fragwurdigkeit
der bestehenden Ordnungen. In diesem Sinne ist er ein Aus-
brechen aus der verkapselten Innerlichkeit, in die sich
vorher die Kultiviertheit und Menschlichkeit des BUrgertums
aus der Sachlichkeit des modernen Lebens zuruckgezogen hatte,
aber auch ein Protest gegen die Ordnung, den Formalismus des
Staates, der Brgerlichkeit, der Kirche und der Wissenschaft.
. . . So ist der Expressionismus in seiner ersten phase eine
Vorwegnahrie der kommenden Erschutterungen durch den Weltkrieg,
der Revolutionszeit und des Nachkriegschaos.'
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Ludwig Meidner's Ich und die $tadt (1915); and Ernst Ludwig

Kirchner's iWesthaven in Frankfurt (1916). This theme may

also be seen in the plays of Gerhardt Hauptmann, The Weavers

(1892), and Georg Kaiser, _Gas 1 (1918); and in the poets of

Richard Dehmel, Aber die Liebe (1892), R. M. Rilke, Stundenbuch

(1903), and Georg Trakl, Abendland II (set to music by Webern,

Op. 11', No. L, 1917). Hermann Bahr, discussing the struggle

between the machine and mankind, says that man has no more

freedom, he no longer lives.

Never was a time shaken by such terror, by such a dread
of death. Never was the world so mute, like a grave.
Never was man so small. Never was he so afraid. Never
was joy so far away and freedom so dead. Now the dis-
tress cries out: man cries for his soul, the whole
time becomes a single cry of distress. Art, too, cries
wit him, in the deep darkness, it cries for 4lp, it
cries for the spirit: that is Expressionism.

In spite of his concern for te plight of mankind, the

expressionist artist, in many cases, found himself estranged

from society. After his first exhibition in 1908, Oskar

Kokoschka (b. 1886) was expelled from the Vienna School of

Arts and Crafts, where he was a student and assistant in-

structor. His works were considered rebellious, shocking;

30Hermann Bahr, Expressionismus, 2nd. ed. (Munich, 1918),
p. 80: "Niemals war eine zeit von solchem Entsetzen geschUt-
telt, von solchem Todesgrauen. Niemals war die Welt so
grabesstum . Niemals war der Mensch so klein. Niemals war
ihm so bang. Niemals war Freude so fern und Freiheit so tot.
Da schreit die Not jetzt auf: der Mensch schreit nach seiner
Seele, die ganze Zeit wird ein einziger Notschrei. Auch die
Kunst schreit nit, in die tiefe iinsternis hinein, sie
schreit u Hilfe, sie schreit nach dem Geist: das ist der
Expressionismus."
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and the newspapers called him "Horror of the Citizen,. 3  At

about the same time, the music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern

caused strong antagonistic reactions from the listeners. Even

as far back as February , 1907, at the first performance of

Schoenberg's FiLrst StringQuartet op. 7, by the Rose Quartet,

the audience whistled and hissed; and -Mahler, in defense of

the music, had altercations with one of the hissers.32 And

in the concert of the Akadei isches Verband fUr _Literatur und

Musik, Ma:ch 31, 1913, a near riot broke out during the per-

formance of Berg s Five ons, to Picture Postcard Texts op. b1,

in a program which included also works by Webern, Schoenberg,

Zemlinsky, and Mahler (see above p. 11).

Because of reactions such as these and adverse newspaper

criticism, there was a tendency for the artists to form small

organizations which would appeal to more select groups of

people. The result of this tendency was that works of art

became riore complex and esoteric while the tastes of the

normal patrons remained with the art of the recent past.

Discussing the relationship of the creator to society,

Mersmann points out the gradual narrowing of the range of

people to whom the new music communicated, i.e., from the

masses to the initiated. He then describes the results of

th is mutual e x lusion:

3 Sarah Newmeyer, MinL, odern Art (New York, 1957),
pp. 188-189.

2 Alma Mahler, Gustav Mahler: Memories and Letters,
translated by Bas'l Fe i~ hton~>cWw Yor k.010067~p~10.
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Thus, indifference and misunderstanding arise.

Above all, there arise a cold lack of relationship, a

narrow-minded rejection and a false enthusiasm. This

condition is characterized by general uncertainty of

judgement. The value curve of a work vacillates through
all degrees of rejection and acceptance. . . . Virtuosity,
massive effect, great names, all essential marks of our

concert life at the beginning of the century, lose in

value. A different type of performance is substituted
more and more: a small group of auditor s, united by a

single purpose, assembles in a small room around per-
formers who, without vanity, present a work . . .33

The be t known example of a small select music group is

Schoenberg Is Verein fur musilasche Prtvatauff thrpien,

which was formed in 1918 "for the purpose of enabling Arnold

Schoenberg to carry out his plan to give artists and music-

lovers a real and exact knowledge of modern music."A

Attendance at the meetings of the society was restricted to

card-carrying members. No progr ams were announced,, no

applause Illowed, difficult works were repeated, and the

music performed came from all modern schools: from

33mersmann, nus'k der Gg art, pp. 3- I: "So entsteht

Teilnahmlosigke it,~issverst dnis . Entsteht vor allem klihIe
Beziehungslosigkeit, einseitige Ablehnung und erlogene Be-

geisterung. Dieses Verh'ltnfis wird gekennzeichnet durch die

allgemeine Unsicherheit des Urteils, Die Wertkurve eines
Werkes schwankt in allen Graden der Ablehnung und Anerkennung.

.. Virtuosentum, Massenwirkung, grosser Name, alle wesent-
lichen Merkmale unseres Konzertlebens am Anfang des Jahr-

hunderts, verlieren an Geltung. Eine verdnderte Form der

Auffuhbrung setzt sich immer mehr durch: eine kleine Gemein-

schaft durch einen Willen verbundener HWrer, Tn kleinem Ba
vereint um Mittler, die ohne Eit;lkeit einem Werke dienen

3 LAlban Berg, "Society for Private Musical Performances

in Vienna: A Statement of Aims," translated by Stephen

Somervell, quoted in Nicolas Slonimsky, Music Since 1900, 3rd.

ed. (New York, 19[9), pp. 134-135
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Strauss and Mahler to Debussy and Ravel; from Pfitzner to

Schoenberg and his pupils.35

Musical Expressionism had its roots in the music of

Richard Wagner (1813-1883). From a technical standpoint, the

expanded tonality of Tristan ud Isolde (1859) developed into

the atonality of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern. The so-called

Tristan chord is important not so much for its functional

value as for its color and expressive value (Fig. 1).

x Tristan Chord

Fig. 1--Wagner, Tristan und Isolde, mm. 1-3

The more immediate predecessors of Expressionism are Anton

Bruckner (1824-1896) and Mahler (1860-1911). Rognoni main-

tains that with his Third phony (1896)) Mahler "has already

effected a breach in the romantic ideal and has virtually

affirmed that distorted tension of sounds which will be charac-

teristic of Expressionism * * n36 The general factor which,

3 5Works performed are listed in ibid., pp. 651-652.

3 6Rognoni, Espressionismo e dodecafonia, p. 33: " *
ha gii operato una rottura nell'deale romantico ed ha
virtualmente affermato quella tensione allucinata di suoni
che sar,. propria dell'espressionismo . . .i
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from the music-drama of Wagner through the symphonies of

Bruckner and Mahler, has the most significance for musical

Expressionism is that of a growing emotional intensification.

Attention focused on the subconscious and the value of

free association after the publication in 1900 of Freud's

The Interpretationof Dreams led artists into further sub-

jectivism and to the use of more remote formal connections.

In drama, the influence of Freud is seen in the use of the

Father-Son theme, e.g., Walter Hasenclever, Der Bohm (1913)

and Sorge, Der Bettler; and in the use of unreal tableaux,

e.g., Ernst Toller, Die Wandlung (1918) and Fritz von Unruh,

Ein Geshlecht (1917). Oskar Kokoschkats penetrating por-

traiture shows the painter's representation of the subject's

inner self or subconscious, The abstract constructions of

Kandinsky, e.g., Ihprovisation No.30 (1913), and Paul Klee

e.g., F dhnim Marctsohen (1915), with their organization of

nonrepresentative forms, and the series of words with little

or no grammatical connection as employed in the poems of

August Stramm (1874-1915), e.g., Trieb, 37 may be seen as a

parallel to the Freudian concept of free association,

37 "Schrecken Str'&uben Ich und Dul
Wehren Ringen Ldsen Gleiten
Achzen Sohluchzen Stbhnen Wellen
Sttrzen Schwinden Finden
Dut Ich
Grellen Gehren Dich
Winden Klammern Du"
Hitzen Schwchen

Cited in Albert Soergel, Im Banne des Expressionismus, new
issue of Diohtung und DicFerd7 2TeT (LeipzIg, 1 ), p. 604.
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The relationship of Impressionism aid Expressionism is

not as easy to comprehend as that of Romanticism and Expres-

sionism. It has been seen that the subjectivity and emotional

expressiveness of German Romanticism are carried over into

this century and are intensified to the point of distortion

and abstraction. Part of the impetus toward impressionism

and imagery in Baudelaire and the symbolist poets comes from

their experience with Wagner.38 The French periodical, La

Revue Wagnerienne contained writings of Verlaine and

allarme'.J9  The idea of the correspondence of the senses,

i.e., the relation of colors to sounds and odors, was articu-

lated in Baudelaire's Tes Fleurs du Mal (1861). It reappears

in the painting s of Kandinsky, the theories of August Macke,

and is also implicit in the term, Klangfarbenmelodie, which

Schoenberg coined . Kandinsky, on hearing Lohengrin is quoted

as saying, "I saw all my colours; they stood before my eyes.

Wild, almost crazy lines drew themselves before me . . , 40

Many of Kandinsky's abstract paintings are labeled with such

music-titles as Improvisation, reat Fue, Sounds, and

Scherzo.

Macke, a member of the Blaue Reiter group, was constant-

ly concerned with organizing colors in a way similar to the

38 This is discussed in Salazar, 14usic in Our Time, pp.

165 ff.6

39Ibid ., p. 167

1LOQuoted in Hans Konrad Roethel, Modern German Painting,
translates by Desmond and Louise Clayton (New York, 197f,
p. 38.



way notes are ordered in music In a letter to his wife he

said:

In colors, there are counterpoint, treble and bass clefs,
minor, major, exactly as in music. An infinitely fine
sensibility can order the. without knowing all this. I
have attempted it, naturally with doubtful success, ut
thereby all of Impressionism has become clear to me,

Franz Marc, a friend of both Kandinsky and Macke, had been

skeptical of the analogy of color and music until the occa-

sion of a recital of Schoenberg's chamber music in Munich

during the early part of 1911. Then, he too grasped the

significance. Thus he writes to Macke:

Can you imagine a music in which tonality . , . is
completely abolished? I was constantly forced to think
of Kandinskyts great composition, which is not accorded
any trace of a key either, . . . and also of Kandinskys
"bursting spots" in listening to this music which allows
each succeeding sound to stand for itself (a sort of
white canvas between the, color spots0. Schoenberg pro-
ceeTs m the principle that the concepts consonance
and dissonance do not exist at all, A so-called disson-
ance is only a more remote consonance.--An idea, which
in painting incessantly occupies me today . 42

411etter of August nacke, July 14, 1907, quoted in Vrie-

sen, August Macke, p. 37: "In. den Farben gibt es geradeso
Kontra uikt, Tiolon-, Bassschlussel, moll, dur, wie in der
Musik, Ein unendlic1 ines 'atl kann sie ordnen, ohne
all dies zu k.nnen. Ich habe das versucht, naturlich mit
zweifelhaftem Erfolg, aber mir ist dabei der ganze
Impressionismus klargeworden."

42D 3tter of Franz Iarc to August Macke, Ibid., p. 84:
"K1[annst Du Dir eine Musik denket., in der die Tonalitat . .0.
vbllig aufgehoben ist? Ich musste stets an Kandinskys grosse
Komposition denken, der auch keine Spur von Tonart zulsst,
S, . und auch an Kandinskys, springende Fleckent bei
Anhbren dieser Musik, die jeden angeschlagenen Ton fur sich

stehen 1sst (eine Art weisser Leinwand zwischen den Farb-
fleckenZ.). Schbnberg gaht von WehIIfizip aus, dass die

Begriffe Konsonanz und Dissonanz fberhaupt nicht existieren.
Eine sogenannte Dissonanz ist nur eine writer auseinander-
liegende Konsonanz,--Eine Idee, die mich heute beim Malen
unaufhbrlich besch6Aftigt . . . I
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In his Harmonielehre (1911), Schoenberg discussed the

relation of tone-color and pitch.

If it is now possible to allow structures which we call
melodies to arise out of tone-colors which are differ-
entiated according to pitch, successions whose connection
causes an effect resembling thought, then it must also
be possible to produce such successions out of tone-
colors of the other dimension, out of that which we call

simply tone-color, whose internal relationships operate
with a sort of logic fully Equivalent to that logic which
suffices us for the melody of pitches.43

Schoenberg first applied this concept of Klangfarbenmelodie in

the third of his Five Orchestral Pieces op. 16 (1909), "Sommer-

morgen an einem See," subtitled Farben. Yebern, beginning

with the Five movements for String Quartet op. 5, of the same

year as Schoenberg t s Op. 16, displays an obsessive concern for

the variation and control of color and shading.

At this point a distinction should be attempted between

the impressionistic and the exprssionistic use of color.

The impressionist painter's concern lies in an objective

organization of color and light, and this was usually moti-

vated by the contemplation of a particular object. In the

music of Impressionism, the importance of a chord is not so

43Arnold Schoenberg, Harmonielehre, 3rd, ed. (Vienna,

1922), pp. 506-507: "Ist es nitTg h, aus Klangfarben,
die sich der Hbhe nach unterscheiden, Gebilde entstehen zu
lassen, die wir Melodien nennen, Folgen, deren Zusammenhang
eine gedanken hnliche Wirkung hervorruft, dann muss es auch
moglich sein, aus den Klangfarben der anderen Dimension, aus
dem, was wir Schlechtweg Klangfarbe nenne, solche Folgen
herzustellen, deren Beziehung untereinander mit einer Art
Logik wirkt, ganz 'quivalent jener Logik, die uns bei der
Melodie der Ilanghbhen geniigt."

'For further discussion of Klangfarbenmelodie, see
Chapter III, pp.141-142.

MWOR40 - INAMMIMMORMIMIM - -
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much in its harmonic function as in its intrinsic sonorous

value, or metaphorically, its color-value. On the other hand,

the Expressionist, no less interested in the organization of

colors, uses them for their expressive value.

Mersmann, however, considers the atonality of Expres-

sionism to be the logical consequence of the Impressionist's

increasing emphasis on color-value,

Already, late romanticism veiled the strength of harmonic
logic; this crumbled away more and more with the growing
intensification of color-value, Now, the revolution has
gradually been completed. Only shadowy and weak are the
logical bonds which still glimmer through in the succes-
sion of sounds, whose color-value is raised to the
absolute. . . . Thereby is the ,asis created for the
atonal harmony of the present.

At another place, discussing Impressionism as a style con-

cept, the same author says that the source of contrast between

Impressionism and Expressionism

. . . lay in painting in the relation of the artist to
the object, whose contours he loosened impressionisti-
cally to hovering vagueness, and intensified
expressionistically through driving energy, whph,
however, in both cases, he held up as reality. -

45Iersmann, Musik der Gegenwart, p. 37: "Schon die
Sptromantik verschleierte die Kraft der harmonischen Logik;
diese brbckelte mit der wachsenden Itensivierung der Farb-
werte mehr und mehr ab. Jetzt hat sich der Umschwung
allgemach vollzogen. Nur noch schattenhaft und kraftlos
schimmern die logischen Bindungen in der Folge der Klnge
durch, deren Farbwerte bis ins Absolute gesteigert werden.
. a . Damit ist die Basis fur die atonale Harmonik der Gegen-
wart geschaffen."

ltIbid, p. 33: '. . . lag in der Malerei in der Ver-
hsltnis~es Ktnstlers zum Objekt, dessen Konturen er
impressionistisch zu schwebender Unbestimmtheit auflockerte,
expressionistisch durch eingetriebene Energien intensivierte,
das er in beiden Fallen aber als Realitat aufhob."
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The artist's attitude toward the object is an important

point from which to draw distinctions. The impressionist

artist depicts the object by analogy, i.e., the transfer of

the form and color suggested by the object into his art

materials; whereas in Expressionism the artist uses the form

of the object for its expressive qualities. Macke presents

the expressionist point of view somewhat ecstatically.

Incomprehensible ideas express themselves in com-
prehensible forms. Comprehensible as star, thunder,
flower, as form through our senses.

The form is our secret, because it is the expre-
sion of secret forces. Only through the form can we
divine the secret powers, the "invisible God."

The senses are our bridge from the incomprehensible
to the comprehensible. To look at plants and animals
means to sense their secret.f7

Rothschil considers both Impressionism and Expressionism to

be characterized by a certain formlessnesss" (using the term

in the sense of being not photographically representative).

But this "formlessness" has different motivations: in

Impressonism t is motivated by the "casual, the accidental,

the passive,' and in Expressionism by 'participation, destruc-

tion, and dynamism." He says further: "Where Impressionism

was content with the suggestive, Expressionism demands the

eloquent, passionate, bizarre, and intense.' 8

7August Macke, "Die Masken, "Der Blaue Reiter (hunich,
1912), p. 21, as translated in Roet7hel, Modern German Paint-

.n, p. 80.

EdWard F. Rothschild, The Meanin of Unintelligibility

in Modern Art (Chicago, 1934),p. 0.
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Although, as has been seen, a fine line of distinction

between the two concepts cannot be drawn, the difference

between the impressionistic Weltanschaun and that of Expres-

sionism may be reduced finally to the difference between an

objective and a subjective approach. This suggests again the

"eternal dualism of the spirit" (see above, pp. 20 ff.) as ex-

pressed by Nietzsche, in the terms Apollonian and Dionysian,

by Kierkegaard as the relationship of the finite to the in-

finite, by Worringer as "Immanence and Transcendence," and

by Pitrim A. Sorokin as "Ideational and Sensate." 4 9  Hermann

Bahr quotes Goethe: "In the object there is all that is in

the subject, and yet something more. In the subject there is

all that is in the object and yet something more." Then he

says: "The Impressionist presents more of the object and

suppresses more of the subject: the Expressionist, on the

other hand, only recognizes more of the subject and sup-

presses more of the object.t50

After having examined the diverse ideological roots and

bases of Expressionism, it will perhaps be well to consider

49Pitrim Aleksandrovich Sorokin, Fluctuations of Forms of

Art, Vol. I of Social and Cultural Dyamics, 4 vors., Amercan

55Wiology SerieseitmThby tmtTTV5Ng eW York, 1937).

50Bahr, Expressionismus, pp. 84-85: "'tAlles, was im Sub-

jekt ist, ist im Objet undnoch etwas mehr. Alles, was im

Objekt ist, ist im Sub jekt und noch etwas mehr.t ('Natur-

wissenschaftliche Schriften,' II. Band, Seite 162.) Der

Impressionist stellt das Mehr des Objekts dar und unter-
schlhgt das Mehr des Subjekts; der Expressionist hinwieder
kennt nur das Nehr des Subjekts und unterschlgt das Mehr
des Objekts."
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the origin of the term, some definitions, and the more physi-

cal manifestations of the movement, such as the activities of

the participants, and the technical characteristics of the

works they produced.

The term "Expressionism" was first used by the French

artist Julien-Auguste Herv6, who in 1901 exhibited eight

paintings at the Salon des Independants in Paris under the

title Expressionismes.51 In 1911, Worringer wrote an article

in the August issue of Der Sturm about the "young Parisian

Synthetists and Expressionists, Cezanne, Van Gogh, Matisse.52

The poet Otto zur Linde also used the term in 1911 to de-

scribe the reaction against the impressionist art of those

associated with the periodical Charon.53 In the sense in

which it is ncw known, i.e., as a German art movement, the

expressionist label was first used in connection with an ex-

hibition (March, 1912) of the Baue Reiter artists in the

galleries of Der Sturm.54

One of the first attempts at a definition of the aims of

expressionist art was made by Kasimir Edschmid. He says that

the expressionist artist, in a state of constant excitement,

concerns himself with "experience, ," "the eternal significance

51Samuel and Thomas, Expressionism in German Life, pp.

11-12.

52Myers, The German Expressionist , p. 36.

53F6ux Bertaux, A Panorama of German Literature: from

1871 to 3 (New York, f3rNt lr., "M

54Myers, The German Expressionists, p. 36.
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of situations," creating as opposed to reproducing, "vision,"

"intuition," and "cosmic consciousness.,55

In 1920, an anthology of expressionist writings entitled

Menschheitsdmmerung was published. In the preface to this

book, Kurt Pinthus described their art as an attempt at the

salvation of humanity.

We have realized more and more clearly the impossibility
of a humanity completely dependent upon its concrete
accomplishments, its science, its techniques, its sta-
tistics, its commerce, and its industry--in short, a
petrified social order. We have tried to awaken, to
save what is human in man . , . The essence, the deter-
mining power, lies not in institutions, in laws
establis d on the basis of observations, but in man
himselfP0

A contemporary definition of Expressionism in music is

found in an essay by Arnold Schering.

The musical expression of today, however, no longer
follows a premeditated poetic program. In general, it
leans on nothing which exists externally, but obeys as
it is expressed, an immanent logic of feeling and fan-
tasy. Form is not something absolute, an exterior
condition to be contemplated more in itself, but some-
thing conditional, immanent, -- it is the external
expression of an inner condition, the unadorned appear-
ance of something spiritual.$7

55Edschmid, TJber den Expressionismus, cited in Samuel
and Thomas, E presionaM7inGerman Life, pp. 11-12.

56urt .inthus, editor, Menschheitsdimmerung (Berlin,
1920), cited in Bertaux, Panorama of German Literature, p. 214.

57Arnold Schering, "Die expressionistische Bewegung in
der Musik, p. 145: "Die Ausdrucksmusik der Gegenwart folgt
aber selbst einem vorbedachten poetischen Programm nicht
mehr. Sie lhnt sich Uberhaupt an nichts ausserhalb Besteh-
endes, sondern gehorcht, wie sie sich ausdrlickt, einer
immanenten Logik des GefUhls und der Phantasie. Form ist
nichts VorgeprAgtes, Unbedingtes, ausserhalb Existierendes,
fur sich Anschaubares mehr, sondern etwas Bedingtes, Imma-
nentes, -- ist ausserer Ausdruck eines Innern, die blosse
Erscheinungsart eines Geistigen."



In a sense Expressionism was a religious movement. The

artists worked with a sense of destiny. They had a mission.

It was also a revolutionary movement, although it was not, at

least in the beginning, political. The mission of the Expres-

sionist was to re-relate himself to the reality behind

appearances, to a cosmic reality, one found only within him-

self. This urge toward inner reality led him to an expression

in his art which is characterized by distortion, caricature

and grotesquerie. His creations were permeated with an emo-

tional intensity which, by elimination of that which was

unessential, led to abbreviation and subsequently even to

abstraction.

The Idea was exalted.

A world. of ideas with a universal aspect is perishing.
We are the witnesses of it. These ideas are the op-
posite of every rationalistic process. Impressionism
was rationalistic. . . . The reaction was a cry. The58cry for the connection with creation: Expressionism.

Schoenberg? also emphasized the importance of the Idea in

creation: "I myself consider the totality of a piece as the

idea: the idea which its creator wanted to present.1159

Rothschild presents the factors of "unintelligibility" in art

under three headings: 1) "IndividualismY; 2) "Revolution";

3) "Dematerial izat ion.' Under "Dematerialization, " there

58 Oskar Kokoschka (source not given) quoted in J. P.
Hodin, "Style and Personality: a Graphological Portrait of
Oscar Kokoschka," The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criti-
cism, VI (4arcih, 19T7jF,~7t1 4,J

59Schoenberg, Stgle and Idea, p. 49
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are two sub-headings: a) "tendency toward denial of matter

in favor of spirit: mystical"; b) "rejection of matter for

the idea or universal: idealistic.t60

Expressionist painters, poets, musicians, and dramatists

tended to band together into groups for the purpose of ex-

changing tdeas, exhbiting and publishing together, and in

some cases, even living together. The groups were not always

restricted according to medium of expression. Thus we see in

the almanac of the Blaue Reiter group, essays on painting,

drama, and music, prints of primitive and contemporary art,

and musical excerpts. Some of the groups which had a far

reaching influence upon the art of the times were: Die

iBrice (c. 190] -1913), Neue Xiinstlerver e iniung (founded,

1909), Der Blaue Reiter (founded, 1911), Der Sturm (1910-

1928), and Schoenberg s circle (from 1904.

Three consequences of these associations may be seen.

First, nost of the artists theorized in books or in one of

the many journals and anthologies which appeared during the

first two decades of this century, ,61 In the second place are

the aforesatd attempts to transfer the concepts and organ-

zational procedures from one medium to another, e.g., music

to color, color to music, and both color and music to poetry.

6 ORothschild, neanTLn o dlern Art, p. 79.

6 1 3ee lists in Samuel and Tiomas, EPressionism in German

Life, pp. 192-196, and in Myers, The German ESles
pp. 369-370 -
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The third consequence of these associations is that many

artists worked in more than one medium. Thus Ernst Barlach,

one of the better known modern German sculptors, was also

62
important as a graphic artist and as a dramatist.2 The

painter, Kokoschka wrote four important plays, and some of

Schoenberg' s paintings were included in the first Blaue Reiter

exhibition (December, 1911).

In the plastic arts, the first group generally consi-

dered to be Expressionist was Die K lnstci'gemeinschaft Brjiceke.

However, expressionistic elements existed in the works of

several earlier artists. The emotional intensity and dis-

tortion of forms found in Van Gogh's late works are

Expressioir1st in quality. In his letters to his brother, Van

Gogh presents ideas concerning his use of color.

I should not be surprised if the impressionists
soon cfnd fault with my way of working, . . . Because,
instead of trying to reproduce exactly what I have be-
fore my eyes, I use colo more arbitrarily, in order to
express myself forcibly.

Expressionistic qualities in the work of Paul Gaugin are:

sybolism of color and line, primitivism, distortion. The

Belgian artist, James Ensor, anticipated the Expressionists

62Two of his better known plays are Der Tote Ta (1912)

and Diee Sndflut (19 2h).

63Mbr der.Hof fnnw der Frauen (1907), Der Brennende Dorn-
bush (197T1T7, Viob1917)7Tnd Orpbeus und Eurydike T9F8.

64The Comlete Letters of Vincent Van Goh, III (Green-
wichConn. 9 7 Letter 52U, .~



with his propensity for the grotesque, principally through

the use of masks and figures of skeletons. Lovis Corinth

(1858-1925) is expressionistic in his feeling for suffering

and the tragic. His self-portraits are similar in their

psycho-analytical qualities to the portraits of Kokoschka.

Kaithe Kollwitz expressed social conditions, particularly

those of workers and the poor. The Expressionist movement is

sometimes referred to as the eballter Sohrei. This "clenched

cry" with all its fear and urgency may be seen in a picture

entitled Der Schrei (1893) by another early Expressionist,

Edvard Munch (1863-1944).

Die Knstlergmeinschaft Brilcke, headed by Ernst Ludwig

Kirchner (1880-1938), was formed between 1903 and 1905 in

Dresden. Included in the group were such painters as Erich

Heckel (b. 1883), Karl Schmidt-Rottluff (b. 1884), Max

Pechstein (1881-1955), Otto Mueller (1874-1930) and for a

short time Emil Nolde (1867-1950). The group moved to

Berlin in 1911 and was dissolved in 1913. Their work shows

the influence of Paul Cezanne, Gaugin, Van Gogh, the Fauves,65

and the Norwegian, Edvard Munch. The last-named was in some

ways their spiritual father. The BrUcke artists also showed an

interest in the elemental sculpture of africa, the primitive

65The Fauves were a group of painters in Paris (Matisse,

Vlaminck, DeTaTn, and others) iwho founded the Salon dtAutomne
(1903). The Fauve label was applied in 1905, when aCtrMTI a
characterized the room of the Grand Palais de Champs-Elysees
in which these artists exhibited as "the cage ofrthe wild
beasts." See Newmeyer, Enjoying Modern Art, pp. 126-127,



art of the PacAfc isla ns and in German GothIc prints. They

lived in a communal group, sharing everything and teaching

each other their special techniques. Members of Die Br'dicke

worked with woodcut, lithograph, wood sculpture, as well as

painting. The effect of the woodcut technique is seen, in

the painting of the group, in the angularity of lines and

primitive shaping of figures (e.g., Zwei Nnner am Tisch,

112, by H eckel, and Ris'n Moo n, 912, by Schmidt -Rottluff).

Primitivism Is seen in their worEs chiefly as Ia tendency to

call all the refined and complicated aspects of the world

about them superficial and unimportant and to attempt to get

behind these to something basic and important.1 6 6  in .910,

the members of Die Brihcke helped found the Neue Sezession be-

cause of the increasingly reactionary policies of the Berlin

Sezession. After disbandment in 1913, the artists continued

to paint Separately, each developing his own individual style.

The group is important for its contributions to expressionist

style, but most of the.artists are also important in their

own right. Of them, Kirchner is the only one to develop very

far In the direction of abstraction (see Trabergespann, 1930).

The city of Munich was important for the development of

twentieth century art. In 1893, the Munich Sezession exhi-

bited for the first time. The Jurendsdtil artists founded the

magazine u ,ed there in 1896, the same year in which

66Robert J. Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Painting
(New Yor k, 1930), p. 99.
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V andinsky, Alexej von Jawlensky, and Marianne von Werefkin

arrived from Russia. The brothers Heinrich and Thomas Mann

lived in 4unich during this time. In 1909 the Neue Ktinstler-

vereinjgung was organized and in December, 1911, the Blaue

Reiter group exhibited for the first time.

The Blaue Reiter is probably the most important group

activity of thi expressionist period. In contrast to Die

Brucke, the artists of the Blaue Reiter did not live together

nor work in coimunal activity. They were given to much

theorizing, whereas about the only theoretical publication of

De Bri was Chronik der Kiinstlergemeinschaft Bribcke, 67

wr L tten by Kirchner (1913). The almanac, Der Blaue Reiter,

was written in 1911 and published in 1912. It included arti-

cles by Kandinsky, IUber die Formfrage"; Marc, "Die ?Wilderf

Deutschlands"; Macke, "Die hasken";69 Schoenberg, "Das

Verhaltnis zum Text";70 and others on painting, drama, and

music.7 1  Besides these essays, the following also bespeak

an interest in metaphysical and aesthetic problems:

Kandinskyt s ber die Geistig in der Kunst; acke's

7Private publication (Berlin, 1916). Reprinted in
Roethel, Modern German Painting, p. 77.

8Quotedin part in Rognoni, Espressionismo e dod ecafonia,
pp. 53-54.

69Translated in Roethel, Modern German Paining, p. 0.

7 0 Translated in Schoenberg, kftyle and Idea, pp. 1-6.

Thecontents are listed in Rognoni, Espressionismo e
dodecafonia, p. 356.

47
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contribution to Im K urn die Kunst in answer to the anti-

impressionism of Vinnents Protest Deutscher KUnstler (1911);

and Franz Marc ts Aphorisms. 3

The principal artists connected with the Blaue Reiter

were Kandinsky, Marc, Macke, Jawlensky, Werfekin, Schoenberg,

Lyonel Feininger, Campendonc, Gabriele Minter, and Klee.

Essential aspects of their art derive from the basic expres-

sionist precept of presenting an inner emotional state to the

subordination of formal and technical elements of art. Though

they theorized intellectually, their creative work was ap-

proached intuitively; the result of speculation upon the

Essential, the Idea, the inner reality. The Idea came first

and was served by technique, The concentration of the expres-

sive function of form and the symbolic use of color and line

led to distortion of the object, and finally to complete non-

representative abstraction in the case of Kandinsky (from

about 1914) and Marc (see KSEpfende Formen, 1914).

The Blaue Reiter artists also were interested in primi-

tivism. The 1912 almanac included illustrations of art works

from New Caledonia, the Malay Peninsula, Easter Island, Brazil,

Mexico, Egypt, and Japan. Their interest differed from that

of the members of Die Briicke, however, in that they were more

concerned with the element of nalvet6, i.e., the elemental

7 2"Antwort auf den Protest deutscher Kinstler," (Munich,
1911), p. 80.

73Franz Marc, Briefe, Aufzeichnungen und Aphorismen, 2
vols. (Berlin, 1920T4m.



relation of the artist to nature, which they found in the art

of primitives and children. Der Blaue Reiter also included

some drawings and watercolors of children. Both Kandinsky

and Macke wrote about the creativity of children.

There is an enormous unconscious strength . . . which
places the work of children on as high (and often higher)
level as that of adults. . , . The artist, who through-
out his life is similar to children in many things, can
attain the inner harmony of things more easily than
others . 7

Are not children, who create directly from their
mysterious sensibility, more creative than mere copiers
of Greek form? Are not the natives /ic7/ artists, who
have their own form, as strong as the phenomenon of
thunder?75

This child-like perspective may be seen in both the work of

Campendonc, which resembles Rousseau with innocent animals

and stylized foliage (see Im Wal, 1919), and Klee (see Tanz

Du Ungeheuer zu meinem sanften Lied, 1922).

Many expressionist artists were not connected with any

group. Among those are Paula Monderson-Becker (1876-1907),

Ludwig Meidner, Christian Rohlfs (1849-1938), Ernst Barlach,

Karl Hofer (1878-1955), and Oskar Kokoschka. Kokoschka is

of particular interest to any study of contemporary music be-

cause of his connection with Schoenberg and Webern (he painted

portraits of each) and because of his dramas, Mdrder, Hoffnung

der Frauen and Orpheus und E Like, which were made into

operas by Hindemith (1921) and KXenek (1927), respectively.

7 assily Kandinsky, "hber die Formfrage," Der Blaue
Reiter (Munich, 1912), pp. 92-93, as translated byGoldwater,
Primiivism in Modern Painting, p. 105.

75Macke, "Die Masken," p. 21.
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Kokoschka's painting can be divided into several

rather distinct phases:76 the early "psychological" por-

traits (1907-l912);? the large symbolic compositions and

pictorial portraits (1913-1915); the works of the Dresden

period (1917-1924) of more objective and almost impression-

istic landscapes; the travel years (1924-1931), with

landscapes of even brighter impressionistic coloration and

portraits in which the newly acquired coloristic strength

and greater concern for formal structure were applied to

the earlier psychological analysis; and the periods dur-

ing which he lived in Prague, England, and his present home,

Switzerland. From about 1931, Kokoschka became more and

more interested in political problems. He painted the Self-

Portrait of a Degenerate Artist (1937), in answer to the

1lazi condemnation of all expressionistic and abstract art.

He was represented with eight paintings in the famous Nazi

exhibition of degenerate art in Munich, 1937.

During the unrest in Germany following the First World

War, an active concern developed for the problems which

were implicit in the message of pre-war Expressionism.

There was a widespread awareness of industrial problems,

7 6As presented in Oskar Kokoschka: A Retrospective
Exhibit, Introduction by James S. Plaut (New York, 1948),
p. 20.

77 The line drawing of Webern, reproduced in Craft,
"Anton Webern," p. 7, falls into this period.

The well-known portrait of Schoenberg playing the

cello with, however, the cello missing, and the portrait
of Webern belong to this phase.
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the horrors of war, the problems of big cities and an
anxiety for the "new humanity."

From the public point of view, the Expressionist move-ment came into its own after 1918. All the previousforms of painting: the individualist-ecstatic, thereligious, and the social, were continued on a new andsometimes higher level in the years between 1918 and

The ideal of merging the arts with society and politics to
form a new era seemed to be close to realization.

In Berlin, the Novemberg Ppe was formed late in 1918
for the purpose of relating the arts to the people. The
movement was initiated by the painters Max Pechstein and
Cesar Klein and attracted many people from the fields of
music, poetry, architecture, painting, and drama. This
group worked with such problems as the place of the artist
in society, the duty of the state to support art, the rela-
tion of the fine arts to the industrial arts, and art
education for the people. Other groups such as this sprang
up all over Germany. 80

The inability of Germany to form a strong government
because of the many factions and interests resulted in early
disillusionment for the artists and a realization of the
futility of such enterprises. Stemming both from the efforts
to reconcile art to the people and from the skepticism and
bitterness because of the impossibility of attaining these
ideals, a reaction developed which is usually referred to as

79myers, The German xp reggjonjsts, p. 277.
80For names of other groups, see ibid., p. 278.



Neue Sachlichkeit. One manifestation of the interest in

applying the aesthetics of the fine ar ts to functional crafts

is the famous Bauhaus, established in Weimar, 1919, by Walter

Gropius. The Bauhaus was a school where architecture, paint-

ing, theater arts, typography, photography, and all phases of

industrial design were taught. len, such as Kandinsky, Klee,

Feininger and Oskar Schlemier81 were at one time or another on

tae faculty.

This movement of New Objectivity, while an outgrowth of

Expressionism is still expressionistic in its concern for the

plight of mankind, its emotional intensity, and in its penchant

for the grotesque. The Painting of the movement, represented

by such men as Georg Grosz (b. 1893), Otto Dix (b. 1891), and

Max Beckmann, constitutes a protest against the times in which

they live, but does not point to any salvation. Their method

was essentially that of concentrating ideas into a hard, dry,

objective representation of some real figure. The aim of these

painters may be found in these paradoxical words of Max Beckmmn:

What I try to show in my work Is the idea which hides
behind so-called reality. . . . My constant aim is to
capture the magic of the so-called reality, and trans-
late this reality into ppinting--to make the invisible
visible through reality,.2

8 lSchlemmer is the painter who did the stage sets for

Hindemitht s opera, Nuschi-Nuschi (1921) and Schoenberg's

Glu*cklice Ijand (19_30).

2Max Beckmann, JMy Theory of Painting," a lecture given

in London, July 21, 1938, quoted in Roethel, Iodern German
Painting_, p. 83.



Expressionism came to the fore in literature33 with the

appearance of many new journals and collections with titles

suggesting turmoil, revolution, and the importance of youth,

e.g., Die Aktion (1910), Der Sturm (1910), Revolution (1910),

Der Kondor (1912), Junge Kunst (1912), Der Jngste T (1913),

and Die Weissen Blatter (1914). Most every radical style

element of expressionist literature may be found in Der

SturmA4 which included poems and plays by Kokoschka, Stramm,

Kurt Heynicke, Reinhold Goering, Lothar Schreyer, and others.

Elements of Expressionism appear in the preceding liter-

ary movements of Naturalism, Neo-romanticism, and Impression-

ism. These elements, e.g., the drawing attention to social

evils by vivid depiction of life by the Naturalists; and the

Neo-romanticist's reaction to mechanization, however, are

presented by the Expressionists without the former emphasis

on detail. The expressionist writer avoided detail, shunned

unessentials, and penetrated to the heart of the matter, i.e.,

to its inner reality. The main stylistic changes effected

during the expressionist movement proceed from this attitude,

The avoidance of detail may be seen even in the format of the

81
-'A thorough treatment of the expressionist movement in

literature may be found in Samuel and Thomas, Expressionism
in German Life, from which much of the present material was
gathered.

Der Sturm (1910-1928), edited by Herwath Walden. For
a hydcomplete index of this periodical, see Der Sturm:
Ein Erinnerungsbuch an Herwath Walden und die Kinstler audEm
Stui.rmkreis , Ted bFNel Walden and toICiFb FahdSchrehyehr(TBaden-
Baden, 4).
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new periodicals which were crude compared to the refined or.

ganization of Stefan Georgets Bltter fMr die Kunst (from

1892), Die Insel (from 1899), and Pan (1 894-19 01). The

following are the technical characteristics of the expres-

sionist literary style: subordination of syntax and grammar

to the rhythm of the sentence; use of chains of short, direct

sentences; alteration of normal word-order and deletions of

parts of sentences; reiterations and sentences of parallel

construction (see the quotation of Hermann Bahr above, p. 29);

paradoxical and antithetical pairings of sentences; neolo-

gisms; enumeration and accumulation of nouns, adjectives, and

verbs; the use of chains of single words (Wortreihe) with

little or no grammatical function (see Stramm, Trieb, quoted

above p. 33, fn. 37); and the so-called "telegram" style with

disjunct, but intelligible common language. These cbaracter-

istics may be observed in the plays of Kokoschka (MUrder,

Hoffnung der Frauen, 1907), August Stramm (Geschehen, 1916),

Fritz von Unruh (Ein Geschlecht, 1916), Kaiser (Gas I, 1918),

and Reinhold Goering (Seeschlacht, 1917); the novels of Curt

Corrinth (Trieb, 1919), and Franz Werfel (Der M6rder, nicht

der Brmbrdete ist %chuldig, 1920); and the poetry of Stramm

and Edschmid.

Robert Wiedman in his dissertation on musical Expres-

sionism establishes eight "Control Factors" for expressionistic

style in music. They are 1) Intensification of emotional

quality, 2) Abstractionism, 3) Dramatic and poetic influences,

54



)4) Logical form and comprehensibility, 5) Distortion, 6) Ele-

ments of revolt, 7) Convention and tradition, and 8) Meta-

phorical and metaphysical criteria.8S These criteria are the

result of a preliminary investigation of the music primarily of

Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern. A jury, made up of well known

composers, performers, and musicologists, selected for this

study the most characteristic examples of expressionistic

music. The chosen works are by Schoenberg: Erwartun. op. 17

(1909), -little Pieces for Piano op. 19 (1911), Pierrot

Tunaire op. 21 (1912), and the Fourth String uaitetOP.37

(1937); by Ber0g: ozzeck op. 7 (1921), LXEr ic Suite (1926),

Luu finishede, 1935), and the Viol/n Concerto (1935); and

by Webern: FIve Movements for Strin Quartet op. 5 (1909),

Si Balatells op. 9 (1913), and the SYPhony op. 21 (1928).

Isolated works by other composers were also suggested by the

panel.81

Rognoni also considers the music of these three composers

the core of expressionistic music. Discussing Schoenberg's

Kamer sym hon'e op. 9 (1906), he says:

It is the atmosphere of musical Expressionism which be-
gins to take consciousness in Schoenberg and which is
anIfested through the immediate impulse to a form of

inner cry, in which the language of sounds sees to ac-
quIre a more acute sense of human desperation.U7

85Wiedman, "Expressionism in Music," p. 150.

8/8Ibid., p. 174

8 7kognoni, ispressionisro e dodecafonia, pp. 1-52: "

l'atbientazione dell'espression'smo musicale che comincia a



The stylistic characteristics of expressionist music pro-

ceed from the extended melodic structures, and the loosened

harmonic relations in the music of Wagner, particularly as

found in Tristan, und Isolde (1665), and continue along two

separate paths to find fulfillment in such works as Pierrot

Lunaire (1912), Wozzeck (1917-1921), and Webern's Six Orches-

tral Pieces op. 6 (1910). The direct path leads through the

emotionally intense classicism of Brahms (First synmphonk,

1855-1876); the concentrated chromatic polyphony of Reger

(Piano Quintet op. 64, 1896); the intense, subjective mysti-

cism of Bruckner (C Deum, 185); the dramatic "gestures" of

Strauss; and finally through the subjectivism and emotional-

ism, intensive to the point of distortion, of Mahler (Third

Symphony, 196). The other path leads through the altera-

tions of musical language as found in the music of Claude

Debussy. Although his impressionistic style was partially a

revolt against Wagnerian musical rhetoric, Debussy's harmonic

innovations are preceded by the expanded tonal functions in

the music of Wagner. The emphasis upon color-value is a part

of the impressionist aesthetic which was developed in part by

Beaudelaire and the symbolist poets under the influence of

prendere coscienza in Sch'dnberg e che si manifesto attraverso
li-mmediato impulso ad una forma di grido interiore, nel quale
il linguaggio dei suoni sembra acquistare il senso pi6 acuto
della disperazione umana."



Wagner. This is not to say that Wagner was the strongest

influence on Debussy, nor is it an attempt to arbitrarily

force an evolutionary theory into preconceived molds. De-

bussy had also in his musical heritage the instrumental

coloration of Berlioz, the pianistic and harmonic innovations

of Chopin and Liszt,P9 the chromaticism of Oesar Franck, and

later, the influence of the strange colors and modality of

Mussorgsky.

That Schoenberg and his pupils were familiar with the

music of Debussy is attested to by the lengthy discussions of

the whole-tone scale and the numerous references to Debussy

in the Harnonielehre. S choenberg used whole-tone structures

as early as 1902 in the symphonic poem Pelleas und Melsande,91

but not so much for their inherent sonorous quality as for

their connecting possibilities with other chords.
92 The

essence of Len.-air musical Impressionism, i.e., the

See A. G. Lehmann, The Symbolist Aesthetic in France

18' -1895 (Oxford, 1950), pp.~ 1 7 ff., and all of ThapTerT,

pp.- ~2S7. ee also Salazar, 4usic in Our Time, p. 166 ff.

89See particularly Liszt, "Les Jeux d'eau l Ia Villa

d Este ," Annges dee na e, Series III.

90 choenberg, Harmonielehre, pp. 1167-477.

91See the score, Universal Edition No. 7036, p. 52, four

measures after r ehearsal number 31.

9 2 $choenberg, Harmonielehre, p. 471.



atmospheric structures of sonorous complexes, is only rarely

found in the music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern.93

A composer who defies explicit categorization and yet

whose works display certain expressionistic elements 
is

Alexander Scriabin. "Seeming to have 5mucL7 in common with

Gustav Mahler because of his cosmic will and by his internal

position, Alexander Scriabin pushes to an expressive exaspera-

tion which had not yet been reached in the post-romantic

sphere. 4 Although his works remain within the bounds of

classical form, Scriabin developed a highly dissonant harmonic

language and an ecstatic lyricism which make his music seem

more expressionistic than either neo-classical or impression-

istic. His fanatic concern for direct relations between color

and music, his use of exotic elements, and his harmonic

theories are more closely related to his Nietzschean and theo-

sophic metaphysics than to impressionist aesthetics.

In an attempt to delineate the style of musical Expres-

sionism, Hoffmann gathers the characteristics into four cate-

gories.95 The first category is Irritation, or Excitement

93For examples of atmospheric pieces of these composers

see Berg, Wozzeck, Act III, Scene 2; Schoenberg, Five Orches-

tral PiecesFN\To3; and Webern, Five Pieces for OrcEstra72$. 3.

9 4 fognoni, Espressionismo e dodecafonia, p. 34: "A

Gustav Mahler sembra accomunarsT A&TaTnd1SkrJabin per la

volont cosmica e per la posizione interiore, spinta ad una

esasperazione espressiva che non era stata ancora raggiunta
nel clima post-romantico."

95Will Hoffmann, "Expressionismus: Stilbestimmung des
musikalischen Expressionismu]," Die Musik in Geschichte und

Ge enwart, edited by Friedrich Bt ueT, ol.'TII7XKasTseTaTr
BaseW,~1954).



and includes such characteristics as quick changes in melodic

direction, wide melodic skips, tendency toward the use of

free rhythm, impulses of arrested thrust, frequent use of

rubato, and the pitting of "fff" against "ppp." The other

categories are Expression, with emphasis on exspansiveness in

chord building; Reduktion, the obverse of the "impulse to in-

finity" found in the search for "inner qualities"; and

Abstraktion, the Neue Sachlichkeit gained as the ultimate

consequence of reduction.96 In this dialectical progression

may be seen all the elements found in the expressionist move-

ment. It should be pointed out, however, that Hoffmann

discusses not only the music of the Vienese Expressionists

but also relates other radical twentieth century musical ele-

ments to the movement. These include the Futurist movement

of Marinetti, Pratella, and Russolo (1913), and the consequent

Bruitism (noise making); folk elements as found in the music

of Bart6k, Koda6ly, and occasionally Stravinsky (Renard, 1917);

and jazz. This is perhaps justifiable, particularly as an

effort to bring the many diverse style characteristics and

techniques of composition in the twentieth century into re-

lation with each other under one motivational metaphysics.

However, such an attempt plays loosely with the more specific

Germanic qualities of Expressionism which were so deeply

rooted in the Nietzschian WeltanschauunE.

96Ibido
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The essential characteristics of musical Expressionis0

are mani5fested in the music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern

in the areas of harmonIc and iMelodic structures, instrumental

techniques, and rhythmic treatment. Because of the extension

of the har onic and melodic scope through increasing chroma-

ticism and mnre remote tonal relations, the traditional tonal

system became either non-existent or, at most, of little

significance. Melodic lines passed from one tonal center to

another more quIckly and at the same time melodic intervals

became wider, creating greater emotional intensity with the

concomitant effect of distortion (see Schoenberg, Das Buch

der HIangende G~arten op. 15, 1908; and Webern, Live SQs op.

3, 1908). T onal elements were further loosened by the in-

cre:easing use of melodic dissonance, particularly the tritone

and unresolving sevenths and nunths, as well as in the use of

whole-tone structures and chords built on superimposed fourths.

Subjective emotional intensity was increased by the use of

hitherko uu'ual instrumental techniques such as low, muted

brass (Schoenberg, Five Orehestral Pieces op. 16, 1909, and

WebernS, S Pieces for Orchestra op. 6, 1910), flutter tongue

(Webern, Mve Pieces for Orchestra op. 10, 1913), and brass

glissandi ( choenberg, Pelleas und T[ellisande op. 6, 1903).

All the string deviCe s were employed in diverse combinat ions:

am SteF, am Griffbrett, col le no, harmonies, etc. (Webern,

SIx BAtelles op. 9, 1913). Uncommon instruments, such as
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mandolin, guitar, and saxophone, and. unusual combinations of

instruments were employed. 9 7

The compositional technique of musical Expressionism is

characterized by complexity of rhythm, frequent suspension of

meter-feeling, sudden tempo changes, radical and shocking

dynamic changes, the lack of repetition due to continual

variations, and the fragmentation of melodic lines. This

melodic dispersment is accomplished by passing the notes from

one instrument to another, i.e., Klanarbenmelodie, from one

register to another, and by isolating the individual notes

with rests.

In order to render the idea more poignant, there was a

tendency to confine it within smaller bounds and to restrict

it with rigid formal control. Evidences of this tendency may

be seen in the increasing use of smaller instrumental combi-

nations (Schoenberg, Verklarte Nacht op. 4, 1899, Kammer-

symphonie op. 9, 1906; Webern, Five Orchestral Pieces op. 10,

1913; and Berg, Chamber Concerto, 1925), very short pieces

(Berg, Four Pieces for Clarinet and Piano op. 5, 1913; Schoen-

berg, Six Little Pieces for Piano op. 19, 1911; and Webern,

Three Pieces for Cello and Piano op, 11, 1914), very short

phrases and motives, and the constructive use of silence

(Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet op. 5, 1909),

9 7 Berg uses a Saxophone in Wozzeck, and Webern uses
guitar and mandolin in the Five Pi ces for Orchestra op. 10,
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The representat ionof the spirit of the Neue Sachlicllkeit

movement in music is understood to be the adoption of the

twelve-tone technique as formulated by Schoenberg around 1923.

In the preceding years, however, there were already indica-

tions of a tendency to abstraction. The Vienese Expression-

ists used adaptions of pre-existing forms from the beginning,

e.g., the asaca-2al Webern, Op. 1, 1908; Schoenberg,

Pierrot, No. 8, "Die Nacht"; Berg, Wozzeck, Act I, Scene 5;

canonic procedures: Webern Opp. 2 and 16; Schoenberg,

Pierrot, No. 17, "Parodie"; sonata-allegro: Berg, Lour

Pieces for Clarinet and Piano, No. I and Wozzeck, Act II,

Scene 1; and Webern, Op. 5, No. 1. The entire opera, Wozzock,

is a monument of formal structure.

Other elements of abstraction to be seenin Webern's

music are the non-twelve-tone chromatic organization as found

in works as early as the Baiatelles (1913) and the radical

treatment of the voice wherein the voice becomes an abstract

musical Instruent with the advantage of verbal enunciation;

and wherein almost all relation to traditional vocal expres-

s ion is absent.

The twelve-tone technique grew out of a desire for a

new organizational principle to replace the discarded tonal

system. After its formulation by Schoenberg, this technique

was utilized in all the music of Webern and most of Schoenberg

98See particularly the songs after Op. 13.
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and Berg. Consistent with the spirit of New Objectivism,

others also were trying to derive a new theory or a new

twelve-tone system based on reiterated Melos9 9 of twelve

notes each, Ferruccio Busoni projected the ideal of a "new

Classicism" different from the existing Neo-Classicism.10 0

Later manifestations of the Neue Sachlichkeit may be seen in

the Gebrauchsmusik and Gemeinschaftsmusik ideals of the late

1920's, the new light opera of Kurt Weill (Dreigroschenoper,

1928, and Mahagonny, 1929), and Hindemithts new theory of

tonality.101

998ee the lengthy discussion of Josef Mathias Hauerts
system in Karl Eschman, Changing Forms in Modern Music (Boston,
1945), pp. 83-104. This discussion is based on J.T .THauer,
Von Melos zur Pauke (Vienna, 1925),

100
See Ferruccio Busoni, A New Esthetic of Music, trans-

lated by Theodore Baker (New YErEIw1911), and'usoni The
Essence of Music, translated by Rosamond Ley (London, T 7),
bFfEu 1arlytW letter on "Young Classioism," pp. 19-22.

10 Paul Hindemith, The Craft of Musical CoIMposition,
Book 1, 4th. ed,, transla"TE ~trt bur Mendel TNew7York,
1945),



CHAPTER III

THE MUSIC OF ANTON WEBERN: OPP. 1-16

Anton Webern's published music consists of thirty-one

works which were composed between the years 1907 and 1943.

Before proceeding to an examination of each work separately,

it will be well to consider several aspects of the entire

body of Webernts music.

All of the works are relatively short. Their durations

range from about one minute, forty-five seconds for Two

op. 8 (1910) to about ten minutes, thirty seconds for Cantata

No. II op. 31 (1943). 1 The shortest single piece, according

to the number of measures contained, is number four of the

Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10 (1911), which contains only

six and one-third measures in 3/4 meter. The shortest dura-

tion of any piece, according to the metronome markings, is

thirteen and one-half seconds for the second piece of Three

littlee Pieces for Cello and Piano op. 11 (1914).

Twelve of the works are song cycles for solo voice, five

with piano accompaniment, and the others accompanied by various

instrumental combinations. Five other works are for mixed

chorus. Thus, over half (17) of the works of Webern are vocal.

Of the remaining music three works are for string quartet,

1 Timings are listed in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 3.



Opp. 5, 9, 28; three are for large orchestra, Opp. 1, 6, 30;

two are for small orchestra, Opp. 10, 21; and the remainder

are for diverse small combinations of instruments.2

Webern utilized Schoenbergts twelve-tone technique for

the first time in Three Traditional Rhymes op. 17 (1924), and

continued to use it throughout the remainder of his work. So,

just less than half (15 works) of Webern's music is construct-

ed with the twelve-tone technique.

In the following pages the stylistic characteristics of

the music of Webern will be pointed out and discussed in con-

nection with analyses of the individual works. The charac-

teristics fall into the following areas of organization: 1)

pitch, which proceeds from the ordering principles of tonal-

ity (Opp. 1 and 2), to atonality (Opp. 3 ff.), to non-serial

chromatic organization (Opp. 7 ff.), and finally to the twelve-

tone technique (Opp. 17 ff.); 2) rhythm; 3) timbre and

articulation; and 4j) acoustical space, which is seen first in

Op. 9, No. 5 and later, particularly in Opp. 21, 24, 27, and

28. Other characteristics involve the treatment of instru-

ments and the voice, the relationship of the music to the

texts of the songs, and the use of pre-established composi-

tional techniques (e.g., canon and variation) and forms (e.g.,

passacaglia, sonata-allegro, and rondo).

2See Appendix, Table I.
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Passacaalia Op. 1

Anton Webern's first two works,3 Passacaglia for Orches-

tra op. 1 (1908) and the a cappella chorus, Entflieht auf

Teichten Khnen op. 2 (1908), are the only compositions of his

total output which have key signatures. The Passacaglia has

the signature of one flat and is clearly in the key of D

minor, while Op. 2 has the signature of one sharp and is, per-

haps less clearly, in the key of G major. These are the only

ones of Webern's works which may be said to be within the

bounds of tonality in the traditional sense. Harmonic struc-

ture and voice-leading in these pieces are functionally

related to a key center. In all the works following Opp. 1

and 2, harmonic and melodic figures tend to function primari-

ly for their individual expressive values without clear

relationships to a tonal center. They are said to be atonal.4

It should not, however, be assumed that Webern's first

two works are student or preparatory works. In the year 1908,

when they were completed, Schoenberg composed the Three Piano

Pieces op. 11 and the George Songs op. 15 which are consider-

ed to be his first atonal works. Earlier in the same year he

had completed his Second Strin at op. 10 which, while

containing sections wherein tonality is suspended, ends

3An earlier Piano Quintet (1907) is recorded in Anton
Webern: The Complete Music, Columbia record set 141-232, but
is not published and has no opus number.

LFor a discussion of atonality, see below pp. 87-93.
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clearly in F#major. Webern had been studying with Schoen-

berg since L904 and was certainly aware of the development

of Schoenberg's style. As may be seen in the analysis below,

both the Passacaglia and the a cappella chorus, though in

quite a different style from Webern t s following iorks, are

the works of a mature composer and they contain several ele-

ments *vMich become characteristic of his later style,.

The Passacaglia, in D minor, is the longest single-

movement work that Webern wrote and is scored fL large

orchestra 6  only in the Six Pieces op. 6 is there a larger

ensemble used. In the Passaclia the instruments of the or-

chestra are rarely used in choirs but are treated more

individually as in chamber music. There is heard a great

variety of instrumental sonorities which result from multiple

divisi of the strings, interesting and unusual doublings,

(e.g ., mm. 97 ff. ) and extreme registers (e.g., mm. 230 ff.).

The frequent use of muted brass, muted strings, sul ponticello

(e.g., mm, 90 ff2. ), and low muted trumpet with flute (see

Fig. 4a) anticipates Webern's lAter instrumentation technique,

5The duration, indicated by Webern in a letter to Roberto
Gerhard, January 13, 1932, published in "Letters from Webern
and Schoenberg to Robert Gerhard," The Score, XXIV (November,
1958), 37, is c. o10 minutes.

6 The following instruments are employed in the work:
piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, English horn, 2 clarinets in Bb,
bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, contra-bassoon, 4 horns in F, 3
trumpets in Eb, 3 trombones, bass tuba, tympani, cymbals,
bass drum, triangle, tam-tam, harp, and strings.
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The ground bass upon which the Passacaglia is built has

an interesting structure (Fig. 2a). Ambiguously, it may be

-14-

Fig. 2--Webern, Passaaglia op. 1, (a) mm. 1-8;
(b) serial relationship in the first six notes.

heard as two groups, antecedent and consequent, of four notes

each; or it may be heard as two groups, antecedent and conse-

quent, of three notes each, with a two-note coda.7 The

initial four-note motive is reminiscent of some of the fugue

subjects of Bach's Well-tpmpered Clavier (Fig. 3a and b) and

some of the motives found in the late Beethoven quartets

(Fig. 3c, d, and e).

7Rene Leibowitz considers the latter interpretation to be
correct in Schoenberg and His School, p. 192.
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ClveVo.I ugei mi1r (b.ah Wel

W L ir F

Fig. 3-.-Related motives, (a) Bach, We4ltm ered
Clavier, Vol. 1, Fugue in 0 minor; (b) BoVWI1

e.Mpered Clavier, Vol. 1, Fugue in B minor; (7c.Te-
hoven, String qartet in :s op. 130; (d) Beethoven,

S rn quartet in AMinor op. 132; (e) Beethoven, Grosse
Fuga op.T13

An anticipation of Webernt T lhter serial structures may be

seen in the relationship of the first two groups of three

notes each where the secarid group is a transposed retrograde-

inversion of the -first group (see Fig. 2b). But, probably the

most important single aspect of the Passac subject is the

fourth note, a6 , which is totally unexpected after the two

active tones, co, b . These two tones with a large skip be-

tween them should lead to ak . Thus the a6 causes a tonal

ambiguity which is not resolved until the last two notes, a1

and di.

The harmonization of the subject in the f irst variation

is very significant (Fig. 4a). For this progression is used
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frequently throughout the piece--frequently enough that the

work might be considered a chaconrne (see variations I, mm. 9-

16; II, mm. 17-24; IV, mm. 33-40; VII, mm. 57-64.; and else-

where). In this harmonization there are two augmented triads;

(I ()(33 c

I jAD .A. I

77

IA .I

v If Atb _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Fig. 4--Webern, Passacalia op. I, (a) mm. 9-16;
(b) extracted chords.

. - t -Ft. I

I
I
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chord two, on f4, the mediant of D minor and chord four, on

ab. The latter chord may be considered the mediant of F

minor. Chords three, five, and six have Neapolitan functions

to the tonic and dominant, although chords three and five are

minor triads on eb and b6 and chord six has a leading-tone-

seventh sound, built on bb. The final cadence is the tradi-

tional dominant-seventh to tonic. So in these eight chords

are presented a variety of sounds and a complicated tonal

structure. In later variations, the first chord is often a

tonic triad instead of a first inversion supertonic-seventh,

and the final cadence often is less conclusive. Of the pro-

gression, chords two, three, and four are the more significant.

Major thirds extracted from these chords (see Fig. 4b) become

the source for the important fragment (see Fig. 6, fragment ttf"t)

which appears first at a point of climax in measures 65 and 66

and is developed in measures 137 ff. This figure is also

melodically related to other important thematic fragments.

The Passapaglia subject is stated first by the strings

(without double bass) in "ppp" pizzicato quarter notes with

a quarter-value rest after each note, This statement, at a

very slow tempo n 42), anticipates Webernts later concern

for constructive silence and particularly soft sounds, which

concern has elicited the frequently quoted description: "the

composer of the pianissimo espressivo."8 Following the first

8See Erwin Stein, "Alban Berg and Anton Webern, "
Chesterian, X (October, 1922), 35.
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statement of the subject, there are twenty-four variations

before the subject disintegrates into shorter motives. During

these variations there is a gradual intensification of expres-

sion through the use of increasingly shorter note values

(variations 1-4, mm. 9-40), fragmentation of texture, orna-

mentation of the subject itself, and a gradual crescendo

(variations 5 and 6, mm. 41-56). In measure 56 a section be-

gins which is designated below as part A-b of the over-all

form. From this point on the texture becomes thicker and the

sound becomes more intense, leading to the first big climax.

This climax section, which takes place in measures 65-72,

presents a particularly interesting treatment of the passa-

caglia concept wherein the subject is presented by the first

violins, tremolo, and the second violins, pizzicato, very

high above the entire orchestra. The bass instruments and

the brass present at the same time two separate ideas which

have evolved from the preceding variations. After this

climax, there is a gradual quieting of sound--through the ex-

pressive intensity is maintained for a while by the tremolo

of the strings, drawn on the bridge--leading to a contrast-

ing section marked seh ruhig (m. 97).

In the variations, the subject is sometimes maintained

in a single instrument, around which a variety of counter-

subjects are heard; sometimes it is ornamented (Fig. 5); and
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r-. IM
IL~

Fig. 5-Ornamentations of Passacaglia subject, (a)
flute I, mm. 90-96; (b) trombone IIITm7.161164; (c)
trombone I, mm. 165-168.

after measure 200 (p. 39 of the score)9 the subject appears

only in fragmented form, or is represented in one of the many

thematic fragments derived from it. These derivative thematic

fragments are presented in Figure 6. The most frequent and

important are fragments "x" and "y" in their various forms.

One should notice in these fragments the occurrences of a

descending major second, which represent notes three to four

of the subject; the frequent leaps of a sixth, both major

and minor, up and down, representing notes two to three and

one to three of the subject; and the frequent ascending and

descending minor seconds which represent notes one to two

and five to six. The first three notes of fragment "d" form

a retrograde of the first three notes of the subject, and the

first three notes of fragments "all and "b" are identical to

each other and are related to fragment "d" as well as to the

9Universal Edition No. 126"7.
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Fig. 6 (continued)--Webern, Passacaglia
portant thematic fragments,

op. 1, im-

first three notes of the subject. Fragment "y" is essen-

tially an inversion of fragment "x" (compare particularly

"y-l" with "xhI4).

From measure 20010 to measure 228 (see pp. 37-43 of the

score), a motive composed of the first three notes of the

10The rehearsal numbers in the score occur every ten
measures, e.g., rehearsal number 14 occurs at the beginning of

A e

IV

.. ........
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subject is presented, with various transpositions and rhythmi-

cal changes, in imitation. At the same time, melodic fragments

"y" are also presented in imitation. This passage, then, is

actually a fughetta with two subjects. From measure 228 to

measure 238 (see pp. 43-45 of the score) fragments "e (and

its inversion) and "x-4" are presented in counterpoint to

each other. At this point (m. 238) the coda begins, wherein

fragments "f" and "x-5" are presented in imitation.

The ovem-all form of Webern's Passacaglia is based on the

concept of the classical sonata-allegro form. The exposition

is clearly divided into A (principal theme-group) and B (sec-

ondary theme-group) parts: A, measures 1-96; B, measures 97-

128. The A part itself has two separate sections. The second

section, which is here designated A-b, begins with a state-

ment and development of fragment "e" in a faster tempo (Tempo

IIJ ) = 108), at measure 56 (p. 8). The interval of a sixth

in the second measure of fragment "e" is sometimes expanded

into a seventh, thus making it the same motive as that which

begins fragment "x". The B part of the exposition is distin-

guished by a change of key-signature (to D major), and a

generally quieter atmosphere with triplet accompanimental

figures. Melodic fragment "y," which was first introduced in

the transition from part A to part B in the form of "y-l," is

measure 140. However, there are eleven measures between re-
hearsal numbers 18 and 19 so that 19 occurs on m. 191. There-
fore m. 200 is one measure before rehearsal number 20.
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presented in its various forms in the B part. The next sec-

tion, measures 129-192, is developmental in character. A

motive derived from fragment "f," fragments "x-4,," and 1y-4,"

as well as a motive built from the last two notes of fragment

"e" (Fig. 7) are developed here. After the development there

Fig. 7--Webern, Passaczlia op. 1,, violin T and II,
mm177-179.

is an inexact recapitulation of parts B (mm. 192-226), and A-b

(mm. 227-237).

The following is a schematic presentation of the form of

the Passacaglia:

Expo sit ion
A a, measures 1-40

Transition, measures 1-54
b, measures 55-72
Codetta, measures 73-79

Transition to B, measures 80-96

B measures 97-128

Development, measures 129-192

Recapitulat ion
B', measures 193-227

A-bt, measures 228-237

Coda, measures 238 to the end.
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Thus, it is seen that Webernts first work is a carefully

organized structure which incorporates elements of several

different forms--sonata-allegro, chaconne, fughetta, and

passacaglia--into a single compact work. At the same time

the intense emotional content is related to that of late

romanticism and seems to depend for its articulation more on

superficial organizational structures, such as dynamics of

rhythm, tempo, loudness, and timbre, than on the tight motivic

and formal construction. It has been said that Webern's Op. 1

reflects the influence of Brahms.l In the relationship of

form and content this would indeed seem to be the case. How-

ever, the careful attention to many different levels of struc-

ture, i.e., intervallic relationships within the motives,

interrelations of the motives themselves, motivic development,

thematic metamorphoses, and formal relationships which some-

times have multiple significance, is a characteristic of

Webernts compositional technique which remains through all

subsequent changes of style.

Entflieht auf leichten K!hnen Op. 2

Webern's second work is a setting of the poem "Entflieht

auf leichten Kahnen * . . " by Stefan George, 1 2 for four-part

llReich, "Anton Webern: the Man and His Music," p. 8;

and Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 8.

12The poem, one of the "Mournful Dances" of George ts The
Year of the Soul (1897) is translated by Olga Marx and ErnsV
Morwit flTnTEe"Vorks of Stefan GTorfe, University of North
Carolina Stufes intEi anguages and Literature,
edited by Richard Jente (Chapel Hill, 1949), p. 111.
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mixed chorus, a cappella. This poem is an exhortation to

"run away . . . from the suvnny, drunken worlds," to regard

the "blond, light-blue dream forces . . " with caution, and

to "let it be silent mourning which fills this spring.o21

The music falls into three sections, A-B-A'-coda, and is

canonic throughout. The first section is a two-part canon

with each of the two parts doubled at a third or sixth below:

but, because of inconsistencies in the doubling, it may possi-

bly also be considered as two simultaneous two-part canons.

The melodic lines are highly chromatic and very tightly con-

structed (Fig. 8). Most of the motion is by major or minor

seconds. The initial figure (d-e-d) is repeated in measures

2 and w ith an e and c t interpolated between the first two

notes. The figure beginning on the fourth beat of measure 4

(see the place marked "x" in Fig. 8) is sequenced in measure

6 (marked t"x-l") and again in altered form in measure 7

("1x-2). In the middle of measure 5, which is the middle of

the first canon, there is a repeated note and a reversal of

13 The complete text of the song is as follows-:
"Entflieht auf leichten Kahnen
berauschten Sonnenwelten
dass immer mildre Trbnen
euch eure Flucht entgelten.
Seht diesen Tauel blonder
lichtblauer Trautagewalten
und trunkner
Wonnen sonder
Verziickung sich entfalten.
Dass nicht der suisse Schauer
in neues Leid euch hUlle--
Es sei die stille Trauer
die diesel FrJhling fUlle."
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direction giving the momentary e effect of a re tr ograde,. This

reversal becomes more significant when it is noticed that the

middle of the second canon (altoLI. 13) also has special

treatment (see Fig. 10).

The high points of the melody of the first canon form an

interesting arch (see Fig. 8). The first peak is reached with

the el on then fifth beat of measure 2 (soprano) and is imme-

diately repeated on a stressed beat. One and a half measures

later the next high point, ft , is reached, and one and a half

measures after that, the highest point of the first canon,

ne, is attained--again a semitone above the preceding peak.

In the next measure there is another secondary peak i i be-

fore the melody descends to its lowest note which is the

same pitch as that upon which it began.

The dux (leading voice) of the A part is in the soprano

and the comes ( imitating voice) follows at a distance of one
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measure. The soprano is answered by the bass and the alto by

the tenor, both at the octave, After one measure, however,

the bass and tenor parts exchange so that the tenor then

follows the soprano and the bass follows the alto. The alto

part doubles the soprano a third. below at the beginning. In

measure 3 the first four eighth notes of the alto part are

altered so that they no longer form a doubling of the soprano

part (see Fig. 8). Another alteration occurs in measures 7

and 8. These alterations should be examined for possible

structural motivations, but first there is another problem.

At the beginning of the piece it will be noticed that in

the first four thirds the quality changes (minor-major-minor-

major) but that from the fourth note of measure I through

measure 3 in the soprano and alto parts, all the thirds are

major. In canonic and fugal doubling the intervals ordinar-

ily change quality according to the demands of the harmony,

and in the first three intervals of this piece it is easy to

see a harmonic progression of I-IV-I in the key of G or V-I-V

in the key of C. However, after these first three notes the

intervals maintain the same quality or mode for several notes

consecutively--except at the altered places, mentioned above--

as follows: eight major thirds, altered section, four minor

thirds, six minor sixths, two major thirds, four minor sixths,

and another altered section. Except for the first three in-

tervals, the altered sections, and the four minor thirds in

measures 3 and 4L, all the intervals are major thirds or their
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inversion, minor sixths. So many consecutive major thirds

tend to obscure the tonality and in this piece where the

major thirds are combined with other notes to form complex

chords, tonal directions either change very frequently or, in

certain sections, are absent altogether. It may be assumed

then that the first three notes are doubled the way they are

for the purpose of establishing clear tonal relations, even

though it is difficult to ascertain exactly which key is re-

presented. The key signature indicates that it probably

should be the key of G major but the major third doublings of

the fourth and fifth notes (e and f) indicate more strongly

the key of C major. Thus, although this work ends clearly in

the key of G major, it is clear that the actual key-center re-

mains ambiguous most of the way through.

The first alteration in the doubling part (alto, m. 3)

may be explained as an emphasis on the note a which occurred

in the soprano part in measures 1 and 2, and at the same time,

as an emphasis on the consequent nature of the second phrase

(mm. 3-4).14 The three-note figure in the alto part, measure

3, beginning with the pitch a is a free inversion of the

three-note figure at the beginning of measure 2 in the soprano

part. PMe second alteration (mm. 7-8, alto part) occurs at

the end of the first canon and produces, with its imitation in

14Since the doubling of the comes is altered in the same
way as that of the dux, only the soprano and alto parts are
discussed in this connection.
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the bass part a measure later, a strong half cadence on d

(see Fig. 8, alto part).

The B part of this work is a four-part canon with the

alto as the leading voice. The soprano answers at the fourth,

the bass follows an octave below the alto and the tenor fol-

lows an octave below the soprano. The way in which the second

canon overlaps with the first is interesting (Fig. 9). The

Iw r

Fig. 9--Webern, Entflieht auf leichten KAhnen op. 2,

second canon begins in the alto part on the pitch while the

tenor and bass are completing the first canon on d. Thus the

root and third of the dominant chord are produced, At the

sam e time the soprano has a free figure which forms a bridge

between the two canons. It anticipates the second canon with

its syncopated first note, but it also doubles the tenor line

at the interval of a sixth.

The expression is intensified in the B part in several

ways. The interval of entry for each of the voices is only
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three beats, the canon begins on a syncopation, and, although

the tempo is slower (ranging fromK= 80 to5= 2 compared to

Y= 112 for the A part), the motion is faster with predominant

sixteenth notes and punctuations of sixteenth rests. Also

there are more large intervals, The first two measures of the

second canon function as an introduction to the B part proper

of the piece, which begins with the sixteenth-note figure and

the indication hervortre tend (Fig. 10).

Fig,. 10-.Webe rn, Ent flieht auf le ichten Kshnen op. 2,

alt o, mm. 9-16.

In the second canon the figure beginning at the last note

of measure 11 in the alto part "x" in Fig. 10) returns again,

transposed and in augmentation, in measure 15 ("'"), which is

the last measure of the leading voice in the second canon.

The figures preceding both "x" and "x'" are also directly re-

lated to each other. The B part may be subdivided into three

sections (introduction, a, and at) wherein the third section

is a free variation of the second.



A recapitulation of the A part begins at the last beat

of measure 17. The recapitulation is exact for three measures

after which there is a sequential expansion of the material of

the second and third measures of the first canon (see mm. 19-

22). At measure 23, the strict canon breaks up, although

rather strict ImItation of fragments continues to the end.

Measure 23 also contains the highest note, att, and may be

consIdered the climax of the work.

In the coda (m. 25 to the end) the bass part is divided.

The lower part forms a pedal-poiat on G while the upper part

continues in thirds and sixths with the tenor part. Over the

pedal the other voices present a figure almost identical with

that found in measures 6 and 7 of the part A.

The general contour of the recapitulation is as interest-

ing as is that of the A part. After the first peak e't, the

material of measures 19 and 20 is sequenced a semitone higher

(mm. 21-22) creating the second peak, ft. The f"t is imme-

diately repeated .in the same way as was the first peak, et?.

Then, only one measure later, is found the single occurrence

of the highest note of the piece, at?, a third higher than

the forme: peak. This is followed on the seventh beat of

measure 23 by the peak ett, and then, on the fourth beat of

measure 24, by d'. At the beginning of measure 25 there is

a secondary climax point with an f*, the same pitch as the

highest point of part A. This note is repeated an octave be-

low in the tenor part one measure later. There follows one
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more peak, bbt in measure 27 before the piece ends on a low

dL, which is the same pitch as that upon which the piece be-

gan. So the peaks are spaced in time and space in such a way

as to make the point of climax very effective. It should be

noticed that the highest point appears after a shorter time-

span, but with a greater rise in pitch, than the previous

peaks, i.e., a major third in contrast to the previous semi-

tones. In connection with the discussion of high points, it

should be pointed out that the B part contains a high point of

gl- (m. 13) which is a semitone higher tan the peak of part A

and a whole tone lower than the highest note of the whole

piece.

Op. 2 is the only a cappella chorus which Webern wrote,

although he later wrote more choral music. It is likely that

Schoenberg's Friede auf Erden op. 13 (1907) also for a cappella

chorus influenced Webern to write Op. 2. Schoenberg's work

is much longer than Webern's, and, although it is very chroma-

tic, key relations are much clearer. That Webern was fond of

Schoenbergts Op. 13 is attested to by the memorable presenta-

tion of it by his Vienna Workers Chorus in 1928.15

15See "webern as a Conductor," p. 11 of Die Reihe II for
contents on this performance by Paul Pisk and~a~former meinber
of the choir. (See also above, Chapter I, pp. 8-9). Erwin
Stein conducted the performance due to Webernts sudden ill-
ness.
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Atonality

The Five Songs op. 3 (1909) and all the subsequent works

of Webern are composed in a manner to which the descriptive

term "atonal" is most frequently applied. This term and

other terms such as "amelodic" and "arhythmic" were evidently

used first as derogatory adjectives for music in which tradi-

tional tonal relationships, traditional melodic structures,

and the traditional subordination of rhythm to meter were not

immediately heard. The terms mean literally a negation of

tonality, melody, and rhythm. Of these terms, only atonality

is still in general use today and it is consistently applied

as a category for the music of Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern

after about 1908.16

Rudolf Reti says, " the word tonality was probably chosen

merely as a linguistically pleasant abbreviation of tonical-

ity (thus also presaging atonality instead of the tongue-

twister atonicality)."l7 This term, "atonicality", gives a

clue to the basic concept involved here, i.e., the negation

or abolition of traditional, functional relations of tones

and groups of tones to a tonic, or key center. Schoenberg

acknowledged the suspension of tonality as early as 1911.

16
See "Atonality" and "New Music" in Willi Apel, Harvard

Dictionarz of Music (Cambridge, 1944) and Salazar, Music in
Our Time, pp. 54-1l56.

17Rudolf Reti, Tonality, Atonali, Pantonality: _A
StUdy of Some Trends in Twentieth Century Music New York,
1958),~P. 7.
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The feeling for form of the present does not require
this excessively easy intelligibility gained7 through
the working out of tonality; a piece a Iso remains intel.
ligible without fundamentally treating the relationship
to the tonic. It can also follow, if tonality is main-
tcined, so to say, in a suspended manner. As many
examples attest, nothing in compactness is lost when
tonality is m rely intimated, indeed, even when it is
obliiteeraeteedn.1

He considers the suspension of tonality to have been a gradual

process involving, to use his words, "the emancipation of dis-

sonance," "extended tonality," and "undetermined tonality." 1 9

Of his Second String Quartet op. 10 (1907-8), Schoenberg says

that a key is distinctly presented at all main dividing points.

Yet the overwhelming multitude of dissonances cannot be
counterbalanced any longer by occasional returns to such
tonal triads as represent a key. It seemed inadequate
to force a movement into a Procrustean bed of tonality
without supporting it by harmonic progressions that
pertain to it. This dilemma was my concern . . * 20

This work marks a transition to Schoenberg's second period a-

bout which he says, "In this period I renounced a tonal

center--a procedure incorrectly called tatonalityt.tt21 In

1Schoenberg, Harmonielehre, p. 157: "Das For gefihl der
Gegenwart fordert nicht diesel Ubertriebene Fasslichkeit durch
Herausarbeitung der Tonalitat; ihm bleibt ein Stt*ck auch fass-
lich, ohne dass die Beziehung auf den Grundton fundamental
behandelt, es kann auch folgen, wenn die Tonalit'6t sozusagen
schwebend erhalten wird. Wie viele Beispiele bezeuen, geht
an Geschlossenheit nichts verloren, wenn sie bloss angedeutet,
ja sogar, wenn sie verwischt wird."

19Arnold Schoenberg, "My Evolution," Musical Quarterly,
XXXVIII (October, 1952), 521.

20Ibid., p. 523.

2lIbidop. 522.



another place, discussing atonality, he says, "I am not

usually a coward, but if I should be asked to give this

phenomenon a name, I would prefer--to avoid it entirely."2 2

Yet, already in the third edition of his Harmonielehre (1922),

he did suggest the terms "polytonal" and "pantonal" as pre-

ferable to "tatonaltt2 3 These terms, however, have become

more specifically applied to certain techniques of twentieth

century music in contradistinction to atonality. 2 4

Alban Berg, in his radio talk "What'is Atonality?tt25

never comes to the point of defining the term. He mentions

the derogatory nature of its use, and he also defends the

harmony of the so-called atonal music against the notion of

"harmonic anarchy," even though it cannot be brought into

relationship with a major-minor system.

In an attempt at a precise distinction between tonality

and atonality, Salazar suggests the substitution of the terms

"functional system" and "non-functional system."26 This dis-

tinction allows the possibility of the existence of a tonality

2 2Arnold Schoenberg, "Problems of Harmony," Modern Music,
XI (May-June, 1934), 183.

23Schoenberg, Harmonielehre, p. 487 fn.

24ee the discussion in Edwin Evans, "Atonality,"
Cobbett's jclopedic Surv2y of Chamber Music, Vol. I (London,
129) and Ret, a TonaliTy, AtonalT, antonality.

25Translated by M. D. Herter Norton in Slonimsky, Music
Since 1900, pp. 565-571.

26 Salazar, Music in Our Time, p. 155.
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in music in which traditional dominant and tonic functions do

not exist.

Schoenberg, Berg, and Webern, in an effort to liberate

their music from obligations to these functions, consciously

avoided harmonic and melodic structures such as triads and

leading-tone resolutions, which would refer to, or recall the

traditional harmonic system. Edwin Evans says that the moti-

vations to atonality sprang from the difficulty of delinea-

ting lines in chromatic music, and also from the debilitating

effect of chromaticism and constant modulation upon harmonic

function itself.27

The traditional major-minor, dominant-tonic tonal system

bound not only harmony and melody as a unifying function, but

it also governed rhythm and form as a separating or articula-

ting function.28  The control of tonality on rhythm and form

is perhaps considered less frequently than its control on

melody and harmony, but it beco mes very important in connec-

tion with the musical style in question. For, with the

abandonment of tonality as a structural basis for composition,

metrical arrangements and formal structures were also affected,

Or, to put it another way, the conscientious attempt at a con-

sistent style which would allow the free use melodically and

harmonically of all twelve tones of the chromatic gamut with-

out any obligation to the existing tonal system, also made

27Evans, "Atonality."
28 Discussed in Schoenberg, "Problems of Harmony," p. 177.
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it incumbent upon these composers to effect corresponding

changes in rhythmic and formal structures. Thus, there is a

tendency toward freer relation of rhythm to meter and also a

tendency toward shorter forms. It should be mentioned at

this point that, particularly in the case of Webern, phrases

and periods become more sharply articulated through his

meticulous treatment of rests and dynamics.

Probably the strongest opponent of the concept of aton-

ality is Paul Hindemith.

The decline in the value placed upon tonality is based
on the system of equal temperament, a compromise which
is presented to us by the keyboard as an aid in master-
ing the tonal world, and then pretends to be that world
itself. . . . The tremendous growth of piano music in
the last century is attributable to it, and in the
"atonal" style I see its final f fillment--the uncriti-
cal idolatry of tempered tuning.

However, it is interesting to note the similarity of his

approach in disproving the possibility of atonality and that

of Schoenberg in denying the applicability of the term to his

music. They both start with the fact that any two consecutive

or simultaneous tones have a connective value. Thus Hindemith

says:

Whenever two tones sound, either simultaneously or suc-
cessively, they create a certain interval-value; whenever
chords or intervals are connected, they enter into a
more or less close relationship. And whenever the rela-
tionships of tones are played off one against another,
tonal coherence appears. It is thus quite impossible to

29Hindemith, Craft of Nusical Composition, p. 155.
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devise groups of tones without tonal coherence. Tonality
is a natural force, like gravity.30

and Schoenberg

A piece of music will always have to be tonal at least
in so far as a connection must exist between tones, due
to which the tones, placed alongside or above one an-
other, produce a sequence understandable as such. The
tonality may then be perhaps neither perceptible nor
provable. These connections may be dark and difficult
to understand, even unintelligible. But one cannot call
the relationship of tones atonal any more than one may
denote the relationship of colors as aspectral or a-
complementary.31

In the analyses which follow it will be well to keep in

mind the various kinds of mutations to which a unit of musi-

cal material may be submitted. A fragment may be identified

as to its specific pitches, its intervals, timbre, rhythm,

and shape or contour. Any of these elements may be changed,

and as long as some of them remain the same, the unit may be

identifiable and function as a unifying or generating force.

In the "free" atonal music of Webern, i.e., the music after

Op. 2 and before his adoption of the twelve-tone technique

(Op. 17, 192), two basic types of treatment of basic units or

cells predominate. The cell may be altered by transposition

301bid., p. 152.

31Harmonielehre, p. 1p87 fn: "Ein Iusikstuck wird stets
mindesten, insoweit tonal sein missen, als von Ton zu Ton
eine Beziehung bestehen muss, verm6ge welcher die Tbne,
neben- older ibereinander gesetzt, eine als solche auffassbare
Folge ergeben. Die Tonalitat mag dann vielleicht weder
ffhlbar noch nachweisbar sein, diese Beziehungen mdgen dunkel
und schwerverst~ndlich sein, unverstandlich soar. Aber
atonal wird man irgend ein Verhdltnis von Tonen sowenig
nennen k~nnen, als man ein Verhaltnis von Farben als aspektral
oder akomplementir bezeichnen duirfte.f
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and/or by a change of shape: or the shape may be maintained

with altered intervals. Both of these treatments exist coinci-

dentally with inversion and--less frequently--retrograde

procedures. rfter Op. 2 there is very little exact repetition

in Webern's music until the String Trio op. 20 (1927). Thus,

frequently only one of the elements mentioned above functions

as a unifying factor while the others are varied. Webernts

technique of variation and development is not unique in it-

self. Rather it is an extension of pre-existing techniques.

Five ongs Op. 3

The first chord of the first song of Op. 3 already in-

dicates a distinct difference in the harmonio structure of

this work compared to the first two works (Fig. 11). The
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harmony is non-triadic, Although there are chords which have

a sound of dominant function--the first chord, at the point

at which the E'W enters in the left hand of the piano part may

be analysed as a leading-tone ninth chord in the key of F--

these chords do not resolve in the traditional sense, So, any

traditional function attached to any of the chords must be

read into the individual chords without consideration of the

context.

There do, however, seem to be certain organizational

principles manifested in the harmonic construction of this

work. In the first place, the notes which are sung are either

preceded in the harmonies of the piano part, or they are

sounded concurrently with the voice. Also, almost every

chord contains one or more intervals of a ,ajor seventh or a

minor ninth, i.e., each chord contains at least one chromatic

relationship. In the first chord, both the lowest and the

next to lowest notes are lower components of intervals of a

major seventh:3' 2, to eb t i and b4t to bbt1. Moreover, the

center note of this chord, ebit stands in relation of a major

seventh in both directions, up to d4 '" and down to iA.

32From this point on in this study all intervals will be
referred to by basic labels, i.u., enharmonic notation will
not be indicated. Thus an interval notated as a diminished
octave will be called major seventh, a diminished fourth will
be called major third, an augmented second will be called
minor third, etc. All augmented fourths and diminished fifths
will be referred to as tritones, Also, pitches will be la-
beled according to their specific octave in cases where the
octave in which any note lies is important to the discussion,
e.g.,2 E equals great e4, e4 l equals one-line e4,
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Another factor of the rather sudden change of style

between this opus and the preceding works is Webern's treat-

ment of rhythm. The new treatment involves the frequent use

of duplets, triplets, quadruplets, and quintuplets both

simultaneously and consecutively in various combinations.

In measure 6 of the first song of Op. 3, on the third beat

the voice part contains a triplet, the right hand of the

piano part has a duplet and the left hand part has a

quadruplet. What makes Webern's use of these rhythmic con-

structions unique--other than the frequency of usage--is the

frequent inclusion of rests within the groups (see particu-

larly Op. 3, No. 1, mm. 1 and 7). Another characteristic of

Webern's treatment of rhythm is the general lack of coinci-

dence of the phrases with the strong beats of the meter.

This rhythmic complexity has been foreshadowed in the

Passclia but in that work the complex rhythms were more

directly related to the meter than they are here.

The first song of Op. 3 is in a clearly defined A-B-A

form. The A part (mm. 1-4) is followed by a 2/4 measure of

transition, the material of which is a truncated repetition

of the preceding accompaniment figure. The B part consists of

a one-measure phrase which is sequenced in the following meas-

ure by the voice. This phrase is varied and developed in

several ways in the piano part during these same two measures.

Also included in the piano part on the last half of the third

beat of the second measure of the B part (m. 7) is a transposed
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reiteration of the transition material. The transition mate-

rial itself is derived from notes 4-5 and 10-11 of the vocal

line. The recapitulation is not exact although there are no

new elements present (Fig. 12). The voice part begins with the
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melodic line of the third phrase of part A (see m. 4) trans-

posed down a minor third. This leads directly into a repeti-

tion of the first phrase of the A part, at original pitch,

which is altered only slightly in rhythm and has one extra

note. The piano part begins a reiteration of the first phrase

of part A a half measure earlier than the voice, so that the

voice begins this phrase in imitation of the piano. The song

ends with an augmented permutation of the last four notes of

the voice part (see Fig. 12).

The general stylistic factors discussed in connection

with the first song apply also to the remainder of the songs

of Op. 3 as well as to the songs of Op. 4. Constructive re-

lationships of as great or greater intricacy may be found in

these songs. Some of these relationships are pointed out be-

low.

The second song is constructed from two basic motives

which are here designated "a" and "'b" (Fig. 13a and b). It

is also in three-part song form. In the introductory measure

the piano part presents motive "a in imitation. Motive "b"

is also present in this measure. In the second and third

notes where parts of two presentations of motive "a" coincide,

the simultaneous intervals are a major third and a tritone

(Fig. 13a), the same intervals which, sounding successively,

constitute motive "b." This would perhaps seem too remote to

be significant were it not for the fact that this is the only

place in the introductory measure where there is an overlapping
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fall on the second and third beats, ft-ak?-d*. The voice

enters on the eighth note preceding measure two and proceeds

to present three ornamented versions of motive "b" (see Fig.

13b). In measure 3 the right hand piano part begins a free

imitation of the initial vocal line while the left hand con-

tinues a development of motive "a.

The B part of the song begins in measure 4 where the

voice now takes up motive fa" while the piano continues an

elaboration of motive "b." In measures 6 and 7 the develop-

ment of a new idea begins in the piano, which may be seen as

a transformation of motives fa" and "b." This melodic line is

imitated in the voice part in measures 7 and 8. The recapitu-

lation is only suggested by the first three notes (m. 8)

which are identical to the first three pitches of the voice

part at the beginning of the song. After these three notes

the vocal line soars to its highest points, ad"and ah"t (see

Fig. 18, "b"), in a sequence which is actually an expansion

of the vocal line of the B part of the first song (see below

p. 105 for further discussion of this vocal line).

The third song of this set also has a superstructure of

two motives. The first one, motive "a," resembles motive "b"

of the second song (Fig. 14). Motive "b" of the third song

occurs first in the voice part in the second measure. These

two motives are introduced in direct succession in this song

which is a departure from the construction of the previous

songs in which the two motives or ideas are introduced in
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succeeding sections. The permutations of motive "b" are preo-

sented in Figure 14b. These permutations along with one

other statement of motive Ita" account for almost all of the

vocal line.

bo'

iVA

Fi. 14of--eWebern, Five Sons op. 3, No. 3, (a) motive
"a"; (b) motive "b."

Although the fourth song is not so tightly constructed

on particular motives as the preceding songs, the motives

which are prominent are even more closely related to the third

song than the motives of the third song were to those of the

second. The two motives of this song may be seen in measure 5
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where they occur concurrently: motive "at1 is in the piano

part, right hand, and motive "b" is in the voice part (Fig.

15a). Motive "a" has the same intervals as motive "a" of the

third song, i.e., up a perfect fourth, down a major third;

and motive "b" is an exact retrograde inversion of motive "b"

of the third song (compare in Figs. 1.. and 15). Derived from

these two motives is a third one, motive "x" (Fig. 15b), which

functions more as a superstructure for the song (see mm, 2 and

3, both piano, a4mo-o.ab, and voice, Fig. 15).

46 esR bne
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Fig. 15--Webern, Five Son s op. 3, No. 4, (a) m. 5;
(b) motive "x"; (c) vo liine, mm . 2-3; (d) voice line,
m. 6.
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The fourth song is the only one which has a two-part

form. It is interesting that in the central measure (m. 6),

the voice part contains two interlocked versions of motive

"b' (Fig. 15d). Two other unique features of this song are

in the piano part: the first two chords and last two chords

are the same (except for the et in the second chord at the be-

ginning, which does not appear in the last chord); and the

last four notes of the voice part are identical to the last

four notes of the part A (m. 5).

The generating motive of the fifth song, motive "a," is

quite similar to motive "a" of the third song. It is a permu-

tation of identical intervals at exactly the same pitch level

(compare in Figs, 16 and 11). This motive is often used in

conjunction with an inversion of itself wherein the major

third is reduced to a minor third. Figure 16b shows the vari-

ous transpositions and connections of this motive in the

a; A.

Fig. 16--Webern, Five Songs op. 3, No. 5, (a) motives
a and "at"; (b) voice~fne, MM,. 2, 4-5, 9, 11.
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vocal part. Of particular interest is the reversal in the use

of the two forms of the motive in measure L[.

There are also some interesting thematic connections in

this song. The second phrase (mm. 1L-8) is a variation of the

first phrase. Besides the relationships of the first two

motives of each phrase, indicated in Figure 16b, the last fig-

ure of the second phrase (mm, 7-8) is an identical transposi-

tion of the final notes of phrase one (mm. 3-L4). The

consecutive descending minor thirds of this figure are also

employed in inversion in the last vocal phrase (m. 12).

Of all the songs in this group, the fifth comes the

nearest to being tonal. Indeed, F is readily identified as

the tonal center because of the reiterated notes, f, in the

piano part in measures 1, 2, 7, and 8, and particularly be-

cause of the material in the piano part in the cadencing

measures (12-16). This cadence is an ornamental plagal ca-

dence with parts of the subdominant harmonies sustaining

through the resolution. A breach of style is avoided prima-

rily through the integration of an augmented inversion of the

main motive of the song in the upper voice of the piano part

(Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17-Webern, Five Songs op. 3, No. 5, mm. 14-16

Besides the similarity of many of the motives of the Five

ons op. 3, there is another unifying thematic idea. The

shape of the phrases of the B part of the first song recurs in

many varieties in the other songs of the group (Fig. 18).
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Fig. 18--Webern, Five Songs op. 3, related thematic
phrases.
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Thqis type of phrase may be found in almost all of Weberns

songs. The characteris tic nucleus of the phrase may be des-

cribed as a small interval, e.g., minor second, major second

or minor third, followed by a larger interval, both descend-

ing, In every occurrence the third note of these two inter-

vals is chromatically related to either the first or second

notes. What causes this lyrical phrase to stand out as a

sort of "signature" phrase u that most often it is treated

in a special way, i.e., it is set away from the preceding

material by rests, and/or it occurs with a sudden change of

dynamics, rhythm (frequently longer notevalues ), or tempo.

The various ocurrences of the "signature" phrase in all of

Webernts songs are illustrated in the Appendix, Figure 1.

105
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Almost all of the important motives in this opus have

one feature in common, i.e., they have at least one semitonal

relation. These semitonal relations most frequently exist in

such a way as to deny the normal voice leading and thus to

destroy any key feeling. Also, the motives frequently in-

volve a turning back to a note which is a half step removed

from the initial note (see No. 1, m. 1; No. 2, motive "b";

No. 3, motives "a" and "b"; No. 4, motives "a," "b," and "x";

and No. 5, motives "a" and lat"). These are not just charac-

teristics of this particular work, but are characteristic of

the atonal style generally, and are an important feature of

Webern's melodic constructions in the works which follow Op.

3. Indeed, som of the basic motives or cells in Opp. 4

through 11 are identical to some of Op. 3, e.g., motive "b"

of No. 2 and motive "x" of No. 4.

The texts for the songs of Op. 3 are all poems by Stefan

George. They are untitled poems from Per Siebente

(1907)2.33 Webern's treatment of the text in Op. 3 ranges

from tone-painting of a single word (e.g., No. 4, m. 4, the

word Duft; No. 5, the first word, Kahl) to an expression of

the idea or atmosphere of a phrase or sentence. Particular

care is given to words which tell of a particular atmosphere

or mood, and to words of color and shading. Som examples

from the Five Songs op. 3 are: No. 1, measures 5-6, "Durch

33For English translations see Craft, "Anton Webern," p.

15 and The Works of Stefan George, pp. 216-218.
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Morgeng.rten klingt es . . ." (see Fig. 18a); No. 2, the

first phrase, "Im Windesweben . . .2 and measures 5-7, "Aus

nasser Nacht ein Glanz entfacht . . ."; No. 3, the entire

song, particularly, measures 3-4, "Ein Vogel pfeift in kihler

Au," and measures 10-11, ". . . der Baum noch grau . . .";

No. 4, measures 4-5, "Dft einzuziehn des Rasenbeetes"; and

No. 5, the first phrase, "KahI reckt der Baum im Winterdunst

Five 2ngs Op. 4

In the Five Songs op. 4 (1908-1909) the same attention

is given to words of atmosphere and color (see No. 1, m. 5,

"gold Karneol"). The poems of this work, like those of Op. 3,

are by Stefan George, and they contain many such words and

phrases. The fifth poem presents a peculiarly strange, dream-

like situation with light from a "death-pale moon" after the

glow from the hearth has died.34

34This poem is another one of the "Mournful Dances" from

The Year of the Soul (1897). English translations may be
Toi~nrmU f7aft7 '"lton Webern, " p. 16, and The Works of Stefan

George, p. 115. The complete text of the song is as follows:
"Ihr tratet zu dem Herde
wo alle Glut verstarb,
Licht war nur an der Erde
vom Monde leichenfarb.
Ihr tauchtet in die Aschen
die bleichen Finger ein
mit Suchen Tasten Haschen--
wird es noch einmal Schein!
Seht was mit Trostgeberde
der Mond euch r~t:
tretet weg vom Herde,
es ist worden spat."
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The musical construction of this opus, however, indi-

cates a somewhat different approach by the composer. The

very tight motivic organization which was seen in Op. 3 is

absent from these songs, and in its place more emphasis is

placed upon static tonal regions (not exactly in the tradi-

tional sense of keys, however) and a freer unfolding of the

vocal line.

The first song, "Eingang,"3"5 begins and ends with the

harmonic complex ek- - (Fig. 19). This chord occurs

RukevollI( Cs~

I
uu~IL

--m m 0

Fig. 19--Webern, Five Songs op. 4, No. 1, "Eingang,"
m. 1.

35From Der Siebente Ring. For Tglish translations see
Craft, "Anto)*n Webern,"7p7T-16, and The Works of Stefan
George, p. 205.-
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also at the cadence point at the end of the third measure,

this time with the low ehi doubled with the tonal center of

E further enforced by a b between two of the three notes eh

(the b is also present in the final cadence). Furthermore,

the melodic oscillation ft -f in the highest voice of the

piano part in the first measure also recurs 
each time with

this chord. So this sound complex, consisting of conjoined

E major and D major triads, becomes a significant binding

element for the song (see Figs. 19 and 20).

This piece is written in 7/4 meter with the eighth note

receiving the very slow pulse (? = 58). With this type of

motion, normal metrical stresses are almost entirely absent,

and when the rhythm is further complicated with rests on the

beat and with various triplet structures, the meter has very

little function at all.

The phrase beginning at measure 4, where there is a

pedal point At is freely recapitulated in measures 9-11.

The material is expanded and extended, i.e., the phrase be-

ginning at measure 4 is only two measures long, whereas the

recapitulation of this phrase is two and one half measures

long. Not only does the voice part repeat the earlier phrase

in altered form, but the chords in the piano part are identi-

cal, though the rhythm is altered. This phrase is followed

by a further extension (mm. 12-13) which is accomplished

through a variation in both the voice and piano parts of the

last four notes of the phrase which ends on the first beat 
of
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measure 12. The coda (mm. 14-16) is an augmentation of the

material found in measure 3. This cadence has a sound and

construction similar to the traditional phrygian cadence

(Fig. 20).
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The recapitulation of these two sections of the song in

reverse order of their original appearance gives the song a

rounded form, A-B-C-B-A. The C section (mm. 6-9) is more

complex than the other sections. It moves in shorter notes

and the piano part contains sections of invertible counter-

point. This section is also harmonically static. The

counterpoint involves the same complex of notes all the way

through, but in different rhythmical arrangements.

The dream-like quality attained in the final vocal

phrase (mm. 12-13), "Traumfittich rauschel Traumharfe

klingt" through the inexact sequences in both the voice and

piano parts, and the careful tempo and dynamic indications,

make this phrase a very fine example of the sensitive musical

expression to be found in all of Webernts songs (see Fig. 20).

This song is not typical in at least one respect, however:

its length. It last almost four minutes.

The second song of Op. 4, "Noch zwingt mich Treue .1..n36

is constructed quite differently from the first. The char-

acteristic features of this song aret 1) the use of a

recurring three-note "incipit" to each vocal phrase; 2) a

basic idea in the piano part of the oscillation between one

note and another, usually the interval of a second away; and

3) a cadencing section at the end of the piece (mm. 19-22)

36From "Journey Through Snow," The Year of the Soul (1897).
For Ehglish translations see Craft, "~Eton Webern~i7" P.16 and
The Works of Stefan George, p. 87.
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which is a transposition up a perfect fourth of material

found in measures 6 and 7.

The three-note motive, referred to above as an incipit,

occurs at the beginning of the first, second (M. 3), fourth

(M. 8), sixth (m. 14), and seventh phrases (m. 16) (Fig. 21).

Fig. 21--Webern, Five gj op. 4, No. 2, related
phrase incipits.

At each of these occurrences, except the ones at measures 8

and 14, the interval following the incipit is a tritone. The

exception at measure 14 is noteworthy because this is the

only place where the incipit recurs at the original pitch

level. It is followed at this place by the interval of a

major seventh.

The piano part of this song is much more nearly inde-

pendent from the vocal line than is the case in the previous

songs. Here the single idea of the oscillation between one

note and another serves as a basis for the entire song. This

oscillation occurs sometimes only in one voice, more often in

several voices at a time, and occasionally in full' six-note
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chords (see m. 6). At some places (e.g., mm. 2-3 and 16-17)

the oscillation occurs simultaneously at different rhythmic

speeds, producing an effect of simultaneous augmentation.

The recapitulation of the cadential masures (mm. 19-22)

at the interval of a fourth above would seem to indicate

Webern's concern for tonal organization, although the song

can hardly be said to be in any particular key. The mani-

pulation of vocal and piano material, derived from measures 6

and 7, in this place is very interesting. The piano part in

measure 19 and the first half of measure 20 is an identical

transposition of the material of measure 6, except for the

rhythmic reorientation into duplet rather than the former

triplet groups. Above this material, however, the voice part

is a transposed augmentation of the vocal line from the

second and third beats of measure 7. This leaves the piano

material transposed from measure 7 to sound alone as a coda

to the song.

There are two places in the second song which should be

noted because of their unusual expressive value. In measures

7 and 8, the final word "machen" is separated from the rest

of the line "mein heilig Streben ist mich traurig machen."

The notes for the word "machen" form an echo of the notes for

the word "traurig." The starkness is further heightened by

the lack of any sound in the piano at this time. The other

notable place is the rather dramatic "call" of the piano in

measure 11 (Fig. 22) which serves to introduce the B part



of the song and the words "Nie wird ein warmer Anruf mich

empfangen, ..

Fig. 22--Webern, Five ng op. 4, No. 2, piano,
Ms. 11.

In the third song, "Ja Heil und Dank . . .,37 the oscil-

lation idea is maintained. Figure 23 shows the opening

measures of the vocal line. This type of melodic structure

Fig. 23--Webern, Five Songs op. 4, No. 3, voice,
niia. 1-3.

in which the line soon returns to a note already sounded is

continued in the voice part in the second and third phrases

37From "After the Harvest," The Year of the Soul (1897).
For English translations see CrafT7VZ"AinWonTei"~7. 16 and
The Works of Stefan GeorE , p. 81*
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(mm. 3-6). There is a return of the idea in the voice part,

measures 11-13, in which phrase the notes eb, _d4a, , and

a4 are all reiterated at least once.

The final phrase of the vocal line (mm. 14-15) contains

this idea in a different way. This time there is a succession

of the two tones _a- appearing at the beginning of the

phrase and again as the final two notes of the phrase. These

two tones were also the concluding notes of the A part (m. 8)

of the song (the form of the song is binary: A, mm. 1-8, and

B, mm. 9-15).

The oscillation idea occurs in several different ways

also in the piano part: by reiterating two-note figures

(e.g., m. 1); by rotating parts of chords in contrary motion

(e.g., mm. 6-7); and by reiterating certain notes at points

of emphasis in an arpeggio (e.g., mm. 12-13).

The fourth song, "So ich traurig bin . . ., "3 has the

shortest duration of the group. It lasts only about half a

minute. The oscillation idea is continued in this piece in a

very interesting bass line. Only four different pitches occur

in the bass line during the entire song: ZfL, I!, and e.

The j- is maintained through the first four measures, fh and

f4'are alternated from measure 5 through 12, and e_4 sounds

throughout the last six measures. The first three pitches of

the bass line (t - ) represent a transposed retrograde

38 From "Strains of a Wandering Gleeman,," Book of Legends
and A (1894). For English translations see Craft, ton
W~eien, p. 16, and The Works of Stefan George, p. 63.



form of the first three pitches of the vocal line (f- -

This pattern is also presented twice in the top voice of the

piano part during the last five measures, and in the vocal

line at the end of the first phrase (mm. 3-4).

The melodic material of the fifth song, "Ihr tratet zu

dem Herde" (see above p. 107, fn. 34), is generated by a

figure identical to certain figures and motives in Op. 3.

The three-note melodic idea which involves a step of a whole-

tone in one direction plus a step of a semitone in the

opposite direction, or the reverse, semitone plus whole-tone

(Fig. 24), was motive "b" of the third song of Op. 3

RI

5__

RIR

fRL T.t

Fig. 24--Webern, Five 8ongs op. 4, No. 5, related
melodic figures.

(see above Fig. 100, Fig. 14) and motive "b" of Op. 3, No. 4

(see above p. 101, Fig. 15a). Further, the first three notes
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of Op. 3 and Op. 4 both represent versions of this figure.

The figure is found in several places in Op. 4, No. 4 (e.g.,

mm. 5-6, voice and piano, and mm. 6-7, piano) as well as in

the other songs of this group. However, in the fifth song it

occupies a more important position. The figure occurs in the

voice line in measures 1-5, 7, 8, 10 (twice), and 15. In the

piano part it appears in measures 6, 7, 10, I, and 12.

There is an interesting ostinato figure in the piano part

in measures 6-12 of Op. 4, No. 5. In the first three measures

of the ostinato, the left hand part contains two chords, the

second of which is an expansion of the first. Above this, in

the right hand chords, two pitches are repeated in each chord

(a4 and d1 ), while the top voice presents the tone-semitone

figure discussed above. In measure 9, a new chord is intro-

duced into the left hand part along with the two already

present, while the right hand part rotates between two chords.

The chords of the right and left hands are sounded simultan-

eously in the first part of the ostinato, but in the second

part (mm. 9-12), the rhythm is altered so that the chords are

not always attacked at the same time. Thus a great amount of

variety is gained from a minimum of sounds in a section which

is harmonically static.

From the above description, it can be seen that the

oscillation idea is prominent in the fifth song. In the first

song, "Eingang," it also plays a prominent part in the piano

figures of measures 1-5 and 9-15. In fact, the static
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oscillation idea constitutes a unifying feature for the

entire cycle of songs, Op. 4.

Five Movements for trin; Quartet Op. S

Upon examination of the score of the Five Movements for

String Quartet op. 5 (1909), one must come to the conclusion

that the composer gave the most careful consideration to each

individual note. This is shown by the frequent use of special

string techniques which cause constant changes of tone color,

by the profusion of dynamic and tempo indications which cause

frequent and abrupt changes, and by the very brevity of the

pieces themselves. The many subtle motival connections, both

within each movement and from one movement to another, also

indicate an intense concern for each sound.

Webern, having given up the use of traditional key

centers for the delineation of sections, constructed many

comparatively large areas which are harmonically static, i.e.,

they are either built on a single harmonic structure or a few

different oscillating sounds. Each movement contains promi-

nent ostinato passages (e.g., No. 1, mm. 30-36 and 52-55;

No. 2, mm. 7-9; No. 3, mm. 15-21; No. 4, mm. 7-9; and No. 5,

mm. 3-8) and pedal points (e.g., No. 1, mm. 20-21; No. 2,

mm. 10-13; No. 3, mm. 1-6; No. 4, mm. 7-10; and No. 5,

mm. 24-26).

The various motival connections between the movements

are indicated below following a separate discussion of each

movement. The first three movements might very well fit the
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traditional sonata plan: the first movement is sonata-allegro

form, the second is a slow movement in ternary form, and the

third movement is of a fast scherzo character. The remaining

two movements are not to be associated with any traditional

formal scheme, although the last movement has some character-

istics of a Rondo.

The first movement of Op. 5has been discussed briefly

by several writers. 39 However, the treatment has been largely

superficial. In the first four notes (three intervals) may

be found the kernel not only for the first movement, but for

the entire composition. These four notes, c4, ct f_, et,

first stated in succession, are then repeated three times,

col eno, in chords of symmetrical construction to form the

introduction to the movement (see Fig. 25). That the chords

are symmetrical--they contain a perfect fifth, ftch, bounded

above and below by major thirds, e4 above and of below-.

becomes significant when it is noticed that other chords at

important cadence points are also symmetrical (e.g., see the

last chord of m. 5, which is repeated once col legno, then

again in skeletal form in harmonics, m. 6, to mark the end of

the A part of the exposition. See also the two chords, again

played col legno, in m. 17 which mark the end of the

39Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, pp. 196-197, dis-
cusses the form ofthef irs t movemEntT.teTi, Tonality,
Atonality, Pantonality, pp. 78-79, discusses thecanon in the
MFirsVmovement and places the first movement in the "panto-
nality" of C-O#. A more thorough analysis of the entire work
has been done by David Reck.in unpublished seminar studies at
the University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
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exposition, and the final chord of. the movement, which is of

identical construction to the chords of m. 6, and is at the

same pitch level as those of m. 17). It would seem then that

the symmetrical chord is employed in this movement in a manner

somewhat analogous to a dominant or tonic triad in tradi-

tional music.40

The thematic idea of the A part of' the exposition is an

angular melody moving quickly in sixteenth notes (Fig. 25).
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Fig. 25--Webern, Five Movements f'or Strin Quartet
op. 5, No. 1., - .-- 3

40For further discussion of symmetrical chords, see George
Perle, "Serial Composition and Atonality," unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Music Department, New York University, 1956, New
York, New York, p. 38.
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Fig. 25 (continued)--Webern, Five Movements for
String Quartet op. 5, No. 1, mm.1~

It is introduced by the first violin and canonically imitated

two and one-half beats later by the second violin, Several

important points to be noticed regarding this idea aret

1) the following voice of the little canon enters a major

ninth below the leading voice at a point which causes a shift

of accent, i.e., whereas the leading voice begins on the

second sixteenth value of the beat, the following voice enters

on the third sixteenth value of the beat; 2) the theme con-

sists of a two-beat long figure repeated, and the peaks of

this figure (see m. 3, violin I) form three notes of an

ascending chromatic scale, -r-a; 3) in measure 4 a
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three-note segment of the theme is imitated in all four

voices; 4) the theme is related to the intervals of the intro-

duction in that it contains prominent interval relationships

of a major seventh and a minor ninth (e.g., m. 2, violin I,

i#t tu

If one considers the permutational possibilities of the

introductory motive, one may see existing relationships be-

tween the introduction, the first four notes of part A, and

also the first three notes of the B part of the exposition

(m. 7). Consider the four notes c4, c, ft and (1-2-3-4)

reordered to ek, c*, f1 ., c 4(4-2-3-1), transpose the notes up

a major second and the result is the first four notes of part

A, f-d*-- . Reorder the notes 1-4-2 (omitting 3), trans-

pose them up a minor second and the result is the first three

notes of the B part, #-f-dK That these first three notes

of B are important as a unit may be seen in measure 50 where,

just before the coda, a transposed retrograde version of them

is presented with the dynamic indication "fff" in the first

and second violin parts in octaves. From this discussion it

may also be understood that the thematic material of the A

and B parts of the exposition are strongly related.

The B part of the exposition has two distinct sections:

B-a, measures 7-8; and B-b, measures 9-13 (Fig. 26). Since

the four-note motive from B-a returns in measure 13, the B

part itself may be seen as a miniature ternary form. The B-a.

section contains the motive discussed above and is accompanied
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by descending major thirds (viola, m. 7). This accompanying

figure reappears with parts of B-a in the following places:

measure 13, before the transition to the development section;

measure 21, second violin, inverted to minor sixths and pre-

sented linearly; measures 24-25, second violin and viola; and

measure 37, second violin and viola.

The B-b section (mm. 9-13) contains a lyrical melody in

thirds and sixths which is reminiscent of some of the melodic

material of the P2sacalia, and is an inversion of the re-

curring melodic figure in the Five 2ngs op. 3 (see above,

pp. 104-105, Fig. 18). The first two notes of this melody

are anticipated in the viola part in measures 9 and 10. The

structure of the melody is as follows: the first three notes,

b4-ceup to 0', present two of the intervals of the intro-

duction which also play an important part in the A theme, i.e.,

the minor ninth between the outside notes b4 t to cht", and

the major seventh, c#" to ct l t. The figure in the first violin

part at measure 11 is a transposed retrograde of the second

through the fifth notes of the first violin part in measures

9 and 10; and in the next measure (m. 12), the first violin

has ctt? to b t t, an untransposed retrograde of the first two

notes of this melody. The countermelody of the B-b section

in the viola part uses material from the first thematic idea,

part A (compare in Figs. 25 and 26): the notes d, Se6l, b4 ,

in measures 9 and 10 correspond to notes 3-5 of the A theme,

2i:", g*A, e4'' (m. 2, violin I); and the seven notes of the
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viola part in measures 11 and 12, 'b_,, e~t, r, 4ak, &'W1, _br,

and d4, correspond to notes 5-11 of the A theme (mm. 2-3,

violin I).

The following transition section, measures 14-17, con-

tains a canonic presentation, in diminution, of a motive

which appeared previously in measures 8 and 9 in the cello

part, followed by a varied presentation of B-a. This might

be interpreted as the beginning of the development section

due to the fact that it is preceded by a fermata, and that

the material here is so radically different from that which

immediately precedes it. However, the existence of the re-

peated symmetrical chords in measure 17 recommends that as a

likely dividing place, and it is so considered in this analysis,

The development section begins with a linear presentation

of the components of the preceding chord in imitation by the

cello and viola below a transposition of B-a material by the

second violin. Beginning on the last beat of measure 19, there

is a presentation of the B-a thematic idea, varied so that the

peaks of the melodic line form a three-note descending frag-

ment of a chromatic scale, c4, bh1, bb. This is an inversion

of the motive formed by the peaks of theme A discussed above.

To determine where the development section ends and the

recapitulation begins is as difficult as the determination of

the beginning of the development section. Measure 22 would

seem to mark the beginning of the recapitulation due to the

canonic presentation of the material of A, even though it is
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transposed. And in measures 23-25 the A theme appears in

augmentation in the cello part. Indeed, from this point to

the end the two principal thematic ideas are so intertwined

that the usual sectional divisions of sonata-allegro form may

no longer be precisely demarked. However, for the purpose of

this analysis, the material through the first half of measure

36 is considered developmental.

Several interesting developments between measures 24 and

36 may be noted: in measures 24-25, the first violin has a

new rhythmic variation of the A theme, below which the second

violin and viola have the major thirds which normally accom-

pany the B-a theme, and at the same time the cello is

completing the augmented version of theme A; in measures 25-

26, a motive of the first three notes of A is sequenced while

a fragment of B-b sounds in the second violin; in measures 27-

31, the descending semitones are linked with the first three

notes of B-a in retrograde, following which the melody is

extended in the first violin over chords which constitute a

verticalization of the first three notes of A; and an

ostinato is introduced in the cello part at measure 30 which

continues through the first half of measure 36.

The recapitulation begins (M. 37) with an appearance of

the B-a theme with the accompanying major thirds, all played

am St2 (on the bridge) as in the initial presentation of the

material (mm. 7-8). Then, in the middle of measure 38, the

two lower parts (viola and cello) present a transformed version

of B-b while the first violin sounds a transformation of the
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A theme. The motive of descending semitones attains more im-

portance with strong appearances in measures 41-43 and again

in measure 46. In measure 47, there is a new permutation of

the four notes of the introduction, this time in the order

2-1-3-4, which is presented canonically. It is noteworthy

that as the coda is approached the material used therein is

anticipated in altered form. The apotheosis of the movement

occurs in measures 49-50 where there are four gigantic eight-

part chords followed by a retrograde of the first three notes

of B-a marked "fff" in the two violin parts.

In the coda is found the. initial interval of the intro-

duction repeated several times at original pitch. This occurs

over reiterations of two chords in the middle two voices and a

varied arrangement of material derived from the close of the

development section (see mm. 29-36, violin I) in the cello.

From the foregoing discussion it would seem that, al-

though this movement is short for a sonata-allegro form, it

nevertheless is constructed in such a way that all. the elements

of a fully developed first movement are present. All of the

events, variations, connections, contrasts, and developments,

are here concentrated into 55 measures: approximately two

and a half minutes.

The second movement of Op. 5, in contrast to the first,

is very short (13 measures ), very soft, ranging from "ippp"? to

Spp," and is rather simply constructed. Also, whereas in the

first movement a multitude of string devices were employed in
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quick succession, this movement is played entirely with mutes

and with only an occasional pizzicato to change the quality

or articulation. The first section of this movement (part A)

contains a melody of four short phrases in the viola part,

with a detached chordal accompaniment below it. Each suc-

ceeding phrase is a variation of the first one. In measure

14, there is a transition in which the character and material

of the second section (part B) are introduced.

The leading idea of the B part is the movement of a

semitone, d to e4,, in the rhythm 2 . This motive occurs

Wo- - -
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Fig. 27--Webern, Five Movements for Strinz Quartet
op. 5, No. 2, mm. 6-7.
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several times, After the first phrase of the B part, it is

used in an interesting imitation, in which the higher note of

each succeeding entrance is a semitone higher (though some-

times in a different register) than the preceding (see Fig.

27). The remainder of the B part (mm. 7-9) contains a melody

in the first violin over a pedal consisting of an irregular

oscillation between the notes eb and f4. The last two figures

of this melody are echoed by the viola and cello respectively

(Om. 8-9), the last one, 4up to ehM (m. 9) being echoed in

augmentation, pizzicato.

Only the third and fourth phrases of the A part are re-

capitulated, and they are varied and transposed. The entire

At part (mm. 10-11) and the following two-measure coda are

built over the same harmony, which consists of an A-minor

triad in first inversion. The coda contains a melody in the

second violin part which may be understood as a further

variation of the first phrase of the movement. The last note

of the melody which sounds with the A-minor triad is db. Thus

the movement ends in the key of A, but owing to the presence

of both the major thir (d, enharmonically, c#) and the minor

third (c4), the mode is indefinite, Such a strong feeling of

a key center at the conclusion of a movement is rare in the

music of Webern after Op. 2.

After the slow introspective second movement, the third

one comes with startling effect because of a very fast tempo

(J = 84), pizzicato repeated notes of the cello part, and
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fast chords played am SteZ by the other instruments. The

first two chords contain in their intervals the germ for most

of the motivic material of the movement. The notes of the

first chord, eb, 'b, and dt, produce the intervals of a minor

sixth, and a minor third.

The governing effect of these intervals and their in-

versions may be seen in the motives "a,1" "b," and "l which

are presented in Figure 28. All the motives contain thirds

or sixths, but motive "c" represents the intervals of the

Fig. 28--Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet

op. , No. 3, motives "bi7

first cords exactly. This may be seen by reordering the

notes of motive "o" to j., e, ft which is a group identical

to the first chord transposed up a major third. Motive "a"

occurs first at measure 4 in a canon where the accent is

shifted and the articulation is changed in the answering voice.

Beginning with the cello entrance on the last beat of measure

10, this motive is presented in four-voice imitation. The

imitation continues in the lower three voices in measures 12

and 13 with the same interval relations, but with the shape

changed. Motive "b" appears first in measures 2-3 in the first

violin part (Aj-bbft-au). It is presented in its more usual
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shape in measures 5-6 in stretto imitation by the upper three

voices. In measure 7 it appears interlocked in two arpeggios

in contrary motion in the first violin and cello lines, and

in measure 8 it is present in the shape of its first appear-

ance. A retrograde of this motive in this shape appears in

measure 15 in the second violin part. Motive "c" is first

heard in the pizzicato chordal sequence of measure 6. Later,

it is heard as the first three notes of the cadence figure at

measure 9 played by the first violin and permuted to the order,

3-1-2 (dt, bb, fl. Motive "c" is also utilized in several

ways in the coda.

The rather long coda (mm. 15-23) contains a complex of

ostinato figures. The cello figure consists of a reiteration

of motive "c" in the order, 3-1-2. The second violin begins

with a different permutation of the same motive at a different

pitch level, and the viola begins with a free line in the same

rhythm as the second violin. In measure 18, as the cello con-

tinues its ostinato, a new ostinato figure, consisting of the

first three notes of motive "a," begins in the second violin,

and is followed a half a beat later by the same figure at a

different pitch level in the viola. This continues until mea-

sure 22 below a weaving line in the first violin which is an

elaboration of the preceding transition figure (see mm. 12-14).

The last two measures of the movement contain a trans-

position of material first heard in measures 9 and 10

presented by all four instruments in octaves. This interesting
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line consists of one motive, j, _e6, (a 3-1-2 permuta-

tion of motive "c" at original pitch), and three variations

of it (Fig. 29), each with a different pair of intervals, but

Fig. 29--Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet
op. 5, No. 3, mm. 22-2TVifoTTF.

with the second interval in each case being a semitone smaller

than the first, The movement ends with two pizzicato notes of

the same pitch (c#) as the opening pizzicato notes of the

movement. It should be noticed also that the last two notes

precedin0 the cets are b to d", which constitutes a retro-

grade of the first two notes of the first violin part above

the beginning pedal (mm. 1-2).

A very thorough analysis of the fourth movement of Op. 5

may be found in George Perlets dissertation "Serial Composi-

tion and Atonality. 4"l In this analysis, Perle is concerned

with certain serial structures which foreshadow the later

twelve-tone technique. The movement is built from both the

interval and pitch content of the first two chords and the

motive represented by the highest note of each of the chords,

hlGeorge Perle, "Serial Composition and Atonality,"
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Department of Music,
New York University, New York City, 1956, pp. 23-25.
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e4 to tt The intervals of these chords are present in the

arpeggios of measures 3, 4, 6, 10, and 13, and the actual

pitches of the chords are involved in the arpeggios of measures

3, 4, and 6. The last two notes of the movement, eb and it,

represent the lowest and highest notes of measures 1 and 2.

Relationships between this movement and the others are dis-

cussed below, following a consideration of the fifth movement.

The final movement is similar to movements 1, 3, and ) in

that the material for the movement is compactly presented at

the outset. Before considering this, however, it will be

well to examine the formal structure. For the most part, the

movement consists of rather long sections built on pedals or

ostinati.42 The first such section, measures 3-9, is built

over a pedal in the cello part, of an oscillating e4 to c

with an occasional c4 . Of passing interest is the resem-

blance of the melody of the first violin in measure 3 and 4

to the third phrase of the Westminster Chimes melody. Indeed,

after the low, soft cello introduction, and with these pianis-

simo chords, an atmosphere is evoked which makes the

resemblance even more striking. From measure 5 to measure 9

42Webern's static sections are many times constructed in

such a way that they are not exactly either pedals or
ostinati, but something in between. On the one hand, the

h~airnies are static, involving one or two oscillating chords,

but at the same time, the sections quite often contain also a
reiterated motivic segment. Frequently, also, the rhythm.
does not remain the same throughout the section. This is an
important point because the sectional treatment is one of the
very strong characteristics of Webern's compositional style
during the period of Opp. 4-11.
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all the parts become static as they also oscillate between

two notes or intervals. The rotation here occurs in three

independent rhythms: one for the first violin, a different

one for the chords of the second violin and viola, and a third

for the cello. Thus a complex ostinato is set up in such a

way that any particular congruence will involve a unique

aggregate of pitches.

Measures 10 and 11 constitute a different section, al-

though it is still static. There is another static section

from the last half of measure 14 through measure 16, and the

final three measures of the movement contain only one chord.

Three sections are recapitulated in immediately re-

c gnizable form: the material of measures 2-3 reappears in

measure 19 transposed and in diminution; the material of

measures 10-11 recurs in measures 14-16; and that of measure

12 is heard again in measures 17-18 transposed, in augmenta-

tion, and with some harmonic development. Thus an overall

rounded form appears: introduction (mm. 1-2); A (mn, 3-4);

B (mm. 5-9); 0 (mm. 10-11); transition (mm. 12-14, based on

material from the introduction and 0); C' (mm. 14-16); transi-

tion (mm. 17-18, based on material of m. 12 from the first

transition); A' (m. 19); B' (mm. 20-23); and a return of the

introductory material (mm. 23-26).

The introductory melody in the cello (Fig. 30) contains

two motives: "a," the first three notes; and "b," notes five

through seven. The phrasing, indicated in the score, divides
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10 49, *

Fig. 30--Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet
op. 5, No. 5, mm. 1-4,~CIeo,-

the melody into three sections, none of which corresponds to

one of the motives, Also, it may be noticed that notes five

through seven form a permuted sequence of notes two through

four. This relationship has little value later in the move-

ment as a generator, but it indicates clearly the tight

construction of the introductory figure. A further indica-

tion of the tight construction in this section may be seen

in the relationship of motives "a"l and "b." Motive "b" is

a retrograde form of "a" with the lower interval contracted

in motive "b" from a perfect fourth to a minor third. Another

relationship in the introduction which recurs later is the in-

terval of a minor ninth from the first note to the third, and.

the succeeding descent of a major seventh. This relation re-

appears in a reverse direction in the first violin at

measure 12 (see Fig. 31),

The melodic figure in the last half of measure 10 played

by the second violin and viola (Fig. 31) is a transposition

of the first three notes, in inversion, of the opening cello
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Fig. 31--Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet
op. 5, No. 5, mm. l-17

part, followed by the sixth note. These four notes are re-

peated twice as chords, pizzicato. This form of motive "at"

recurs in measures 14-16 both linearly and vertically. The

previously mentioned figure in measure 12 is an interesting

structure in itself. It contains the following intervals:

tritone, minor ninth, major seventh, and perfect fourth. The

last two intervals are contractions of the first two in re-

verse order, i.e., tritone to perfect fourth and minor ninth

to major seventh. In measures 13 and 14, motive "a" is pre-

sented in two different ways: first, in the second violin

and viola parts, as a retrograde; and second, in the cello
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as it first appeared, though at a different pitch level. The

pattern involving a minor ninth followed by a major seventh

in reverse direction also appears here In the cello part.

The arpeggios in measures 20 and 21 are transposed

linearizations of the chords found in measure t4 (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32--Webern, Five Movements for Stri Suartet
op. 5, No. 5, mm. 20-22

The first arpeggio is sequenced exactly at a minor sixth be-

low in the viola, then again, altered (m. 21) in the first

violin, and in a retrograde inversion in the cello (beginning

with the second note). In the next measure (m. 22), the
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notes of the first arpeggio are repeated. in a different

octave . Here it appears as a chord below a melodic major

third (e to c4), thus making a structure which recalls the

beginning of measure 5. The same chord is then repeated

melodically by the second violin. In this melodic f ormation

it will be noticed that the last four notes, fit, _*', e4t',

c4it, form a transposed retrograde of the fourth through the

seventh notes of the cello's opening statement,

In the last three measures of this movement above a sus-

tained chord in the lower three parts a melodic figuration of

a diminished fourth is gradually transformed into a perfect

fourth, the notes of which, fttand b, are the same as the

first two notes of the movement.

In the Five Movements foString Quartet op. 5, there are

several recurring ideas, i.e., motives or melodic fragments

Thich recall earlier motives or fragments. The rhythm of the

first two notes of the first movement is heard again in the

second movement, m asure 5, and in the third movement, measure

1 (Fig. 33a). any important melodic fragments include the

NO. L VnS n,

Fig, 33a--Webern, Five Movements for SLnquartet
op. 5, related rhythmic fTTgures.
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intervals of a major seventh and minor ninth. These intervals

are prominent in the first motive of the work and also the

beginning of the A part of the exposition and the beginning

of the B-b section of the exposition of the first movement

(see above Figs. 25 and 26). Other fragments containing

these intervals are found in the second movement, measure 11,

and in the ffiffth movement, measures 1 and 12 (Fig. 33b).

0o ILa

Fig. 33b--Webern, Five Movements for String Quartet
op. 5, related rhythmi~TTiures.

Other recurring melodic idea is the lyrical B-b theme of the

first movement. Melodies similar to it are heard in the

second movement, measure 7, the fourth movement, measures 3

and 4 (the first two notes are in the viola part, the others

in the second violin), and in the fifth movement, measure 12

(see Fig. 330).
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Fi;. 33c--Webern, Five Movements for StrQin Quartet
op. 5, related rhythmic7gures.

Movements 1, 3, and 5 all contain quick figures treated

canonically in such a way that the accent is shifted in the

succeeding entrances (see No. 1, m. 2-5, 14-15, 18-19; No. 3,

ram.4, 5, 7, 13, 14; No, 5, ma. 20-21). There is a slow

canonic section treated similarly in the fourth movement,

measure 5 and again in measures 11 and 12.

The following are some other sectional similarities:

the beginning of the first and third movements, the beginning

of the fourth movement and measures 10 and 11 of the fifth

move:ment, and the arpeggios of the fourth movement (mm. 6,

10, and 12) and the fifth movement (mm. 20, 21).

Six Pieces for Orchestra Op. 6

Webern dedicated the Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6 to

t"Arnold Schoenberg, meinem Lehrer und Freunde in hMchster

Liebe, 1909." 4Nineteen hundred nine is also the year in

43see the dedication page of the score, Universal
Edition 12415.
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which Schoenberg's Five Orchestral Pieces op. 16 was com-

pleted. 4  In the third piece of Schoenberg's work, the one

subtitled "Farben,"t the technique of Klan& arbenmelodie was

consciously employed. It consists mainly of sustained chords

in which the timbre and/or sonority is gradually changed by

the method of having a new instrument begin to sound a compo-

nent part of the chord as another instrument stops sounding

the same tone. In this piece there are almost no linear

structures. The fifth piece of this set, "Obbligato Recita-

tive," however, shows the Klngfarbenmelodie concept employed

in a different manner. Here a succession of pitches is sub-

mitted to changes of timbre through the frequent rotation of

the instruments carrying the melodic line. This is the method

which Webern adopted in Op. 6 and continued to develop in his

following works. The technique was anticipated in his Five

Movements for Strs Quartet through the frequent changes of

timbre of the strings (e.g., pizzicato, harmonics, am SLeg,

etc.), but in the Orchestral Pieces the variations of timbre

are treated more methodically. The term, Klangfarbenmelodie,

was first coined by Schoenberg in his Harmonielehre, 1911

(see Chapter II, p. 36). From his discussion of the term it

may be seen that what Schoenberg had in mind and what has come

to be understood by the term may not be quite the same thing.

44 Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, p. 81, relates
that Schoenberg's Op. 16 was complteAMThe early part of
the year 1909.
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For Schoenberg speaks of producing "successions out of tone

color . . . whose internal relationships operate with a sort

of logic fully equivalent to that logic which suffices us

for the melody of pitches." 45 It would seem then, that Schoen-

berg is suggesting melodic structures built entirely from

variations of timbre without concomitant variations of pitch.

And this is the way the concept is employed in the third

piece of Schoenberg's Op. 16. It is known that Schoenberg

and Mahler argued this point, with Mahler opposing the possi-

bility of significant structures resulting from such a

procedureJ46 In any case Webern's approach to timbre-

variation (Klangfarbenmelodie) is that of allotting different

portions of melodic structures to different instruments.

Webernts varying-timbres technique (see below p. 144 for

more specific discussion of the technique in connection with

the analysis of Webernts Op. 6) has remained one of the most

noted characteristics of his musical style, and it is this

technique which has elicited from so many critics the analogy

of the pointillist technique in painting to the music of

Webern. 4

45schoenberg, Harmonielehre, pp. 506-507. For a com-
plete quotation of' this passage, see above, Chapter 1i, p. 36.

46Aima Mahler reports the conversation, but gives no
date in Gustav Mahler, p. 166.

4 Slonimsky, Music Since 1900, p. 502; Salazar, Music in
Our Time, p. 241; Newlin, Bruener Mahler and Schoenberg
p. 23;Humphrey Searle, Weber Anton (vonT, iti'T-Dic-
tionar of Music and Musicians, Vol. IX (London7154).
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Of the Six Pieces for Orchestra, two pieces, Nos. 2 and

4, are kinds of expression which are rare in Webern's music.

In No. 2 there are' repetitions of tone clusters in rhythmic

patterns which cause an increase in intensity of expression

with an urgency bordering on frenzy. The character of this

piece is similar to later works by such composers as Stra-

vinsky (e.g., Le Sacre du Printjmp , 1911-1913), Honegger

(e.g., Pacific 2jj, 1923), and Mossolov (e.g., Ir Foundry,

1927), which may be characterized by the term Bruitisme. The

fourth piece4 8 is similar in some ways to the second piece.

Although it contains more melodic development than does No. 2,

it is based on an insistent slow rhythm. The fourth piece

also uses harmonies which in most cases must be described

simply as tone clusters. It is also very long compared with

the other pieces of the opus.4 9 Such broad developments of a

single kind of expression are only found in Webernts works in

Opp. 1, 2, and 6, and only in the Passacaalia op. 1 is there

such a broad development of a single expressive idea as is

found in Op. 6, No. 4.

Another significant aspect of the Orchestral Pieces is

that melodic interrelations are more elusive than in previous

works. In Op. 5 it was noticed that the melodic structures

48Op. 6, No. 4 has the character of a funeral march and
is so called by critics when discussing the work. However,
no title appears in the published score, U. E. 12415, nor is
there any indication that Webern ever gave it a title.

49 It lasts a little over three and a half minutes.
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were generated by the cell composed of the intervals of a

major third plus a minor third in reverse direction. Except

for the first piece, in Op. 6 there is no such clearly de-

fined basic cell, but there remains the basic idea of turning

back to a point a semitone away from a previous pitch. In

many cases this involves intervals of a major third and a

minor third, but they are not always persistent enough to

constitute a motive or cell. This turning-back idea is simi-

lar to some of the melodic structures of B61a Bart6k (e.g.,

String Quartet No. 4 (1928), third movement, mm. 6 ff.,

cello part). However, in Bart6k's use the idea seems to

stem from folk sources rather than an impetus toward the

suspension of key feeling as is the case with Webern.

The introduction to the first piece of Op. 6 (mm. 1-3)

affords a clear example of Webern's Klangfarbenmelodie tech-

nique (Fig. 34). Here the melodic phrase is divided between

LociW V t.:--cmt90) TpCL I

Fig. 34--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6,
No. 1, mm. 1-3.



the first flute, first trumpet, and third horn parts. An

important aspect of this technique is that the change of

timbre does not necessarily coincide with a natural sectional

division of the melodic phrase or period. Thus in this

example the ascending sixteenth note figure of the flute

culminates in the note d4" of the first trumpet and the.

following descending sixteenth note figure of the first flute

culminates in the note A of the third horn.

The next phrase, beginning the last half of measure 3,

contains a melody in the first clarinet part which is varied

simultaneously by the first trumpet, and a little later by

the solo cello. This section furnishes an excellent example

of the kind of free variation of an idea not explicitly

stated, which Leibowitz and others have labeled "perpetual

variation" and which is a basic part of the concepts upon

which the twelve-tone technique was formulated.50 In Figure

35 one may see how, by extracting certain notes from both the

clarinet and trumpet lines, it appears that the trumpet part

is essentially an inversion of the clarinet part at a minor

ninth below for approximately two measures, and then becomes

a direct imitation at the interval of a fourth below. The

imitation in contrary motion and the direct imitation actu-

ally overlap due to the free rhythm of both parts. The two

lines are even more closely related due to their statements

103.
5Osee Leibowitz, Schoenber; and His School, pp. 98 and~0
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Fig. 35--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6,
No,. , mM.3-7, clarion =et f~I,' Lp~I and soloNello
parts,

of the major-minor third idea. In the trumpet part, measure

6, occurs an inversion of the pitches and a retrograde of the

rhythm of the material presented in the clarinet part in

measure 4. In the measure of the trumpets presentation

(m. 6), the same material also occurs in two other rhythms

and at two other pitch levels in the accompanying sixteenth

note figure, s. -a-c- in the solo second violin part,

and in a different shape in the solo cello part, -a-sr

The sixteenth note figure which accompanies this section (mm.

4-7) is also presented in changing timbres. It is passed from

the harp to solo viola, to solo,, muted second violin, played

tremolo .am , then back to the harp.

In measure 7 the melodic material passes from the clarinet

and trumpet to the flute and oboe and in a different form
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also to the viola and second violin. At this point (m. 8)

the texture is further complicated by the figuration of the

bass clarinet and bassoon and a different figuration in the

horn parts. In measure 8 a crescendo begins, and in measure

9 the first violins enter for the first time in the piece. A

broad simplified version of the preceding melodic material

occurs in the first violin part, very high above the ensemble

in a section (mm. 10-11), wherein are found two statements of

the major-minor third idea. Measure 10 is the climax point

of the piece and contains a great variety of rhythmic figures

which include half, quarter, eighth, sixteenth note-values,

and these values in triplet arrangements. A composite of the

rhythm of measure 10 may be seen in Figure 36, wherein each

change of pitch or moment of articulation is indicated. The

resultant rhythm forms a regular pattern with, however, ir-

regular weight, i.e., a varying number of parts articulating

at a given point.
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Fig. 36--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6,
No. 1, m. 10 and graph'Ts~lowing composite rhytiM of M. 10.

The major-minor third idea occurs frequently enough in

this piece to be considered as the basic idea. From measure

8 to the end it appears in the following places: measure 8,

flute and oboe, at-c-bb, and bass clarinet and bassoon,

f4-dM-.f ;measure 9, bass clarinet and bassoon, f# -d 4 -f0



horn, c4 an-c* and trumpet, bltab-c4; measure 10, horn, b-ab-

c4, trumpet, c-a -b4 , first violin, f4 -?-e4; measure 11,

cello and contrabass, f-a"-ft measures 13-14, horn, c--4b4 ;

measure 16, trumpet, eb-t-ae; and finally, measures 18-19, a

repetition of the last mentioned. A few of these are separated

in such a way that they actually function as a motive (e.g.,

m. 10, trumpet and violin I; m. 11, cello and contrabass; and

mi. 13-114, horn I). The occurrences of the idea in measures

15-19 are as parts of arpeggios with all notes moving in the

same direction.

The beginning melodic line of the second piece of Op. 6

(bass clarinet, mm. 1-2) exemplifies clearly the working out

of the turning-back idea. As may be seen in Figure 37, the

---- ------ -----

Fig. 37--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6,
No. 2, mm. 1-2, bass cTrinet part.

melody consists of the following interlocked interval groups:

tritone-major third, major second-minor third, minor third-

major third, major third-tritone, tritone-major third,

perfect fourth-major third, major third-major second, major

second-minor second, minor second-major second. This melody

proceeds in even note values with an accompaniment of punc-

tuating chords and figures.
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The tempo of this piece is lively (Y1= c. 160), and the

beginning in measure 4 of short punctuations by the muted

fourth trombone, very low, creates even greater, though some-

what ponderous, movement. In measure 5 the flutes enter with
a melody similar to the opening bass clarinet melody, this

time in even quarter notes, and the trombone punctuations

cease. But the expressive intensity is maintained by the

strings playing tremolo, am . From measure 9 to the end

of the piece the intensity and excitement increase through

sections of staccato repeated notes in the muted trumpets a

semitone apart, harp, and pizzicato strings alternating with

sections of more legato character. The excitement is further

increased through sudden changes of tempo, timbre, articula-

tion (m. 13), and loudness (mm. 14-15). The various

sections are so sharply differentiated from each other as to

produce a shocking effect with each change (see particularly

mm. 14-15, 17-18, and 21-24). Tte duration of the sections

themselves vary from a half a measure (m. 14) to two and a

half measures (mm. 19-21), and each section could be used as

an example of a very unusual instrumentation (e.g., mm. 18-19,

low muted trombones, flutter-tongue, and tuba in tone

clusters, with the bass drum and tam-tam beating an eighth

note rhythm. Fig. 38). The intensity increases to the very

last measure--there is no gradual letting up at the end.

Perhaps the best description of the expressive content of

this piece would be "terror"j
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0Oss Drown

Fig. 38--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6,
No. 2, mm. 18-19.

This is evidently the kind of music which gave impetus

to the Italian Futurist movement and about which, in the

Futurist Manifesto, 1913, Luigi Russolo said:

To excite and exalt our senses, music continued to
develop toward the moat complex polyphony and greatest
variety of orchestral timbres, or colors, devising the
most complicated successions of dissonant chords and

prepar'tjg in a general way for the creation of Musical
Noise.

The third piece offers great contrast and relief from

both the preceding and immediately following pieces. It is

slow, quiet,and the harmonies are markedly less dissonant.

Indeed, following the tumultuous tone clusters of the second

51As translated by Stephen Somervell in Slonimsky, Music
Since 1900, p. 537.
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piece--the final chord contains all but two of the twelve

tones--the few chords of this piece sound quite consonant.

There are only three chords as such, of which two have simi-

lar structures, i.e., they both contain a major second plus

a minor third. There are no tutti in this piece and the

loudest dynamic indication is "p.

The melodic line of Op. 6, No. 3, is again passed from

one instrument to another (Fig. 39). In the first phrase

(mm. 1-2) the melodic line is played by the solo viola and

&6$I ():cso

S~. viola1. T

X~z- 5  -t H

PP ?pP

SOC!8$I~D.~*||||-

So' r-3 -

Fig. 39--Webern, Six Pieces for Orchestra op. 6
No. 3, melodic lines.
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in the second phrase (mm. 3-4) it is passed from the first

clarinet to solo contrabass. The third phrase (mm. 5-6) is

an ornamented repetition of the material of the first section

of the first phrase by the flute, horn, and bells. In the

fourth phrase (mm. 7-8) the melodic material is presented in

overlapping bassoon and solo violin parts followed by one

note in the first horn part. Here, the solo violin has the

same interval structure as the second section of phrase one

(m. 2), although it is in a different configuration. The

melodic material of the fifth phrase (mm. 9-11) is divided

between the celesta and first trumpet. This phrase, which

is the last one of the piece, is also a variation of the

material of the first phrase with, however, the sections re-

versed so that the last figure (mm. 10-11, trumpet) is an

echo of the first melodic figure of the piece.

The thinly textured music of the third piece is scored

almost entirely as though it were chamber music. There is

only one chord in which any note is doubled (m. 4), and for

that chord the cellos and contrabasses are divided into two

groups. One other note is played by a section- the harmonic

jZ# (Mm. 6-8), by the first violins.

The fourth piece of Op. 6 is scored for wind instruments

and percussion without strings. At the beginning of the

piece only the percussion is heard for seven measures. A

bass drum roll begins in measure 1 and continues through

measure 18. In the second measure the tam-tam begins to



sound and in the third measure a low bell of undetermined

pitch is added. The tempo is very slow () = c. 46) and when

the other instruments enter in measure 8, they do so with

sustained dissonant chords. With each change of chord there

is also a change of orchestral color: the first chord is

sounded by flutes and clarinets, the second by muted horns,

the third (m. 9) by four muted trumpets and the fourth by

flutes (flutter-tongue) and clarinets. Each chord enters on

the second sixteenth note value of the beat.

In measure 11 a melody is begun by the piccolo. This

melodic line is similar to other melodic material of this

opus in that it involves the kind of turning figure wherein

a certain note is soon brought into a semitonal relationship

with another note.52 The piccolo line contains two sections

(marked x and xt in Fig. 40a), of which the second section is

a simplified repetition of the first. The first section it-

self, however, contains a presentation and two variations of

a four note motive (gV'-d6"- t-fh"). And at the same tile,

the entire line could be understood as an ornamentation of

the one note, f4".

In measure 19, after four more measures of percussion

alone, another melodic idea is begun in the clarinet part.

This idea is clearly related to the piccolo melody (compare

in Fig. 40a and 40b), but it begins a chain of variations

S2Compare this passage (mm. 11-14) with a similar passage
in Bart6k s Concerto for Orchestra (1943), first movement,
mm.29-34.
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wherein each variation is sounded by a different instrument.

Here again each succeeding variation is a further reduction

of the first melodic figure until, in measure 26, there re-

mains only two half notes, c4f-b4 , which were prominent notes

of the clarinet figure (see Fig. 40b). Under these variations

the rhythm changes to very ponderous, widely separated punc-

tuatlons involving very low chords by muted trombones and

bass tuba and a bass drum back beat.

The final section of the piece begins at the end of

measure 34. In this section there are low six-part chords

under a tortuous melodic line carried by the first trombone.

Also, at this point the bass drum roll begins anew. A cres-

cendo is begun in measure 36, along with the indication,

immer breiter. In measure 37 the trumpets are added, thus

creating nine- and ten-part chords which change with every

new note of the melody (now in the first trumpet part). The

piccolo and tympani are added in measure 38 making twelve-

part chords of ten different pitches each. The lower two

notes, MA and ch are doubled three and four octaves above by

trumpets I and III. This chord is repeated several times in
SeW- redf v-... ?=ca *

the following rhythm:

The piece then ends with two more measures of drum and cymbal

rolls.

Humphrey Searle considers this marcia funebre to be the

outstanding piece of the set.
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The best of these compositions 3pp. 5-77 is unquestion-
ably the powerful 41-bar 5si7 WMarcia Funebre"t for
orchestra. At this period Webern was completely in Ahe
thrall of Schoenberg's ideal of pure expressionism.'

Another interesting comment about this piece is made by T. W.

Adorno while discussing the "expressionistic miniature to

which Webern has remained so long faithful . . . " He says

that it "is distinct in the Six Orchestral Pieces, Opus 6,

with its moving funeral march when Webern, in his own way,

for once suggests Mahler,.Sk

Pieces No. 5 and No. 6 are quite similar to No. 3 in

general atmosphere, orchestration, and melodic development.

All tree pieces are slow and very quiet. No. 5 and No. 6

both begin with accompanying strings, am Bj, playing tremolo

in No. 5 and playing trills in No. 6. There are certain

other sections which are related (compare, e.g., No. 3, mm.

5-6; No. 5, mm. 19-20; and No. 6, mm. 11-16).

In No. 5, measure 21, the orchestral texture and the

type of expression are reminiscent of a section in the Passa-

eaglia op. 1 (see m. 97). In both cases a very wide spread

chord is sounded by the orchestra with two melodic lines:

one, very high above the orchestra and the other in the

middle. The chords and melodies are different but the at-

mosphere and general structure are the same.

53searle, "Webern, Anton (von)," Grove's Dictionary,
Vol. IX. There are only 40 measures ii tT peCe.

5 4 T. W. Adorno, "Berg and Webern--Schdnberg's Heirs,"
Modern Music, VIII (January-February, 1931), 36.



The melodic structures in the fifth and sixth pieces

are weaving lines similar to those of the fourth piece. The

melodic figures are again passed from one instrument to

another (see particularly mm. 8-16 of No. 5 as shown in Fig.

41 and mm. 8-10 of No. 6). Built into these lines are also

N.-b , p bWora 14he%1 op.. I 6,i

CF4Jr.z1..

t t

relationships other than the recurrence of the turning idea

(e.g., compare the bell part in No. 5, mm. 19-20, with the

first violin part in mm, 21-24). In the sixth piece the

melodic lines of the oboe and harp in measures 1-3 recur in

varied form in measures 5-7, wherein the solo viola imitates

the earlier oboe line and the first bassoon imitates the

former material of the harp (see Fig. 42). In certain places

some of the notes of the turning figures are displaced an
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N.6Fig. 42--Webern, Six ?ieces for Orchestra op. 6,No ,mm. 1-7, relateThefo-dl iii-s7

octave to form an arpeggio (eog., compare in No. 5 the
arpeggio in the first violin part, mm, 17-18, with the turn-

ing figure in the oboe part, m. 9). The arpeggios, themselves,

then constitute an element of continuity for the different

pieces. There are several occurrences of arpeggiatic figures

in different pieces which refer to each other although their

specific intervallic structure is different (compare, e.g.,

No. 1, mm. 15-19; No. 2, M. 2; No. 3, mm. 3, 7, 8, and 9;

No. 5, mm. 8-9, 10, and 18; No. 6, mm. 5, 18, and 21).
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At the beginning of the discussion of this opus it was

mentioned that the work was to a certain extent unique in the

music of Webern. Pieces 1, 3, 5, 6 and the first eight mea-

sures of the second piece are quite consistent in many

elements of Webern t s style. They contain many delicately

shaded, interwoven lines with subtle intervallic and con-

tour interrelations and they are rather short. However,

the great tone clusters, reiterated chords, and driving

rhythmic-patterns of most of the second piece; the long

extended expression of foreboding, even doom in the fourth

piece;5 5 and the essentially homophonic character of both,

make these pieces unlike anything else that Webern wrote,

56both in construction and expressive content.

5 5 Reich, "Anton Webern: the Man and His Music," p. 8,
discussing Webernts miniature forms says: "Soon, in his six
orchestral Pieces Op. 6, the new form principle is applied
to a larger instrumental body without any loss of power and
intensity. Especially the fourth piece, talla marcia funebre,t
seems to me typical in that respect: in a few bars it ex-
presses in a most convincing manner the experience of
profound mourning for the loss of a beloved friend. No one,
hearing this piece with their senses awake, can escape the
impression of deep, inconsolable pain."

5 6 Some exception may be taken to this statement in the
case of Webernts last purely orchestral work the Variations
op. 30, where in the second variation, mm. 56-73,7te expres-
sion and construction is not dissimilar to the concluding
measures of Op. 6, No. 2, mm. 22-27.
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Four Pieces for Violin and Piano Op. 7

Webern wrote only two works for solo instruments with

piano accompaniments: Op. 7, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano

(1910) and Op. 11, Three Little Pieces for Cello and Piano

(1914). In each case they follow works for orchestra (Op. 11

follows the Five Pieces for Chamber Orchestra).

Consistent with Webern's radical use of special string

devices in Opp. 5 and 6, in the Four Pieces of Op. 7 normal

violin sounds are no more frequently heard than the other

varieties of timbre which are possible on the instrument

(e.g., am Ste, co leno, harmonics, etc.). In the first

and third pieces the violin is muted throughout. The second

piece, played without mute, contains more normal sounds than

the other pieces, but even here the normally bowed sounds

stand in sharp contrast to sections of pizzicato, col gn

harmonics, am Griffbrett (on the fingerboard), and am Steg

(see particularly mm. 10-17). The first violin figure (Fig. 43)

- 3

Fig. 43--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 2, mm. 1-2, violin part.
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of the second piece is interesting from the standpoint of

violin technique. Here in fast triplet groups the interval

alt-eh" on open strings is played twice, tremolo, am

then it is followed by two notes bbit which are plucked with

the left hand. In the third piece the violin is muted, and

all the notes except the first one are played either col

legno or am . The first and third pieces are also very

soft throughout (the only loudness indication in No. 3 is

"ppp"). It seems strange that in this piece there is no una
corda indication for the piano part. Only in the fourth piece

of Op. 7 are there any pedal indications whatever, and they

are for the sustaining pedal.

At the time it was written the first piece of Op. 7 was

Webernts shortest piece. It contains only nine measures at

= c. o50, which are only sparsely filled with notes. In

contrast to preceding short pieces (e.g., Op. 6, No. 3; Op. 5,

No. 4) however, this one is not so atomistic, i.e., the

melodic structures continue without frequent interruptions of

rests. The violin part contains only one phrase which could

be termed melodic (=n. 4-5). For the remainder, at the begin-

ning there is a long sustained eb harmonic (mm. 1-3) and then,

following the melodic figure, there is an ostinato made up of

the two notes c* and eb in even sixteenth values, played "ppp, "

co lego with the further instruction, weich gezogen (drawn

softly) (mm. 6-8).
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The ostinato figure resolves in measure 8 to the note

d. Curiously enough, this note, which also recurs later in

the measure, following an eb, assumes the function of a lead-

ing tone to the final chord, which is a second inversion Eb

major triad (Fig. 44). Moreover, the low e4 in the piano part

IntlP P Fee

Fig. 44--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 1, mm. 8-97 ~

at this place, which is notated to sound through the final

chord, functions as an upper leading-tone (enharmonically f6).

Due to the rapid dying of the piano sound it is heard as re-

solving into the 'E6 triad. To consider this piece to be

tonally based on the key of Elb is further supported by the

aforementioned beginning eVb harmonic (mm. 1-2), the ostinato

figure c* to eb, and also by the reiterations of the note eb

in the bass register of the piano part in measures 3, 4, and

8 (see Fig. 45).



Because of the more continuous lines and the existence

of a key feeling, this piece seems to be a reversion by Webern

to a former compositional approach (e.g., compare with the

fifth song of Op. 3). However, there is evidence of a chro-

matic organization present here which foreshadows that found

in the Bagatelles op. 9 and other later works (see below

pp. 196-199 ). In measure 3 (see Fig. 45) the segment of the

chromatic scale eb-_U is presented linearly in the order eb,

f_, e4, f, , . Looking back to measure 2, it may be

seen that in the piano chord the pitch, a, which is an ad-

joining element in this chromatic segment, is emphasized by

being doubled. In measure 4 the same segment is begun again

as the two notes, eb-f , with which the phrase began in mea-

sure 3 are reiterated in the left hand of the piano part.

PP pep

-- - -

PPP

9PPP

Fig. 45--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
Qp. 7, No. 1, mm. 3-5.-
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Considering all the notes which sound, it can be seen that

here the segment is extended to include the remaining notes

of the chromatic scale, thus completing a chromatic "chain.1t 57

The piano chords during this time also contain further inci-

dences of the notes j, b, and d4 . There seems to be no

attempt here to organize the tones of the chromatic scale in-

to a specific recurring series, nor for that matter is there

any evidence of that principle of the twelve-tone technique

which insists upon all twelve notes sounding before one is

repeated. However, each fragment of a melodic line, as well

as each fragment containing a contrapuntal interplay of

lines, seems to be based on a segment of the chromatic scale.

Thus, in the violin part, measures 4-5, there are the follow-

ing pitches, ;_, _e4, d'i, j, f_4 (the missing eb in this

chromatic segment, d4-, is very prominent in the piano part

in measure 4). Or, consider the top line of the piano part

in the phrase, measures 3-6, where the chromatic segment f-

b_ 1 appears in this order: ft , b4 , , a_4 (the missing 3

is to be found as the first note of the violin phrase).

The chromatic chains do not necessarily constitute the

prime generating or unifying force in this little piece. Al-

though that chromatic segment which appears in measure 3 does

seem to be the result of conscious construction, in the other

5 7 This concept of chromatic organization involving chro-
matic "chains" is developed by Henri Pousseur in "Webernts
Organic Chromaticism," translated by Leo Black in Anton Webern,
Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), pp. 51-60. See below
pp. 196-19WW
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places this kind of chromatic organization may be of second-

ary consideration. In any case, there are further organizing

forces in this piece. In measure 3, considering the notes

E-'-0, major ninth up and a minor second down, as a unit,

the following three notes, fit, g4" (violin), g*E#?, minor ninth

up and major seventh down, may be seen as a permutation of

this unit. Further, in measure 4 the succession P (piano,

left hand) up to e4 t (violin) then back to f4 (piano, left

hand) is a restatement at another pitch level of this same

group (see above Fig. 45). And finally, in measure 8, at the

point where the violin ostinato finally resolves, there is an

inversion of this figure, eb-ctd, this time without any

octave displacement or change of timbre and articulation (see

above Fig. h,4).

Another figure which is related to the one just de-

scribed, occurs in several places. In measures 4 and 5 the

highest voice of the piano part contains the notes t-bt-

b", a minor third up and a minor second down. The inversion

of this interval sequence is present in the violin part at the

same time, &"-ef(omitting d4 and sb)-f',, and later (m. 7)

in the piano there is a retrograde of the first mentioned

version, tt-ab ~ it,. Here the shape is changed so that all

the notes move in the same direction in an arpeggio.

The second piece of Op. 7 offers sharp contrast to the

first. Whereas the first piece was very slow, very soft, and

of very few measures, this piece is fast (Rasch J= 112),
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surging with sharp dynamic contrasts, and is comparatively

long (24mm. ). The form of the second piece is modeled after

the sonata-allegro form in that there is an exposition of two

contrasting sections (mm. 1-5 and 6-9), a developmental sec-

tion (mm. 9-15) and a short, free recapitulation (um. 18-22),

There are no themes as such, but there are definite references

in the recapitulation to elements of both sections of the ex-

position, This may be seen by comparing the ascending

sixteenth note figure in the violin part at measure 18 with

the similar figure in the piano part in measure 2 (Fig, 46a)t

the intervals are different, but the shape, rhythm, and

dynamics are similar, The following violin fig ure (m. 19)

correspontas to a violin figure in measure 3 (Fig, 46b): the

Pirt wo --vl reepne byI~ a eioeadtedrc

6.n_ r r . h npt

Fig, L6-.Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
OP. 7, No, 2, (a) re latrWTmeT$=Ji rw WW56 T'7Fr-=ae d
melodic fragments,

first two intervals are expanded by a semitone and th& direc-.

tion of the third interval is reversed, TPhe piano part in

measure 19 comprises elements of both sections of the exposition.
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The climax point of the piece occurs in measure 20 with

the "fff"t presentation of a figure in minor ninths in the

piano part. This figure is related rhythmically and inter-

vallically to the piano figure which begins on the last beat

of measure 7, and at the same time it is a culmination of the

violin figuration in measure 19 (Fig. 47a and 47b). One

further relationship should be noted. By comparing the mate-

rial just before the development section (mm. 8-9) and that

just before the coda (mm. 22-23), it may be seen that: 1)

the last two notes of the piano part, right hand, of measure 23

LY%$s't er( c1 c)

3

WE
P 
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Fig. 47--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 2, (a) mm. 7-9.
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are the same two pitches, f4 -e t , as the last two notes of the

violin part in measures 8 and 9; 2) the last two notes of the

piano part, left hand in measure 23 are the same pitches, f -

c*, in reverse order, as the last two notes of the violin part

in measure 8; 3) the first note of the violin part in measure

23 (bb) is the same pitch as the last note of the piano part,

right hand, in measure 8 (the octave level of these pitches

is changed in each case).

Having so many identical pitches to recur in related

sections is a method not frequently employed by Webern at

this time (c. 1910). Normally, sections are related to each

other through similar melodic contours, similar dynamic or

tempo markings, similar phrasing and articulation, and even

occasionally exact interval successions; but few of these

similarities appear at any one time. An example of this may

be seen by comparing the violin part in measures 16-17 with

the same part in measures 6-7. The basic interval, a major

third, is the same, articulation and dynamics at the beginning

of each section are the same, but the contour and rhythm are

quite different (Fig. 48).
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Fig. 48--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 2, mm. 6-7 and 1T6-7,Violin part.

After having abandoned tonality as a structural basis

for organization, Webern, Schoenberg, and Berg had also

largely given up traditional thematic and motivic develop-

ment in an effort to form a consistent style (e.g., see

Schoenberg, Three Piano Pieces op. 11, 1908; Erwartun op.

17, 1909; and Berg, Four Pieces for Clarinet and Piano op. 5,

1913). This music is sometimes described as "athematic.tt

However, though this may be an accurate term in principle, in

practice there remain identifiable references from one sec-

tion to another, and the methods of relating these sections

in the so-called "free atonal" period (c, 1909 to the adop-

tion of the twelve-tone technique, c. 1924) are merely

extensions of the techniques of variation, expansion, develop-

ment, -and transformation as practiced in the two preceding

centuries. These composers may have aimed at pure and un-

fettered expression as Webern says in a discussion of
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Schoenberg's Op. 11: "No motive is developed; at most a brief

progression is immediately repeated. Once stated, the theme

expresses all it has to say; it must be followed by something

fresh.""58  But it is inconceivable that, with the musical

knowledge and techniques which they possessed, these composers

would not--perhaps sometimes unconsciously-- create effective

relationships between melodic figures, phrases, and sections.

In the third and fourth pieces of Webernts Op. 7 the

idea of chromatic chains as found in the first piece is

further developed. It is particularly clear at the beginning

of the third piece where a long sustained note aN of the

Skhr 1&n &sWm (C to0)

tPPP

4-1*

P1't -

Fig. 49--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 3, mm. 1-5.

58As quoted in Humphrey Searle, "Anton Webern," Groves
Dictionrx, Vol. IX.
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violin sounds against repeated notes bb, a minor second

above, and then against an ab, a major seventh above (see

Fig. 49). In the next measure (m. 4) several interesting

relationships are presented: 1) the figure, beginning with

ab' in the piano part and moving to b then e6 , is coun-

tered with a quick figure in the violin part in contrary

motion; 2) the interval a to eh is heard twice in the

violin part (mm. 3-4) and once in the piano part (m. 4);

3) the minor second, a to bb, the first interval of the

piece, is heard several times in measure 4: bb-a4 (violin)-

bbt-ah'(piano). The semitonal relations are present in the

most concentrated space in measures 8-11 where the chord

e-b-c_4' is sustained by the piano, while the violin part

contains the alternating notes tto a1'l. The chromatic

segment f -c4 is thereby presented.

The fourth piece of Op. 7 is another example of a piece

which is fairly clearly founded on a specific fundamental

pitch, this time G. The piece begins with the melodic in-

terval d4 -g~ and the first phrase (mm. 1-5) ends with a tone

cluster over the low, sustained perfect fifth S_4 and d_. The

second phrase begins with a fast moving arpeggio which refers

back to the sixteenth note figure with which the first phrase

began. This arpeggio leads to another point where the pitch

s. is emphasized (see mm. 6-7). In the last five measures,

the right hand piano part has a melodic line entirely in the

key of G. It contains the particularly strong melodic
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cadence, ce-d4t-a-4t. Above this, the violin part has a

long descending arpeggio, the last four notes of which b4f"-

g "-cllt-? produce a tonic-dominant relationship. The piece

ends with a reiteration of this arpeggio, so that the final

sound is an unresolved ch1'-f#? (Fig. 50).

roco -t

- .r - r. . . - -

c PPP'c~P
sarm

p0O p

-hA-S- P ! ...k -4r _
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- .---- ---
'WN s,,,-- sF4em - ~ ysw-:-N/2 ::TE~- ,-s

-47FA

ff9

I

Fig. 50--Webern, Four Pieces for Violin and Piano
op. 7, No. 4, am. 10-1.
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In this final phrase of the fourth piece of Op. 7, be.

ginning on the last beat of measure 12, there is a chromatic

chain which includes all the notes of the chromatic scale

except e4 and fP in the following order: -a-d4-b-e-b-

Two Songs Op. 8

The TwSongs op. 8, on poems of Rainer Maria Rilke,59

is the earliest set of songs in which Webern used an accom-

paniment of instruments other than the piano. Op. 8 follows

three instrumental works, and is followed by three more works

which are purely instrumental.

There is some question as to the date of these songs.

Leibowitz 6 0 and Wildgans6 1 give the dates as 1911-1912. How-

ever, the date on the score is 1910.62 Curiously also, the

published score gives the time for performance as five minutes,

whereas, according to the tempo indications in the score, it

only requires a little less than two minutes. The recording

of the songs lasts one minute, 40 seconds.

The eight instruments used in this work are B clarinet

(bass clarinet in No. 2), F horn, B trumpet, celesta, harp,

59The Two Songs are a setting of one poem entitled "Lied,"
from Aufzeichnungen des Malte Laurids Brige (1909). For
English translation ir see ThE, V3" R U5e ern," p. 18,

6 Leibowitz, aSchoenbe and His School, p. 304,

6 1Wildgans, "Biographical Table," p. 1.

62Universal Edition No. 8$$$.
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violin, viola, and cello. The horn, trumpet, viola, and

cello are muted throughout both the songs and the violin is

muted for all but one phrase in No. 2 (mm. 9-11). The musi-

cal material played by the instruments is very fragmentary.

The instrumental style is similar to that of the third of the

Six Pieces for Orchestra, though here in the songs, it is

even more atomistic and spare (e.g., see No. 1, mm. 4-8).
The vocal line in the first song is stylistically quite

similar to Webern's preceding song cycles Opp. 3 and 4.

Certain phrases are similar in contour and expression (e.g.,

compare Op. 8, No. 1, mm. 2-3 in Fig. 51 with the melodic

phrases in Fig. 18, pp. o104-105). A basic cell of Op. 8,

L

P ~
~m v22ff,7,IA 4 V
l14
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asb 40,5P d6\~~NA%

Fi. -WbenTw onI p 8 N. ,mm 17
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No. 1, which also functions to a lesser degree in No. 2, is

identical to one of the main motives in Op. 4, No. 5, i.e.,

a whole tone plus a semitone in reverse direction (see the

many occurrences in Fig. 51).

Interval sequences such as this cell are, as has been

pointed out, a part of the atonal melos due to the inherent

negation of leading-tone functions in them. However, in this

song the tone-semitone figure exerts a strong binding force.

In the vocal line it occurs in measure I, dt-ek-dk, and is

repeated at the same pitch level in diminution in measure 2.

In measures 4-6 forms of the figure occur three times in

direct succession: bb-b4-a4, ft-e4, ca-eb -d4 . It should

be noted that in measures 5 and 6 the figures assume a

special expressive function as the "rocking" melodic line

occurs with the words ". . . wie eine Wiege" ("as a cradle").

In both measures 7 and 10 the figure occurs at the same pitch

level, though in different permutations, fne A- and e -t-f-

In measures 10 and 11 two forms of the cell are interlocked:

cL-b-dbac4, and in the last measure two interlocked forms

again are presented. Here, however, the last note is dis-

placed down an octave.

The instruments do not participate in the use of this

basic cell. Instead, except for a few places where segments

of the vocal line are anticipated, or echoed (e.g., clarinet,

mm. 6-7), the instrumental parts vary, expand, and develop

another three-note idea. This idea is first stated by the
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trumpet, measure 1, in the form of a descending arpeggio,

c4"-j;'-b. Only rarely is the idea repeated with exactly

the same intervals as the first appearance, i.e., perfect

fourth plus a minor sixth, with a minor ninth between the top

and bottom notes. Sometimes the total span is a major seven-

th, or a major ninth, and the enclosed intervals naturally

vary. But because of the frequency of occurrence of three-

note arpeggiatic figures of similar structure, the figures

do function in a structural capacity. Some of the variations

are presented in Figure 52.

litsV 199 +19

3 3S- 5W

ip

Fig. 52--Webern, Two Songs op. 8, No. 1, related
three-note figures.
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In the second song of Op. 8, the vocal line is treated

in a somewhat more radical way. Skips of a major seventh and

minor ninth are more frequent and occur in more quickly mov-

ing notes. Greater distances are spanned in consecutive

notes moving in the same direction. It is noteworthy that in

the phrases which contain so many wide skips, there are cer-

tain pitches which recur at the same octave level, and also

there are pitches which are very close to preceding pitches,

i.e., a major or minor second, in the same octave which serve

as reference points for the singer. Thus, in measures 10-13

(Fig. 53) the note bb of measure 10 recurs in the next mea-

sure; a b ' precedes both of these notes, and also recurs

again in measure 12. There is also a d_1' in both measures 11

and 12. Another difference between this song and the preced-

ing one is that the vocal line is more frequently broken up

with rests. The vocal line in measures 8-13 also furnishes

an example of these characteristics. Up to this place the

voice part has remained within a rather restricted range. In

fact, the first few measures are very similar to the vocal

line in the first song (e.g., compare the first phrase of

both songs in Figs. 51 and 54 where the contours are the same,

and measure 6 of No. 2 with the basic cell of No. 1. At this

place in No. 2 there are three interlocked versions of this

cell).

The emphasis on very large intervals is already present

in the first figure of the cello part in the second song where
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Fig. 53--webern, Two Songs op. 8, No. 2, mm. 10-12

there is an upward skip of an octave and a major seventh,

f ollowed by a downward skip of a major ninth (see Fig. 54).

This contour is enlarged and expanded in measures 9-11 by the

violin (see Fig. 53). Here the initial skip is up two octaves

and a major seventh followed by a skip back down of two

180
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octaves and a minor second. There is one further statement

of this idea by the trumpet in measure 15. This time the

figure is shortened to include only the upward skip (an

octave and a major seventh).

In all Webern's atonal works to this point (from Op. 3)

broad sections containing ostinati and pedals have been

prevalent. Since the defining function of tonality was

necessarily lost with the relinquishing of other tonal func-

tions, this method was employed along with careful use of

rests, dynamics, and tempo fluctuations to delineate sections.

With these songs the structure of the poem seems to preclude

the necessity for the use of ostinato structures. However,

rests and tempo changes are very carefully employed in Op. 8

for phrase articulation (e.g., Op. 8, No. 1, mm. 12-13).

Actually, there are in both of the songs of Op. 8 fewer

clearly demarked sections. In the second song, the first

phrase is clearly set off by a short silence in all the parts

(m. 3). Because of the many rests in the vocal line, its

phrase structure is quite clear, but, after the first phrase,

there is less coincidence of phrases and sections between the

instruments and the voice than were found in the earlier songs.

There is only one short pedal tone in this opus and it occurs

in the second song, measures 6-8, as a trill in the bass clar-

inet part. The repeated notes at the beginning of the first

song in the horn part could be considered a pedal, but they

attain a motivic significance through a truncated recurrence

in the viola part in measure 12.
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There are in the second song some further referential

elements, i.e., figures which recall or anticipate other

figures. These are not used motivically nor are they organic

cells, but they do function as unifying elements. In measure

2 of the second song, two oscillating figures are present in

the instruments at the same time (Fig. t54 in the horn

PP

DU nt MC-rPt T

Fig. 54--Webern, motingl op. 8, No. 2, mm. 1-3

part, f4-abf, and in the viola, cA -d -c4 (the bass clarinet

figure in this me asure is a simultane ou8 inversion of the

viola figure ). The horn figure is imitated exactly at a dif-

ferent pitch level in measures 5-6 by the viola, and the

viola figure of measure 2 is imitated in measures 7-8 by the

horn.
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There are only a few chords, in these songs (No. 1,

mm. 7-8; No. 2, mm. 2, 10, UI, 13, and 14), and at no place

do all the instruments sound at the same time. The component

parts of these chords begin and end in most every case simul-

taneously. At other places there is seldom simultaneous

articulation of the notes which sound together. The places

where the voice begins a note at the same time that an in-

strument does are rare. The result is a very complex rhythmic

picture (e.g., see Fig. 53, mm. 10-12 of No. 2).

Because of the development of Webern's style in the

second song, the question of the date of composition becomes

significant. Webern was considered as Schoenberg's most

fanatical disciple, 63 and it has been shown by Leibowitz and

others64 that the developments of Webernts compositional

techniques followed Schoenberg's innovations closely. Thus

Schoenberg's Das Buch der hn~nden Garten op. 15 (1908) is

considered the forerunner of the style of Webern's early

songs, Opp. 3 and 4, Schoenberg's Five Orchestral Pieces op,

16 (1909) is the inspiration for Webern's Six Orchestral

Pieces op. 6 (1910), and so on. These influences are doubtless

true. The first song in which Schoenberg wrote so many large

63Wellesz, The zLL fS of honber's Twelve-note System,
pp. 4-5.

64T,eibowitz, Schoenber; and His School, pp. 189-209;
Craft, "Anton Webern,Wp. 9;YaMi R onon7 pressionismo e
dodecafonia, p. 190.
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intervals for the voice and used such a rarefied accompaniment

is Herzgewchse op. 20 (1911), which would be the undeniable

precedent for Webern's Op. 8, No. 2 (in Herzgewache there is

a greater range and more very large skips than Webern's Op. 8,

No. 2). It may be assumed then that the date, 1910, which

appears on the score of Webern's Two Songs op. 8 is wrong and

that 1911-1912 are the correct dates.

Six Baatelles Op. 9

Webern's second work for string quartet, the Six Baga-

telles op. 9, was written in 1913. The work is dedicated to

Alban Berg with the words "Non multo sed multum--how I hope

thcat is true of what I offer you here."6 5 The term "Bagatelle"

has no specific significance relative to the form or character

of a piece. It is a French word meaning "a trifle" and was

used by Couperin (Pieces de Clavecin, Vol. II, ordre 10, 1717)

and Beethoven (Opp. 33, 119, 126) as the title of short, char-

acter pieces for keyboard instruments, It is noteworthy that

Bart6k wrote Fourteen Bagatelles (op. 6, 1909) for piano a

few years earlier than Webern's Op. 9, although, other than

the title, they share no similarities with the Webern pieces.

One of the few works entitled Bagatelles preceding Webern's

Op. 9 for a medium other than the piano is Antonin Dvorak's

Op. 57 for harmonium (or piano), two violins, and cello (1878).

6 5 Quoted in Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, p. 198.
This dedication does not appear in the pblTsed score, Uni-
versal Edition, No. 7575.



Op. 9, together with Op. 10, Five Pieces for Orchestra

(1913), and the Three Little Pieces for cello and piano op. 11

(1914), present the stage in Webern's development where he

attains the greatest brevity and rarefaction of materials. In

these works Webern approaches a point, through logical develop-

ment and refinement of material, which was reached by the

painter Raschenberg, who exhibited at the Stable Gallery in

New York, September, 1953, among other abstract pictures,

several framed blank canvases!.66 This painter had reached the

ultimate in abstraction: nihilism. Webern comes closest to

this point in No. 4 of Op. 10, which is only six measures long,

and No. 3 of Op. 11, which in ten measures contains only eight

notes for the cello and three chords plus one three-note fig-

ure for the piano. The Six Bagatelles have the following

lengths: No. 1, 10 measures; No. 3, 8 measures; No. 3, 9 mea-

sures; No. 4, 8 measures; No. 5, 13 measures; and No. 6, 9

measures.

The tone materia of Op. 9 is apportioned in very short

segments. Most melodic figures are of three notes or less.

The individual notes, figures, and chords are differentiated

from each other by radical changes of dynamics, rhythm, timbre,

articulation, and in some cases, tempo. Each of the first

three notes of Op. 9, No. 1 (see Fig. 59), has a different

6 6 Newmeyer, Enjoying Modern Art, p. 226. Another painter
reputed to have reached the pointof an "absolute plane" re-
presented by a blank canvas is Casimir Malewitz. See Heinz-
Klaus Metzger, "Webern and Schbnberg," Anton Webern, Vol. II
of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), p. 45.



timbre: the first note, played by the cello, is a harmonic,

dh 1; the second note., eb t, is played am Steg by the viola;

and the third note, c", in the first violin part has the

usual violin sound. All the instruments are muted.

The most extreme examples of timbre differentiation may

be found in the sixth BaSatelle. In measure 2, for example

(Fig. 55), the first violin part contains two eighth-notes

Am*o

IKP PPrc
hrr

P PP L

Fig. 55--Webern, Six Bagatelles op. 9, No. 6, m. 2

separated by an eighth rest. The first note, on the last half

of the first beat, is pizzicato; the second, on the last half

of the second beat, is arco. The second violin part has one
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eighth note on the second beat, and is played am Steg. The

viola doubles the second violin's eighth note, am , a

tritone higher, then, on the fourth beat, has a quarter note

trill, under the indication, ritardando. The cello part

contains two harmonics, one on the first beat, a quarter note,

and the other on the second third of beat two.

Much of Webernts rhythmic organization during this

period is constructed in such a way as to dissolve any metric

feeling. Triplet and quintuplet groups wherein notes and

rests are intermingled are pitted against each other and

against regular duplet groups frequently in Webernts music.

This sort of rhythmical organization may be seen particularly

in the Bagatelles (e.g., No. 3, m. 1, where the viola has a

quintuplet melodic figure which is punctuated by a chord in

the two violin parts on the second of a quarter-note triplet

figure, and where the entire measure--the first measure of the

piece--is marked ritardando. See Fig. 62).

The style of the Six Bagatelles is unified through the

consistent use of the factors mentioned above, i.e., frequent

changes of rhythm, tempo, timbre, articulation, and dynamics.

A structural unity Is obtained through the variation of two

basic shapes or cells. These cells may not be understood as

motives of a specific interval or rhythm structure due to the

process of variation by which they are continually altered.

However, they do maintain a certain identity through the

changes as structural units. Both cells are presented
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conjunctly in measures 2 and 3 of the first BaSatelle in the

first violin part.

Cell "a" consists of three notes, usually moving in the

same direction, of which one interval is either a major

seventh or minor ninth. The other interval varies but it is

frequently either a fourth, a tritone, or a fifth. The cell

is frequently presented with the variable interval enclosed

within the span of the major seventh or minor ninth (e.g.,

No. 3, m. 1, viola, eb-ab-d4 . See Fig. 62),67

Cell "b" is also a three-note figure consisting (in its

basic form) of a small interval in one direction and a re-

turning interval which is a semitone or whole-tone smaller

or larger than the first interval. This is the basic form of

cell "b," but it functions many times in a shape which does not

entail a reversal of direction of the second interval. For

example, the succession f-t2L-ebt may be transformed into a

different shape by displacing the last note up an octave,

creating the succession fhts- h-e". Thus it may be seen

that the first three notes of the piece actually are a form of

cell "b," dht-ebt.-ckf. The first occurrence of cell "b," in its

67Figures such as the ones here designated as cell "a" are
very prominent in all of Webernts music from Op. 8 through
Op. 31. They also appear--though less frequently--in the pre-
ceding works. This type of figure, the characteristic interval
of which is a major seventh or minor ninth (a chromatic rela-
tionship), is of particular importance as a structural unit in
the song cycles Opp. 13-16. See below pp. 255 ff.; and see
also Heinz-Klaus Metzger, "Analysis of the Sacred Song, Op.
15, No. 4," Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe, pp. 75-80s,
where similar figures are considered TZCfornFThe harmonic basis
of the song.
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basic form, No. 1, measures 2-3 (see Fig. 59) consists of

the notes ftt -R4-ebt. The intervals of cell "b" frequently

are major and minor seconds and thirds. In the fifth Baa-

telle there is a special treatment of cell "b," and cell "a"

is the essential unit of the fourth Bagatelle (see below pp.

206-207).

Another unifying element in the Bagatelles is a rotating

ostinato figure. In Nos. 1, 2, and 3 this ostinato involves

two notes a major second apart. In No. 4 the ostinato con-

sists of the interval of a minor ninth (mm, 5-6, second

violin, cto-d4_") and appears in connection with two pedal

tones, the whole section forming a rotating harmonic pedal.

Before tracing the appearances of the two basic cells in

the first Bagatelle, perhaps it may be well to review some of

the variational possibilities of cell "a." Figure 56 presents

some possibilities of interval and pitch variations of the

cell beginning with the form as it appears in the first B~a-

telle, measure 2, violin I. In Figure 56a the serial permuta-

tions, wherein pitch identity is maintained, show the variety

of interval sequences which are possible without changing

the component pitches. In this example, the shape remains

the same, i.e., three notes moving in the same direction.

Figure 56b presents some other permutations involving the

same pitches but with the shape altered. In Figure 56c it

may be seen that by maintaining two identical pitches, and

interval sequences identical with certain of the permutations
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q bi 1 b
a"a

bb

Fig. 56--.Webern, Six Bagatelles op. 9, variants
of cell "a.

in Figure 56a, new pitches may be introduced into the cell

without destroying the identity of' the cell itself'. This

same procedure could be applied also to cell "b." These are

just a f'ew of' the ways that a cell may be altered without

destroying its function as a structural member. Other possi-

bilities include the expansion of' intervals while maintaining

the shape; further alterations of' the shape, including
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verticalization, i.e., chord formation; octave displacement

of pitches; and many varieties of rhythm, timbre, articulation,

and dynamic organization.

In the first Bagatelle cell la" appears in the cello part

in measures 3-4, cht-b4t-du', a major seventh plus a minor

third. The same interval sequence appears in a retrograde

inversion in measures 6 and 7, violin I, a4ttt-f*tt1-gk1", The

following are other less obvious occurrences of this cell: the

last part of measure 2 where the first violin has Al, the

viola ak to bb, and the cello F* making the two simultaneities,

(reading up) F-a-fht and Ftb-ff1; measure 4, the chord on

the third beat, which contains the cell in the forms a-fkae4t,

A4 -f Aj *e4t, f 4 te4f, and f- e4 -c4l or fae4 tabb,

measure 5, interlocked in the chords c*"-d4 t-Vfet-f4tt and G4 -

d1.t-ft-fkt1.; measure 6, the last chord C4_-B44fft; measure 7,

the first three notes, =kh(violin I)-mZ-e4"(cello), and the

last chord, b6(cello)-f4 t(violinIl)-a4?(cello); measure 8, on

the second beat, -akt(violin II)-d(cello harmonic); and in

various combinations in the two chords at the end of measure 8

and beginning of measure 9 (see the note-groups in Fig. 58).68

Whether the presence of a cell or several interrelated
cells in a chord is of structural significance is open to
question. In the later twelve-tone technique, the notes of
the tone series are disseminated in this manner but the logic
of such a harmonic method is questioned by some antagonists
as well as some adherents of the twelve-tone technique. See
Chapter IV, pp. 379 ff,

bill
WON"
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The frequency of direct chromatic connections, i.e.,

minor second, major seventh, minor ninth, etc., suggests that

perhaps there are present organizational relations other than

those involved in these basic cells. There is, in fact, a

sort of substructure of chromatic chains much like those en-

countered in Opp. 7 and 8. This chromatic organization is

discussed below,

Cell "b" also appears in many forms in the first Bagatelle.

The first three notes, -_dhteb up to ct", though in a different

shape, are a representation of both this cell and cell a,t  In

measure 3, other than the occurrence already mentioned, there

is also the relation g-ebI(violin I)-Ei(cello). In measure

4 the viola part contains an expanded version of the shape of

cell "b" (gt-itbbt). There are various relations associated

with this cell in measure 7 where succeeding upper chromatic

neighbors overlap each other (e- f-, et.-ne, eL -f1,

f-a-eb, see Fig. 57). All of the occurrences of cell t b' in

this first piece will not be pointed out, but two others

should be noticed. In measure 9 (violin II) there is a fig-

ure which is similar to the figure in the viola part at

measure 4; and in the final measure, in the notes, bbt(viola)-

cl (cello harmonic )-cN"(viola) there is a permutation of the

interval sequence of measure 1 (see Fig. 58). Thus the piece

is ended with a presentation of cell Ib,t" a variation of the

motive with which it was begun.
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The function of these two cells in the first Bagatelle

is essentially sub-surface, i.e., they function more like a

superstructure upon which are built other structures, in this

case short two- and three-note phrases. The succession of

these short melodic phrases constitutes the unfolding of

melodic structures in the traditional sense. The first three

notes form a motive which is repeated in condensed form by

one instrument (violin II, m. 2), with no timbre changes, and

with different articulation, i.e., three notes slurred

together. These two motives form an antecedent phrase which

is answered by the three-note descending motive and the fol-

lowing two-note figure (mm. 2-3, violin I) which forms the

first cadence and the end of the first "period." The two

notes r to 01 in the cello part (mm. 2-3) are significant

in this connection for they form a sort of imitation of the

cadencing two-note motive and, because of the rhythmic rela-

tion of the two parts, the cello-motive also becomes

analogous to a traditional resolving suspension. Before

leaving the first period, the prominence with which the

interval of a major second is employed melodically should

be noticed (e.g., mm. 2-3, violin II, I to a; viola, a4

to b4; violin I, f4 to t; and cello, f*to e_).

The next period has a free mirror form, i.e., the first

two motives (cello, mm. 3-4, and viola, a. 4) are answered in

reverse order and direction in measures 6 and 7 (viola and

violin I). The material of measure 7 (see Fig. 57), which
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$ -sg4

PPigscRA\\_

Fig. 57--Webern, Six Bagatelles op. 9, No. 1, m. 7

forms the climax of the piece, may be understood as an ex-

tension of the second period in the form of a condensed

development of the second motive of this period (this parti-

cular type of chromatic "stacking" was noticed also in the

Five Movements for QStr Quartet op. 5, No. 2, M. 7). The

melodic structure of the final period (mm. 8-10) is not as

transparent as it is in the others, but the first phrase con-

sists of the three-note motive b4 -c4'-b4 (violin I, mm. 7-8),

a truncation of this motive -aht (violin II, m. 8), and

another two-note motive f_ t(viola, m. 8)-g(violin I, m. 9).
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The second phrase of this period (m. 9) contains a motive in

the second violin part which refers back to two different

places: 1) the second motive of the second period (M. 4,
viola); and 2) the extension of the second period (m. 7)

where the second violin part has the same timbre indication

(d-Saite) and two of the same notes (jf). The final phrase

(m. 10) may be considered either as a coda (Fig. 58) or as

V t.

P b-- P P1 P

P P

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __M

V P ? PP -
.. tt.. 33 ic

Fig. 58--Webern, Six agatelles op. 9, No. I,
(a) mm. 8-10, (b) extriTet three-not6 groups.
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the last phrase of the third period. In either case it re-

lates itself strongly to the preceding phrase because of the

initial, overlapping, sustained notes in both places. The

melodic motion of this phrase is heard as bi'*(viola)-ft

(violin I)-c#"(cello harmonic)-ch"(viola).

A third level of structure more basic and foundational

than the cellular organization (discussed above) is also pre-

sent in this work. Henri Pousseur calls it "Webern's Organic

Chromaticism.," 6 9  In order to understand this structure one

must note the chromatic, connections both direct and indirect,

i.e., direct, where the notes which are chromatically related

sound simultaneously or consecutively, and indirect, where

the chromatic notes follow each other only after interpolations

of other notes. At the beginning of the first Bagatelle

for instance the first two notes of the piece, dt4P and ebt,

form a direct chromatic connection. These two notes are

followed by ct" (violin I) then c (violin II). Thus, the

first "chromatic chain of connection"7 0 is forced entirely

from direct connections all of which are attained through a

different interval, minor second (d__t-eb), major seventh

(dMt-c'), and minor ninth (c'"-ca'). The following note

is connected indirectly but in two relations, f4t and L__V

6 Pous eur,"Webernts Organic Chromaticism," pp. 51-60.
The discussion in the present study is essentially a summary
of part of Pousseurts essay.

70lbid., p. 53.
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connected to both the ebt in measure 3 and, because of the

cadence here marking the end of the first period, to the eb

of measure 1. Both of the notes eb are of the same octave.

"Thus the chromatic circle is closed." 7 1 In developing his

theory ?ousseur also selects a number of synchronous sections

which he calls "harmonic fields" and shows that chromatic

connections eXist both within each field and from one field to

each adjacent one. Further, the number of connections in-

creases with the number of notes within the field.

Thus every detail of musical development is condi-
tioned by chromaticism, whose true nature will be
illuminated by a new observation. The section we have
discussed /*p. 9, No. 1, mm. 1-37 contains the twelve
notes of the chromatic scale, but three of them are used
twice. These three repeated notes, two of them at a
different octave, are not the beginning of a new develop-
ment of the "chromatic total", but, as on their first
appearance, fall into place in this first circle of
connection. Their allegiance to varied chains of rela-
tion, to distinct harmonic fields, makes it possible to
grasp them no longer as possible octave transpositions
of the same note but as absolutely different notes.
Here we must draw a radifldTEncTiTn tweenETe real
pitch of' a note and its chromatic value.C

The chromatic value of a note is relative, dependent upon the

context of chromatic connections. This fact, in turn necessi-

tates a distinction of functional differences of the chromatic

intervals (minor second, major seventh, minor ninth, major

fourteenth, minor sixteenth, etc.). From a tabulation of

these intervals and the quality of their connections (direct

71Ibid., p. 54.

72Ibid.
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and indirect) for the first Bagatelle Pousseur obtains the

following results twelve of nineteen minor second connec-

tions are indirect, thirty-one of thirty-seven major sevenths

and minor ninths are direct, and thirteen of the seventeen

largest intervals, i.e., major fourteenths and minor sixteenths,

are direct. He then draws these conclusions:

The smallest intervals thus seem best adapted to
statement with a large time-gap. They are particularly
suitable for the linking-up of successive synchronous
fields. As fcr the intervals nearest the octve,7the
iVgTifls and ninths, they are the most important com-
ponents of our metrical Eroy. Whereas the widest
intervals almosE always appear simultaneously, the
sevenths and ninths appear equally often in successive,
simultaneous or mixed form.5

Pousseur admits that as a comprehensive representation of

Webern's compositional technique his theory is still incom-

plete. But in its present state it does afford some added

insight into the organization of Webernts works from Op. 7 to

the time when he adopted the twelve-tone technique (Op. 17).,

After this discussion of the three structural levels,

i.e., 1) basic cells, 2) phrase and period structure, and

3) chromatic chain structure (somewhat analogous to the

superstructure, facade, and foundation of a building), it may

be seen that affective elements in the piece have still not

been brought into consideration with these structural rela-

tionships. The many varieties of timbre sometimes seem to be

related to the motivic structure. For example, in measure 7

the two notes of the second violin, gk 1-f1 , are indicated to

7 3bid., p. 57.
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be played on the d-string which relates the sound of the

motive to the heavier timbres of the preceding cello motive

and to the viola motive in measure 4. Also, as was pointed

out above, the second violin figure in measure 9 which

involves the same two notes D-f, in opposite direction,

is again indicated to be played on the d-string. At other

places, however, these changes of sound-color may be consid-

ered as another element of the concept of continual variation.

The fluctuations of tempo have the function of articu-

lation, i.e., of separating or emphasizing sections. For

example, the accelerando in measure 6 points to the quicker

tempo of the climax measure (7).

The selection of the first piece of this set for such

detailed analysis was arbitrary. For the organization of the

other pieces is no less interesting and complex. Indeed, the

functioning of the basic cells is easier to understand--is

closer to the surface organization--in some of the other

pieces. The first melodic figure in No. 2 is an open pre-

sentation of cell "a" in the form of an ascending perfect

fourth plus an ascending major seventh. In measure 5 of the

second Bagatelle cell "a" is played simultaneously by the first

violin and cello in contrary motion, and each note of each part

is directly connected chromatically to the corresponding note

in the other part. This particular section (mm. 4-5) is made

more interesting by the occurrence of a free inversion--the

third and fourth notes have exchanged position--in diminution
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of the entire violin I figure by the viola, pizzicato

(Fig. 60). In the preceding measure (M. 4) cell "a" is stated

Ylb.t

14I
Arco

ep
pp

Fig. 60-mWebern, Six Bagatelles op. 9, No. 2, mm.4-5

with the same interval structure as the first motive of the

piece (violin II) although it is in contrary motion and the

first note is displaced two octaves away. Cell "b" is also

present in measure 5, interlocked with cell "al and with the

shape altered. The first three notes of the four-wnote figure

in the violin I part (o41" -ebt*a -dtwt) form cell "b" and

notes 2m4 form cell "a" feb tfd -bf ").

s e

___ _ I___ __A1L3'

PPp

kco

at woo _ _ _ _ _

____ I P~1Llip
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Regarding the chromatic organization, there are two sec-

tions in the second Bagatelle which are of particular

interest: measure 2, and measures 6-7. In the first of these

sections, measure 2 (Fig. 61a), there is a static harmonic

$pT'-.7

W _P7 W-- ----

PP

Fig. 61a--Webern, Six Baaelle s op. 9, No. 2,, m. 2

field involving minor seconds in direct connection. The har-

monies of the cello and viola, e4 and d_, sound with the

rotating ostinato figure of the first violin, e12-fh. All of

these notes are in the same octave (the two-line octave ).

The heightened chromatic tension which would be expected from
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so many directly connected minor seconds is allayed in part

by the differences of rhythm and timbre. The two harmonics

are a major secaid apart, an:d the two notes of the ostinato

figure, played spiccato, are also a major secmd apart so

that the aural effect is really that of separate planes and

is analogous to the effect of different registers. This

chain is connected with the preceding material through the

notes C1, ", a4 " which sound at the beginning of measure 2.

A similar structure appears in the section which includes the

last two beats of measure 6 and the first two beats of mea-

sure 7 (Fig. 61b) where there are two simultaneous sets of

b. tempo
srr

PP 3

PP P 4

PPP

Fig. 61b--JWebern, Six Ba elles op. 9, No. 2, mm., 6-7
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direct minor seconds (bbI-b t and dht-e b:). However, each

part of each chromatic set is a part of a separate surface

structure and the two surface structures (dh-b' and e6 -b6)

are clearly differentiated by the use of pizzicato for one and

tremolo, am Steg for the other,. Preceding this structure the

note a (violin II) connects directly to bht and indirectly

to gt" (violin I) at the beginning of the measure. The cello

notes ei -f 1, the interval of a minor ninth, relate directly

to each other and the e4_ relates indirectly to ebt (violin II,

last beat of m. 6) while the f ls relates back indirectly to

the fQWUW harmonic of the viola,

There is a structure similar to the above in measure 2 of

the third Ba2atelle (see Fig. 62a), Here, the chromatic

connections are major seventh ((f*t-fI") and minor ninth (bb-

bO), but the individual parts are still clearly differentiated

by timbre and articulation (cello, sustained harmonic; violin

11, tremolo-legato, am Sg; and violin I, arco, marcato).

The pitch relations of this section (mt 2) are derived from

cell "a," e.g., bb(violinI)-b4 t-fh"(violin II). Other occur-

rences of cell "a" in Op. 9, No. 3 are: measure 1, ebttahtd-d_

(viola); measures 3-4, ebtac-t-eh" and *"-gt"-td4 ttst(violin II);

measures 4-5, two interlocked forms in the descending figure

eat-bb.-B4-G(cello). Cell "b" is also present in the second

violin figure, measures 3-4, where two forms are interlocked

with each other (c4h-ee"btat) as well as with cell ta." A

similar situation exists in the cello part in measures 4-5

(Fig. 62b).
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In the fourth Bagatelle cells Ual" and "b" are raised to

the surface function of motives. Cell "b" appears first in

the second violin part, measure 3, in the notes t-

In measures 6 and 7 it occurs twice in the same melodic line

(violin I): abtw.oc"-jb, followed by a retrograde inversion

of this figure, f -eOge t and again in the viola part during

this time, b -. It is cell "a," however, which becomes

the basic motive for this piece. In Figure 63 the various

occurrences of this cell in the fourth B tlle are bracketed.

a

Fig.63-Weben, ix Bgatllesop.9, N. I, bmb1A
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It may be seen that there are eleven different occurrences of

various forms of cell "a" in the first three measures. The

chord in measure 4 is also a form of cell "a." Later, in the

ostinato which underlies the melody containing the two ver-

sions of cell "b" (m. 5-6) the notes (as they enter in m. 5)

form cell "a" in several ways, e.g., dn-C-f*t , -gt -d",

and ctftI-d". When the first violin enters on chtot, that

note also enters into several cell "a" relationships.

This section is similar to the static sections of Nos. 2

and 3 discussed above. Each instrument has a different timbre,

articulation, and rhythm: the cello, an der SpItze (on the

point of the bow), has repeated thirty-second notes; viola,

pizzicato, has repeated sixteenth notes; violin II, Stm

has sixteenth-note triplets, rotating between ot' and d"

under one bow; and the melody in the first violin is made up

entirely of harmonies. At the end of measure 5, the following

pitches are sounding: fft ), ct c and dK The following

notes of the first violin melody add to this aggregate the

pitches ab, 2, f, and et, and in measure 7 the pitches a4

and b6 are added by the viola and second violin. Thus a

chromatic chain which includes all the chromatic tones except

eh exists in this static section,

Cell "b" is the organizing force for the fifth Bagtelle.

It is presented very clearly in two separate melodic frag-

ments: violin I, measures 2-3, d -Atfebt; and viola, mea-

sures 5-7, ci"-aabs-bbs. It is also present in many less obvious
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forms throughout the piece. IPasure 1 is actually a conden-

sation of several manifestations of cell "b" (c4 -e4 dt; c-e

dt; e4-c4-t ; e4c--f) with two notes sustaining and the other

two moving consecutively (see Fig. 64). Further, the two

moving notes of measure 1, ct.-dft, form with the next note

dk' (violin I, m. 2) another version of the same cell. In

measure 8 the notes in the order of attack also form the cell,

eh I(viola)-eb (violin II)-f hI Oriolin I).

Much of the organization of this piece may be better

seen on the graph in Figure 64. In the graph each space on

the vertical scale represents one semitone ranging from ct

the lowest note of the piece, to d, the highest. Each space

on the horizontal scale represents the time value of one six-

teenth note. The most readily noticeable factor seen in the

graph is the way in which the range gradually expands from

the initial sustained major third, c1  to e4 t, to the last

two pizzicato notes of the viola, c t o d", which are the

lowest and highest pitches in the piece. Also it is clear

that no instrument is confined to any particular register--

they are treated as equal voices. The proportioning of

periods of silence appears in the graph as vertical shaded

areas: the first rest is the longest, then after the relative-

ly long middle section a shorter period of silence (an eighth

rest) occurs. After this point the periods of silence are

shorter but more frequent. In measure II, one pizzicato

eighth-note (violin II and viola) of a triplet group is
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separated by two rests of equal length. The viola note in

this measure (a1) together with the last two notes of the

viola part, measure 13, forms a figure which is anticipated

by the cello in measures 7-9. The viola figure is an expan-

sion of the earlier cello figure (see graph), and both

figures are expanded representations of cell "a."

Regarding chromatic organization, of particular in-

terest is the way in which a component of one synchronous

field is reiterated in the next section. Thus the e of

measure 1 (cello) is repeated in measures 3-4 (violin. II),

the bt (viola) of measures 3-4 is repeated in measures 4-5
(violin II), then the j (violin I) of this section (mm. 4-5)
is sounded again in measure 6 (violin II), etc. This pro-

cedure continues to the point of silence in measure 8. Each

of the reiterated notes have multiple chromatic connections.

For example, the e4 of measure 1 is directly related to d* a

minor second below, and in its repetition, measures 3-4, it

is brought into chromatic (minor second) relations with f4,

another t (enharmonically eb), and finally another f4

(cello, m. 4). The note b4 (viola) of the second harmonic

field (mm. 3-4) is indirectly related to the preceding ol

(m. 1) and when repeated (mm. 4-5), is brought into simul-

taneous relation with bb (violin I) and then in measure 5,

again to c4 (viola).

Webern's concern for careful organization of the chro-

matic interconnections is clearly demonstrated in the last
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half of the fifth Bagatelle. In this section (from m. 7 to

the end) almost every new pitch is articulated separately.

In measure 7 ah and abi sound simultaneously a major seventh

apart. Soon j7 enters in the second violin part a. minor

ninth below the ab!, and it is followed by bbt (viola) and

then ab (cello), Melodically, the measure is heard as a

major second, a j- imitated directly bbt to ab. Each of

these new tones enters more quickly than the preceding one

and the measure is followed by the articulating silence

(m. 8). The chromatic connections are as follows: abt-ak,

direct major seventh; f4-&t (m. 6), indirect major seventh;

and t+4bt, direct minor ninth (the abS is also connected

directly to the cellot s L in measure 6); b t (viola) to ahI

(violin I), direct minor ninth; and the final a~b (cello, at

the end of M. 7) enters into the same relationships as the

earlier abr (viola). In measure 8 the notes e4 t, _eb, and

A enter consecutively, again at varying rhythmic intervals.

These notes form a chain of direct minor seconds ebt-e4 tf4t

which is expanded in measure 9 with the notes dt-t"-c4t-b.

In measure 10, a is sounded which is related indirectly

to the f4 of measure 8.

The relations of the two notes of measure 11 and the two

notes of measure 12 indicate a return to the procedure of the

early part of the piece of repeating notes from one synchro-

nous field to the next. Here the simultaneous interval g tto
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a4', a minor ninth, is followed by the consecutive interval

22 to ah (enharmonically d), a minor second.

The last measure contains the direct chain _#, d4 , e,

eq. Only the note b4 is not connected to this chain and it

may be considered as relating back to the long held c4 '

(violin II) of measures 9 and 10, and as leading back to

the c4' at the beginning of the piece.

This fifth Bagatelle of so few measures, so few notes,

so restricted a pitch and dynamic range still becomes, with

all the complexities of organization, an excellent example

of what Schoenberg described in a preface to this work as
r74

"a novel in a single gesture."'

The sixth Bagatelle is the most fragmentary and rarefied

piece of the group. The only melodic figures which are heard

as such are the four-note figure in measure 4 (viola), the

three-note figure in measure 5 (violin I), and the three-note

figure in measure 6 (violin II). Each of these figures is

representative of cell "a." Cell "b" is presented fairly

clearly twice, interlocked amongst tremolos and trills, in

the last two measures: t" (violin I), t'-b~' (cello), and

d (violin I). The first note of this group is played on

the fingerboard and the last one on the bridge.

"hConsider what moderation is required to express one-
self so briefly. You can stretch every glance out into a
poem, every sigh into a novel. But to express a novel in a
single gesture, a joy in a breath--such concentration can
only be present in proportion to the absence of self-pity."
Preface to Six Bagatelles, Universal Edition No. 7575.
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The two basic cells are present as an organizing force

all the way through but the shapes are altered severely and

highly fragmented. Also the notes are organized chromatically

just as in the preceding pieces. But the most vivid impres-

sion of this piece is that of a kaleidoscope of varying colors

and shapes which are created through the use of harmonicsp,

trills, tremolos, pizzicato notes, bowing am Griffbrett and

am S , and combinations of these.

Five Pieces for Orchestra Op. 10

Webern's Five Pieces were as clearly significant and

symptomatic as a toothache ,. *, Men of our generation
. . . aIm, in such extreme cases as that of Webern, at

a pursuit of the infinitesimal, which may strike the

unsympathetic as a tonal glorification of the amoeba
. . . There is undeniably a touch of the protozoic
0 . . scarcely perceptible tonal wraiths, mere wisps

and shreds of sound, fugitive astral vapors. . . .
though once or twice there are briefly vehement out-
bursts, as of a gnat enraged . . . The Lilliputian

Fourth Piece is typical of the set. It opens with an
atonal solo for mandolin; the trumpet speaks as briefly

and atonally; the trombone drops a tearful minor ninth
(the amoeba weeps )*.. .

Thus was Webern's Op. 10 described after a performance

in New York in November, 1926. This work is scored for a

chamber orchestra which includes the following instruments.,

flute (piccolo.), oboe, B clarinet (bass clarinet), B

clarinet, French horn, B b trumpet, trombone, harmonium,

celesta, mandolin, guitar, harp, percussion (glockenspiel,

75Lawrence Gilman, New York Herald Tribune (November 29,
1926), quoted in Nicolas Slonimsky$7 i McFn olusical Invec-
tive (New York, 1953), pp. 249-250.
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xylophone, low bell of undetermined pitch, cow bell, tri-

angle, cymbals, side drum, and bass drum), solo violin, solo

viola, solo cello, and solo contrabass. The piccolo is used

for only five notes in No. 2 and two notes in No. 5, and

neither the flute nor the piccolo is used in Nos. 3 and 4.

The bass clarinet plays only one short passage in No. 5. The

trumpet and trombone are always muted, the horn is muted far

all but one passage at the end of No. 2, and there are only

a few places here any of the strings play without mute.

The following dates are given for the completion of

each piece: No. 1, June 28, 1911; No. 2, September 13,

1913; No. 3, September 8, 1913; No. 4, July 19, 1911; and

No. 5, October 6, 1913.76 During this time (1911-1913)

Webern also composed Op. 8 (1911-1912) and Op. 9 (1913),

Although they are not included in the published score,
77

the individual pieces of Op. 10 had titles as did Schoenberg's

Five Orchestral Pieces op. 16 (1909) and later Berg's Three

Orchestral Pieces op. 6 (1914). The titles of Webern's pieces

suggest the possibility of dual interpretation: descriptive

and formal. No. 1 was entitled "IUrbild"; No, 2, "Verwand-

lung"; No. 3, "Riiokkehr"; No. 4, "Erinnerungt ; No. 5,

ItSeele."78 As descriptive titles they indicate a subjective

76Slonimsky, Music Since 1900, p. 117.

77 mniversal Edition No. 12416, 1923.

7 8 Titles given in Reich, "Anton Webern: The Man and His
Music,t' p. 8.
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state connected with the contemplation of an "ideal" (No. 1),

a "transformation" (No. 2), a "return" (No. 3), a "remem-

brance" or "reminiscence" (No. 4), and the "soul" or "emo-

tional essence" (No. 5). If each title is urterstood in its

relation to the title of No. I, then the titles may very well

have the formal implications of a prototypee t or basic idea

(No. 1), a "transformation" or elaboration of the idea (No.

2), a "reprise" (No. 3), a "recollectiontt of an aspect or

facet of the original idea (No. 4)j, and finally a condensa-

tion of the material of the "prototype" to its basic essence

(No. 5). Unfortunately, an examination of the music does

not conclusively indicate that either interpretation is

necessarily the correct one in an exclusive sense. The

pieces are very tightly knit together by structural and

organic elements and there is certainly differentiation of

atmosphere and emotional content of each of the pieces.

However, since there is no repetition or recapitulation in

the traditional sense, and since the elaboration of thematic

and motivic elements is accomplished through the procedure

of continual variation, it would be difficult to establish

direct correlation between the pieces and their titles.

Actually, it seems most likely that the intentions of the

composer lay in the ambiguity of the wards, themselves, and

it is significant that the titles were later dropped.79

79 Ibid.
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There are several basic elements and general character-

istics which persist throughout the five pieces. Of primary

significance is the further development of the Klangfagben-

melodie concept which involves here less distinct changes of

timbre and a general diffusion of contours, The obscuring

effect of trills, tremolos, flutter-tongue sounds, and over-

lapping of timbre and melodic lines contribute to this

development (e.g., see the beginning of Op. 10, No. 2,

Fig. 65). In the first piece a single celesta trill -a4

be-we0A

?pp

PP

PP t-

Fig. 65--Webern, Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10,
No. 2, mm. 1-2.

extends from measure 3 through 8 which is about half the

length of the piece. The trill becomes an important formal

element because of recurrences of trill-like figures through-

out the work.
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The overlapping of timbre and melodic lines can scarce-

ly be considered counterpoint in the traditional sense.

Rather, one line functions as a color complement to the

other for a while and gradually, as one becomes louder and

the other becomes softer, the relationship is reversed (see

No. 5, .mm 1-4, Fig. 66).

IN
*r -

-Fr-aiyl2- - - -- -- --- -- - --- ," - - - --- -- r .o a--- c l--.Cl-" s- . -

a='-:: 7--'17L

PPPWw-

Gis

__ rr trm --- La--

Fig. 66--Webern, Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10,
No. , mTm. 1-4.
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There are also evidences of formal relations of timbre80

In Op. 10, No. 1, the last three notes, played by flute,

flute and trumpet, and celesta are similar to the combina-

tions of the first three notes: trumpet and harp; celesta,

harp (harmonic), and viola (harmonic); and flute (flutter-

tongue) and harp (see Fig. 67). Also in Op. 10, No. 5, the

timbre of measures 2-6 are related to those of measures 22-

32 (compare in Figs. 66 and 70). In the early part of this

piece (No. 5) a trumpet figure overlaps one played by the

glockenspiel (mm. 1-2) and is in turn overlapped by a figure

in the oboe part (M. 3). The overlapping section of three

figures is accompanied by two chords in the violin, viola,

and cello part. In measures 5 and 6 the viola plays a melo-

dic line punctuated by chords, first by the guitar (m. 5),

then by the harp. In the closing section, a figure in the

oboe part (mm. 22-24) is accompanied by a chord in the strings

(without contrabass), then after a measure rest and two mea-

sures of staccato chords the trumpet has one note (m. 28)

accompanied by violin and cello. The piece then concludes

with a single note in the viola followed by two short chords,

the first one played by clarinet, harp, and cello (harmonic),

the other by celesta. Just as there is no exact melodic re-

petition in these pieces there is also no exact timbre

repetition, but the formal relationships do exist,

8See Leibowitz, Schoenber and His School, pp. 199-202.
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The celesta trill in No. 1 is anticipated at a differ-

ent pitch level in the first three notes (b-c-b4 ) of the

piece. It is also echoed at the same pitch level in mea-

sures 9-10 by the harp and celesta. This echo is interesting

because the notes a-a4- " are a transposed permutation of

the introductory figure and they are presented in a rhythm

which is a free diminution of the rhythm of the

initial three notes ( ). Thus the order of the notes

of both the introductory figure and of the trill is altered,

but at the same time the rhythm pattern of the introduction

and the pitches of the trill are retained. Further the

timbre of the introductory notes and the echo are similar

(compare the instrumentation of the echo figure, trumpet and

harp followed by celesta and cello, harmonic, with that of

the introductory figure described above. See Fig. 67).

Also related to the trill is a figure which appears first in

the harp, violin, and viola parts in parallel minor thirds

in measures 4-6. This figure, d-e-db (semitone up, whole-

tone down) is already familiar as a basic type of figure in

Webernts music since Op. 3 (see above pp. 116-117). It

attains the function of a motive (herein designated motive

"a") in the first and second pieces and may also be seen as

part of certain configurations in Nos. 3 (e.g., m. 6, viola)

and 5 (e.g., m. 6, violin, last three notes). In the second

piece this motive occurs with some of the notes trilled (see

rr. 2, Bb clarinet and mm. 13-14, French horn). At the end
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of the second piece all the notes are trills "ff" except

those of the French horn and trumpet.

The third piece begins with ringing bells (including a

cow bell); repeated notes and tremolos in the mandolin,

guitar, celesta, and harp parts; all very soft, "ppp."

Later (m. 3), a bass drum roll is added. The ringing of

bells continues intermittently through the middle section

of this piece (mm. 32-6), and the atmosphere of the opening

section returns at measure 7 this time with a trill, d "-

e_", in the celesta part. However, the d is scarcely

audible because of the e4t harmonic on the harp with which

it sounds simultaneously. In the return to the initial

atmosphere (m. 7) the bass drum roll begins again after two

measures in about the same relative position as it began in

the first part (m. 4). In measure 10 the texture becomes

lighter and the side drum is added for the first time. At

first the side drum alternates with the ensemble sound,

then has one longer roll against only the continual roll of

the bass drum. Here again the rhythm of the side drum

entrances recalls the rhythm of the first figure of this

piece. It is also a retrograde of the rhythm of the ensem-

ble in measures 9-10 (Fig. 68a).
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3 3 m r 3q,..w %so#"no 'I

Fig. 68a--Webern, Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10,
No. 3, imM. 1-6, melodic7~Tiies.

The melodic figure in the clarinet part at measure 5 of

No. 3 is related to the trill, to the tone-semitone motive

(motive "a"), and also to the preceding figure in the horn

part (mm. 3-4). The horn figure is in turn a transposed in-

version of the last three notes of the f irst melodic figure

in the violin part (m. 2). This clarinet melody (see Fig.

68b) contains the notes d_", ct", da " (trill-figure); the

notes PtO, _ " (motive "a"), and the contour t, cs", g

i
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-At"

PPP r

PP
31

(vio1)

Fig. 68b--Webern, Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10
No. 3, mm. 9-11. __~

which is a transposed inversion of the horn figure ebt"-ab-d4f.

The viola figure (m. 6) which follows the clarinet melody con-

tains the notes e-f__-eb ", the same intervals with octave

transpositions as motive "a."

The trill appears also in the fourth piece in several

ways during the same measure (m. 5). The clarinet trills

the notes c4I-dbt, the celesta plays the trill concentrated

into the simultaneous interval .eMflt, and these notes are

alternated with the f*" harmonics of the harp (see Fig. 69).

Earlier, in measure 2 the clarinet repeats the note ah t

against a sustained bb" in the viola part which also is

reminiscent of the trill.
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Fig. 69--Webern, Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10,
No. 4, m. 1 and mm. 4

It should be remembered that the fourth piece was writ-

ten only a few weeks after the first (see above, p. 214).

This piece is also celebrated as the shortest piece (6 1/3 mm.)

E jup - wu W- v

*
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in orchestral lit erature.l The natural tendency is to re-

late this piece as a condensed but vague "Erinnerung" of the

first. The above mentioned connections, the relationship of

the first mandolin figure in No. 4 to the final harp figure

in No. 1 (=. 10-11), and the rhythm of the side drum in

measure 4 of No. 4 which is a recollection of the initial

rhythm of No. 1 support this tendency (compare Fig. 67 and

Fig. 69). The brevity of this piece might also possibly af-

ford an indication of the reason for the lapse of two years

before other pieces of the set were composed.

In the fifth piece the trill and repeated notes occur

primarily in the middle, developmental section (mm. 8-17).

The place of greatest density (mm. 13-15) contains five dif-

ferent instruments playing trills or tremolos (mandolin,

guitar, celesta, viola, and cello). Also near the end at a

place of very light texture (mm. 27-30) there is a "ppp t

trill in the cello part jt-a4_t against the single d4 of

the trumpet which overlaps a two-note violin figure and is

overlapped by the beginning of a bass drum roll (Fig. 70).

8 1Slonimsky, Music Since 1900, p. 117.
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_ft(celesta)-a_t (trombone) -e4I((celesta)-t4 (trombone);

No. 3 at measure 5 f>t-d4"-(cet)-f4" and cO"-f4 "-d"(B 6

clarinet)(see Fig. 68b); No. 5 at measure 4, e4u"-c*"-f4m

(oboe)(see Fig. 66) and measure 12, a4l'(Eb clarinet)-c4it-

a6 "(violin).

There are other major-minor third relations which do

not entail the sane kind of alternation, This turning fig-

ure of major and minor third alternations is of considerable

importance in the melodic structures of all of Webernts

works after Op. 2 (see above pp. 106 for discussion of turn-

ing figures in general). For example the last pedal chord

(trills, rolls, and repeated notes) of No, 3 contains the

simultaneous relation f4t"i(harmonium) and e4kt(harp and

celesta) to the cItt of the mandolin (see Fig. 68a). A very

open presentation of simultaneous major and minor third sounds

takes place on the first beat of measure 4 in No. 3 where the

horn has abi against the sustained minor ninth e4 to ft of

the. harmonium. Another kind of major-minor third relation

occurs in No. 1, measure 3, where the B clarinet begins a

phrase on f4 " above the j 1 of the celesta trill, then pro-

ceeds to an ak" (see Fig. 67).

Upon close examination one may discover many other

diverse and complex major and minor third and sixth relations.

One may further come to the point of questioning whether these

relationships are not a natural part of any musical structure.

Would not any piece of music written since the fourteenth
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century show the same relationships of major and minor

thirds? Do not the traditional major and minor triads con-

tain those same relationships? In fact, is this any more

significant than saying that the piece contains pitches of

the well-tempered tuning system? Indeed, an analysis such

as this does seem to rationalize the thirds right out of

structural significance. However, in the first place, this

music is not based on traditional harmonic practice--it con-

tains no major or minor triads as such. And more signifi-

cantly, the interval of a third attains further structural

importance when it is noticed that many of the important

melodic figures begin with this interval, e.g., No. 1, mea-

sures 3-4, f4-al (B6 clarinet), measures 6-7, e- (trumpet),

measures 7-8, _b_-dk (violin)(see also the first long note

and final long note of the violin figure in mm, 7-10, bb

down to , measure 7, g_-e (flute)(see Fig. 67); No. 2,

measure 1, _c-e6 (trumpet)(the first and last notes of this

figure are K-e; thus the majo?-minor thirds are combined

with motive "a," _eb-dt-e, see Fig. 65), measures 13-14, a4_-

C t (trumpet); No. 5, measures 5-8, _af4t (violin I), measure

20 (the beginning of the final section), a- (cello)(see

Fig. 70),

No study of the Five Orchestral Pieces op. 10 would be

complete without a consideration of the chromatic organiza-

tion. The chromatic chains may be seen clearly at the

beginning of the second piece (see Fig. 65), The first note,
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A4' (E b clarinet) is connected immediately with an f&Iif

(violin), then the fY moves to an att. The abimu is con-

nected indirectly to at" in the next measure--this connection

is emphasized by the length of the a " in relation to

surrounding notes--then the a4 connects directly to 561

The second note of the violin part, ctftt, connects directly

to dAP", and also directly to c4' (trumpet). This ' and

the c4 dl6f the Eb clarinet are further connected to b):

(violin), one directly and the other indirectly. The d4"

of the violin part connects directly to eb? (trumpet, m. 1)

which in turn connects directly to the eftn (Eb clarinet),

and indirectly to the e4 t (trumpet, m. 2). Other connections

of the first section (m. 1 through first two beats of m. 2)

are: f#1tt-ftt (violin), indirect; ft"(violin)-e t(trumpet),

direct; f4l"(violin) - b (Eb clarinet), direct-; at "(Eb

clarinet)-ab (Bb clarinet), direct; ab-g_(B6 clarinet),

direct; ab-a4(Bb clarinet), indirect; j{(B clarinet)-jbt

(Eb clarinet), direct, The following schematic presentation

will perhaps make these connections clearer82

f:W ab
c* cCO ck e4

aha4a

d4 d4 T-4__T

g4a4g
ck eb dal e

ab a4
g4

8 2This schematic presentation is in imitation of a
method utilized by ?ousseur,"Webern's Organic Chromaticism,"
Po. 54
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The notes are ordered here in vertical columns showing har-

monic (synchronous) fields and also indicating the relative

height of the pit ches. All twelve pitches of the chromatic

gamut are present and seven pitches appear twice each, f

, a>, d, c b, and a4. It will be noticed however, that

in each case of duplication, the notes appear in different

registers, in different timbres, and with different arti-

culation. Pousseur maintains that in such organizations as

this, these notes though of same absolute value, must be

considered as being of different relative value (see above

page 198).A

Thus, the Five Pieces for Orchestra contain many

diverse organizational elements. The varying timbres and

sonorities are ordered carefully--even structurally in

places--through the use of overlapping melodic lines, tremo-

los, ringing bells, rolling drums, and trills. Further the

trills and trill-like figures attain a structural importance

by virtue of their frequent and varied recurrences. There

are also the two related motivic ideas: motive "ta"t (semitone

plus a whole tone in reverse direction) and the figures in-

volving major and minor thirds. And like the preceding works,

Opp. 7-9, the pitch successions indicate a careful chromatic

organization. It would seem then that the brevity of the

pieces is counteracted by the multitude of interrelations--

of the musical events--which occupy so short a duration.
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Three Little Pieces for Cello and Piano Op. 11

Webernts music from Op. 5 through Op. 11 (1909-1914)

falls into two groups of parallel media: Opp. 5-7 and Opp. 9-

11. Of these there are two works for string quartet, Opp. 5
and 9; two works for orchestra, Opp. 6 and 10; and two works

for a solo stringed instrument and piano, Op. 7 for violin

and piano, and Op. 11 for cello and piano (1914).

After Op. 11 Webern did not write any purely instru-

mental music for a period of approximately thirteen years,

i.e., until the String Trio op. 20 (1927) appeared. The

works between Opp. 11 and 20 are all vocal--Op. 19 is for

mixed chonis- -with accompaniments of various instrumental

groups. This period, 1915-1927, corresponds roughly with

Schoenberg's relatively unproductive period8 4 and the period

during which Berg worked on Wozzeck (1917-1921). This con-

centration on vocal forms by Webern has been explained as

resulting from a need for an organizing principle ihich

would allow a more extensive development of the musical mate-

rial to take the place of the outcast tonal system.85 Webern

himself, said about his succession of song cycles:

84 From the completion of the Four Orchestral n op. 22
(1915), to the Five Piano Pieces opj.'3(19237

85Colin Mason, "Webern's Later Chamber Music," Music
and Letters, XXXVIII (July, 1957), 233. "Webern's occupation
exciusvely with songs at ti s period is no doubt a mani-
festation of that general dependence of the Vienese pioneers
of 'atonalt and twelve-note composition, in their early days,
on a poem or text as a formal basis for their works, to re-
place the discarded tonal and structural functions of tradi-
tional harmony."
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I know, of course, that my work still has very little
importance regarded purely commercially. The cause of
this lies in its almost exclusively lyrical nature up
to now; poems do not bring in much money, but after all
they still have to be written. 8 6

Considering the brevity of the Bagatelles, the Five Pieces

foOrchestra, and the Three Little Pieces for Cello and

Piano op. 11 (the three pieces contain 9, 13, and 10 measures

respectively) this might well be the case. However, it must

be remembered that these very pieces are highly organized

and it would seem that they contain in their chromatic

organization, a basic principle of construction which could

be employed in a larger form. Also it will be noticed (see

below, pp. 384 ff.) that even after adoption of the twelve-

tone technique Webern rarely made use of its form-producing

potential in the way that Schoenberg and others did.

In Op. II, however, there appears an element which has

been absent from the immediately preceding works. In the

works from Op. 8 through Op. 10, identification of connective

elements has transpired through intervals and shapes, but

rarely through particular pitches. The major-minor third

relationships of the Five Pieces for Orchestra op. 10, do not

depend for their structural significance on the recurrence of

specific pitches, nor do the other shape or contour relations.

But in the first and third pieces of Op. 11, there is a

8 6 From a letter of December 6, 1927, to Emil Herzka,
former director of Universal Edition, quoted in "From the
Correspondence," p. 15. A portion of this letter may also
be found in Garth-Wolfgang Baruch, "Anton von Webern, " Melos,
XX (December, 1953), 340.
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structural use of specific pitch successions which antici-

pates serial technique. Indeed, the brief third piece may

be analysed completely as a serial structure.

The first measure of Op. 11, No. 1 (see Fig. 71) con-

tains a chord which reads, t
(piano). This chord may be compared with the piano chord in

measure 3 which is reading from highest note down, *-d -

fA-_e_. The lower three notes of the former and the upper

three notes of the latter chord are identical. The latter

chord is the beginning of the third phrase, which is a par-

allel construction to the first phrase (compare also the

cello figure in m. 4, _G-el-g_, with the upper three notes

of the first chord in the piano, a. 1). between these two

phrases, the second phrase (mm. 2-3) contains the following

consecutive notes ebit-"- tt.-c*t_ s(piano)-b"-bb(cello).

The chord which sounds with this phrase (m. 2) is also made

up of notes from the chord in measure 1. In the fourth

phrase (mm. 4-5), the same notes are found in the following

order: (cello)-"(piano)-e-e (cello). This is fol-

lowed again by the pitches BO and bbl, this time sounding

simultaneously. The numerical order of this succession in

relation to the order of the pitches in the second phrase is

4-3-1-2-5-6. It will be noticed that the octave register of

the notes of the second series is in each case different from

the first series (Fig. 71). measures 1-5 constitute the A

part of a clear binary form and consist of a double period
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with closely corresponding phrases. The final cord of part

A (m. 5) contains, besides the b and bb. noted above, also

notes of the chord of the second phrase (m. 2) z-O-E .

The remaining two notes of this chord, a41 and d_ ", invest

this chord with a cadence function since the same pitches

form the lowest perfect fifth in the first chord of the

piece.

The B part of the first piece is constructed different-

ly. The surface structure involves variations of the first

interval in the cello part (z. 6), e4 down to f4 . This

major seventh is answered in the piano by the minor third,

- , which pitches outline chromatically the e and f of

the cello. The piano then states the inversion of the first

interval d4-f.. This is followed in measure 7 by fragmen-

tations from which is heard the melodic succession c4 "(piano)-

ttff(cello)-e..b(piano) in a rhythm which is identical to that

of the f irst three cello notes of the B part (m. 6). This

figure is then intervallically sequenced in the cello part

(mm. 8-9) Of-g-_d-e4l. The initial two-note motive of the

B part recurs in the final two measures twice as a minor

ninth, d_"f(piano)-c*(cello) in measures 8 and d-e4It(cello)

in measure 9, and once in its original form, P -ah (piano,

m. 9).

Many other important features are present in the piece.

The first and last cello notes of the B part are identical.

The cello's lowest and highest notes of the piece are both f_
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the lowest occurring in measure 1, the highest in measure 7.

The lowest and highest notes of the piano part are also the

same, eK, but they occur in an opposite order to the cello,

i.e., the highest occurs in measure 2, the lowest in measure

6. Two separate pitch successions from part A recur in part

B: measure 2, eb-ck(piano) recurs in the piano part in mea-

sure 7 in retrograde; and measure 2, cd-k(piano) recurs in

measure 8 in the cello part.

In the 1B part of the first piece musical space is

organized to a point never before reached in Webern's works.

All the tones of the chromatic system appear in these mea-

sures (6-9): four notes occur only once, f ,ab, b, and c4;

three notes occur twice, d6, at j, and d; all the others occur

three times each. However, none occurs twice in the same

octave register except e4 (the one-line octave), the cello's

first and last notes of the B part. The third e4 of the B

part appears an octave lower than the others in the piano

part at a point in time (m. 7) exactly halfway between the

other two. The three notes, f, occur in an opposite pattern,

i.e., low, high, low, and the high ft (m. 7) is nearer to the

first low one. Other space-time relations may be seen in the

occurrences of e6 and b (see Fig. 71).

The second piece of this set has the shortest duration

of any piece that Webern wrote. According to the metronome

marking it lasts about 13.5 seconds. During this short time

(13 measures in 3/4 and 2/4 meter at I)= c, 160) there is a
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fairly extended development of the initial motive which is

stated in the cello part. In the f irst six measures it is

presented seven times, each time in a different rhythm and

with expanded and contracted intervals. In measure 6-9 a

transformation takes place when the rhythm is suddenly aug-

mented creating a sort of plateau in the middle of a very

erratic piece. After the statement of the motive in augmenta-

tion there are two further occurrences of it in a form similar

to the augmentation but in shorter note valuest one in the

cello part (mm, 10-11), the other in the piano part (mm. 11-

12). This piece may very well represent the ultimate in the

intense emotionalism--to the point of frenzy--which is

characteristic of Expressionism. The excitement becomes so

intense that in the last four measures, the effect is one of

total musical disintegration.

The third piece of Op. 11 consists of only twenty-one

notes. Each of them, however, has been submitted to the

most rigid discipline. Figure 72 presents the complete

piece and a hypothetical tone series derived from it. The

series occurs twice but three of the notes appear only once,

Of them the note jL, which is sustained through measures 5

and 6 of the piano part, is common to both statements. This

note is indicated as the eleventh tone of the series in Fig-

ure 72b. The twelfth tone, ak, is heard only in the second

part of the piece (m. 12, cello). So the note j is the

final note of the first part--i.e., the first presentation
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of the series--and is sustained through the sounding of

tones 1-3 of the second presentation of the series. The

tenth tone of the hypothetical series, 2h appears only in

the first part. This tone, Z, and the unique tone of the B

part, a, are only a semitone apart, although, they are pre-

sented in different registers. The fourth and fifth tones

are displaced in the B part to follow the chord containing

tones 6 through 9.

This is not actually a "twelve-tone piece" in the

orthodox sense due to the deletion of certain notes and the

displacement of others. But it is significant that in 1914,

Webern was this close to a compositional technique which ten

years later he was to adopt and continue to employ throughout

his remaining works. After Op. 11 this emphasis upon the re-

currence of specific pitch successions does not exist again

in Webernts music until the canons of Opp. 15-16 (see below

pp. 345 ff.).

At the same time other elements of Webern's technique

are still present. Although the organization of the tonal

material seems to divide the third piece into two distinct

parts, the surface structure indicates another fomal organi-

zation. The first phrase in the cello part (mm. 1-3) is

answered by a piano figure (mm. 3-5), which is extended for

a measure to constitute the second phrase. The final'phrase

(mm. 7-10) has more the character of a coda than a further

elaboration of the previous motive. So, because of the
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rests which set the phrases off and the antecedent and con-

sequent nature of the first two phrases, the piece seems

clearly to fall into three parts.

Four o;gs Op. 12

For the F our gsop. 12, Webern chose poems from four

different sources. No,1,, "Der Tag ist vergangen" (1915), is

a folk-song text; No. 2, "Die Geheimnisvolle F16te" (1917),

is from Hans Bethge's Die Chinesischer Flbte (Leipzig, 1910);

No. 3, "Schien mir's, als ich sah die Sonne" (1915), is from

Strindberg's Ge spenstersfonate (1907); and No. 4, "Gleich und

Gleich" (1917), is by Goethe (1814). Webern used all these

sources except Strindberg again in later song cycles.8 7 All

of the poems of this opus are simple and straight forward,

much like folk poems. Even the Strindberg poem, which is

perhaps more complicated than the others, contains such

child-like beatitudes as "selig der das Gute ibet" and "gut

ist schuldlos leben." And, within the bounds of his general

musical style, Webern presents in these songs a folk-like

expression.

870p. 13, Not 2 (1914) and 3 (1917) are from Chinesis-
cher Fl8te; Op. 17 (1924) uses folk texts; and Op. TrTT9rT
Is~r'M inesische-Deutsche Jahres- dun jTageseiten by
Goethe (fl27D.

8QThe Strindberg poem which occurs twice in the play
Spook Sonata, at the end of Scene II and at the end of the
pTay I self a paraphrase of several passages from "The
Song of the Sun" in the Poetic Edda, a collection of Norse
mythology and songs. See Plai sbyAagus t Strindberg, Fourth
Series, translated by Edwin or1ian~7ew York, 1927), p.
147, fn.
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The folk quality in the first song proceeds from promi-

nent intervals of a perfect fourth both open and with other

fourths in chords (see piano part, mm. 4, 10, and 11), and

from the relative simplicity of both the piano and voice

parts. Figure 73 shows the first six measures of Op. 12,
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No. 1. The basic musical idea of this song is an oscilla-

tion which involves in most cases an immediate return to the

initial note. This idea, in the unfolding of the song,

appears in many forms. Three versions appear in the intro-

duction (uw. 1-3), and the voice begins with a fourth version.

Then in measure 6 the vocal line reflects the oscillation

figure of the introductory piano material.

The song is in a simple binary form and consists of the

following parts: introduction, measures 1-3 (piano alone);

part A, measures 4-11; codetta, measure 12 (piano alone);

part B, measures 13-21; coda, measures 22-23 (piano alone).

In the first phrase of the B part, where the words are the

same as at the beginning of the song, the oscillation idea is

present in a variation of the first phrase of part A (compare

Figs, 73 and 74). Here two notes (aLf.-f t) are rotated with

two other notes (t~bb_), a semitone above the first two

notes, after which the first two notes sound again. Thus,

the first figure of part B i an ornamentation of the first

four notes of part A.

The voice leading in certain sections is particularly

simple compared with the previous songs. The entire first

vocal phrase, for instance, could very well fit into the key

of D. Notes 5-8 outline a dominant-seventh chord of this

key. A similar place in the last phrase (mm. 18-20), at the

words " . . . die ewige Ruh," also contains an outlined domi-

nant triad in the key of D. This phrase is preceded by a
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phrase Pbhich, if the tones were notated in sharps rather than

flats, would outline a secondary dominanto-seventh chord built

on E. The accompaniment does not, however, support the.

tonality of the voice line.

One figure in the accompaniment (mm. l3-14) deserves

particular attention because it foreshadows Webernts later

piano technique as consummated in the Variations for Piano

op. 21 (1936). Important features of this figure are the

sparseness of the chords (two notes each), the indicated

crossing of hands, the simultaneous decrescendo and crescen-I

do indications in the two parts, and the fact that the two

chords of the right hand are a free retrograde-inversion of

the two chords in the left hand (Fig, 74).

A WbO -. V.1j
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Fig . 7).-Webern, FourSos op. 12, No. I, mM. 13-16

Voice
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In the second song of the group, "The Mysterious Flute,"

the piano part is filled with flute-like figurations. These

may be seen in the several staccato, quintuplet figures (mm.

1, 4, and 5), in the trills (mm. 4 and 5), in the plaintive

interlude (nu. 11-12) following the words "trug der Wind mir

das Lied einer entfernten Flbte zu," and in the dance-like

melody in measures 20 ff. (see Fig. 76). The song begins

with a slightly distorted Ltndler movement in the piano

(Fig. 75).

e
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Fig. 75--Webern, _Four Songs op. 12, No. 2, mm. 1-..
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Fig. 75 (continued)--Webern, Four Songs op. 12,
No. 2, mm. 1-4.

The three descending chords of the introduction (m. 2)

become important as a reference point throughout the song.

In the vocal line at measure 10, the descending semitones of

the introduction are expanded into major seconds in three

descending notes in the same rhythm. The setting of the word

"blhhende" in measure 17 also utilizes the descending semi-

tones. The figure appears in faster notes, contrary motion,

as a part of another figure near the end of the A, part (m. 9),

and in a corresponding place near the end of the At part

(mm. 24-25).

The song is in ternary form with recognizable elements

from part A reappearing in the third part, At. The first

and third parts also begin with similar words. The word
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"Abend" appears in the f irst phrase of both the A and At

parts and is treated similarly each time (compare the set-

tings of "Abend" in Figs. 75 and 76, mm. 4 and 21 of this

song, with the settings of "Nacht" in Figs. 73 and 74, mm. 6

and 14 of the preceding song). The beginning of the B part

(mm. 12-18) is distinguished by quicker motion in the vocal

line and is separated from part A by a measure-long piano

interlude.

In measure 14 a section begins in the accompaniment

which, because of its continuous nature, contrasts strongly

with the preceding piano material. Up to this point, the

accompaniment has consisted of short, detached sections of

figuration. But that section which begins in measure 14 is

a long evolving musical period wherein a phrase (mm. 14-16)

is stated and varied several times in shorter phrases. The

entire section (mm. 14-19) forms a beautifully wrought musi-

cal period independent of the vocal line. At the same time,

notes from the piano part also reflect portions of the voice

part in free imitation (see particularly mm. 17-18). The

beginning phrase of this piano section (mm. 14-15) is itself

echoed in the vocal line in part At at measures 22-23.

The piano material of this song (particularly mm. 14 to

the end) bears a fairly strong resemblance to some of the

piano music of Hindemith with its tightly constructed poly-

phonic lines, chord progressions having tonal implications

(mm. 14-18 and 26-27), successions of melodic thirds in the
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bass notes (mm. 18 and 24), and also such characteristic

melodic phrases as that appearing in measures 20-22

(Fig. 76)08

Pt
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Fig. 76,--Webern, Four Songs op. 12, No., 2, mm, 20-22

The range of the vocal line in this s ong is exception-

allyrsmalli -et ,& one octave and a minor third.However,

the vocal line is somewhat more complicated than that of the

first song dute to more large skips and the lack of tonal impli-

cations.P It should be noted that the voie part begins with a

three-note figure which Is Identical with the opening figure of

many of Webernt s earlier songs (see the beginning of OP. 31

No. . Moive b" O.14

Fg.; 76tebrn" Of OP. 3, No. 3; the beginning of 

T9f., Paul Hindemith, Ludus Tonalis s(London 1943),
par ticularly "Fuga quinta in a"ve" Fludium tiand "Fuga
sexta in Eb p. 4-0
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Nos. 1, 3, 5; and the basic cell of Op. 8, No. 1) i.e., a

whole tone plus a semitone in opposite direction (compare

Fig. 75 with Fig. 19, p. 108; Fig. 23, p. 11 4; Fig, 24,

p. 116; and Fig. 51, p. 176). At the beginning of the A'

part of this song (mm. 20-21) the second, third, and fourth

notes form a permutation of this succession.

Discussing the Four Songs op, 12, Wellesz says:

Here the complete loosening of the musical from the
externals of the poetry which we find in the epoch after
Hugo Wolf is already carried out, The vocal line is again
carrier of the melody, led sovereignly, as perhaps in
an aria by Handel. 9 0

The third song of op. 12 is a particularly good example of

an accompanied melody. There are few places where the piano

demands prominence through either dynamic indications or

melodic interest while the voice is singing (see mm, 26-29).

And in the places where the piano part does become more

prominent its material is a commentary on certain melodic

figures of the voice part. The important setting of the

word "sel" in the voice part (m. 18), for example, is

anticipated by the piano in measure 13 and is imitated by

the piano in measures 18-19 and again in measure 26.

The third song is also in a ternary form. The first

vocal phrase of the A part (mm, 1-12) begins with a contour

90Egon Wellesz, "Anton von Webern: Lieder opus 12, 13,
14," 1'Melos, II (1921), 38. "Hier ist bereits die v6llige
Loslbsung des Musikalischen vom Ausserlichen der Dichtung,
die wir in der Epoche nach Hugo Wolf finden, vollzogen. Die
Singstimme ist wieder Trdgerin der Melodie, wie etwa in einer
Arie von Hindel, souver&n gefihrt."
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which involves the intervals of a minor ninth followed by a

major seventh in the opposite direction (see mm. 4-7). The

word "Sonne" (m. 8) is also set as a minor ninth (see Fig. 77),

and the second phrase of part A (mm. 9-10) begins with a

major seventh span. Each of these spans contains one note

between the extremities. Some of the intervals formed by the

middle notes recur in the other spans (e.g., compare m. 5

with mm. 6-7), and both of the two major seventh spans are

followed by a semitone descent (see mm. 7 and 10). The B

part begins (m. 14) with a variation of the last four notes

of the A part. The succession of minor ninth and major

seventh spans also may be seen in part B (mm. 21-22, 24-25--

a retrograde of the first four notes of the material in mm.

21-22--26, 27, 28-29).

Ru' ts4Ilie ssev

sFcg. -Wb n'o og qp 2 o 3,mm
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Fig. 77--Webern, FourSog op. 12, No. 3, mm. 5-
11 and 32-38, voice.
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The third part (A') of the song (mm. 32-38) is recog-

nizable as a free reprise of the first part (part A) due

primarily to the correspondence of interval structures and

contours of the first melodic figure of each part (compare

m. 32 with mm. 5-7, Fig. 77). After the first figure of

part A' the major seventh span is followed by the descending

semitone which also corresponds to the A part (m. 7). Thus,

though the rhythm and the shape of the A' part differs com-

pletely from that of part A, they are still of parallel

construction.

This song presents a marked contrast to the other songs

of the group because of the more erratic voice and piano

parts. The voice line contains more frequent and more quick-

ly moving large skips, particularly in the B and At parts.

Also there are fewer oscillations wherein a particular pitch

is soon reiterated. However, one figure which does involve

+
P

Fig. 78--Webern, Four Sones op. 12, No. 3, mm. 22-25, piano
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an oscillation (mm. 22-27, piano) is also the most radical

sounding piano material in the opus. Here a single, high

oscillation, bttchtf-blk, sounds above very low, very disso-

nant, and irregularly occurring chordal punctuations (see Fig.

78). The piano part of this song also contains two extended

trills (mm. 34-36, and 37-39). Both of them occur in the

middle voice of a harmonic progression in such a way as to

be very difficult to perform. It is interesting to note

that of all the music that Webern wrote f or the piano, the

accompaniments to the songs Op. 12, Nos. 2 and 3, are the

only pieces which contain trills.

Ren6 Leibowitz9 1 quotes the introduction to "Gleich und

Gleich,t" the fourth song of Op. 12 as an early example of a

twelve-tone row. The introduction contains twelve notes in

which no pitch is repeated, so that all the tones of the

chromatic scale are represented. There is, however, very

little indication of serial treatment in the song, although

interval and pitch successions from the introduction serve

as the source for following melodic structures.

The voice begins with two notes which are a retrograde

of the first two notes of the introduction, The third

through the fifth notes of the vocal line (mm, 4-5) form a

transposed inversion of notes 9-11 of the introduction. The

91Rene Leibowitz, Introduction a Ia Musiq e douze
Sons (Paris, 1949), p. 3 7u
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piano material (for left hand) in measure 5 is a retrograde

inversion of notes 8-l of the introduction (Fig. 79).
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Fig. 79--Webern, Four Song op. 12, No. 4, mm. 1-7
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The piano accompaniment in the first part of the song

(mm. 4-10), which is largely independent of the voice line,

forms a period consisting of two phrases. The first two and

last two pitches of the right hand piano material in the

first phrase (mm. 4-7) are identical though the order of

occurrence is reversed. The most prominent melodic unit of

this phrase is a descending minor second (mm. 4-5, right

hand, and m. 6, the left hand). In the second phrase the

texture is changed from the two part counterpoint of the

first phrase to a single melodic line over sustained chords.

The melodic line of this phrase continues an elaboration of

the descending minor second motive which was prominent in

the first phrase, and ends with two statements of an identical

figure, a'-st, in measure 10.

The following interlude (mm. 11-12) which serves as a

transition to the second part of the song also treats the

descending minor second, this time in imitation. This very

expressive phrase seems to reflect the idea of the preceding

words " . . . in lieblichem Flor."

The middle part of the song is perfomed quasi recita-

tive. The rhythm of all the rest of the song is simple, i.e.,

there are no triplets and the meter (3/4) is clearly felt,

but the second section is marked frei, and the voice part,

" . da kam ein Bienchen und naschte fein o . . " is

accompanied by only two "ppp" chords, each of which is a

part of a triplet group.



Another expressive word setting occurs in measures 4-5
where for the iord "Blumenglbckchen" the first half of the

word, "Blumen-,"' is set as a slurred ascending minor sixth

and "glbckchen" sounds very bell-like as a descending staccato

tritone.

There are several integrative devices in this set of

songs. The oscillation idea is important in Nos. 1, 3 (see

the piano part, mm. 2, 4, and 23, and the voice part, m. 22),

and 4 (see the piano part m. 10). The trills in the piano

part in Nos. 2 and 3 also represent the oscillation idea.

In the second, third, and fourth songs the descending semi-

tone is an important structural element. There are also

certain specific structures which recur in slightly altered

forms in the various songs of Op. 12. In the introduction

to the first song, measure 3, and in the introduction to the

third song, measure 4, there appear similar figures. Another

piano figuration that occurs in more than one song is the one

involving two harmonic major thirds'separated by a large in-

terval, but connected with a slur. This figure appears in

No. 1, measures 13-14 (see above p. 132, Fig. 74) and in No.

2, measures 8-9. In the voie 'part, the melodic figure which

appears in measure 6 of No. 1 (see Fig. 73) recurs, only

slightly altered in measure 13 of No. 2. Also the charac-

teristic lyrical phrase (referred to above as Webern's

"signature" phrase, see pp. 104-105) which recurred so fre-

quently in the songs of Opp. 3, 4, and 8, the nucleus of
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which is a small descending interval plus a larger descend-

ing interval, occurs in Op. 12, No. I, measures 9-11; No. 2,

measures 15-16; No. 3, measures 8, 10, and 33; and No. 4,

measures 19-20,

Four SongS Op. 13

Webernts musical style has been referred to as an

"elusive idiom," 92  The word "elusive" is a very apt descrip-

tion of the expressive content of certain sections of his

music, when it is understood in the sense of fleeting. For

the indication "fliichtig" appears frequently in Webern's

scores. "Elusive" is also appropriate, to an extent, as

applied to the organization of the music. Manifold inter-

vallic and contour relations have been pointed out in the

preceding works. In Four Songop. 13 (1914-1918) these re-

lations are even more complex and in many cases more remote.

It is true that the vocal line here is treated similarly to

that of previous songs (Opp. 3, 4, 8, and 12). In fact, as

will be pointed out, this cycle contains several varieties of

the characteristic melodic figures which permeated Op. 3, How-

ever, in the distribution of melodic fragments throughout the

instrumental ensemble and particularly in the ordering of the

rhythm, the songs of Op. 13 present very complex problems--

problems of performance, of hearing, and of analysis.93

9 2 Edwin Evans, "Anton Webern," Cobbett's Cyclopedic
Survey of Chamber Music, Vol. II (London, 1930).

93See Craft, "Anton pWebern,"P. 10.
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Each of the songs of Op. 13 is scored for a different

group of instruments. The first song, "Wiese im Park" (1917),

text by Karl Kraus, is scored for thirteen solo instruments:

flute, B clarinet, bass clarinet, French horn, trumpet,

trombone, celesta, harp, glockenspiel, violin, viola, cello,

and contrabass. The extremes of the range of each instru-

ment are frequently employed, and much of the time the

instruments are treated as equal voices (e.g., see No. 1,

the beginning of m. 3, where the highest pitch sounded is a

contrabass harmonic d , see Fig. 80).

The first chord of Op. 13, No. 1 (celesta) and the

first phrase of the vocal line contain identical intervals.

The intervals of the chord (reading down), major third-

tritone-perfect fourth are reordered in the voice part to

major third-perfect fourth-tritone. Of this structure the

two intervals, perfect fourth and tritone, are heard to-

gether in many places throughout the entire opus. For the

purpose of this analysis, this interval sequence is desig-

nated cell"a." In the first piece structures involving

these intervals simultaneously or in direct succession occur

in the following places: measures 1-2, celesta and voice;

measure 5, last three notes of harp arpeggio; measure 7,

voice, eaaf-(ab)-d (see Fig. 81); measure 9, violin and

viola; measure 11, last three notes of celesta arpeggio;

measures 19-20, glockenspiel, in the order bb-ttt-a4tI-ebt'; mea-

sure 25, violin (see Fig. 82); measure 26, trumpet (see
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Fig. 82); measures 30-31, cello; measures 32-34, bass clari-

net. The significance of this structure does not end here,

however, for there are many appearances of melodic figures

which resemble this succession of intervals but which con-

tain other intervals. The variational possibilities of a

musical cell such as this are shown in Figure 56 (see above

p. 190) in connection with a discussion of the Six Bagatelles

op. 9. In this Figure there are successions in which, al-

though the actual intervals are changed, the general nature

of the successions are closely related to the prototype,

i.e., perfect fourth and tritone. Possibly the most charac-

teristic aspect of this succession is the chromatic

relationship (major seventh or minor ninth) between two of

the pitches. When the prototype is transformed to perfect

fifth plus tritone, for example, the chromatic relationship

(minor ninth) still exists between the outside notes. In

successions which involve an octave displacement of some of

the notes of the cell (e.g., major seventh and tritone) there

still remains a basic identification with the prototype.

Cell "a" may not, however, be considered the sole

generating force for all the music of this song. For there

are other figures which recur frequently in diverse varia-

tions. The clarinet presents one of these in measure 3

(Fig. 80). Actually there are two ideas in this melodic line

which recur separately in other places: 1) the first three

notes involving a leap of a minor ninth (in other occurrences,
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the leap is a major seventh) and the immediate return to the

first note (herein designated cell "b"), and 2) the second

through the fourth notes, minor ninth plus a major seventh

in opposite direction (herein designated cell "e'). Further,

the last three notes may be seen as a truncation of another

important figure, the "signature" phrase (see voice part,

mm. 9-10) to be discussed below, The former idea, cell "b,"

is very prominent by virtue of the immediate return to a

pitch just sounded. In music as chromatic as this any such

emphasis on one pitch becomes significant. In Op. 13, No. 1,

it occurs in the following places measure 7, voice, etd4 f-

ebt-d 4" (see Fig. 81); measures 13-14, glockenspiel, c*ttI -

dk"'.nc1"" -aM__t - t;tt measures 42-43, voice, g4-a"-.abs

Cell "c" may be seen as a transformation of a three-note

segment of the chromatic scale, in this case bbb4ct. In

this song, as in other songs of the opus, the succession

minor ninth-major seventh, or the reverse, major seventh-

minor ninth, occurs frequently in the melodic lines of vari-

ous instruments either in direct succession or with other

notes interpolated (see mm. 23-25, bass clarinet (see Fig. 82);

mm. 29-30 and 31-32, B6 clarinet; mm. 35-36, contrabass; mm.

42-45 several times in the trumpet, Ait-ft -a-a4 -bb ;

mm. 42-43, voice; and mm. 43-44, violin, c"-c-d1").

One other figure demands attention at this point: that

is the sigh-like figure of a descending semitone. In most

cases the first note of this figure is longer than the second.

map- - pli-p q-
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In measure 4 it occurs in the voice part with the words

"weilt ich," and is separated from the preceding phrase and

the following notes by rests. At this place it is also

heard a major third above the voice in the trumpet part in a

different rhythm (see Fig. 80). The voice part here is a

sequence of the first two notes of the preceding phrase.

Other occurrences of this "sigh" are in the voice part with

"blumen" of the word "Glockenblumen" (mm. 16-17), with the

word "lange" in the phrase "Wie lange steht er schon" (mm.

22-23, see Fig. 82); and in the horn part in measure 27, the

trumpet, violin, viola, and cello simultaneously in measure

37, the trumpet in measures 42 and 46, and the horn in mea-

sure 47. In measures 46-47 there is a similar expression

connected with descending semitones in the voice part with

the words "Ein toter Tag schlbigt seine Augen auf."

There are several other very expressive phrases wherein

certain words are given special treatment. In measures 7-8

(Fig. 81) the voice sings ". . . wie in dem grunen Spiegel

hier der Schwan." This is the place mentioned above where

the voice has alternating major sevenths ebt-d0I-e6I-dh

(cell "b"). In the first sixteenth note group of measure 7

the perfect fourth-tritone idea (cell "a") exists in two

ways, ebt-ab-d_ " and ebt-a4f-d4. Thus the latter two notes

are a "mirror" reflection of the former twoS Here the ac-

companying parts also express the mirror idea in a more

descriptive way: in the short, broken figures of the clarinet

wgnmpm- "I AWW
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vo1ce W

Fig. 8l--Webern, Four Song op. 13, No. 1, mm. 7-8

part the shorter lower notes are doubled each time with a

single harp harmonic, the longer second note is doubled by

fast repeated pizzicato viola notes; and all the while,

sounding between the lower and higher pitches, is a note

played by the flute, flutter-tongue.

The word "Glockenblumen" in measure 16 is treated

similarly to the way "Blumenglickchen" is in the song "Gleich

und Gleich," Op. 12, No. 4 (see above Fig. 79, p. 252) i.e.,

the notes for "bell" part of the word is sung staccato (both

are tritones) and "blumen" is sung legato. In this song the

phrase, "the many bluebells" is preceded by descriptive fig-

ures in the celesta, harp, and glockenspiel (see mm. 13-14).

That "listening" to the bell flowers is intended by the poet,

is confirmed in the following exhortation, "Horch und Schaul"
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The setting of these words is very expressive due to the

three separated notes of unequal duration which imparts a

feeling of hushed anticipation. The interval sequence of

this figure is referred to as cell 'd" and recurs several

times in the song cycle (see below p. 264 and p. 269).

In measures 24-25 the voice part contains the intervals

of a major third and a major seventh in opposite direction.

These and similar intervals (e.g., minor third and minor

ninth) are sounded in many varieties in the measures sur-

rounding this section. The clarinet, bass clarinet, and

trombone move in parallel rhythm and intervals with the voice

in measure 24. In the bass clarinet line the last two notes

of measure 23 form a descending major third, and the last two

notes of measure 25 form an ascending minor third (Fig. 82).
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Fig. 8 2--Webern, Four So OP. 13, No. 1, mm. 22-26
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Fig. 82 (continued)--Webern, Four ojg op. 13,
No. 1, mm. 22-26.

Between these intervals (mm. 24-25) is the span al-abw, a

major seventh. The figure in the violin part at measure 25

contains a major seventh followed by a major third in op-

posite direction. Then the voice begins the next phrase with

an ascending major third, and the third and fourth notes of

the phrase fom a major seventh.

This song, again like the fourth song of Op. 12, con-

tains a recitative-like section. Over sustained tremolos,

am S~t, in the viola and cello parts, and flutter-tongue

notes in the flute and trombone, the voice sings in notes of

equal value and of triadic shape the words, "Nicht weiter

will ich.tt Then following a sforzando chord in the wind in-

struments are the words, "Eitler Fuss mach Halt)" in a dotted
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rhythm. This passage actually recalls a type of Italian

operatic recitative. The use of such an idea in such a

transparent form reminds one of Beethoven's quasi recitative

sections, particularly the one in the fourth movement of the

Strings Quartet in A Minor op. 132 (see mm. 25-46). It is

possible that both Beethoven and Webern smiled as they wrote

these parodied sounds of another medium, but in both oases

there seems to be no real breach of style. In fact, in the

Webern song the expression is especially well served by this

change of pace.

In the vocal line of this recitative section another

important cell emerges. It is the familiar major-minor

third idea and is herein designated cell tte.t Cell "e" was

heard earlier in the voice line in measure 4 (see Fig. 80)

and is heard here in measure 39, -e , and again in

measure 40, t"-a4 1 -c4k.*

In the songs of Op. 13 there occur several times melodic

fragments which are similar to the very expressive phrase

which appeared in all the previous song cycles and was a

sort of leitmotiv in Op. 3. This type of melodic figure has

been referred to above as Webern's "signature" phrase (see

pp. 104-105). Variations of the "signature" phrase in Op.

13, No. 1 are shown in Figure 83. The nucleus of the phrase

is a descending major second plus a descending minor sixth,

and the minor sixth is most frequently followed by motion in

the opposite direction. Most of the earlier appearances of
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Fig. 83--Webern, Four Son& op. 13, No. 1, mm. 9-
10 and 30-36.

this phrase involved a major seventh as the second interval

and it is noteworthy that the easier to sing minor sixth is

used here. In the occurrences of this phrase in measures 31-

36 of the first song the nucleus is heard first (mm. 31-32),

then is followed by a sequence (mm. 33-36) which, due to the

rhythm, also refers back to the first occurrence in the song

(mm. 9-11). The second interval here is a tritone, c4f "-ft

but the f*1S and df (M. 36) may be understood as ornamenta-

tions of the note eit which is a minor sixth down from the

second note.

The "signature" phrase occurs in its earlier form in

the second song of Op. 13, i.e., a major second followed by

a major seventh (see mm. 29-31). It also contains the as-

cending minor sixth anacrusis preceding the descending major

second just as it appeared in Op. 3, No. 1 (compare in

Appendix, Fig. 1). It appears twice in this form in Op. 13,
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No. 2: in the trumpet part, measures 18-20, and in the vocal

line, measures 29-30. With regard to the use of a major

seventh in the "signature" phrase in the second song of Op.

13, it is interesting to note that this is the earliest song

(1914) of the cycle.

Op. 13, No. 2, "Die Einsame," and Op. 13, No. 3, are

both taken from the collection of Chinese poems, Die

Chinesische F1tte, compiled and translated by Hans Bethges.

"Die Einsame" is scored for the same instruments as Op. 13,

No. 1 with the exception that a piccolo is substituted for

the flute.

The first melodic figure of this piece (cello, m. 1) is

designated cell "ae." The reason for this designation is

that the cell is closely related to both cell "a" and cell

"e." Cell "ae" shares with cell "a" its shape and chromatic

interval and with cell "e" its pitch relationships. That is,

cell "ae" is cell "e" with one of its pitches transposed an

octave away. This figure is anticipated (Fig. 84a) in the

-- 4---

Fig. 84a--Webern, Four Songs op. 13, No. 1, mm.
50-51, voice and trombone.
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next to the last measure of the first song in the trombone

part with a figure of similar interval structure. The cell

is heard again in the trumpet part in measures 26-27 and al-

so in retrograde form, as the last three voice notes of the

song.

The first melodic figure of the voice part f4t-jgt-fht

(mm. 3-4) reappears in varied form in measures 9-10 (see

Fig. 84b). In the variations the figure is combined with

the tone-semitone idea to form a turning figure much like

those in Webern's earlier works (see particularly Op. 3,

No. 4, mm. 1-3; Op. 4, Nos. 3, 4, and 5; and op. 8, No. 1,

mm. 5-6, and No. 2, m. 6). At this same place the piccolo

has a sustained presentation of the same idea wherein the

last note represents (in an octave displacement) the fourth

note of the initial vocal figure (m. 5).

The second and third notes of this figure as it appears

the first time with "dunkel-" of "dunkelblauem Himmel" suggest

the sigh-like descending semitones of the first song. That

the two figures are manifestations of the same idea is seen

more clearly in measures 17-18 with the words "Ich weine."

Here the intervals are the same as in measures 3-4 and the

rhythm is a retrograde.94 The word "weine" is repeated in

the following two measures as a descending major third. This

94 The "sigh" figure also recurs in this song in mm. 20-
21 in the trumpet part and again in the voice part in m,. 22
with the word "Trdnen."

ME No MWE m 1 0
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Fig. 84b--Webern, FourSon op. 13, No. 2, mm. 1-10

interval was anticipated at the beginning of the section

(m. 11) by the violin sounding alone, cf"-a'. Under the

voice's "crying" the violin, viola, and cello play a sforzando
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chord, marked col legno, which is a'verticalization of the

first motive of the piece (reading down, fht-ak-ff).

The vocal motive with the words "steht der Mond" (mm.

7-8, see Fig. 84b) sounds alone. This is the first appear-

ance in Op. 13, No, 2 of cell "d" and it appears here

inverted. In the first song cell "d" (major third plus tri-

tone in opposite direction) was heard in measures 17-19 with

the words "Horch und schau,1" and again as the last three

notes of the vocal line (see Fig. 84a), The figure is heard

in the last phrase of the third song with notes interpolated

between the outlining notes, L -c_4 h-e4?)-e -at, and in

the final phrase of the fourth song (mm. 24-25) it appears

in retrograde form in the notes f* f(c#_)c1-ab (see

Fig. 90).

In the vocal line of the second song the familiar major-

minor third idea (cell "e") becomes prominent again. It

occurs in the voice part in measures 14-15, 21, and three

times in measures 22-24.

The vocal lines of these songs are not so angular as

they are in Op. 8 and in some of the following song cycles.

They seldom contain the frequent large skips and the quick

motion from the highest to the lowest extremes of the voice

range. But the instrumental lines do. There are many contra-

puntal lines which involve very large skips and seem at first

sight to have little relationship either to the vocal line or

to the other instrumental lines, But upon closer examination
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and repeated hearing it is more clearly seen that the in-

strumental lines present varied commentaries on the shapes

or contours of the vocal phrases, and further, that various

connections exist within the melodic commentaries themselves.

A good example of this type of instrumental writing may be

seen near the beginning of the second song (see Fig. 84b).

In measures 2-3 the trumpet line contains in the first three

notes a variation of the initial cello motive (cell tae").

The outside notes of this motive form the interval of a major

seventh, and in the trumpet variation the middle note is

beard first then is followed by two notes which are a major

seventh apart (gbt-bb1-bk). The last two notes of the trum-

pet phrase, bkcLt, occur with the first note of the voice

part and anticipate its first interval, a minor second. In

measures 4-6 the bass clarinet has a melodic line which goes

from Ek up to ak' then back to f4, The highest note, a', is

reached on the first beat of measure 5. The shape of the

voice line in measures 5-6 is similar though its range is much

smaller. The highest note of the vocal phrase occurs on the

first beat of measure 6. Thus the bass clarinet line is seen

as an anticipation of the vocal line and at the same time as

an expansion and elaboration of it. The bass clarinet phrase

also has a symmetry of its own in that the first three quick

ascending tones have the same range (E4-a) as the last

three slower descending tones(ak-f4 ). The trumpet phrase of

measures 2-3 Is related to the flute line of measures 9-10
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(discussed above), and to a phrase of the cello line in mea-

sures 13-4. The last three notes of the flute phrase

represent a transposed retrograde of the last three notes of

the trumpet phrase, and the cello phrase is a direct imitation

in augmentation of the first three notes of the trumpet

phrase.

The third song of Op. 13, hIn der Fremde" (1917), is

scored for the same instruments as the second song without

the horn, trombone, glockenspiel, and contrabass. The first

figure of the bass clarinet anticipates the first two notes

of the vocal line, and at the same time represents the minor

ninth-major seventh idea (cell "c")--though the first in-

terval is contracted to a minor second--which is very

prominent in this song. The piccolo phrase in measures 2-3,

bbfll-z -b", represents a retrograde inversion of the ini-

tial motive of Op. 13, No. 2 (cell "ae") and is followed by

the minor ninth-major seventh motive ebtt-dk"-ctmI (cellI "eJ.

The first three eighth notes of this line are heard above

staccato sixteenth-note chords in the strings am in

such a way that the voice part of measure 5 is suggested.

The interval from the top violin note to the first flute

note is a tritone as is the first interval of the voice part

in measure 5 (Fig. 85).

The vocal line begins with the same intervals as did the

second song and in a similar rhythm. During the first three

notes of the voice line the violin presents a quick
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diminution of the same intervals a major second above the

voice. The equal-valued tritones of the voice part in mea-

sure 5 are also presented by the clarinet, beginning a half

measure earlier at a different pitch level. In this song the

voice line is paralleled more frequently with instrumental

lines which are of the sa me interval structure -- though of

different rhythm and at different pitch level--as the vocal

line (see trumpet and viola, mm. 6-7; the celesta and piccolo,

m. 15; and violin and clarinet, mm. 22-23). Notwithstanding

this however, this song also contains in the instrumental

lines the same kind of very elaborate commentaries on the

vocal line which involve very large skips that are heard in

the other songs (see clarinet and viola, mm. 8-10; cello,

mm. 14-15; violin, mm. 16-17 (see Fig. 86); and viola, mm.

22-26).

Many of these commentaries involve the use of cell "c."

It occurs in measure 7 (viola) as a variation of the preced-

ing two descending semitones of the voice line; measure 14

(violin), altered so that the first two notes form a minor

ninth, and the third and fourth notes form a major seventh;

twice in measures 14-15 (cello) in the notes g1-(dt)-f-

f0t-e4-(a)-etI and in measure 15 (piccolo) in the notes

cktM-b4t-bh . The interval sequence of the cello in mea-

sures 14-15 includes two occurrences of cellI "a." Notice

should also be taken of the symmetry of this figure wherein

the last three notes form a sort of mirror" of the first
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three. The voice line in measure 14 also presents cell "aft

in the same form that the cello does in measure 15.

There are several interesting structural relations

within the voice part itself. The notes of measure 8 recur

exactly in the same rhythm and shape in measure 19. The

turning major-minor third idea (cell "a") is heard in mea-

sures 9-10, again in measure 15 at a different pitch level,

and a third time in measures 22-23. At the beginning of

measure 14 cell "a" is heard. The oscillating semitone idea

which formed the first intervals of the vocal line, recurs

in measure 16 (Fig. 86) a perfect fourth higher. Then the

last four notes of the vocal line (mm. 24-25) have the same

interval succession, and the same shape as notes 2-5 of the

initial vocal phrase (M. 4).
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Fig. 86--Webern, Four Songs op. 13, No. 3, mm. 16-18
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A very expressive part of the song occurs in measure

18 where the words "der Mond, der Mond" are sung as two

separate pairs of minor thirds at the same pitch level.

The second "der Mond" is slightly quicker and softer than

the first (Fig. 86). A kind of uneasy excitement at the

recognition of "was ich schimmern sah" (mm. 15-16) is

expressed in this way.

The last song of this opus, a setting of the poem "Ein

Winterabend" by Georg Trakl, is also the latest song of the

group to be written (1918). It is scored for ten solo

instruments and voice: Bb clarinet, bass clarinet, trumpet,

trombone, celesta, harp, violin, viola, cello, and contra-

bass.

The poem is an expression of the warm goodness of a

bright, orderly house with a table laden with bread and

wine to which a wanderer comes on a snowy, wintry evening.

"Wanderer tritt still herein; Sohmerz versteinerte die

Schwelle. Da erglanzt in reiner Helle auf dem Tische Brot

und Wein. "95 Immediately preceding these lines there is

another particularly beautiful sentence: "Golden bluht der

Baum der Gnaden aus der Erde kuhlem Saft." 96 Special treat-

ment is given the word "Golden" by Webern in the musical

9 5 "Wanderer, step quietly in; pain petrifies the
threshold. There on the table shines forth in pure bright-
ness bread and wine." See mm. 19-25.

96 "Golden blooms the tree, the grace from the cool sap
of the earth."

- -* .. " - i, -, . . t_ _ ,j , - -
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setting of this phrase (Fig. 87). This is the only melisma

'If ZIvt:--

Fig. 87--Webern, Four gj op. 13, No, 4, m. 14, voice

in the song and it is also the most angular melodic figure

in the vocal line. The comfort of 'the house is expressed

warmly in the vocal melodic line in measures 6-8 (see Fig. 88)

which begins with an occurrence of the "signature" phrase.

This rather "romantic" melodic figure which is so well

suited here, also occurs elsewhere in the song. It is used

with the words "der Baum, der Gnaden aus der frdef in mea-

sure 5S. in this song cycle the "signature" phrase seems to

have more than just a structural significance. Every occur-

rence of the figure in the form of a descending second

followed by a descending sixth, is with words or phrases

having to do with especially pleasant circumstances of a

familiar nature. Thus in "ieso im Park," Op. 13, No. 1, it

is heard with "Und dieses war mein Land" (mm. 7-11), and

later twice with the sentence "Es muss ein Sonntag sein und

alles luutet blau" (mm. 30-36, see Fig. 83). In the second

song the figure occurs with a major seventh as the second in-

terval, and so has a different expressive value. The figure
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occurs in "In der Fremde," Op. 13, No. 3--in a slightly

altered form--in the final phrase (mm. 22-24) "und meine

Heimat winkte mir von fern." Then finally in the fourth

song, measures 22-24, it is heard in three different forms

in direct succession (see Fig. 90). An inversion, b4 '-c_"-

is conjoined with the original form, t-f-a ' , and

this is followed by the retrograde form g_'-e_ "-f". The

words here are "Da erglanzt in reiner Helle . . . . " So

here, not only does the "signature" figure have structural

significance but it also has symbolic content. The figure

seems to "shine forth" with two reflections!

Another place in this song where a structure possibly

has symbolic value is in the phrase " . . und das Haus ist

wohl bestellt" (and the house is well ordered). The melodic

line here (mm. 7-8) is a "well ordered" turning figure where-

in the first and last intervals are major thirds and one of

the central intervals (there are seven notes, six intervals)

which involves the highest and lowest note of the phrase, is

a tritone, the largest interval of the phrase (see Fig. 88).

The entire vocal line of this song is very tightly con-

structed. And its melodic figures are related to the melodic

figures in the other songs of the cycle. In the first phrase

(mm. 1-3) cell "a" (b-e4'-bb) is followed by cell "b" (Q-

b'-cd-b_', compare Fig. 91 with Fig. 81). Beginning with

the final note of this series there are two presentations of

cell "e" (b4-d4 _"-bhb and a_'-_"-', see mm. 3-4).

ARM,- 4 4011111wallailm
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Fig. 88 ( continued) -- Ifebern, Four og OP. 13,
No. 49, n. 6-10.

Then in measures 6-7 conjoined to the signaturest figure is

cell "fe" in retrograde inversion form ( - t-b4 ). Cell "te"

reappears in measures 7-8,, and again in measures 16-17. A

variation of oell "a"l and cell "1aelt is heard in measure 11,

041"-.-Ofl, and again in measure 25,, c4 "-(ab' t)-Zjf -cW (see

Fig. 90).

A special fom of cell "a" occurs several times in this

song. It consists of a leap of a major seventh up followed

by a downward leap of a perfect fourth. This form of the

figure has occurred earlier in the opus,, notably in the vocal

line at the climax of the second sorig (mm. 27-28). At that

place a retrograde inversion is interlocked with the form

Just described (q "-b__t--fft) so that the major seventh

has mirroring perfect fourths on either side (Fig. 89).
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Fig. 89--Webern, Four Songs op. 13, No. 2, uM.
26-28, voice.

In the vocal line of the fourth song this fom of cell "a"

occurs first in the figuration for the word "Golden" (m. 14).

It sounds several times, before and afterwards in the instru-

ments at this place. It is also heard in the voice part in

measure 20 and again in measures 24-25. In the latter place

two forms are interlocked as they were in the aforementioned

place in the second song (Fig. 90).

t N7 4PtAt

~ v anRve-l e-Ite crvA 8e ,n Y T-Se ttcA cwk4c

Fig. 90--Webern, Four. Songs op. 13, No. 4, mm.
22-25, voice.

This last vocal phrase of this song is a marvel of con-

struction. It was noticed above how the "signature" figure

is presented in three forms in measures 22-24. Follouiing

that are the interlocked cells "a"--but between the c4" and

&Q there is an abt, and following the g is another c.

Now the notes c4 'l-tab-c*t form a variation of cell "ae,1" the
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notes clI"-0-jc_1 form cell Ita," and further, the highest

and lowest notes of the figure c4" and _c' occur in such a

way as to refer to cell "b" (o).

In "Ein Winterabend,'" as in the previous songs, the in-

stru.mental parts form free commentaries or simultaneous

variations of the voice line. "Commentary" seems to be the

best term because the relationship of instrumental lines to

voice line is frequently so nebulous as to be only a

suggestion--and a suggestion which sometimes is more easily

heard than seen in the score. Also the relationships vary

greatly in times of occurrence and durations. An instru-

mental line rarely imitates the voice line exactly in pitch,

rhythm, or even in shape. And yet, contained in the instru-

mental commentaries, there are frequently exact occurrences

of some of the melodic figures which make up the vocal line.

Some examples of these relationships follow,

In measures 2-3 the cello part has a figure which con-

tains a skip down of a major seventh followed by an upward

skip the same distance (cell "b"). This figuration sounds

with an inversion of it in the voice part within the same

time span. However, the rhythm is changed so that the cello

begins after and ends before the voice does. The relationship

here is clear. In each part this particular interval sequence

is part of a different phrase. Somewhat less clear is the

relationship of the trumpet and viola lines to the vocal line

in measures 3-4. Here, the two instrumental lines share the
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same rhythm, and for the last two eighth notes of measure 4

they are in parallel motion with each other and with the

voice (Fig. 91). The trumpet line begins (M. 3) by imita-

ting, freely, the beginning few notes of the voice line (mm.

1-2) while the viola line anticipates the first following

interval of the voice line (m. 4). The instrumental lines

begin during a rest in the voice part. When the lines are

considered together, the higher sounding pitches in measure

4, e4"-d1 "(trumpet) -fl*-*tb - t (viola) anticipate the vocal

line, b-e -a -g ft almost exactly. The chords formed

on the last beat of measure 4 by the trumpet, voice, and

viola are vertical representations of cell "a." Further-

more, the viola line contains cell "e" (eP-Rof-f ') just

before the same cell appears in retrograde form (a4'-c11"-

g*'0) in the voice part.

Many times the instruments anticipate the vocal line.

Thus the shape of the first three voice notes of measure 6

is heard on the second and third beats of the preceding mea-

sure in the viola and the first two voice notes are doubled

a major third below by the cello, with each cello note

sounding a fraction of a beat before each voice note. The

anticipation and doubling is very effective at this place as

it serves to heighten the very warm expression of the vocal

words and melody. Another place where the beginning of a

vocal phrase is anticipated is in the measures 9-10. Here,

the trumpet, clarinet, and violin play parallel descending
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minor seconds (the rhythm of the trumpet is different) in

chords which are verticalizations of cell "a t as heard in

measure 4. Then in the next measure both the trombmie and

cello have a descending major second before the voice enters

with a descending minor second.

There are many other relationships between the different

instrumental lines themselves, as well as between the instru-

ments and voice. Every figure--actually every note--can be

structurally related to other figures and notes. The rela-

tionships are in some cases manifold, for the lines weave

across each other in rhythms so carefully constructed as to

allow every note to be heard separately. And at the same

time the individual melodies maintain their identity by

virtue of timbre differences.

Webern's treatment of rhythm in these songs is probably

the most unusual aspect of his compositional technique.

Duplet and triplet groups--and some quintuplet groups--which

contain within them notes and rests of various lengths (e.g.,

or f l.) and which are frequently tied together (e.g.,

No. 4, m. 7, trumpet, 'djn, or No. 4, mm. 17-18, cello,

A4riMj? ), are intermingled simultaneously
1.3 4

and consecutively.

There are three principle effects, and thus three

possible reasons for Webern's consistent use of such radical

rhythmic relations. 1) The ordering potential of meter can

be temporarily suspended. Normally the effect of rhythmic
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structures depends not only on the relative duration, loud-

ness, and articulation of the notes, but also on the

relationship of these variables to the meter. With such

complex groupings as Webern employs the effect depends en-

tirely on the relative duration of the notes and rests, and

the articulation of the notes. 2) As mentioned above, more

notes of the different lines can be articulated separately.

Thus more complex interval and shape relations can be at-

tained. For example in No 4, measure 8, in the violin and

trumpet lines there are only two places where the two instru-

ments articulate at the same time. Both the lines together

then produce a third melodic line (Fig. 92)--a Klngfarbn-

melodie--which may be considered an entity in itself.

1T 3

Fig. 92--Webern, Four Songs op. 13, No. 4, mm. 7-
8, violin, trumpet, an3dimpobiite melody.
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3) A quasi-rubato effect may be achieved. Although there

are frequent changes of tempo and many retards and acceler-

andos, Webern rarely ever used the indication rubato97

(there is the indication Frei in Op. 12, No. 4 for the reci-

tative section). The rubato effect may be seen clearly in

the vocal line of the third song, measures 16-18 (see above,

Fig. 86).

Six Songs Op. 14

Robert Craft in the booklet accompanying the recording

of Webernts complete music says:

The Trakl songs Opus 14 mark one of Webernts
greatest leaps. The fragmentary style, of Opus 13 has
been supplanted by four- ar five-part polyphony of
great density, richness, and continuity. The advance
in both vocal and instrumental styles has be greater
in this one work than ever before--or after.

Although there is no radical change of style in the Six

SLona op. 14, certain differences may be seen between this

work and Op. 13. The instrumental lines are more tightly

knit in time and space to form a thicker texture. Con-

current with this change, the vocal lines also exhibit

certain extensions of Webernts vocal style before Op. 14.

In the preceding songs there are very angular figures, large

leaps, and some isolated phrases which encompass a very

97In all of Webetia's music, rubato is indicated only in
the Passacaglia op. 1 at m. 137 ff., and here it is in the
form ofa TooTnote and applies to a particular melodic figure.

98Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 10.
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large pitch range. The first significant step in this direc-

tion was made in the second Rilke song, Op. 8. Then, in Op.

13, No. 2, there is one section (mm. 26-28) that involves a

range of an octave plus a minor sixth. But these examples

are exceptions to Webern's normal vocal lines before Op. 14.

In the vocal lines of the Trakl songs, there occur frequent

leaps of a major seventh, a minor ninth--there are eighteen

of each in Op. 14, No. 1--and some even larger intervals

(an octave plus a tritone is the largest, No. 5, m. 3, ."-

dj'). The pitch range of individual phrases is frequently

very large (see Op. 14, No. 1, mm. 13-15 for the largest

b- c4Ofit).

For Webern t s Op. 14 the example of Schoenberg's Pierrot

Lunaire (1912) is cited by both Craft 9 and Leibowitz.100

Pierrot lunaire may be seen as a precedent for this work from

two standpoints: 1) the practice of varying the instrumental

accompaniment to the voice from song to song, and 2) the

thickly textured contrapuntal writing. In Pierrot, Schoen-

berg employs piano, flute (piccolo), clarinet (bass clarinet),

violin (viola), and cello in combinations ranging from flute

and voice alone (No. 7 "Der kranke Mond"), to the entire en-

semble (No. 21 "0 alter Daft"). Webern employs a different

instrumentation for each song of the cycles, Opp. 13-16. In

9 9 bid.

1 0 %Leibowitz, Schoenber and His School, p. 203.
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the six songs of Op. 14 there are combinations involving

clarinet (BA, Eh, and bass), violin, and cello, which vary

with each song.

The similarities of instrumental style may be seen by

comparing Figure 93 from Schoenberg, Pierrot Lunaire No. 10,

"Raub," measures 7-8 with Figure 94. Characteristics which
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distinguish this instrumental style are: 1) the thematic

and rhythmic independence of the different instrumental

lines, 2) the frequent use of unusual instrumental effects,

e.g., col le2o, a Steg, flutter tongue, etc., 3) the rapid

passing through different registers from the lowest to the

highest, 4) the free use of extremes of an instrument's

range, and 5) thick texture which results from the crossing

of lines of several instruments moving simultaneously. The

first and last of these characteristics are the most signifi-

cant for this particular comparison. For the other character-

istics apply equally well to earlier instrumental music of

both Schoenberg and Webern. A high degree of rhythmic and

thematic independence of melodic lines has also existed for

sometime prior to the works under discussion, but for Webern,

the tightly woven fabric of sound wherein all the other

characteristics are maintained is new. One aspect of this

kind of contrapuntal texture is the aural difficulty of

delineating individual melodic structures due to the several

lines moving not only in different rhythms, but with differ-

ent basic rhythmic units (loosely analogous to species

counterpoint) and at the same time, due to the frequent

crossing of lines (e.g., No. lmm. 11-12). -On the one hand

a sustaining note tends to mask the notes of the faster mov-

ing lines, and on the other hand the attention demanded by

faster moving notes tends to destroy the melodic connections

of a sustaining note. These tendencies are counteracted by
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timbre identification, loudness differentiation, and through

rhythmic structures which allow the articulation of impor-

tant notes to occur alone.

Schoenberg initiated another way of assuring that the

more important melodic lines would be heard, That is

through the use of the indications H- (Hauptstimme) and N~

(Nebenstimme) to indicate the principal and secondary

melodic material at any place in the score. It seems curi-

ous at first that Webern, whose music is no less complex

than Schoenberg's, never adopted this method of distinguish-

ing the relative importance of melodic lines, But on second

thought it is realized that seldom in Webern's music are

there any principal or secondary voices as such, When a

certain line Seems at a point to be of greater significance

than the accompanying lines, it is not long before another

line or fragment will assume the greater significance. And

this delineation is brought about through the use primarily

of rests, ties, and concurrent triplet and duplet groups.

The difference between Schoenberg and Webern regarding this

point is not just one of notation alone, but one of general

musical style. I Webern's music at this time (after Op. 4)

the concept of accompanimentn" or "secondary voice" rarely,

if ever, applies.

Another Schoenbergian innovation which Webern never

used is that of prechstimme. Here again there seems to be

a basic difference of creative approach. The lyrical aspect
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of Webern's music has been emphasized. This may be seen by

considering the ratio of song cycles to his complete music

(out of thirty-one works, thirteen are song cycles and four

other works make use of voices), and the lyrical character

of the poems of these works. This is further emphasized by

the lyrical quality of many of the vocal lines in Weberns

songs. One vocal configuration in particular has been seen

to exist in every song cycle in one form or another--like a

signaturest (see Appendix, Fig. 1). This "signature" phrase

is usually set apart from surrounding material by a slower

tempo, longer note values, dynamic and articulation changes

(see below for variations of this phrase in Op. 14).

The Six Songs op. 14 are musical expressions of poems

of Georg Trakl.

To Trakl /Webern7is kin as he is to no other man, even
though he surpasses this poet of the forsaken, echo-less
self, in the force of creative objectivity by which he
conquers loneliness while shaping it to his ends. 1 0 1

These poems manifest a highly developed sensitivity to the

colors, scents, and sounds of nature. Particularly notice-

able are the many colors, e.g., No. 1, "gelbe Sonne,"

"Ratlich steigt im grinnen Weiher der Fisch"; No. 2, "blauer

Hdhle"; No. 3, "grunnen Whlder"; No. 5, "das rote Gold

meines Herzens"; No. 6, "den goldnen Schritt" which are

sometimes descriptive and sometimes symbolic (e.g., No. 5,

"das rote Gold meines Herzens"; No. 2, "Silbern weint ein

1 0 1 Adorno, "Berg and Webern--Schbnberg's Heirs," p. 37.
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Krankes"). There are other very expressive and symbolic

characterizations: "tMond, als trate em Totes aus blauer

Hhle," "0 des Knaben Gestalt geformt aus kristallenen

Tranen, n"chtigen Schatten" (Op. 14, No. 2); "So leise

schliesst ein mondener Strahl die purpurnen Male der Schwer-

mut" (Op. 14, No. 3); and "Strahlender Arme Erbarmen umfAngt

ein brechendes Herz" (Op. 14, No. 6).

The first song of Op. 14 is a paean to the sun.

Taglich kommt die gelbe Sonne fiber den Hilgel.
Sch6n ist der Wald, das dunkle Tier, der Mensch;

Jager oder Hirt.
Rbtlich steigt im grUnen Weiher der Fiach.
Hunter dem runden Himmel fuhrt der Fischer leise

im blauen Kahn.
Langsam reift die Traube, das Korn.
Wenn sich stille der Tag neigt,

ist ein Gutes und Bt dses bereitet.
Wenn es Nacht wird,

hebt der Wanderer leise die socheren Lider;
Sonne aus finsterer Schlucht bricht. 0 2

The accompaniment to this song is scored f or the follow-

ing instruments clarinet, violin (with mute), cello (with

mute ),103

1 0 2 'Every day the yellow sun comes over the hill;
beautiful is the forest, the black beast, man;

hunter or shepherd.
With a reddish glow the fish rises in the green pond.
Beneath the rounded vault of heaven the fisherman glides

softly by in a blue boat.
Slowly the grape ripens and the grain.
When the day comes quietly to an end

both good and evil have. been begun.
When night falls

the wanderer slowly lifts his heavy eyelids;
sunlight bursts from a dark ravine,"

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 20.

103All parts in this and subsequent scores of Webernts
works are notated in C.

iMliallilMEHiiiMEMESAMIMMoinnitin mummmmmmmmmmmmemamm -......
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The melodic material of the song is built from two- and

three-note groups in which two of the notes are in a chromatic

relation with each other. It will be recognized that this

ordering of pitches has existed in previous works of Webern.

The important aspect of the three-note figures in these

songs is that most of the chromatic relations are major

sevenths and minor ninths rather than minor seconds. Thus

the first three notes which sound in the first song, in the

clarinet part, consist of two descending intervals, perfect

fourth and major ninth; the first three notes of the violin

also form two descending intervals, tritone plus perfect

fifth with a minor ninth between the first and third notes;

and the first three pitches of the cello form two ascending

intervals, major seventh and perfect fifth. Each of these

figures contains, then, relations of a tritone, a perfect

fourth, or perfect fifth, and a major seventh or minor ninth.

There are other similar melodic forms in the first measure,

for instance the one which is interlocked with the first

three-note figure of the clarinet which consists of three

ascending notes forming the intervals of a minor third plus

a major seventh. This measure also illustrates the rhythmic

and durational independence of figures which are similar to

each other. The violin figure has a duration of two beats,

the first clarinet figure lasts one and one-half beats, and

the cello figure is only one beat long. The phrasing of the

melodic lines does not always separate these three-note figures.

OMMI , - - , , mmmmom-
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Thus the third note of the second clarinet figure (e4 ) is

slurred to the following phrase and is separated from the

preceding two notes by an eighth rest. However, the follow-

ing phrase (m. 2) itself contains two occurrences of the

first clarinet figure, e to"bo-bit, which is a transposed

1-3-2 permutation of the first three notes, and bff -.

which is identical to the first clarinet figure with the ex-

ception that the second interval is decreased from a minor

ninth to a major seventh (Fig. 94).
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There are other relationships in the first measure of

Op. 14, No. 1. Where the violin cttt enters on the second

third of the second beat it sounds between the d4l and f&

of the clarinet, and thus forms another three-note figure.

The note ,c* also has a chromatic relation to the first cello

note c4. The last four notes of the cello in measure 1 form

a varied sequence of the first four notes of the clarinet

with the same interval structure. The only difference is

that the first note of the cello figure is displaced down an

octave.

The voice enters in the second measure with three two-

note figures which form the following intervals: descending

minor ninth, ascending minor ninth, and ascending major

seventh. The first minor ninth in quarter notes may be seen

as a solidification of the earlier, quicker descending minor

ninths of the instruments, and it sounds with a quicker

ascending minor ninth in the clarinet part. The second and

third two-note groups also form two interlocking three-note

structures which resemble the previous figures in interval

content: S-ektl-ab and e4"- -"

Other than the forms of the three-note groups already

shown which involve a perfect fifth-perfect fourth-tritone and

a minor ninth-major seventh, there are figures which involve

major and minor thirds plus chromatic relations. These may

take the form of a minor third plus a minor sixth, a minor

third plus a major seventh, a minor third plus a minor ninth,
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a minor third plus a minor seventh; and a major third plus a

perfect fifth, a major third plus a major seventh, a major

third plus a minor ninth, a major third plus a major sixth

(Fig. 95). The figures are sometimes interlocked to form

Fig. 95--Related three-note groups

symmetrical structures wherein the central interval is

bounded on either side by identical intervals. The last four

notes of the voice line in measure 3, the last four notes of

the voice line in measure 6, the last two notes of measure 15

and the first two notes of the clarinet line in measure 16,

the four notes of the voice line in measure 17, and the last

four notes of the piece in the cello part are examples of

such symmetrical structures. The vocal line in measure 3-4
is actually symmetrical in two different ways: the central

interval f4"-f is bounded on both sides by a major third,

and the interval fV"-ekt (minor ninth) is also bounded by

major thirds. The six notes of these two measures form six

different three-note groups all of which contain a major

third and a chromatic relation: f"-a -fh_, the familiar

minor-major third idea; a4"-f4I"-g t ; a" "-e 4 ; ff-%l t e'

f4l "-el'-c; and e'-chI'-b'.

WROMMM
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There are several places in this song where certain

words are emphasized through "tone-painting." The instru-

mental underlining of the word "Sonne" in measure 3 (see

Fig. 94) creates a sheen and a reflection which suggests the

brilliance of the sun. In measure 4 where the voice sings,
"Hiigel, " the clarinet presents a sequence of hill-like

shapes. Each of the three "hills" of this sequence is formed

by one of the three-note groups discussed above. In measure

13 the voice sings, " Unterdem runden Himmel," in an arch

which includes the lowest and highest pitches in the song,

bb-cl". For the phrase, "Langsam reift die Traube,t" (Fig. 96)

L -4, red A e Tu -e
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Fig. 96--Webern, Six Songs op. 14, No. 1, mm, 16-18
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(mm, 17-18) the tempo becomes slower and the voice sings in

quarter and eighth notes in contrast to the predominant

sixteenth-note motion of the preceding section. The vocal

line here (the symmetrical structure of which is mentioned

above) is a manifestation of the "signature" phrase. The

lushness of "ripening grape clusters" is also reflected in

the melodic figure in the violin which introduces this see-

tion and in the sonorous instrumental tone-cluster which

underlines the voice in measure 17. Then finally, the sud-

den resumption of Tempo I ()= ca 72) and the angular,

accented, sixteenth-note triplets of the voice part in the

last measure describe the phrase "Sonne aus finsterer

Schlucht bricht."

There are other tonal associations with ideas suggested

by the words, but because of the danger of reading into the

music that which perhaps was not intended, they are not

mentioned here. However, notice should be taken of the two

other places where the instrumental texture is similar to

that accompanying the word "Sonne." They are with the words

"Wald" and "Tier" in measures 5 and 6.

Op. 14, No. 2, "Abendland I" (1919), is scored for bass

clarinet, violin (without mute), and cello (without mute).

In this song an eerie, unreal world is created as the "moon,

like something dead steps out of the blue cavern," and as

"spring storms resound on greening hills."

"PWRIAMMOPIWOM
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Mond, als tate ein Totes
aus blazer Hbhle,

und es fallen der Bluten viele
uber den Felsenpfad.

Silbern weint ein Krankes
am Abendweiher,

auf schwarzem Kahn hinilberstarben
Liebende.

Oder es lAuten die Schritte Elis'
durch den Hain

den hyazinthenen
wieder verhallend unter Eichen.
o des Knaben Gestalt

geformt aus kristallenen Tr~nen,
ndchtigen Schatten.

Zackige Blitze erhellen die Schlafe
die immerkiihle,

wenn am grttnenden Higel
Friihlingsgewitter ert6nt. 104

The music of this song indicates an approach similar to the

first song both in melodic configurations and in the pre-

sentation of the poem. The vocal line contains some fewer

large skips (major seventh, or larger) and is somewhat less

angular at the outset. All of the melodic lines are replete

104Moon as if something dead stepped out
of a blue grotto,

and a multitude of blossoms falls
across the rocky path.

Something ill weeps silvery
beside the evening pool;

ferried deathward in a black boat are
lovers.

Or Ellis' footfalls ring
in the grove,

the hyacinthine,
to die away again beneath the oaks.
0 the figure of the boy,

formed of crystalline tears,
nocturnal shadows.

Zigzag lightning illuminates the temples,
the always cool ones,

when on the burgeoning hills
spring storms resound. "

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern, " p. 20.
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with the three-note groups described above, and there are

many symmetrical structures involving them. The voice line

from the third beat of measure 3 through the first beat of

measure 4 constitutes one such symmetrical structure. Here

the central interval, a minor sixth, is enclosed by two

minor thirds. Others occur in the voice part, measures 5-6,

d_4"-_ -ebt-b4; measures 7-8, a'_"-fk-jgt- e4'--the same notes

as in measure 3 of Op. 14, No. 1; measures 12-13, d"*-bkt1-e4t

eAt; measure 26, d4"n-b4?-eb?-c.1; and measure 27, eit"-bb.fkt.

bh. These interval sequences will be recognized as being

identical with some of those found in the first song.

The vocal phrase in measures 7-10 represents the "signa-

ture" phrase. It appears here in a situation quite similar

to the way it appeared in the first song (mm. 17-18). At

each place the tempo becomes slower and the notes of the voice

line longer. The first six notes of each are of a similar

contour--the first four intervals are expanded in the second

song. Also the first four notes of each form a symmetrical

structure. One further similarity exists: the melodic fig-

ure in the violin which introduced the phrase in No. I is

similar to the bass clarinet figure in measure 7 of the

second song. In "Abendland I" the beginning of this section

(mm. 7-8) may be seen as a sequence (in augmentation) of the

preceding vocal line (beginning on the third beat of m. 5).

Further, the three measures following this phrase (mm. 11-13)

contain three varied sequences of this configuration (Fig 97).
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Another interval sequence which has been noticed in

earlier works of Webern and which was present in the first

song in connection with other three-note figures is that of

a major seventh plus a minor ninth in opposite direction.

This interval sequence becomes prominent in the second song.

It appears in measures 2-3 in the voice line, measure 4 in

I
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the bass clarinet part, and in measures 5-6 again in the

vocal line, to give but a few examples.

In measure 15 the tempo becomes quicker (Fliessend Y =

ca 120) and all the lines move in shorter note values. The

vocal line contains several minor ninth-major seventh combina-

tions in this section. But the more interesting aspect of

this vocal line is the way the section is articulated through

repeated notes and alternations of staccato and slurred

notes. In measure 15 the notes eY' and gb" are repeated and

the second note in each case is slurred to the note a major

seventh below. The next peak of this line, &, is not re-

peated and it is followed by a descending perfect fourth.

Toward the end of measure 16 there is a repeated c 4 " in six-

teenth notes which is followed by a descending fourth thus

sequencing the intervals at the beginning of measure 16, j"-

dki", and at the same time sequencing the rhythm and articula-

tion of the last three notes of measure 15. The phrase then

ends with a retrograde of the previous articulation, i.e.,

slur-staccato, in the same rhythm. The articulation and

rhythm of the vocal line as well as that of the instrumental

lines reflect the "sounding steps" of the phrase which the

voice sings at this place "Oder es lauten die Schritte &ist

durch den Hain . . 0

Other notable examples of "tone-painting" occur near

the end of the song. In measure 22 the bass clarinet sounds

alone a zig-zag figure which introduces the words "Zakkige
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Blitze." The words, "grunnenden HUgel, ' of measure 26 are

again expressed in a rolling hill-like figure. And in mea-

sure 27 with the words "Frithlingsgewitter erttnt" the only

instrumental sound is a low eb-trill in the bass clarinet

part suggesting far-off thunder.

Op. 14, No. 3, entitled "Abendland II," was also writ-

ten in 1919, and it has the same instrumentation as the first

song ("Die Sonne") of the cycle. The vocal line is even

less angular, contains fewer large skips, and has a more re-

stricted range than Op. 14, No. 2. In fact, there are many

turning figures involving small skips in one direction

followed by an immediate skip in reverse direction to a

pitch a semitone away from the initial note, which have been

pointed out as characteristic of Webern's earlier melodic

constructions (e.g., see above p. 106). These configura-

tions are related to the characteristic figures of this

opus. The figures discussed in connection with the first

and second songs (and which also function in this song, see

Fig. 95) are actually the same as the turning figures with

the shape changed so that the third note of the group is

displaced an octave. Thus the three-note groups shown in

Figure 95 are alterations of the familiar major-minor third

idea.

The major-minor third idea itself appears significantly

in several places in this song. Two presentations are con-

joined in measures 4-5 in the voice part, -jlt-
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(see Fig. 98). RLsewhere it occurs in measure 11 (voice)

b -_ct-akt , measures 12-13 (voice) ctteab-dbt, measures

16-17 (clarinet) ahn-cl"-bb?, measure 23 (voice) f4 I-d'-f6',

measures 26-27 (violin) _fh"-a4"-f4", and measure 29 (clari-

net) cVI-e4I-ctt. The turning figure in measure 11 is

interlocked with another figure involving a major third plus

a perfect fifth, with a major seventh between the outside

notes. The major-minor third idea in measure 23 is a part

of a larger turning phrase which is structurally related to

the phrase in measures 4-7. This may be seen by comparing

particularly the last two notes of measure 6 and the first

two of measure 7, ebt-dhtdbffkt , with measure 23-24, fht-

(dbt)fbt-me-..Egt, and the sequence of this, measures 24-25,

f_ -fI-,e4t-gf. There are also many examples of turning

figures other than those involving major and minor thirds.

Related to both the small turning figures and the

larger chromatic figures is the interval sequence of a major

seventh plus a minor ninth. This figure occurs many times

in this song. Curiously, it is found more frequently in the

clarinet line than anywhere else. The most notable occur-

rences are in measure 4 where two groups are interlocked

(see Fig. 98); measure 24, again interlocked o04_c_4-t-dfe"-.;

and in measures 27-29 where three such groups occur in suc-

cession f 4 -ek-dl, tZ-a4 t.i-bb eA.k.f

Other than the configurations just discussed the in-

strumental lines contain many of the three-note groups
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involving a major seventh or minor ninth in connection with

smaller intervals with all three notes moving in the same

direction. These groups form in many cases commentaries on

the vocal line, or reflections (or refractions) of a vocal

contour, Thus the first interval of the piece (violin), a

descending major seventh, anticipates the first vocal inter-

val, This same interval is heard during the first measure

also in the clarinet part both descending btl-c4' , and as-

cending dK-(b)d6t, in the cello jt-j and in the violin

again akt-bb-a#I, A contour similar to that of the last

three notes of the first vocal phrase (m. 3), sounds simul-

taneously with it in the cello part though in a different

rhythm. Then, in measure 4, the two ascending semitones of

the voice part, -d-e4 , are reflected in the clarinet part

in the minor ninth-major seventh figures discussed above,

The first two notes of the voice part in measure 5 are imi-

tated during the same time, a minor ninth below in the

clarinet part, and the next two intervals of the voice are

anticipated in an approximate diminution in the violin fig-

ure (see Fig. 98).

These few examples illustrate clearly Webernts method

of relating several seemingly diverse melodic elements into

a rather tight structure, In later songs, e.g., Op. 15, No.

5 and Op. 16, Webern returns to strict canonic practice.

But in the songs of Op. 34 there is rarely any exact imitation

and in the few places where short interval sequences are
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are imitated exactly, the rhythm is almost invariably dif-

ferent. In Figure 98 the relations just discussed may be

seen. Of paramount importance in this style are the rhyth-

mic differences of similar interval groups which occur

essentially during the same time span. Thus, in all the

major sevenths which occur at approximately the same time

as that of the voice in measure 2, none are exactly concur-

rent. Again, in the cello figure which parallels the last

three vocal intervals of measure 3 only one note is con-

gruent with the corresponding note in the other part. The

first and third notes of the group in the cello occur

before the corresponding voice notes. When these relation-

ships are considered together with the occurrences of other

figures which are related to each other (compare, e.g.,

clarinet figure, last half of m. 2 and the cello figure,

m. 3), it may be seen that the result is a remarkable bal-

ance of unity and variety.

The chromatic organization of the first phrase should

also be noticed. All twelve notes of the chromatic gamut

are presented in the first three beats of the song, i.e.,

from the beginning through the first beat of measure 2.

Each tone is chromatically connected to two other tones

either directly or indirectly (see above, pp. 196-199 for

discussion of organic chromaticism).

In measure.9 there begins a dance-like section which

comes as a great contrast to the preceding section. The
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meter changes from 2/4 to 3/8 while the tempo (of the eighth

note) remains the same. The principal cause of the contrast

is the presence here of a strong meter feeling which had not

been present in the preceding part of the song.

The expressive character of the song changes again in

measure 15, and the lyrical "signature" phrase appears in

the form of a descending minor third plus a descending minor

sixth. This figure is sequenced in three variations in the

following measures (Fig. 99a). The interval structure of

E3ReA 4

Fig. 99--Webern, Si~x Songs op. 14, No. 3, (a) mm.
15-20, (b) mm. 25-27, voice.

these variations is interesting in that the first descending

interval is different each tine: it is a major second in

measure 16, a major third in measure 17, and in measure 19 it

is again a minor third. The significance of this passage in-

creases when it is compared with the voice line, measures 25-

27 (Fig. 99b). Here, there occurs again two forms of this
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figure which correspond in interval structure to the two

forms appearing earlier in measures 16-17.

The fourth song, "Abendland III," was composed earlier

(1917) than any of the other songs of Op. 14. It is roughly

contemporary with Op. 12, No. 2 ("Die geheimnisvolle F16te" )

and No. 4 ("Gleich und Gleich"), and Op. 13, No. 1 ("Wiese

im Park") and No. 3 ("In der Fremde") and Op. 15, No. 5

("Fahr hin, o Seelt" ). All of these songs were written in

1917 after Webern t s discharge from the army (December 23,

1910).105 Op. 14, No. 4 is scored for voice, Eb clarinet,

bass clarinet, and cello (with mute).

"Abendland III" is an expression of Trakl's contempt

for large cities. The debilitating influence of large

cities on mankind was a popular theme for many expression-

ists, e.g., Midner, Kaiser, Dehmel, Rilke (see above pp.

28-29). In this poem Trakl expresses his pathos for the

city-dweller ("der Heimatlose") through the use of many of

the same objects of nature which are so much a part of all

his work, In contrast to the verdant forests and hills of

other poems, here there are "great cities built of rock in

the plain," "bare trees on the hill," and "far-off vanishing

streams." Other familiar objects such as "waves," "stars,"

"sunset" appear in this poem. The "sunset" is here a "grisly

evening glow in the thunderhead." The "dying people" of the

105Wildgans, "Biographical Table," p. 2.
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great cities are likened to a "pallid wave breaking on the

shores of night, falling stars."

Ihr grossen Stadte
steinern aufgebaut in der Ebene!
So sprachlos folgt der Heimatlose
mit dunkler Stirne dem Wind,
kahlen Ddumen am Higel.
Ihr we-ithin dimmernden Strome!
Gewaltig ngstet schaurige Abendrote
im Sturmgewolk.
Thr sterbenden Vdlker!
Bleiche Woge zersohellend am Strande der Nacht,
fallende Sterne .106

Webern expresses the busy-ness of the city by the use

of continuous sixteenth-note motion, angular melodic figures,

and irregular articulation patterns. For example, the bass

clarinet part from rnasures 6-13 continues in regular six-

teenth notes without a break. The patterns in this section

are similar but they are not identical. In measure 11 there

are some repeated pitch-sequences in a very interesting and

complex ostinato section which involves all the instrumental

lines (Fig. 100). Then in measure 12 the bass clarinet line

becomes a specific three-note ostinato which continues through

measure 13. Here, the other lines have independent melodic

106"Ye huge cities,
built of stone in the plaint
Equally mute, the homeless wanderer follows
with dark brow the wind,
the bare trees on the hill.
Ye far-off vanishing streams!
Overwhelmingly affright the grisly evening glow
in the thunderhead.
Ye dying people!
Pallid wave breaking on the shore of night,
Falling stars."

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 20.
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content and do not participate in the ostinato. Each line in

measure 11 contains some reiterative element. At the same

time some part of each instrumental line is related to the

vocal line. The only reiterative element in the vocal line

is the retrograde repetition, at the end of measure 11, of

the first two notes of the phrase. The clarinet line consists

of repetitions of the four note pattern, _t-ftrh-ng4um"-abt.

The shape made by these four notes is very similar to the

shape of the vocal line at this place. In the bass clarinet

line there are irregular recurrences of the note sequences,

cl,
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ab-b and b-e-t. The first three notes of the cello

line represent a retrograde inversion of the first three

notes of the voice line. The cello part also contains a

reiteration of the note sequence ch'--of4t. This is an

isolated reappearance of a technique which Webern employed

frequently in Opp. 3-7.

The same method of reflecting and refracting fragments

of the vocal line by the instruments, which exists in the

other songs of this cycle, is also present here. This may

be seen in the first two measures (Fig. 101). Here the
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Fig. 101 (continued)--Webern, Six Songs op. 14,
No. 4, mm. 1-3.__

first figure of the voice line, bktEf-:6fkI is imitated in

measure 2 by the clarinet in augmentation. The last three

notes of the clarinet figure (e-ff -e), however, represents

the familiar tone-semitone turning figure and imitates

another interval sequence found in two places in the voice

part: in measures 1-2, e and measure 3, bb-ck"-bI.

The clarinet line begins on a pitch a minor seventh above

the first voice note, then the last three notes are on the

same pitch (an octave above) as the fifth through seventh

notes of the vocal phrase. But it occurs roughly concurrently
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with the last three notes of the vocal phrase (see Fig. 101).

During this same time (mm. 1-2) the semitonal motion of the

voice, fW'-ft-e4-e4' (m. 1) and f4 -e4 t-e6' (mm. 1-2), are

reflected in both ascending ard descending semitonal se-

quences in the cello line. The bass clarinet line at the

beginning emphasizes the interval of a tritone which is promi-

nent as the first interval of the third phrase of the voice

part (mm. 3-4).

The vocal line for the entire song is much more re-

stricted than that of any of the other songs, It has a rela-

tively small range, cet-ft, and contains fewer large skips.

There are many corresponding interval sequences in the vocal

line. The last section of the song, beginning at measure 14,

is very similar to the first phrase. The words are also

similar in these two places: at the beginning the poet ad-

dresses the cities, "Ihr grossen Stadte . . 2' and at

measure 14, he addresses the people, "Ihr sterbenden V6lker!"

The phrase which begins at the end of measure 10 ends with a

retrograde inversion of the first two intervals (m. 13).

And the last phrase, "fallende Sterne," corresponds to the

beginning of the phrase in measure 15, "Bleiche Woge . . ."

The idea of "falling stars" is expressed in the final mea-

sure by the instruments (Fig. 102).
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The fifth song, "Nachts" (1919), is scored for E6

clarinet, bass clarinet, and violin (without mute). It aff-

fords a sharp contrast to the preceding song by virtue of a

quicker tempo (Sehr lebhaft J = ca 104) and the very high

beginning notes of the voice line. Also the fourth song

ended very softly, and this one begins loudly.

There is a very strong metric feeling at the beginning

of the song. In fact, in measure 2 there is an occurrence,

unusual in Webernts music, of regular beats and back-beats

(Fig. 103). They are shorto-lived, however, and at the end
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of the first section (mm. 4-5) the strong meter-feeling is

virtually destroyed by rests and triplet groups.

The very lyrical phrase in measures 6-7, "das rote Gold

meines Herzenso" has an interesting suspension-resolution

effect in connection with the word "Herzens" (m. 7). Al-

though there is no dissonance-consonance basis for such an

effect it is nevertheless achieved by the individual des-

cending stepwise motion of the lines at two different time-

points: on the second beat when the bass clarinet resolves

d -1_04, and a half-beat later when both the voice and the

violin resolve downward (Fig. 104).
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Fig. 104--Webern, Six Songs op. 14, No. 5, mm, 6-il
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line in measures 8-9 (gl-fh1"-cKf_" etc.) and again in mea-

sures 15ff* .q(_1111-ah"-f."~, etc.). Various facets of the

phrase as presented in measures 8-11 are present in the in-

strumental parts, e.g.., clarinet figure from last 'beat of

measure 7 through the first two beats of measure 8, which Is

a condensed version of the shape of the voice part, measures

8-9; and the violin part measure 6 ( compare this figure, c-

a -odewith the voice, mm. 8-9, f t-h i-c p. There are
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other ascending and descending major sevenths which corre-

spond to those in the vocal line, measures 9-10 (see Fig.

104),

In the instruments at measure 11 there is a hint of a

recapitulation of the first section of the song. This new

section begins with a trill in the bass clarinet part and is

followed with even eighth- and sixteenth-note motion. There

is the further correspondence in the text of the poem where

the color-word, Itblue,t" appears again, Also the similarity

of the vocal phrases, "meines Herzens" (mm. 6-7) and "Dein

blauer Mantel" (mm. 11-12) is noteworthy.

The first three notes of the "signature" figure which

sounds in many variations in measures 13-17, may be recog-

nized as one of the several characteristic three-note

figures which permeate this opus. Sounding at the same

time as the voice figure (m. 15) is a major seventh trans-

position of the same figure in the violin part. The

rhythmic organization for each figure, however, is different

so that only the first note of each line at this measure are

attacked together. Also sounding during the same measure in

another rhythmic organization is a free inversion of the

voice part. Earlier in measure 13., the bass clarinet plays

a retrograde inversion in the same rhythm of the notes, -

cfft-ahl-Acd", of the voice line measures 14-15 (Fig. 105),

The rhythm and the shape of the voice line in measures 14-15

is anticipated in the first section of the song by the
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Fig. 105--Webern, Six Songs op. 14, No. 5, mm. 13-
16, related figures.

clarinet (m. 3, see Fig. 103). After this section the voice

ends, significantly, with the major seventh-minor ninth

motive.

The song, "Gesang einer gefangenen Amsel" ("Song of a

Trapped BLckbird") (1919), which concludes this cycle., is

more sparsely textured than the other songs, although a

larger ensemble is employed. Four instruments, clarinet,

bass clarinet, violin (with mute), and cello (with mute),

accompany the voice in an expression, first of lonely desola-

tion, then toward the end, of merciful comfort.

The last song closes with the words Strahlender Arme
Erbarmen, umfng t ein brechendes Herc--andnoEHIng could
iireTrury sgiVlz Thfqulty e!'We bernt s music which
even in the abyss of sorrow, in its endless sinking,
safeguards an anticipation of hope.107

1 0 7 Adorno, "Berg and Webern--Schbnberg's Heirs," p. 37.

10- h6
sit
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The expression of sadness is attained by semitonal

movement in the voice part and by the stark, spare semitonal

figures in the instruments. The motive used here is a des-

cending semitone, which resembles the expression of the

"sigh" motive of Op. 13 (see above pp. 259-260). Sometimes

the first note of the motive is repeated and sometimes the

direction of the semitone is reversed. A suspension effect
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is achieved when the motive is sounded in more than one part

at the same time (Fig. 106). The use here of this motive is

reminiscent of certain baroque suspension motives, e.g., Bach

Well Tmered Clavier, Vol. II, "Prelude in F-minorq" No. 12.

It may even be considered symbolic if compared with the ac-

companying figure in the soprano aria of Bachts St. Matthew

Passion, No. 12, "Bleed and Break Thou Loving Heart." This

kIL ANNU -FWMWA--

A
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motive persists throughout the entire song. Another promi-

nent figure in Op. 14, No. 6 is the familiar major-minor

third motive. At six places the descending semitone motive

sounds simultaneously with the major-minor third figure:

(1) measure 4, voice and clarinet; (2) measure 6, voice,

bass clarinet, and cello; (3) measures 8-9, voice and clar-

inet; (4) measures 14-15, clarinet and cello; (5) measure

18, clarinet and violin; and (6) measures 18-19, voice,

clarinet, and bass clarinet. In measures 13, 14, 16, and

17 the descending semitone motives create a suspension

effect in chords involving all the entire ensemble.

In this song, the expression always follows closely the

meaning of the words. Two places are particularly notable.

The word, "umschweben," in measure 4 is accompanied with a

descending chromatic line in the clarinet part which seems to

"hover" above the voice line. It does contain suspensions.

Also at this place there is the indication in the score,

Zosernd ("hesitating"). The other place is in measures 10-

11. Here the sentence, "Aufflattert mit trunknem Flugel die

Nacht," is presented in a capricious, "drunken" rhythm.

Also the thirty-second-note figures in the clarinet (m. 10)

and bass clarinet (m. 11), give the effect of "flitting

wings." The vocal line (m. 19) with the word "brechendes

is "broken" with a rest between the first two syllables.

The characteristic three-note figures wherein at least

two of the notes are related chromatically, i.e., a major
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seventh or a minor ninth, are also prominent in this song.

One rather unusual form of this figure, a minor sixth plus a

perfect fourth, is found interlocked symmetrically in the

voice line in measures 16-17, a?"- gt"-4t-ckt. In measures

7.8 the vocal line presents thi s figure in the form of a

descending perfect fifth plus a tritone, d__ -dt.

Sounding in diminution with this figure, in the cello part,

is a similar form, a perfect fourth plus a tritone, abtI-ebt

a4 . The major seventh in the vocal figure, measure 12, "So

leise," dbt-dbt-ct--which incidentally is an exact retro-

grade of the notes for the word "ersterbend," measure 8,

(c4f-ec"-dbt)--is reflected by the figure, fttIft-(b")-Ej,

in the violin part. The last vocal figure, "ein brechendes

Herz," is a combination of the major-minor third idea and the

symmetrically interlocked three-note groups discussed above.

Here the central interval, a minor sixth, is bordered with

minor thirds.

Curiously enough, the final pizzicato, "fff," low Qk

sixteenth note in the cello, preceded as it is by two occur-

rences of 4 (clarinet and bass clarinet), fk (violin), J

(cello), and a longer eb (voice) produces a strong feeling of

finality as a cadence in the key of C. Looking back to the

first few measures it may be seen that the key of C is also

implicit there. The voice begins on the note cL and, with

the suspensions and resolutions in the instrumental parts,

continues to support the tonal center of C through at least
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the first five measures. Further, one could read into the

remainder of the song tonal relationships (e.g., from about

m. 13 to about m. 17, FO seems to function as a root for the

tonal motion), but, though such an endeavor would undoubtably

be interesting, it may obscure the more significant struc-

tural elements.

Five Sacred g Op. 15

The Five Sacred S_ n op, 15 are scored for varying

combinations of flute, clarinet, bass clarinet, trumpet,

harp, violin, and viola. The work may be performed with

only five instrumentalists with the clarinet player doubling

on basa clarinet and the violin player doubling on viola.

The first and fifth songs require five instruments, but the

other songs are scored for smaller groups (see below).

The first four songs of Op. 15 were written in the years

1921 and 1922, The fifth song represents a return for Webern

to strict canonic writing--it is a double canon in contrary

motion--and, since all the songs of the next work, Op. 16

(1924), are canons, it is curious that Op. 15, No. 5 was

written four years before the other songs of this set (1917).

The texts for the songs of Op. 15 are drawn from tradi-

tional sacred literature. A source is given only for No. 2
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which is taken from Des Knaben Wunderhorn.1 08  In the poems

there is expressed a curious mixture of contemplation of

"that better life" (Op. 15, No. 5) in the "Kingdom of

Heaven" (Op. 15, No. 1):

Mein Weg geht jetzt voruber,
o Welt, was acht' ich dein;
der Himmel ist mir lieber,
da muss ich fahren ein. 109

joy:

der Norgenstern mit hellem Schein
lasst sich sehn frei gleich wie ein Held
und leuchtet in die ganze Welt. 110
0a 5V B& S0 S0 * *0 5 S0 50 0a5

and concern:

zum himmlischen Vater been,
dass er unrs verleih'
1mebV Englein drei:

10 8 Achim von Arnim (1781-1831) and Klemens Brentano
(1778-1842), Des Knaben Wunderhorn, 3 vols. (Heidelburg,
1808(5?)-181977

10 9See Op. 15, No. 4:
"My days are coming to an end.
O world, how little you mean to me;
Heaven is so much dearer
and thither I am bound.

0 0 5 150, Sa 4 0 0 5a 5 0 I00s

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 21.

0SeeOp. 15, No. 2:

the morning star, resplendent as a hero,
hath risen and is shining brightly
o'er the whole wide world.

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 21.
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dass uns an Leib und Seel'
nichts widerfahrt.lll

The melodic material in Op. 15, No. 1 may perhaps best

be understood as consisting of combinations of three sepa-

rate ideas: 1) the major-minor third turning figure, 2) a

succession of descending semitones, and 3) three- and four-

note groups involving at least one chromatic relation, i.e.,

major seventh or minor ninth, all the intervals of which

move in the same direction. All of these melodic ideas are

present in Webern's preceding works and may be considered as

general characteristics of his melodic style. However, they

are employed here with structural significance, and while.

they do not explain every horizontal succession, they do

constitute the principal referential elements of the song.

The first two of these melodic ideas are specific, i.e.,

they exist without much change of contour or interval struc-

ture, but the third melodic idea is more general. The

four-note groups of the third category may be understood as

manifestations of interlocked three-note groups like those

encountered in the songs of Opp. 13 and 14.

See Op. 15, No. 3:

Pray to the heavenly Father,
That He may forearm us
with three seraphim:

so that naught may befall
our bodies or our souls."

Translated by Leroy Linick in Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 21.
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This three-note idea is very plastic due to the great

number of specific intervals which may be involved without

loss of identity. For example, in measures 2-3 of the first

song, the vocal line contains the notes a I-cIt-ak-bbt -dbft

which form the intervals of a minor sixth, a minor third, a

minor ninth, and a minor third. This may be understood as

two conjunct three-note groups. The chromatic relationship

of the first group is ah-a4 , a major seventh, between the

first and third notes of the fragment: the chromatic rela-

tionship of the second group isat-b , a minor ninth, and

it exists between the first and second notes of the second

three-note group. The second three-note group is a free in-

version of the first, a relationship which is further

emphasized by the existence of the interval of a minor third

in each group. The entire fragment in question also con-

tains a further chromatic relationship: ch of the first group

and d6 of the second (Fig. 107).

Kk6en1 k s'ww00t et ti.A - #.

tl'r~t Stt1l t01C r - "- +t r4-&- wrS

Fig. 107--Webern, Five Sacred Songss op. 15, No. 1,
mm. 1-5, voice.
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Another example showing the relationship of four-note

groups to the three-note groups may be seen in the flute

part of No. 1, measures 9-10. Here the notes ff-t-4-

e form the intervals minor third, minor sixth, minor

third. This particular structure is symmetrical in that the

central interval is framed by identical intervals on both

sides, and it may be considered to be made up of two inter-

locked three-note groups ff-dh-f*, and d ftt-Ne, the

chromatic relationship of each existing between the top and

bottom notes (see Fig. 109).

Other four-note groups are not necessarily symmetrical.

They involve a greater variety of intervals and sometimes

have only one chromatic relationship. Some occurrences and

varieties of four-note groups in the first song are: measure

4 (voice), tritone-major seventh-major third (see Fig. 107);

measure 6 (bass clarinet), minor third-minor sixth-minor

third (see Fig. 108); measures 11-12 (voice), tritone-perfect

fourth-major third; measure 13 (voice), tritone-minor sixth-

minor third (see Fig. 109). Related to the three- and four-

note groups is also the last vocal phrase in the song. The

last five notes of this phrase form three interlocked three-

note figures, all descending, and each with a chromatic

relationship between its lowest and highest note (see Fig.

109). This figure is also symmetrical in the sense that the

relationship of the central note to the top note is the same,

major seventh, as from the central note to the bottom note.
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The major-minor third turning figure attains structural

and perhaps symbolic significance in Op. 15, No. 1, due to

occurrences of it at the beginning of the first and third

phrases in the voice part in connection with the words "Das

Kreuz, das must' er tragen . . ." (first phrase, mm. 1-2)

and ". . . wo er gemartert ward" (third phrase, mm. 4-5).
In this song the idea always occurs in the form of an ascend-

ing minor third followed by a descending major third. The

rhythmic pattern of these two occurrences is similar (see

Fig. 107). The same interval sequence occurs again in the

voice part in measure 7 (see Fig. 108).

The other melodic idea, the successive descending semi-

tones, occurs first in the vocal line in measure 2 between

and conjoined with the major-minor third figure and a three-

note group of the third category (see above p. 327). It

recurs in measures 4-6 both preceding and following a major-

minor third figure. In measures 6 and 7 it is the essential

melodic material of the instruments. Here, the instruments

reflect and echo the descending semitones of the voice part

at the word "Maria" (mm. 5-6) in many varieties of rhythm,

timbre, articulation, and loudness in a section which con-

tains effects analogous to the Baroque suspension sequences

(Fig. 108. See particularly the parallel thirds of the

voice and flute in m. 6 and the parallel sixths of the flute

and bass clarinet in m. 7). The expressive content here

proceeds from the pathos of tMaria, die stund auch dabei und
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weint ganz bitterlich um ihren Jesu Christ" (mm. 6-10), and

is related to similar Baroque expressions of pathos which in-

volve descending semitones (e.g., compare with Bach, B-minor

Mass, "Crucifixus." See also Webernts Op. 14, No. 6,

"Gesang einer gefangenen Am sel").
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There are several other relationships which should be

noted in this song, The shape of the first three -notes of

the voice in measure 5 is anticipated by the flute in mea-

sure 3. In the flute part the outside notes are identical

to those of the voice, _ef"-gk , but the inside note is dif-

ferent (bk in the flute, a4' in the voice). In the same

measure with the vocal figure (m. 5) the trumpet has a simi-

lar figure in a rhythmic pattern which is almost identical

to that of the voice. The vocal line in measures 7-8 con-

tains two successive ascending major sevenths, and in

measures 13-14 there are two successive ascending minor

ninths. The close relationship of these two figures is

further supported by their relative positions within a

phrase and by the fact that following the two ascents there

are in both places several descending notes. The intervals

of the three notes of the voice line in measure 7 are imi-

tated in two penrutations simultaneously in measure 8: an

inversion in the bass clarinet part, and a retrograde in the

viola part. In measures 8-10 there are many three- and four-

note groups (some of them like those described above) which

reflect and refer to each other. Particularly noticeable is

the four-note viola figure in measure 10, which imitates

exactly the intervals of the voice line in measures 8-9.

One other very expressive vocal phrase of this song is

of particular interest. That is the phrase in measures 10-

12 with the words "'0 Mutter, lass das Weinenti" (Fig. 109).
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The melodic line consists of a descending three-note figure

plus a descending four-note figure. The first note of the

phrase begins with the last note of the viola phrase in mea-

sure 10, and the first two intervals of the vocal phrase are

a retrograde inversion of the last three notes off the viola

phrase. This viola phrase binds this vocal phrase to the

preceding one (mm. 8-10) by 1) imitating exactly the vocal

line of measures 8-9, 2) connecting with the initial vocal

figure of the latter phrase, and 3) anticipating the four-

note figure in the latter vocal phrase. The beginning

w4
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intervals of the latter vocal phrase are also anticipated by

the flute in measures 9-10 and the viola in measure 9.

The second song of Op. 15, entitled "Morgenlied" (1922),

is scored for voice, bass clarinet, trumpet, harp, and

violin. Not only are there fewer instruments used in this

song than in No. I, but thd texture is somewhat leaner.

There are very few places where all the instruments play at

the same time.

The melodic material of this song is made up almost ex-

clusively of the three-note groups of the third category as

described above in connection with Op. 15, No. I (see above

p. 327). However, here the three-note groups relate to each

other in permutations which do not maintain the same shape,

i.e., all notes of the group moving in the same direction.

For example, in the first vocal phrase of the song (Fig. 110),

SM C~

Fig. 110--Webern, Five Sacre d ng op. 15, No. 2,
m. 1, voice.

the last three notes (d4-ebf-b f) are a transposed permuta-

tion (3-1-2) of the preceding three notes (f*?mct"f4t).

Moreover, the first three notes of the phrase are permuted
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in notes four through six with one interval change--major

third to minor third. This material is reflected several

times in the first measure by the instruments. The first

chord in the harp part contains the same intervals as notes

two through four and notes six through eight of the vocal

phrase. The first three notes of the trumpet line are also

closely related to these figures. Then the last three notes

of the violin in measure 1 are a permutation of the earlier

trumpet figure, and are identical in shape and very similar

in interval structure to notes three through five of the

voice part.

The figure formed by the last three notes of the vocal

phrase in measure 1 becomes important in itself as it recurs

in several places. In the recurrences the chromatic interval

is a major seventh rather than the minor ninth of the vocal

phrase, Other occurrences may be seen in measure 4 (trumpet,

see Fig. 111), measure 5 (voice), measure 7 (voice, a retro-

grade inversion form), and measure 10 (bass clarinet). There

are also many other three-note groups which are related to

these in that they have the same shape and include one chro-

matic interval, but which have instead of the descending per-

feet fourth either a third or a tritone, e.g., measures 2-3

(voice, see Fig. 111), measure 5(voice), measure 7 (trumpet),

melAsure 8 (violin), measure 9 (violin, twice), and measures

10-11 (voice and trumpet--two interlocked groups each).

PWRNWAMW -om 44 W.W
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The intervals formed by the three-note figure as it ap-

pears in the trumpet part at the beginning of measure 4 would

be, if the notes were sounded simultaneously, a chord made up

of a tritone plus a perfect fourth. There are many chords

formed by these intervals in this song. In fact, the harp

part contains nothing but such chords from measure 3 through

measure 6. The first and final chords of the song also con-

tain intervals similar to this.

There are other individual structures which occur in

identical form in several places. The note succession of two

major sevenths moving in the same direction occurs in measure

2 (voice), measures 5-6 (voice), and measures 7-8 (bass

clarinet). In measures 4-5 the trumpet has a four-note fig-

ure which is an approximate retrograde (only the chromatic

Fig. 111--Webern, Five Sacred Son s op. 15, No. 2,mm. 3-4, voice and relaTd mlIc fragments.
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interval is different) of the last four notes of the vocal

line of measure 4. This relationship becomes more signifi-

cant when it is seen that the trumpet figure begins at the

point--in time--at which the last note of the corresponding

figure in the voice is reached, and that the entire trumpet

figure sounds--in the same rhythm as the voice figure--while

the vocal note is sustained. The voc2l line in measure 12

also contains the same interval succession, A rather un-

usual correspondence exists in measures 8-9 where the violin

plays an exact inversion of a vocal figure simultaneously

with it, and in exactly the same rhythm. These concrete

correspondences are unusual when this song is compared with

the previous songs, but it is consistent with a trend which

may be seen developing progressively in the songs of this

opus. For although the songs are not ordered chronologically

according to the dates of composition, each succeeding song

in the cycle contains more direct and explicit correspondences

of melodic successions until the fifth song, which is a strict

double canon in contrary motion. It is also interesting to

note in this connection that the following song cycle, Op. 16,

consists entirely of canons, and in Op. 17 the twelve-tone

technique is adopted for the first time.

The third song of Op. 15 (1921)112 is a march-like song

expressing the words "In Gottes Namen aufstehn, gegen Gott

11 2Scored for the following:- voice, clarinet, trumpet,
and viola.
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gehen, gegen Gott treten, , . .113 The effect of a march is
3

created by the repeated notes in the rhythm,* , #4, in

the viola part in the first measure against the regular

eighth notes of the trumpet (see Fig. 112). The viola motive

recurs in measures 8-9. The dotted rhythm of the clarinet

phrase in measure 3, which is imitated in augmentation by

the trumpet in measure 5 and by the trumpet and viola in

measure 17, and is heard again in measure 21 in the clarinet

part, also contributes to the march-like character of the

song.

As in the second song of the group, many of the har-

monies of this song involve combinations of the intervals

perfect fourth or perfect fifth and tritone (e.g., see m. 9).

These intervals are also involved in many horizontal and

diagonal relations.llh Some of the melodic occurrences of

these intervals may be found in measure 5 (trumpet), measure

6 (voice), measure 7 (voice), measure 9 (trumpet), and mea-

sure 11 (voice). The vocal figure in measure 11 is an exact

imitation of the vocal figure in measure 7. An example of

the diagonal relations involving these intervals may be seen

in measure 5 .* (trumpet )-c4"'*t (clarinet), c* (trumpet )-

ll3 "Arise in the name of the Lord, Walk toward the Lord,
Step toward the Lord, . . . " Translated by Leroy Linick in
Robert Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 21.

lLA diagonal relation is understood to be one which in-
volves one or more notes of one voice followed by one or more
notes of another.
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ci"(clarinet )-&L(trumpet), and c*I(trumpet)-att(clarinet)-

j "(trumpet).

The form of Op. 15, No. 3 is dictated by the text as it

is in the other songs of the set. The second part (B) of the

song begins in measure 10, but this beginning is really only

introductory to the main B section which begins in measure 12.

The material from measure 10 to the end of measure 12 occurs

with the words ". . . dass er uns verleih' liebt Englein

drei." Then the main B section of the song is the section

where the "angels" are numbered off in the text: "der erste,

der uns weist,4 etc.

The structure of the vocal line in the first part of the

song is very similar to that of the corresponding place in the

first song (compare Fig. 107 and Fig. 112). In both places

descending semitones follow the initial ascending and descend-

ing intervals (compare No. 3, m. 3 and mm. 6-7 with No. 1,

m. 2 and mm. $-6). Also in both songs the second phrase is

of parallel construction to the first (compare No, 3, mm, 2-3

and 5-6 with No. 1, mm. 1-2 and 4-5, Fig. 112 and Fig. 107).

It will be noticed that even the first two intervals of the

phrases are similar, i.e., No. 1, ascending minor third

followed by a descending major third, and No, 3, ascending

major third followed by a descending perfect fourth--the

intervals in No. 3 are semitonal expansions of those in No. 1.
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Fig. 113--Webern, Five Sacred n op. 15, No. 3,
mm. 21-22.

Op. 15, No. 4 (1922) is scored for the smallest ensemble

of any song in the set: voice, flute, and clarinet. A thor-

ough analysis of this song appears in Volumne II of Die
115~~Reihe. In this analysis Heinz-Klaus Metzger proceeds

from "the possibility of making three notes sound togetherf116

owing to the three-part texture, to a reduction of all the

possible three-note interval complexes into twelve cate-

gories. These twelve three-note groups--plus their trans-

positions, inversions, and permutations--form the basis of

the analysis,1 17 and are considered the basis of all the

organization in the song, which includes vertical, horizontal,

llSMetzger, "Analysis of the Sacred Song, Op. 15, No. 4,"pp. 75-80.

ll6 Ibid., p. 76.

1 1 7 1bid., see 'Example 1.
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and diagonal structures.118 By tracing these interval com-

plexes it was found, for example, that "the vocal part is

built out of permutations of complex II 1Pig. 1147, the

three-note cells being linked by one note or more ii common."119

Fig. 114--Webern, Five Sacred Songs op, 1 , No. 4,basic three-note groups.

It will be noticed that interval complexes I-V contain

the same intervals as the three-note groups discussed above

in connection with previous songs, i.e., each of these com-

plexes contains at least one chromatic relationship. The

fourth song of Op. 15 contains many such groups as may be

assumed from Metzger's statement quoted above. However, the

importance attached to these three-note groups in the present

8Ibid.,p. 77: "This piece contains passages wherevertical connection is not in fact represented by simulta-neity of sound (cf. bar 3, in the mensural region of the 2ndand 3rd crotchets), so that the ear has to hear it as a kindof 'diagonal relationship' of the parts, by a combination ofhorizontal and vertical adjustment hearingg diagonally');
it would therefore be a good idea to include this mode of hear-ing in our analytical equipment--it is a matter of a 'subcu-taneous' stratum of connection, not conveyed by notation,
whose exhaustive demonstration would in this piece require ascore of perhaps ten or twelve staves, but which would fur-nish the most exact information about the motivation of the
form at any point in the work."

1191bid.
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study is based upon--besides the existence of chromatic re-

lationships--the maintenance of particular shapes so that

the chromatic relationship is always either a major seventh

or a minor ninth, And the criterion for determining the

functional value of these groups is not related to the num-

ber of parts in the texture but rather to the frequence of

occurrence of this type of three-note figure in places where

the first and last notes of the groups represent the. extre-

meties of a particular spatial span, i.e., the first and

last notes represent turning points where the melodic line

reverses direction. It is true that in the course of a song

certain phrases with different shapes are also related to

certain of these groups, but these relationships become

significant after the function of the basic group is estab-

lished, The present type of analysis does not represent an

attempt to account for every note or interval relationship

as does Metzgerts. It is more closely related to the analy-

sis of motival relations and variations in traditional

music,

A few structures in this song should be noticed in con-

nection with what was mentioned above about a gradual trend

in the songs of this opus toward more exact pitch and inter-

val associations. The flute and clarinet parts in the

opening measures proceed in the same rhythm and in an exact

inversion of each other (Fig. 115). Then in measure 2 the
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Fig. Il --Webern, Five Sacred Songs op. I5, No. Lj,
mm. 1-2.

last three notes of the flute fotm a less exact inversion of

the third, fourth, and fifth notes of the clarinet, and a

direct sequence of notes three through five of the vocal line

in the same me asure,

The most momentous thing about the fifth song of Op. IS

is that it is canonic throughout. The piece is labeled in

the score Doppelcanon in motu contrario. This is the first

strictly canionic piece that Webern wrote after Op. 2, and be-

tween the date of Op. 2 (1908) and the date of Op. IS, No. 5

(1917), Webernts style changed considerably. However, the

melodic lines of this song contain far more stepwise motion

than the other songs of this opus and in certain places even

resemble the character of the lines in the a capella chorus,
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Op. 2 (compare, e.g., Op. 15, No, 5, mm. 6-7, voice part,

Fig. 117a with Op. 2, m. 11, alto part, Fig. 10, p. 84),

There are also several occurrences of parallel major thirds

and minor sixths which call to mind the parallel thirds and

sixths of Op. 2.

The dux of the first canon of Op. 15, No, 5 is carried

by the trumpet and is imitated two octaves below, three beats

later (in contrary motion), by the clarinet. The dux of the

second canon begins in the voice part on the third beat of

measure 1, two beats after the beginning of the first canon,

and is imitated (in contrary motion) by the violin an octave

and a major sixth above, three beats later,

The song is scored for voice and five instruments:

flute, clarinet, trumpet, harp, and violin, Except for the

dux of the second canon which is always in the voice part,

the lines change freely from one instrument to another, The

places here a particular part changes from one instrument

to another do not always coincide with the beginning of a

new phrase (e.g., see m. 12 where the leading voice changes

from trumpet to flute at the third beat). Also, the follow-

ing voice does not always imitate the phrasing and articulation

of the leading voice (compare flute, mm. 5-6 and trumpet,

mm, 6-7). Thus the Klangfarbenmelodie technique exists in

this piece and serves to loosen the very tight diagonal re-

lationships of the canon.
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The canons are strict in so far as interval successions

and general rhythm are concerned. But there are rhythmic

variations in several places (compare e.g., the voice in

m. 8 and the flute in m. 9; the clarinet in m. 24 and the

harp in m. 25). These variations are created by the use of

rests, ties, and repeated notes. There are four different

places where one part is doubled at the unison by another:

in measure 7 the clarinet doubles the three notes of the

harp; in measure 16 the harp doubles three notes of the vio-

lin; in measures 22-23 the harp and the trumpet have the

same notes; and in measure 28 the violin doubles the harp

for one note. In the first of these places, measure 7, the

clarinet has isolated eighth notes while the harp part is

notated in the rhythm ) 1 , so that the clarinet actu-

ally only reinforces the attack of the harp notes. Also the

clarinet part is notated to begin "pp," then to diminuendo,

while the harp part in- this measure is notated to begin "pp,"

then to crescendo. Thus it is seen that the timbre of each

note changes slightly until the following measure (m. 8)

where the harp continues alone. In measures 22-23 where the

trumpet and harp have the same notes it is a case of over-

lapping, for prior to this place the trumpet carried the

line, and after the group of doubled notes the harp carries

the line. This is the only occasion of such overlapping of

lines in the canons (Fig. 116).
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op. 15, No. 5,

The canons continue right to the end without any free

coda section. The rhythm of 'both canons becomes slower to-

ward the end--the last six notes of the second canon are

dotted half notes-- but the only alteration in any part is the
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rhythmic change in the harp line in measure 25. The rhythm

of the entire piece is very simple compared with that of the

other songs of the cycle. There are no triplet figures at all

until measure 18 where the rhythm becomes somewhat more com-

plex. This is also the approximate place where the lines of

the first canon become more angular (m. 17). Although the

texture becomes lighter toward the end due to longer note

values, the lines of the first canon remain angular and con-

tain frequent large skips. This partially accounts for the

continued impetus which is generated to the end.

One of the more interesting aspects of this piece is

the variety of corresponding note-groups between the two

canons. Figure 117 presents the leading voices of both

canons showing some of these relationships. The first three

notes of the first canon encompass an interval of a major

third, and the skip between the third and fourth notes of

this part is also a major third. These descending major

thirds are answered by an ascending major third at the begin-

ning of the second canon. In measures 2-3 both parts have

the major-minor third turning figure:. the first canon has a

major third up and a minor third down, and the second canon

has a minor third up and a major third down. In the second

canon, this fig ure is joined to a whole tone-semitone turn-

ing figure which is imitated in diminution in measure 4 in

the first canon. Both the voices come to a caesura in mea-

sure 7 (Fig. 117). It may be seen then that both canons
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have essentially the same melodic content up to measure 7.

That is, the melodic line of the first canon is really not

much more than a simultaneous ornamentation of the melodic

line of the second canon. Before the caesura the last three

notes of the leading voice of the first canon at the last

four notes of the leading voice of the second canon both en-

compass the span of a perfect fourth. The leading voice of

the second canon in measures 9-10 has four notes (b- -'-

d4) which imitates exactly the opening four notes of the

first canon. The tone-semitone turning figure reappears in

both canons again in measures 19-20 in a relationship very

similar to that in measures 3-4 (compare in Fig. 117a and b).

In each of the poems of this work some form of the word

Himmel appears and in the first four songs it is treated with

a similar melodic line in the voice part (Fig, 1181, It will

No.1,i'vw, 4-iEfINo. 2V 2 mni-IS

PPPC -:::P PP- -

Fig. 118--Webern, Five Sacred n op. 5,
related phrases.
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Fig. 118 ( continued)--Webern, Five Sacred _____

op. 15, related phrases.Sos

be noticed that in each case a very broad arch is created in

the vocal line which suggests the heavens pictorially.?2 0

One further characteristic of the songs of Op. i should

be noted because it anticipates a characteristic of Webern'sa

early twelve-tone songs (Opp. 17-19). That is the frequent

occurrence of repeated notes (see No. 1, mm. 4-7, harp and

viola and mm. 11-12, viola; No. 2, in. 1, violin; No. 3, tun.

1, 8-9, viola; No. 5, an. 9, violin and mm. 21-22, .trumpet

and violin). The occurrence of so many repeated notes, partic-

ularly in Op. 15, No. 1, is significant because it is a

style characteristic which is associated with problems of

120 The same treatment of a form of the word Him el may be
seen in Op. 13, No. 2, nn, 5-6 and Op. 14, No. 1, mm. 13-14.
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handling the strict twelve-tone technique where all twelve

tones must sound before any one is reiterated, except in

immediate repetition.

Five Canons Op. 16

Webern's Op. 16, Five Canons on Latin texts, is written

for high soprano voice, 12 1 clarinet,122 and bass clarinet.

The text for all the songs except No. 2, are from the

Breviary. The text for the second song is from the -Des

Knaben Wunderhorn. The first, third, and fifth canons are

in three parts, and the second and fourth canons are in two

parts. No. 2 is scored for voice and clarinet, and No. 4 is

scored for voice and bass clarinet. All of the canons are

strict throughout except for a few minor rhythmic variations

(discussed below).

These canons have quite different stylistic character-

istics than the canon in the preceding song cycle. The

melodic line here is far more angular, it encompasses a

greater range, and it includes more large skips. Also the

1210p. 16 is the only song cycle in which the specific
kind of voice is indicated. In the other songs the voice
part is indicated merely as Gesang or Singstimme . In the
Columbia recording, Webern t s Compete HUM, all the songs
are sung by sopranos.

122The key of the clarinet is not indicated. Since the
lowest note in the clarinet part is c, either a clarinet in
a or a clarinet in B with a full BoeKmT system, i.e., with
the addition of a low Eb key, is required. In other works
of Webern where a Bb c1~rinet is called for the lowest pitch
is also c*, e.g., Op. 6, No. 4, m. 34 and Op. 13, No. 4, m. 6.
The use 37 an A clarinet is never specifically indicated by
Webern.
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rhythmic relationships of the parts are more complex. While

the canon, Op. 15, No. 5,was shown to point back to Webernts

earlier style, the canons of Op. 16, due primarily to more

rigid interval structuring, point toward a later style.

Leibowitz123 analyzes the first canon and indicates

that Op. 16 is for Webern the direct antecedent to serial

composition. In these songs there is no indication of an

attempt to use all twelve tones of the chromatic scale be-

fore one is repeated, nor are there many examples of the

recurrence of specific pitch successions in any single line.

But there is an emphasis in these canons on particular in-

tervals and interval successions (e.g., in Op. 16, No. 1,

there are only eight melodic intervals which are not minor

seconds or major and minor thirds--with their inversions and

octave transpositions). And most of the vertical aggregates--

the chords--contain the same intervals that are found in the

melodic lines. For instance, there is no chord in Op. 16,

No. 1, which does not have at least one chromatic relation-

ship, i.e., minor second, major seventh or minor ninth.

This creates the unity of horizontal and vertical elements

which is basic to serial composition. These characteristics

have been found to exist generally in the works preceding

Op. 16 (see above discussion of Opp. 13-15, pp. 255 ff.).

The difference in the style of Op. 16 and the preceding

123Leibowitz, Introduction a la Musigue de douze Sons,
pp. 71-73.



works, Opp. 13-15, other than the characteristics which

would necessarily accompany the canon technique, is only one

of degree. The interval successions and the chords do seem

to be more rigidly ordered in such a way as to produce more

corresponding groups.

The first song of Op. 16 is a canon a tre in which the

first following line (bass clarinet) is in contrary motion.

Each succeeding line begins one beat (cJ) later. The second

line begins a minor third below the leading part and the

third line begins a perfect fourth above the second line and

a major second above the first line (Fig. 119). Leibowitz

yo:~$
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Fig. 119--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No. 1, mm. 1-4
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says that this first canon is the most nearly classical of

the group.124 This is supported by the phrase structure of

the melodic line. The rhythm of the first phrase, measures

2-4,125 recurs in the material of measures 6-8 which Leibo-

witz considers as the third phrase.126 Then in the last

phrase (mm. 11-13) the first two notes, dh-tbbt, are the same

as the first phrase, and the rhythm is similar. The last

phrase also contains the same number of notes as the first

phrase.

Leibowitz considers the form of the first canon to be

A-B-AtaBt-A.12 7  This is based on the following phrase divi-

sions of the leading part (clarinet): phrase I (A), measures

1-3; phrase II (B), measures 3-4; phrase III (A), measures

5-7; phrase IV (Bt), measures 8-10; and phrase V (A), mea-

sures 11-13. However, the form of the piece could also be

considered as a rounded binary form wherein the last phrase

124Leibowitz, Introduction a la Muj e de douze Sons,
p. 73.

1251t is the vocal line which is discussed here. Al-
though the three parts are theoretically equal in a canon,
and although the phrase structure would normally be dis-
cussed in connection with the leading part, here the vocal
line is actually predominant--all tempo fluctuations relate
to the phrase structure of the voice part--and it is the vo-
cal line which is considered in the present study of Op. 16
for analysis of phrase structure and other linear organiza-
tion.

12 61bid., p. 71. It seems more tenable, however, to
considerFTeftwo notes of m. 6 as the final notes of the
second phrase (mm. 4-6) due to the punctuation of the text
and the beginning of Webern's "signature" phrase in m. 7.

1 2 7 1bid., p. 71.
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of the B part is a reiteration of the first phrase of the A

part. The division would then be A, measures 1-8; B, mea-

sures 8-11; and At., measures 11-13.

The interval of imitation of the first following voice

allows certain corresponding groups of notes to be identical

between the first and second lines, and other corresponding

groups between the second and third lines. For example, the

fourth and fifth notes of the clarinet (m. 2) are bbt-b4, and

the fourth and fifth notes of the bass clarinet (mm. 2-3) are

BI-b--a retrograde of the clarinet notes. The same sort of

relationship exists with the same pitches in measures 4-5,
this time b4t-bbt(trill) in the clarinet and Bb-BI(trill) in

the bass clarinet. In measure 10 a group of four pitches are

identical in corresponding places between the two parts: f-

ctt"-gW-d4t(clarinet), and c#t- GN-d--G (bass clarinet).

Back in measures 4-5 the relationships are made even tighter

due to the correspondences between the bass clarinet and

voice parts where the bass clarinet has the notes Bbe*t_

(_)-B B_-c and the voice imitates with the notes c*1-bb-

(d1)-oW".cgt"-bh. Thus the voice imitates not only the

shape of the bass clarinet line but certain pitch groups also,

i.e., the first two notes and the last three notes of this

section are imitated in retrograde.

Other such relations may be seen in Figure 120. Here

(mm. 8-11) not only are there identical note groups in

corresponding places in the melodic lines, but there are
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part, 4t-.L,' sound simultaneously with notes 3-4, f t -f t,

of the same phrase in the clarinet part. Then, on the next

beat the first two notes of the voice part are f -fg4v, an

inversion of the interval of the corresponding place in the

bass clarinet part and a retrograde of the pitches. Other

exact pitch relationships which exist in this remarkable,

kaleidoscopic section are: notes 1-2 of the phrase in the

clarinet part, -df, notes 3-4 of the bass clarinet, -

Ji, and notes 5-6 of the voice, e4I-d*t (m. 9); the pitches

- occur on the fifth beat of measure 8 in both the

clarinet and the voice parts in a simultaneous cross rela-

tion, and in measures 9-10 they occur again in the voice and

clarinet parts. This type of construction may very well be

considered as a direct precedent to serial composition.

This phrase (nun. 8-11) is a stretto in that the time

interval of imitation has been shortened. This is accomp-

lished by different rest lengths between this and the

preceding phrase. The leading part (clarinet) rests a beat

and a half, the first following part (bass clarinet) rests a

beat, and the voice part rests only one-half beat. Another

alteration of interval of entry takes place between this

phrase and the last one (mm. 10-13). Here the interval of

entry is not the same for both following parts. The bass

clarinet enters after a quarter rest and the voice enters

after two quarter-note rests. Thus the relationship of the

bass clarinet and voice parts are the same as at the
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beginning of the canon but the relationship of the clarinet

and bass clarinet parts is the same as it was during the

preceding phrase.

The appropriateness of using strict compositional

techniques for songs on liturgical texts is immediately

suggested. However, consideration of the austerity of the

texts and the technique may be misleading. For the expres-

sion of these songs is essentially lyrical, as may be seen

by the recurrences of Webern's "signature" phrase. It ap-

pears clearly in the first three songs (e.g., the vocal line

in No. 1, m. 7; No. 2, m. 12; No. 3, mm. 5 and 11, see

Appendix, Fig. 1) and is suggested in No. 4 (mm. 9 and 12).

Perhaps the lyrical nature of the songs of this opus is

best illustrated in the second song, the text for which is

from Des Knaben Wunderhorn. The song is a lullaby to the

infant Jesus. A rocking rhythm generally associated with

'Dar n; ;e - iwu, te
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Fig. 121--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No, 2,
min. 1-3.
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lullabies is established in the first measure of the song

and similar rhythmic groups recur later in the song.

The second canon has two lines (clarinet and voice) in

contrary motion. As was found in the first song, so in this

one also are there many corresponding note groups. The first

and last notes of the second section of the first phrase

(mm. 2-3) of each line are identical, and the first two

notes of the clarinet part in measure 4 are the same as the

corresponding notes in the voice in measure 5. A curious

kind of tonal center may be inferred from the fact that

every occurrence of the pitch 2 in one part is matched by

a _ at the corresponding point in the other melodic line

(see mm. 2 (clarinet)-3 (voice), 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12).

Every measure except the first, fourth, and last contain one

occurrence of the pitch _, and three of them are in the

same octave in both parts ( 41). The other two significant-

ly occur in the last phrase of the A part (mm. 5-6) of the

binary form (A = mm. 1-7, B = mm. 7-13) and the last phrase

of the piece (mm. 11-12), and are a(clarinet)-? (voice) at

both places.

The phrase structure of the melodic line is carefully

organized. There are three phrases in part A (mm. 2-7) of

which the first two (mm. 2-3, 4-5) have eight notes each or-

ganized in two groups of four, and the third (mm. 6-7) has

seven notes, 4 plus 3. Within these phrases are some in-

terval and pitch interrelations. For instance, the first
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two intervals of the first phrase (m. 2) recur at the begin-

ning of the second section (four-note group) of the second

phrase (m. 5). Also the last two pitches (dk-c") of the

first section of the third phrase (i. 6) are a retrograde of

the first two pitches (cetdt) of the second section of the

first phrase (m. 3). There are also three phrases in the B

part whose number of notes and sections correspond exactly

to the A part. Here the pitches of the first section of the

first phrase (m. 8) and the first section of the second

phrase (m. 10) are identical (m. 8, ektnjfi e'vmak- , m. 10,

kt-etn-et "-dktt). The order and contour, however, are dif-

ferent. The second section of the second phrase of part B

(m. 11) is directly related to three different places: 1) the

rhythm is identical to the first section of the first phrase

of the A part (m. 2, compare in Figs. 121 and 122); 2) the

interval sequence is almost identical to that of measure 6

iti

dor Y", xt u bluvn A
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Fig. 122--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No. 2, mm. 6-
8, 11, voice.
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(only the second interval is different, major ninth in m. 6

and minor ninth in m. 11, see Fig. 122) and two pitches A.-

ct are the same; 3) if the order of the first two notes of

measure 11 were reversed, and the two notes then were placed

down an octave the interval succession would be identical to

that of measure 8, the first phrase of part B. The last

phrase of each part has a similar contour: both end with an

ascending minor third.

Most of the melodic intervals of this song are either

thirds (6ths, 10ths, etc.) or chromatic intervals (major

seventh, minor ninths, etc.). However, there are more major

seconds (minor sevenths, major ninths, etc.) in this song

than in No. 1. In the second song there is only one tritone

(mm. 34k) and three perfect fourths, and two of the latter

involve the same pitches (compare in mm. 5 and 12).

The third song is another canon a tre, Here, however,

there is no contrary motion. The canon begins in the bass

clarinet and is followed one beat later by the voice, an

octave and a perfect fourth above. One beat after that the

clarinet begins a major seventh below the voice and a tri-

tone above the bass clarinet. The intervals of imitation

furnish a clue to the intervallic emphasis in the first sec-

tion of the canon, i.e., perfect fourths, tritones, and

chromatic intervals. The first three-note group, notes 2-4

(they are separated from the first note by a rest), have the

intervals of a major seventh up, followed by a perfect
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fourth down. The intervals of this group form a retrograde

of the intervals of imitation (Fig. 123). The first three

notes of the song also form a similar figure, eb(bass clari-

net)-4j(voice)-GkA, perfect fourth up, minor ninth (plus an

Vc

p

S 4w

K-A

Fig. 123--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No. 3, mm. 1-3
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octave) down. This same kind of interval sequence is found

three times in the next measure and a half and once in mea-

sure 6 (see Fig. 124). Strong contrast between the sections

is accomplished through the frequent use of perfect fourths

and tritones in the A part and the complete lack of them in

the remainder of the piece.

Measure 6 marks the end of part A of this song. There

follows in measures 7-8 a clearly demarked transition sec-

tion with the words "fronde, flore, germine.1" After a short

retard, the B part begins in measure 9.

Other than the corresponding figures of the A part dis-

cussed above, there are several relationships between

different phrases of the melodic line. The first two four-

note groups of the B part (mm. 9-10), for example, are

related in two ways:: they have two notes in common, a and

b , and the first and third intervals are the same in both

groups (Fig. 124). The second four-note group (mm. 9-10)

also relates back to a four-note group in measure 3 (the last

34

T /

Fig. 124--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No. 3,
mm. 6, 9-10, voice.
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four notes of tin measure ). They both begin with a descend-

ing semitone, and the rhythm is the same, although the order

of the two pairs of notes is different (compare in Figs. 123

and 124). The four notes of measure 11 form a transposed

retrograde inversion of the last four notes of the transi-

tion section (mm. 7-8).

One of the most interesting effects in this canon is

that of rhythmic proportions which is created in the third

phrase, measures 4-5. This effect, which is analogous to

fifteenth century compositional techniques, is created by a

succession of four dotted eighth notes following a section

where the metrical unit is a quarter note. The melodic

material at this place is Webernts "signature" phrase.

The phrase relationships and form of the fourth canon

are not so transparent as in the previous songs. Although

there are related melodic structures, the song does not

divide clearly into sections or parts. After a four-note

figure with the words "Asperges me," there is a retard then

a slower tempo for a measure and a half. In the middle of

measure 4 Tempo I ca 112) resumes and continues until

measure 10. Then on the second beat of measure 10 another

retard begins and continues until the last beat of the last

measure at which point a new tempo indication ( ) = ca 84) is

given for the one word, "tuam." This is the same tempo indi-

cation which appeared in measure 3 in connection with the

words "Domine, hyssopo," and it is significant that the
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tritone c-fP which is connected with the word "tuam" is the

same as that which appears in the earlier slow section (mm.

3-4).

Op. 16, No. 4, is a canon in two parts, for bass clari-

net and voice. The interval of entry is one beat and remains

the same throughout the piece. The voice imitates the bass

clarinet a minor ninth above.

The melodic line from the last note of measure 2

(voice) through measure 8 consists primarily of permutations

of the intervals of a minor sixth, a minor third, and a

chromatic interval. The first three notes at this place,

d__ -b-A ,minor sixth and minor third, both ascending,

are presented in a transposed permutation in measure 4, f*?-

f l-dha major seventh up and a minor third down. This is

a 1-3-2 permutation of the preceding figure. The three-note

group beginning with the last note of measure 4, is a retro-

grade inversion of the first three-note group (mm. 2-3)(see

Fig. 125). The following four-note phrase is symmetrical in

that the central interval, a minor ninth, is enclosed above

and below by minor thirds. This four-note phrase may be

understood as two interlocked three-note groups of similar

interval content to the other groups of this section. (An

inversion of this figure appears near the end of the song in

10-l. Eere, however, the central interval is a minor

sixth rather than a minor ninth.) In measures 7-8, there is

one further presentation of this type of three-note group,
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this time with the same intervallic structure as the first

such group to appear (compare with mm. 2-3). Thus there is

a sort of structural "rounding off" of the variations and

permutations of this group of intervals. It will be noticed

that the following descending semitone in measure 8 is also

parallel to a descending semitone in measure 3 (see Fig. 125),

so that actually the entire four-note phrase in measures 7-8

is a direct intervallic sequence of the four notes beginning

the last note of measure 2.

The last three notes of each of these figures form

another cell which is heard several times. This cell con-

tains the intervals of a minor third up and a minor second

down. It is heard in measure 7, just preceding the four-

note figure discussed above so that the latter group is a

sequence of the former (see mm. 7-8). It is sequenced again

in measure 9 in a different shape. Here the second note is

displaced down an octave, ct"-ebt-4. This cell as it ap-

pears in the leading part, measures 6-7, is heard in the

pitch succession b6-ak-c4-b4 , which is an early occurrence

in Webern's music of the famous B-A-C-H motive. Webern used

this pitch succession as the basic unit in the String

quartet op. 28 (see below, Chapter IV, 414 ff.)

It is interesting to note that the format of each canon

of Op. 16 is different. Of the two canons with only two

parts, No. 2 is in contrary motion, No. 4 is not, and of the

three canons in three parts, No. 3 contains no part in
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contrary motion. Nos. 1 and 5 both have one part in con-

trary motion, but in No. 1 it is the first following line

(bass clarinet), and in No. 5 it is the second following

line (clarinet).

Op. 16, No. 5 begins in the bass clarinet part with the

voice following one beat later a minor ninth above and the

clarinet one beat after that an octave and a fourth above

the voice and two octaves and a tritone above the bass clari-

net. It will be noticed that the pitch intervals of these

entrances are closely related to those in the third canon.

Here the intervals are minor ninth plus a perfect fourth with

a tritone relationship between the first and third lines,

and in the third canon the intervals are perfect fourth plus

a major seventh with a tritone between the first and third

voices.

Between the bass clarinet line and the line in contrary

motion (clarinet) there are two pitches which recur in

corresponding places of the respective melodic lines, f_ and

bI, There are six occurrences of fi in each line and three

of b4 . All of the notes b4 are at the same octave level in

each part (b, bass clarinet and b4', clarinet)), and all but

one of the notes f4 are at the same octave in each part (f1,

bass clarinet and fP41, clarinet). The exception occurs at a

place where the level is common to both parts (ft, m. 3)

(Fig. 126). The relationship of the voice and clarinet lines

is not that of a common pitch, but rather common pairs of
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pitches. The pitch succession of the voice in measure 2,

fk"LfFt, is imitated by the clarinet in measure 3, ff -ft",

and this same relationship occurs again in measure 3. It

may be seen then that the notes f4 of the part of contrary

motion relate to both the other canonic lines.

Another very interesting corresponding section is found

in measure 5 between the voice and clarinet. Here the four

notes of the voice a-4'-c"- ' are imitated by the clari-

net in the next beat in the order _dn-a - _-_, a 2-1-4-3

permutation. The four-note group of the clarinet forms an

exact intervallic inversion of the four-note group of the

voice. Thus this four-note group when inverted at a perfect

fourth, reproduces its own pitch content (Fig. 127). Other

Fie. 127--Webern, Five Canons op. 16, No. 5,
m. 5, voice and clarineT.

corresponding pairs of pitches between the voice and clarinet

lines nay be found in measures 3-4 (?-d*) and in measures 7-

S (It-b).
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The melodic line of this canon cannot be divided into

any set form. There are no interval successions that recur

in such a way as to connect one phrase with another. In the

melodic material of the first five measures there is an

emphasis on descending minor ninths and major sevenths.

There are descending minor ninths in measures 1, 2, 3, and 5

and descending major sevenths in measures 2 and 4. All of

these are articulated by rests and/or slurs in such a way as

to emphasize their structural relationship.

There is one further melodic structure that should be

noted, In measures 6-7 (voice) there are eight notes, the

last four of which form an exact transposed retrograde of

the first four.

Leibowitz in his discussion of Op. 16128 mentions the

similarity of the beginning of the melodic lines in each of

the songs. Nos. 1 and 2 begin with an ascending minor sixth,

No. 3 begins with a descending minor sixth, and No. 4, with

the inversion of a minor sixth, i.e., a major third. Only

No. 5 does not begin with either a minor sixth or major third.

But a relationship can be found between the beginning of No.

5 and No. ,1. The contour of the first five notes of No. 1

appears in the first two measures of No. 5 in ornamented

form. The ascending minor sixth exists between the first and

the third note of No. $, - and the following ascending

l2Sihid., p. 73,
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major seventh of No. 1 exists in No. 5 between the notes b

(m. 1) and b6" (m. 2) (compare the contours in Fig. 126 and

Fig . 119).

The Five Canons op. 16 is the last work Webern wrote prior

to adopting the twelve-tone technique. From Op. 1 to this

point a certain amount of development or change in composi-

tional technique has been noticed in each succeeding opus.

This is true even though not all of the works follow each

other in exact chronological sequence. The stylistic develop-

ment seems to be a continuous progression away from traditional

techniques. In the song cycles, Opp. 3-4, the organizational

potential of tonality is discarded. Rhythmic relationships

become more complex, and at many places there remains no

metric feeling. At the same time, however, Webern makes fre-

quent use of the harmonic and melodic ostinato. So, while

loosening tonal and rhythmic relations, he maintains an order-

ing device which relates this music to that which preceded it,.

Perhaps the most prominent characteristic of the melodic

material of Opp. 3-4 is the presence of turning figures in

which the third note of a group is frequently a semitone away

from the first. Two particular turning figures remain a normal

part of Webernts melon through Op. 16, i.e., the tone-semitone

figure and major-minor third figure.

If the intervals of the turning figures proceed in one

direction rather than reversing direction, i.e., if the first

or third note is displaced an octave away, then another
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characteristic of Webernts melodic lines is attained. This

type of three-note group, which involves either a major

seventh or a minor ninth, becomes prominent as an essential

cell--both melodic and harmonic--as early as Op. 5. And in

Opp. 13-16 most of the melodic material is constructed from

three-note groups of this sort. Because of the unifying ele-

ment of a chromatic interval in these groups, many varieties

of the groups may be used without destroying the identity of

the cell. Thus, in Opp. 8-15 there are few melodic groups

which relate to each other with identical structure, i.e.,

exact repetition, sequence, and imitation are almost alto-

gether absent. In Op. 15 more frequent identical correlations

exist, and of course in the canons of Op. 16 the melodic

lines are imitated exactly throughout.

With all the emphasis in this study on the construction

and organization of Webern's music, it should not be over-

looked that the musical expression is essentially lyrical.

This is not constructivistic music. The lyrical nature of

Webern's music may perhaps be best understood by considering

the particular melodic shape which recurs in almost every

song and in most of the purely instrumental music as well:

the lsignatwett phrase. In many places this shape--it most

frequently involves one of the three-note groups with a chro-

matic interval--is associated with a particularly tender

expression in the poem, and it is frequently placed in relief

from the surrounding phrases by rests and a change of tempo.
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Before he began to use the twelve-tone technique Webernts

musical style had become crystalized. Most characteristics of

the style such as the use of KlanQfrrbenmelodie, large melodic

leaps, range extremes of instruments and the voice, particu-

lar melodic shapes, organic chromaticism, spacial organization,

special instrumental devices, and rigid formal organization

exist in the works before Op. 17. This is not to say that

after Op. 16 there are no changes of style at all, but the

changes that take place in Opp. 17-31 are evolutionary like

those in the earlier works and not revolutionary. Certain of

the characteristics listed above beconw more prominent and are

developed further in the works which follow Op. 16. These

developments will be seen in Chapter IV.



CHAPTER IV

THE MUSIC OF ANTON WEBERN; OPP. 17-31

The discovery or the invention of the twelve-tone tech-

nique (c. 19,21-23) is probably the most significant

development in musical composition since the advent of the

harmonically accompanied monody and the concomitant thorough-

bass around 1600 which led to the development of opera and a

new musical style. Indeed, these two developments are analo-

gous not only in their far-reaching consequences on

compositional procedure, but also in the fact that in both

cases the new theory occurred, if not before, at least simul-

taneously with the new style.

The members of the Florentine Camerata, Giovanni Bardi

(1534-1612), Ottavio Rinuccini (1562-1621), Vincenzo Galilei

(c. 1520-1591), Giulio Caccini (c. 1546-1618), and others,

theorized about a new music"1 based on the ideals of Greek

music as they understood it. As Caccini said in the dedication

of his opera Euridice (1600),2

This is likewise the manner which Your Lordship, in the
years when Your Lordship's "Camerata" was flourishing
in Florence, discussing it in company with many other

1See Giulio Cacoini, "Foreword," Le nuove musiche (1602)
translated in Oliver Strunk, Source Re= n MicThistory
(New York, 1950), p. 377.

2Caccini, Dedication to Euridice (1600), Ibid.
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noble virtuosi, declared to be that used by the ancient
Greeks when introducing song into the representation of
their tragedies and other fables.

Thus the harmony of the parts reciting in the
present Euridice is supported above a basso continuato.

Schoenberg, in an effort to find "if not laws or rules,

at least ways to justify the dissonant character"3 of the

harmonies and melodic successions of atonal music, developed

a new theory and a new manner of composition.

After many unsuccessful attempts during a period of
approximately twelve years, I laid the foundations for
a new procedure in musical construction which seemed
fitted to replace those structural differentiations
provided formerly by tonal harmonies.

I called this procedure "Method of Composing with4
Twelve Tones which are Related Only with One Another."

It is significant that during the first two decades of

this century others than Schoenberg also worked on theories

and wrote music which involved some sort of organization of

all twelve tones of the chromatic system. Notable among these

5are Jef Golyscheff (b. 1895),' who called his Zwolftondauer

Musik, Josef Matthias Hauer (b. 1883)6 whose theory is based

on Zwolftonmelos, and Herbert Eimert (b. 1897).7 However,

5Schoenberg, ayle and Idea, p. 107. 4 Ibid.

5 See "Jef Golyscheff," Cobbett's Cyclopedic Surve of
Chamber Music, Vol. I (London, 130) for discussion and
example of Golyscheff's music.

6Hauer's theories are discussed in Eschman, Changing
Forms in Modern Music,..pp. 83 ff. See also Josef Matthias
Hauer, Lehrbuch der Zwolfton Musik (Wien, 1923).

Herbert Eimert, Lehrbuch der Zwolftontechnik (Wiesbaden,
1952), pp. 56-57. Discussion and facts relative to the ques-
tion of priority in the invention of the twelve-tone technique
may be found in this work as well as R. S. Hill, "Schoenberg's
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only Schoenbergts theory found followers and became the

foundation for the various approaches to serial composition

found today.8

The actual technique of twelve-tone composition as

developed by Schoenberg ih presented in several different

fashions in the following works Schoenberg, Style and Idea;9

Leibowitz, Introduction a la musique d douze sons, u' est-

ce g l a musique de douze sons? and Schoenberg and His School;

Ktenek, Studies in Counterpoint; and Rufer, Composition with

Twelve Notes.10  It will therefore not be discussed in this

work except to give the basic principles.

Twelve-tone composition is based on the exclusive recur-

rence during a work of a series 1 1 of twelve notes which

Tone Rows and the Tonal Systems of the Future," Musical
Quarterly, XXII (January, 1936), pp. 14-37; and Wellesz, The
Originsof Schbnberv rsTwelve-Note System.

8Some prominent composers currently employing a form of
the twelve-tone technique are Arthur Berger (Polyphony for
Orchestra, 1956), Pierre Boulez (Le Marteau sans Maitre~T955),
aron opland (Fantas for PianoY95TT Uig1Talapiccola

(Sex Carmina Alcae i19M3, Ernst Krenek (Elgyj for Strins,
1l ), WallngTordRieger (Variations for Rano an Orchestra,
194), Rogers Sessions (Idyl f1 Theocr3hs~Tf54T TKarehTinz
Stockhausen (Zeitmasse, )Tana Igor Stravinsky (Threni,
1958). See amlsr:"Appendix I" of Josef Rufer, ppCosITon
With Twelve Notes, translated by Humphrey Searle ork,

9 See the essay, "Composition with Twelve Tones, t ' pp. 102-
143.

1 0 See Bibliography for complete references of these
sources.

110ther terms used for the twelve-tone series are "row,"
and "set." The term "row" comes from a literal translation of
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contains all twelve tones of the chromatic scale, and in which

no tone is repeated. The series, in any of its forms, i.e.,

original (herein designated 0), inversion (I), retrograde (R),

and retrograde-inversion (RI), may be disposed in different

voices of a composition linearly, in which case two or more

forms may proceed simultaneously, vertically, or in combina-

tions of the two, as long as each form of the series is

completed before it is repeated or followed by another form.

Any form of the series may further be transposed to any

pitch. The only way a particular tone may be repeated, be-

fore the completion of the series, is immediately after it

sounds the first time. The series is exclusive only in the

order or sequence of abstract pitches, i.e., the octave or

register of a particular pitch is not restricted.

The question of the logic and validity of the twelve-

tone technique as a basis for composition has been a source

of serious concern. Even as recently as February, 1958, Peter

Stadlen (b. 1910) presented some ambiguities and inconsis-

tencies of twelve-tone theory in an essay12 which provoked

the German Reihe. The term "set" is employed by Milton
Babbitt, t "A~Review of Pol honie, Quatrime Cahier," Journal
of American Musicological oc e, (1950), 264-267fW
IErview of~Letbowltz, Schoenberg and His School and Qu'est-ce
gue la musique de douze sons?" ib.7pp.7 00; "Some Aspects&f7Twe1v- one Onpmosion," Score, XII (June, 1955), 53-61;
and George Perle, "Serial ComposiTion and Atonality."

1 2 Peter Stadlen, "Serialism Reconsidered," Score, XXII
(February, 1958), 12-27.
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replies from Roger Sessions,13 Roberto Gerhard,14 and George

Perle.15 Although it is not the purpose here to attempt an

evaluation of the technique or to enter into the debate of

its logic or effectiveness as a basis for musical composition,

it is necessary, nevertheless, to consider scme of the prob-

lems relative to the function of the series in twelve-tone

music.

When any series is transposed to begin on another pitch,

the specific pitch succession of the original series no

longer exists. What remains is a succession of intervals. It

might be assumed therefore that the series functions not so

much as a specific order of discrete pitches but as a succes-

sion of intervals. On the other hand, any tone of a series

may sound at any octave level so that the series does not in

itself necessarily dictate any particular contour for motives

or themes, and because of the fact that any form of the

series, i.e., 0, I, R, or RI, may be followed by any form in

any transposition, the series as a particular succession of

intervals may be seen to be only loosely binding. Perhaps in

this ambiguity itself, lies the value of the method for so

many composers.

13Roger Sessions, "To the Editor," Score, XXIII (July,
1958), 58-64.

14Roberto Gerhard, "Apropos Mr. Stadlen," Score, XXIII
(July, 1958), 50-57,

15George Perle, "Theory and Practice in Twelve-Tone
Music," Score, XXV (June, 1959), 58-64.
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Another question which is perhaps more pertinent to this

study is that of the structural level in which the series

functions in a composition. Sometimes the series is used

thematically (see Schoenberg, String 3artet No. 3, second

movement), at other times, segments of the series are used

motivically (see Webern, Op. 2J4). But it need not be related

so directly to thematic or motivic content. The series is in

any case the sub-structure from which all thematic, motivic,

and harmonic elements are derived.

Robert Erioksn16 sets up criteria for the analysis of

twelve-tone music based on the precept that a composition

will exhibit the general characteristic quality of a particu-

lar series. The four basic forms of the series have "passive"

or "primary" functions. Musical ideas abstracted from the

series he calls "active" or "secondary" functions, and they

are considered to be latent within the series itself.

A secondary function is, therefore, a specific way of
organizing the tonal material (within the twelve-tone
pattern) so that certain tonal relations are madg more
apparent while others are more or less obscured,17

In a sense the harmonic problem is disregarded in twelve-

t one the ory. Schoenberg considered all the dimensions of

musical space as a unit.18  Therefore any governing force is

16Robert Erickson, "Krenek's Late Music (1930-1947),"
The Music Review, IK (1948), 29 ff.

171bid.,)p. 32.

l$Schoenberg, Style and Idea, p. 104.
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equally applicable horizontally, vertically, and diagonally.

And the Schoenbergian concept of the "Emancipation of

Dissonance"l) negates the concept of harmonic tension. So

harmony is considered in twelv&-tone theory as the vertical

manifestation of a unitary musical space. Webern expressed

his attitude toward the twelve-tone technique in the last of

a series of twelve lectures entitled Der Wj zur Komposition

mit Zw61f T6nen: 20

The twelve-tone technique does not constitute a return
to the music of the Flemish composers, but a synthesis
of all preceding musical techniques. Thus the harmony
is not a conscious thing as with the Flemish poly-
phonists, but2  simple passive resultant of the
counterpoint.

In 1923 two works of Schoenberg were completed of which

single movements were based on a twelve-tone series, e.g.,

the fifth piece of the Five Piano Pie ces op. 23 and the third

and fourth movements of the Serenade op,24 (1923). But it

was in 1924 when the first completely twelve-tone work, the

Suite f or Piano op. 25, appeared. And it was also in 1924 when

19t"The term emancipation of dissonance refers to its
comprehensibility.,which is considered equivalent to the
consonancets comprehensibility. A style based on this premise
treats dissonances like consonances and renounces a tonal
center." Ibid., p. 105.

20See above, Chapter I, p. 12, fn. 32.
21Cited in Leibowitz, Introduction a la musique de douze

sons, p. 35: "La technique de ze sons ne ETiTueii pas un
=r~Tour la musique des Flamands, mais une synthese de toutes

les techniques musicales precedentes. Ainsi Itharmonie
nletait pas chose consciente chez les polyphonistes Flamands,
mais une simple resultante passive du contrepoint."
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Webern wrote his first twelve-tone work the Three Tradi-

tionalQhme s op. 17 for voice, violin (also viola), B1'

clarinet, and bass clarinet. In this work Webern uses a

different series for each song (see Appendix, Fig. 2), al-

though the series for the first two songs are very similar,

i.e., the series for the second song is a transposed retrograde

of that f or the first song with only the fourth and fifth

tones interchanged. Craft says that the serial technique in

Op. 17 is a "straightforward bit of numerology," 22 and while

this is true of the second song it is certainly not the case

with Op. 17, Nos. 1 and 3. For in the first song the series

is disposed throughout all the parts so that the actual order

of occurrence of the tones is rarely ever quite clear. The

many repeated notes and groups of notes freely overlap other

groups which contain other segments of the series, and the

position of certain notes are frequently interchanged (see

Fig. 128).

22Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 10.
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Fig. 128-J-Webern, Three Traditional Rhymes op. 17,
No. 1, (a) mm. 3-4, (b)Fwlve-tone series.

In the third song the vocal line follows the series exactly

all the way through, but the serial treatment of the accom-o

panying instruments is even freer than in No. 1. This may be

seen in the first four measures of the song as Shown in

Figure 129. The completion of the series of the instruments

is frequently found in the tones of the vocal line (see mm.

lo-6). Only one form of a series is used in each of the songs

and there are no transpositions. The texture of these songs

Jol w L
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is very tight and the general sound is somewhat similar to

that of Op. 14 and the first two songs of Op. 15.

In the Three Songs op. 18 (1925) for voice, Eb clarinet,

and guitar, there may be seen some development in Webernts

handling of the twelve-tone series, Here each song is again

built on a separate series (see Appendix, Fig. 2). The first

song uses only one form of the series, and it is apportioned

to all three lines. In the second song, entitled Erl'6sng,"23

all four forms, i.e., 0, I, R, and RI, of the series are em-

ployed, but only one form appears at a time, and it is

dispersed through all three lines. The poem is a dialogue

between Mary, Christ, and the Father, and is divided into

four parts. The section of the poem which contains the words

of Christ, has twice as many lines as either of the other

sections, as Christ addresses first Mary, then the Father.

Thus the poem contains the following parts: A, Mary addresses

Christ; B, Christ addresses Mary; C, Christ addresses the

Father; D, the Father addresses Christ. The music is also

divided into four sections which correspond to the divisions

2 3 The complete text, from Des Knaben Wunderhorn, is as
follows:

"MaRIA:
Mein Kind, sieh an die Bruiste mein,
kein SUnder lass verloren sein.
CHR1STTS #:
Mutter, sieh an die Wunden,
die ich fur dein SUnd trag alle Stunden.
\rater, lass dir die Wunden mein
ein Opfer fUr die SUnde sein.
VATERt
Sohn, lieber Sobn mein,
alles was du begehrst, das soll sein."
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of the poem, but with more pronounced caesuras between the

words of the three characters of the dialogue. And for each

part, a different form of the series is used in the order,

0-I-RI-R. Thus a mirror form is created, In this song the

mirror form is part of the substructure, for there are no

such contour correspondences in the vocal line. The mirror

effect is, however, increased by the fact that the clarinet

plays in the -last measure an exact retrograde of the clarinet

figure with iach the song begins.

Th the third song, "Ave, Regina Coelorum," three forms

of the series proceed horizontally. The introduction begins

with 0 in 'theEb clarinet part and RI in the guitar part.

The voice enters at the end of measure 4 with the I form of

the series, and in measure 5 the R form begins in the guitar

part, while the RI form begins in the clarinet part. After

almost every statement of a particular form of the series by

each part, a different series-form is begun.

These songs represent the most radical writing for voice

of any of Webernts vocal compositions. A very wide range is

required to sing them. In "Erlbsung," Op. 18, No. 2, for

example, the voice line covers a span of two octaves and a

perfect fifth, d41tI down to a, from the beginning of measure

10 to the beginning of measure 11 (see Fig. 130). Then in

measure 14 there is a single skip of two octaves and a minor

ninth, b4-ct1t. This is evidently the sort of vocal writing

which prompted Colin Mason to contend that Opp. 17 and 18 could
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Fig. 130--Webern, Three Songs op. 18, No. 2, mm.
10-14, voice.

hardly be sung save as prhstimme .24  I the only other

song cycles for solo voice that Webern wrote following this,

Opp. 23 and 25 the vocal line is much less erratic.

The Two 4_pngs op. 19 (1926) is the first choral work

that Webern wrote after the a cappella chorus, Entflieht auf

Leichten K hnen op. 2 (1909). Op. 19 is written for mixed

chorus, celesta, guitar, violin, clarinet, and bass clarinet,

and is a setting of two poems from the Chinesische-Deutsche

Jahres - und Tageszeiten by Goethe, Since Autumn, 1922, Webern

24Vas on, "Webernts Later Chamber Music ," p. 233. It
must be sai2d that the songs in question are sung very well by
Grace-Lynne NArtin in the recording, Anton Webern: The Com-
plete Music, side 4, bands 3 and 4.
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had been the director of Vienna Workers' iSymphony Concerts

which had been founded in 1905 by David Joseph Bach. Webern

became the director of the Viennese Workers' Choral Tnion in

1923, which was also founded by Bach. And it is to David

Joseph Bach that Webern dedicated the Two Songs op. 19.

In the 1"irst song of this work the voices are treated

antiphonally, with the soprano being answered by the remainder

of the chorus (Fig. 131). Here the soprano shares a form of

44.
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Fig. 131.-Webern, Two Songs op. 19, No. 1, (a) twelve-.
tone series, (b) mm. l-17.
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Fig. 131 (continued)--Webern, Two Songs op. 19,
No. 1, (a) twelve-tone series, (b) mm.

the twelve-wtone series with the celesta and guitar while the

other instruments double the pitches of the alto, tenor, and

bass voices, which have another form of the series. The

violin, clarinet, and bass clarinet double notes of the lower

three voices, but they do so in a rhythm which is different

from the rhythm of the voices. In measures 6-7 where the

chorus begins, the soprano, celesta, and guitar parts have

tat
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the 0 form of the series while the other voice parts have the

RI form transposed at the tritone. The RI form is disposed in

four three-note chords: tones 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, and 10-11-

12. At other places (e.g., m. 9) the series is disti-ibuted

through the lower voices in a far less regular way. This is

the first work in which Webern used any transposition of the

series, and it is here most frequently transposed at the tri-

tone.

The instrumental parts of both songs abound in repeated

notes--the so-called "Chinese style125--which is perhaps of

descriptive value in these particular songs. The "Chinese"

atmosphere may be heard also in the open fourths in the sec-

ond song (see, e.g., m. 7, soprano and alto, and m. 8, tenor

and bass). The last instrumental chord of the first song is

a twelve-tone chord played "sff," staccato.

In the second song the chorus functions more as a unit,

i.e., the soprano is not separated from the remainder of the

chorus in an antiphonal style as at the beginning of the

first song. Also, at the beginning of Op. 19, No. 2, the

entire ensemble shares the same series form.

Webern's songs Opp, 15, 16, 17, and Nos. 2 and 3 of Op.

18 have sacred texts. However, in the first song of Op. 18

and the two songs of Op. 19, Webern returns to poems which

25craft, "Anton Webern," p. 10,
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have to do with plants26 and colors, e.g., "Grt der Ros-

marin" (Op. 18, No. 1, mm. 9-10), The first song of Op. 19

contains reference to lilies and narcissuses. The second

poem begins

Ziehn die Schafe von der Wiese,
liegt sie da, ein reines Grtn;
aber bald zum Paradiese
wird sie bunt gebltUmt erblUbn.27

The voicing and instrumentation of the word "grtin" (m. 10),

separated as it is from the preceding music by a sixteenth

note rest, could be said to be descriptive in the sense of

chromosthesia, i.e., the sound actually suggests the color

green.

The String Trio op. 20 (1927), represents for Webern a

consolidation of his early twelve-tone experiments,. The two

26webernts attachment to plants is beautifully expressed

in these words from a letter to Alban Ber , August 1, 1919

(See also above, Chapter 1, pp. 15-16): I have been to

Hochschwab. It was glorious because it is not sport to me,

nor amusement, but something quite different; a search for

the highest, for whatever in nature corresponds to those

things on which I would wish to model myself, which 
I would

have within me. And how fruitful my trip was! The deep

valleys with their mountain pines and mysterious plants--the

latter have the greatest appeal for me, But not because they

are so 'beautiful'. It is not the beautiful landscape, the

beautiful flowers in the usual romantic sense that move me,

My object is the deep, bottomless, inexhaustible meaning in

all, and especially these manifestations of nature. I love

all nature, but, most of all, that which is found in the

mountains." Cited in "From the Correspondence," p. 17.
27Translated by Robert Craft and Kurt Stone in Craft,

"Anton Webern," p. 23:

"When the sheep have .left the meadow
it lies there a pure green;
but soon it will bloom
into a colorfully flowered paradise."
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movements follow classical formal schemes: the first move-

ment is a rondo, and the second is a sonata-allegro form

complete with a repeat sign .at the end of the exposition.

The refrain of the rondo employs the same series-forms. upon

each occurrence. Throughout the first movement each form of

the series is dispersed through all the instruments at the

same time. George Perle lists the sequence of series-forms

as follows (the number which follows the symbol for the

series-form indicates the interval of transposition in semi-

tones, thus R-2 indicates the retrograde form transposed two

semitones, or a major second above): section A, 0-0, R-0;

section B, RI-6, I-11, 0-0, 1I-1, RI-4, I-10, 0-11; section 0,

0-3, RI-10, R-8, R-3; section D, RI-0, R-1, 1-8, RI-4, R-2, R-4,

0-4; section E, R-0.28 He then presents the structure of the

movement in series forms as A-B-0-B-D-D-A-B-c-B-E. In this

arrangement, B represents the refrain which occurs in mea-

sures 4-10, 16-21, 44-51, and 57-63. The structure of series-

forms corresponds exactly to the surface form. Thus, A is an

introductory section. It recurs after the long center

section (D-D) again introducing the refrain. E is actually

a truncation of the introduction, A, and with its recurrence

at the end of the movement, the "rounded" aspect of the rondo

is completed. The C section occurs only between two state-

ments of the refrain (B) and is characterized by the rhythmic

28Perle, "Serial Composition and Atonality," p. 173.
Perle designates the original form of the row as "P,1" indicat-
ing "prime,."
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pattern . and variations there of in which the thirty-

second notes are always repeated tones. The two occurrences

of the refrain with the central C section actually constitute

one large part of the simple rondo form whose scheme is:

Introduction (A, mm. 1-4), part A (B-C-B, mm. 4-21), part B

(D-D, mm. 22-40), Introduction (A , mm. 40-43.), part At (B-O.-B,

mm. 44-63), and Coda (E, mm. 63-65).Leibowitz points out

the correspondence of the various motives which make up the

refrainM29 The central part of the first movement (D-D) is

not developmentary as might be expected. Rather it is a more

lyrical section. Its two sections (mm. 22-30 and 31-40) are

parallelly constructed not only in respect to series-forms.

it23 _ _ _ _ __

ppL

V10.k12 rd

F4AA

?pp

Fig. 132--Webern, Strin Trio op. 20, No. 1, mm,
22-24 and 31-33.

2 9Leibowitz, Schoenberg and His School, pp. 206-209.
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Fig. 132 (continued)r--Webern, Strin; Trio op. 20,
No. 1, imn. 22-24 and 31-33.

but also motivically (compare particularly mm. 22 and 31,

Fig. 132), It is interesting to note the occurrence in mea-

sures 23-2h of the phrase which has been herein referred to

as Webern's "signature" phrase.

Leibowitz says- that Webern used the twelve-tone technique

somewhat chaotically" in Op. .0 The manner is that which

"allows the use of only one form of the series at the time,

the unfolding of which form, in which several voices partici-

pate, gives birth, by itself alone, to all the sonorous

material." 3 1 Rognoni calls Webern's employment of the

30 lbid., p. 209.
3 1 teibowitz, Introduction a la MusiUe de douze Sons,

pp. 232-233: .T niautr1z ue em old'une
forme de la serie Ia fois, forme dont le d6roulement, auquel
participent plusieurs voix, donne naissance, a. elle seule, a
toute la matiere sonore."1
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twelve-tone technique in Op. 20 "arbitrary.11 32  It would seem

from the discussion above that the ordering of the series-

forms in the first movement is anything but arbitrary or

chaotic.

In the second movement a further functional distinction

is created by the manipulation of the series. In the princi-

pal section of the exposition33 (mm. 10-26) the tones of the

series are distributed through all three instruments, but in

the subsidiary section (mm. 40-59), the violin has one form

while the other two instruments have another (Fig. 133)--a

P
(3) (4

-5-, - 3 -, (S)
- P

Fig. 133--Webern, String Trio op. 20, No. 2, (a)
mm, 10-13.

3 2 Rognoni, Espressionismo e dodecafonia, p. 197.

3 3 An outline of the formal scheme of Op. 20 is given at
the beginning of the score, Philharmonia Partituren No. 175,
Universal Edition No. 8998.
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o2 133 (continued)--Webern, St Trio op. 20,No. 2,0 b ) =a. 40-45.

situation analogous to an accompanied melody in traditional

music. The subsidiary "theme" is thus in proper lyrical con-

trast to the principal section. The same situation exists in

the subsidiary theme of the recapitulation (mm. 144-162)

where the viola has the melody accompanied by the violin and

cello.

In Op. 20 special string sounds, i.e., am S , col

legno, etc., are employed less frequently than in Webernts

earlier works for strings, e.g., Opp. 5 and 9. The instru-

ments are always muted in the Trio and the variations of tone

color result principally from alternations of pizzicato, har-

monics, and normally bowed sounds. The alternation of these

timbres is frequently quite rapid (see, e.g., the cello figure

Se vnw.6 UA C140)
4 o

A

IN (11
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in m. 6 of the first movement, Fig. 134. This sequence of

timbres and articulations recurs each time with the refrain),

Fig. 134-IWebern, n Trio op. 20, No. I, m. 6, cello

The only other special sounds employed are am Step and col

legno, and they are used structurally. The am S sounds

occur in the first movement in measures 31 and 43 in all

three parts, The first occurrence is at the repetition of

section D (see Fig. 132). The second place (m. 43) is in the

measure just before recapitulation of the rondo refrain (B-0-

B). The colegno passages occur only in the second movement,

and then always as an identifying characteristic of the

"closing theme" (see mm. 59-61, 90-91, 96-100, and 163-164).

In each case the colegno sounds consist of two repeated

sixteenth notes of the simultaneous interval of a major

seventh, and as such they call to mind the opening measures

of Webernts first work for strings alone, Op. 5, No. 1

(compare Figs. 135 and 25)4

34It is interesting to remember that the first movement
of Op. 5 is the only place before Op. 20 where Webern em-
ployed a clear sonata-allegro form--not counting, of course,
the Passacag]Lia op. I, and the second of the Four Pieces for
ViolInmd7F0ano op. 7, No. 2.
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c6 \ 0 egno--

Fig . 135--webern, Strin Trio op. 20, No. 2,
mm. 6-61

There are some sections in Op. 20 which anticipate

Webernts later style because of their more open, sparse texs-

ture (see, e.g., first movement, mm. 41 ff.). The very

frequent use of grace notes is also part of Webern's later

style. One particular figure which occurs several times in

the second movement is quite similar to an important sequence

of the first movement of the Stri quartet op. 28 (see below

pp. 16 ff.). This figure may be seen in Op. 20 in the

second movement, measures 30-w32, 102-104, and 134-136 (compare

Fig. 136 and Fig. 143).
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Fig. 136--4Webern, String Trio op. 20, No. 2, mm. 30-32

After Op. 20 Webern wrote five other works for purely

instrumental combinations: Symphony op. 21 (1928), q quartet

op. 22 (1930), for violin, clarinet, tenor saxophone, and

piano, Concerto op. 24 (1934), for flute, oboe, Bb clarinet,

horn, C trumpet, trombone, violin, viola, and piano, Stri

Quartet op. 28 (1938), and Variations for Orchestra op. 30

(1940). It can not be said that there are no changes of

approach or compositional technique from one of these works

to the next, but there are certain stylistic traits which all

of them have in common. Primarily, they tend to have a more

open texture, a more austere sound, and fewer simultaneous

structures. From this lean texture, motives are crystallized

which are more rigid than have appeared in Webern's works

since the Passacaglia op. 1, and the sections or parts of the
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movements are more sharply defined--a characteristic already

present in Op. 20. These simplifications tend to counter*^

balance the relationships of the motives which are complex

from the standpoint of articulation, shape, and rhythm. These

and other more specific characteristics may be seen in the

figures below.

Figure 137 presents the first fourteen measures of the

first movement of SyMhony op. 21 in such a way that the

double canon in o contrary motion may be easily seen. It will

VP C

PP 1'

Fig 17-Weern Cepu 1 op 2, o. I ()m. -
l~4, () spac al orVniz Pf6~7c wletn eis
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Fig. 137 (continued)).--Webern, SMhony op. 21, No. 1,
(a) mm. l-14, (b) spacial organizatIon, T(a) twelve-,tone
series.
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be noticed that the rhythm of articulation forms a regular

pattern ( ) up to measure 11 where for the first time a

note is begun on the third beat of the measure, and none is

begun on the fourth beat. The rhythm is carefully organized

throughout the work.35

What is of greater moment in this illustration, however,

is the organization of musical space. All the pitches which

occur in the first twenty-five measures are presented in

Figure 137b. It will be noticed that with the exception of

eb each pitch occurs at only one octave level, and that with-

in this "scale" or gamut exist certain intervallic relation-

ships. The two top intervals and the two bottom intervals

are perfect fourths, Toward the center of the span the

pitches become nearer to each other, converging by semitones

on the pitch a4. This pitch is the exact center of the space

continuum and is the only pitch surrounded by semitones.

Further, the two notes eb divide the gamut approximately into

thirds and are each the same distance from the central pitch:

a tritone, and from the extremities: a minor ninth. This

"scale" or gamut is maintained in Op. 21 up to the -repeat

marks at the end of measure 25.

Wilbur Ogdon has pointed out a similar spatial organiza-

tion in the third movement of the piano Variations op. 27,

181.
35see Perle, "Serial Composition and Atonality," pp. 176-



and has called attention to the analogy of this type of

organization to the greater perfect system of the Greeks.36

The second movement of Op. 21 is a theme with seven

variations and a coda. The theme, presented in Figure 138,

7t3Cr4b
12rrr N I I ~ L .Laa.~. A ~..-~J-- 4 ~ I

N +P71Arz

p p
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-rf --- t7- #n

'om) PPz-

P

Fig. 138--Webern, Symphony op. 21, No. 2 mm. 1-11

36wilbur Lee Ogdon, "Series and Structure: An Investi-
gation into the purpose of the Row in Selected Works of
Schoenberg, Webern, Krenek and Leibowitz," unpublished doc-
toral dissertation, School of Music, Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana, September, 1955, pp. 75-91.
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is symmetrically constructed, i.e., the last half (from the

middle of m. 6 through m. 11) is a retrograde of the first

half. This is made possible by the structure of the series

employed (see Fig. 137). The series contains two hexachords,

the second of which is a retrograde of the first.37 The two

hexachords are separated by the interval of a tritone, and

there is also a tritone between the first and last notes of

the series. This sort of twelve-tone series and this kind of

rigid implementation of the series in Op. 21 is very likely

what Adorno had in mind when he wrote:

Schoenberg violates the series, He composes twelve-tone
music as if there were no twelve-tone technique. Webern
realizes the twelve-tone technique and composes no more:
silence is the remainder of his masterwork.38

The series of Op. 21 allows only chromatic intervals,

i.e., minor second, major seventh, minor ninth, etc., major

and minor thirds (together with their inversions and octave

transpositions), and tritones. The tritone is employed only

at points of division, e.g., see the central point of the

theme of the second movement (m. 6).

Each variation of the second movement is symmetrical, and

the movement as a whole also has a symmetry in the use of the

375ee George Rochberg, The Hexachord and its Relation to
the Twelve-tone Row (Bryn Mawr, '195.for"isssion of
Thvertible hexacFod relationships.

38T. W. Adorno, Philos2 phie der Neuen Musik (TUbingen,
1949), p. 72: "Sch6nberg vergewaWigt die Reihe. Er kom-
poniert Zwblftonmusik, als ob es keine Zwblftontechnik gabe.
Webern realisiert die Zwblftontechnik und komponiert nicht
mehr: Schweigen ist der Rest seiner Meisterschaft."
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series. Measure 50, the central measure of the fourth varia-

tion (mm. 45-55), is also the central measure of the movement,

The pivotal aspect of this measure is emphasized by the sudden

change of texture and also by being separated on both sides

by a fermata on each bar line.

Op. 21 is possibly the most rigidly constructed of any

of Webernts works. There are many other smaller symmetries

in both movements, such as the second canon of the first

movement (mm. 25-44) wherein the second half is a retrograde

of the first, 39 and the rhythmic canon of repeated chords in

the fifth variation (mm. 55-66) of the second movement.

Following the second canon of the first movement (mm. 45
ff.) there are several occurrences of figures wherein several

sustaining tones are stacked upon each other and "resolve" to

a pitch of shorter value, usually a great distance away, at

different rhythmic intervals (Fig. 139).

39See Perle, "Serial Composition and Atonality," p. 181.
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Fig. 139--w4ebern, Symphon op. 21, No, I, mm. 52-53

This type of figure was anticipated in the fifth Bge lle,

measure 7 (see above Chapter III, p. 209), and is an impor-

tant characteristic in the first movement of Op. 28, where it

occurs in the quasi-sequential sections (see, e.g., mm. 49-

65).

The work following the Sph op. 21 is a Quartet for

violin, clarinet, tenor saxophone, and piano. After a five

measure introduction the first section of the movement (mm.

6 -15) of the Quartet op. 22 contains a principal melodic

line -- somewhat like a "cantus firMUS" O--accompanied by a

two-voice canon in contrary motion. The "cantus firmus" is

carried by the saxophone, and the canon, the interval of

40Ieibowitz, Schoenber and His School, p. 219.
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entry of which is one sixteenth note, is dispersed through

the other instruments.

Figure 140 taken from the second movement of Op. 22

illustrates Webern's use of grace notes, It would seem that

17 0ren 1flb.1

w w - w

CLa

U-5

7 -

I
Fig. 140--Webern, Quartet op. 22, No. 2, mm. 169-172

the value of the grace note in Webernts later works lies more

in the province of articulation than either rhythm or pitch.

For as carefully as the rhythm is organized in these works, a

more exact notation of these very quick notes might be ex-

pected. Perhaps the variation of the intervals between the

IL -W A

is

a-



grace notes and the principal notes should be perceived as

much a variation in the quality of attack as a variation of

pitch-interval. In rapid passages such as this the addition

of a grace note to certain principal notes creates an effect

analogous to an accent, and the interval variations from one

grace note and its principal notes to another create an

effect perhaps analogous to variations of the quality of

attacks, i.e., , , "t ,"f etc. (compare e.g., the major

third of the saxophone at the beginning of m. 169 with the

following major seventh in the clarinet part, Fig. 140),

This is not to say that these intervals are perceived only as

variations of attack. The varying color-value of the inter-

vals themselves are heard also, but the intervals in most

cases are scarcely heard melodically.

The Concerto op. 24 has been analysed very thoroughly

from several standpoints.hl Leibowitz makes a comparative

analysis of the first movement of this work and the first

movement of Beethoven t s piano Sonata op. 2, No. 1, drawing

analogies between the smallest parts of the sonata-allegro

form of tonal music and the sonata-allegro form of twelve-tonal

4lzeibowitz, Qutest-ce ue la musigue de douze sons?
(Liege, 19k8), pp.9T7'1T.; PerTeT"serial Composition and
Atonality,' pp. 173 ff.; Leopold Spinner, "Analysis of a
Period," translated by Leo Black in Anton Webern, Vol. II of
Die Reihe (New York, 1958), pp. 46-5$; KarlrTTT Stockhausen,
"Wberns Konzert fur 9 Instrumente op. 24: Analyse des ersten
Satzes," Melos, XX (December, 1953), 343-348.
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music.4 2 Stockhausen points out the proportioning of three-i

note groups of intervals, dynamics, articulation, rhythm, and

timbre .4-3

It will be noticed that, whereas the twelve--tone series

of Op. 21 actually consists of a six-tone series and its

retrograde at the tritone (see Fig. 137), the series for Op.

24 is reduced to a three-note series (Fig, 141). The

.4a..
0 RI i It L

6.

(iIM) leb(cL)( * to

obRom

Fig. l4--lWebern, Concerto op. 24, No, , (ar)
twelve-tone series, (b) m.T1-.

4 2 tNibowit z, Qu'e st-ce l~ a mu cu de doz a n
see particularly pj.223T

$tockhausen, "Weberns Konzert fiir 9 Instrumente op. 24,"
pp. 343-34.
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remaining nine tones of the twelve-tone series consist of

three three-note groups which represent three forms of the

first three-note series, The order of occurrence of the

three-note series is 0-RI-R-I. Thus each group has the same

interval content, i.e., major third and semitone. The only

other intervals allowed by this twelve-tone series are a

major second, from the sixth to the seventh tones, i.e., be-

tween second and third groups; and a perfect fourth or fifth

between groups three and four.

In Figure 141 may be seen the disposition of the three-

note groups at the beginning of the first movement. The

rhythm of the first and third groups of the first phrase

(oboe and trumpet, mm. 1-2) is augmented in the second and

fourth groups (flute and clarinet, mm. 2-3). The notes are

slurred in groups one and three: separated in two and four,

The second phrase is a consequent of the first and contains

the same pitch, interval, rhythm, and articulation4 4 content.

In the consequent phrase (mm. 4-5) the rhythm is a retrograde

of the first phrase. The pitch succession of each group is

also in retrograde, but the pitch content of the groups is

the same in both phrases. The alternation of articulation is

4An exception may be noted by comparing the third group
of the consequent phrase with the fourth group of the antece-
dent phrase, However, this exception is one of notation only,
for the staccato notes of the third group of the consequent
phrase are longer notes than those of the preceding groups,
and, since the second phrase is played entirely on the piano,
the quality of articulation of the third group is roughly
equivalent to that of the fourth group of the first phrase.
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reversed. Thus, although the same pitches, the same inter-

vals, the same rhythm, and the same articulation is repeated

in the consequent phrase, there is a maximum of variation.

It may be seen that each three-note group of the conse-

quent phrase is related through one factor or another to all

of the four three-note groups of the antecedent phrase,. For

example, the first group of the consequent phrase contains

the following: the pitches of the first group of the antece-

dent phrase (in retrograde), the contour of the third group

of the antecedent phrase, the articulation of the second

group, and the rhythm of the fourth group. The three places

where two tones sound simultaneously in the first phrase pro-

duce the following intervals: minor ninth, minor seventh, and

perfect fourth. The same simultaneous intervals occur in

reverse order in the second phrase, i.e., perfect fourth,

minor seventh, minor ninth. Of the other variable factors in

the two phrases, both tempo fluctuations and loudness dynamics

are similar though not identical in the two phrases, and the

relationship of the rhythm of the groups to the meter is the

same for only one rhythmic group in the second phrase, i.e.,

group three. The timbre fluctuates. from each group to the

next in the antecedent phrase but the entire consequent

phrase is played on the piano without any pedal indications.

This is, indeed, a good example of the way in which Webern,.

in his later works, counterbalances simplicity and austerity

with a complexity of relationships.
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The StrinE quartet op. 28 has also been thoroughly ana-

lysed.45 One of the more interesting approaches is that of

Stockhausen in his study of the second movement.46 In this

analysis Stockhausen applies certain principles of information

theory4 7 to determine the flux of "experiential time."

By experiential time we mean the following: when we
hear a p ce of iiTc, processes of alteration follow
each other at varying speeds; we Eave now more time to
grasp alterations, now less.

* I9 *4 *40404 64 04 9 40 40 4 9 40 IN 4 4 0 40 9 40 0 4 0

. . . the greater the temporal density of unexpected
alterations--the information content--the more time we
need to grasp events, and the less time we have for re-
flection, the quicker time passes; the lower the
effective density of alteration (not reduced by re-
coEtITns or the fact that the alterations coincide
with our expectations), the less time the senses need to
react, so that greater intervals of experiential time
lie between the processes, and the slower time passes.48

45 The entire work is analysed in Leibowitz, Schoenberg
and His School, pp. 241-251; the first movement isianalysed
1t7eTert Eimert, "Interval Proportions, " translated by Leo
Black in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958),
pp. 93-99; IRn MiPleinz Stockhausen analyses the second
movement in "Structure and Experiental Time," translated by
Leo Black- in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York,
1958), pp.64-74.

4 6 "Structure and Experiental Time," pp. 64-74.

7SeeEdgar Coons and David Kraehenbuehl, "Information
as a Measure of Structure in Music," Journal of Music Theor
II (November, 1958), 127-161; L,. B. e yesOa-nrn~gn
and Information Theory, " Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criti-
cism, XV (June, 1957), 412;JOE.oungbloot "ET15 Tasn
?"Fmation," Journal of Music Theory, II (April, 1958), 24;
and Lejaren ATHiller an Leotn'a7r. Isaacson, Experimental
MusicQ2Coosition with an Electronic Computer( Yo k, 1959

Stockhausen, "Structure and Experiential Time," p. 64.
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The twelve-tone series of this work is interesting (see

Appendix, Fig. 2) in several respects. It consists of three

four-note groups each of which is one form of the B-A-C-H

motive. The second of these groups is both an inversion and.

a retrograde of the first and third groups. This indicates

that the four-note group is symmetrical in itself, There are

also other relationships that should be noticed in this series.

The second hexachord is both an inversion and a retrograde of

the first hexachord--each hexachord has a range of a tritone,

and the last two and the first two notes of the series also

form the B-A-C-H motive.

An interesting side-light to this series is that in c.

1735, the brothers Johann Ludwig and Johann Tobias Krebs pre-

sented J. S. Bach with a goblet on which was inscribed the

following:

theurer Bach!

ruffet, Ach

hofft auf Leben,

So du ihnen nur kanst geben
Drum erhbr ihr sehnlich ach!

Theurer Bach.

Fig, 142--Inscripr m-on acur Goblet, c. 1735
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All twelve tones of the chromatic scale appear here in the

first twelve notes before the first motive, B-A-C-H, is re-

peated. Also the second four-note group is an inversion and/

or a retrograde of the first four-note group. The retrograde

of the second group evidently has some significance in connec-

tion with the name "Krebs."t 9

Although Webern evidently used the B-A-C-H motive pri-

marily because of its structural value rather than as an

attempt to pay homage to Bach--the motive occurs only once

without octave transposition of any of the notes (see the

third movement, m. 16)--there is one figure which creates

vividly the effect of a baroque suspension sequence. This is

illustrated in Figure 143. The effect is brought about

through the rhythmic parody of resolving suspensions, but it

will be noticed that the first violin line in these measures

actually consists of octave transpositions of descending semi-

tones and whole-tones. Also, between certain lines at certain

places there are occurrences of actual suspensions with reso-

lutions. In measures 61-62 between the first violin and the

cello there is a 4-3 suspension. In both measures 62 and 63

there occur triads, e.g., f-dh-bh on the second beat of mea-

sure 62, and fh-d--ab on the third beat of measure 63. Then

across the bar-line between measures 63 and 64 there is a 2-3

49For pictures of the goblet and discussion of the signi-
ficance of the words and music, see Friedrich Schnapp, "The
Riddle of the Bach Goblet," The Music Book VII (London, 1952),
pp. 335-340.
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Fig. 143--.Webern, Str in Quartet op. 28, No. 1,
(a) mm. 60,,-64, (b) twelveo-torm ser16-b-,

suspension. This particular passage and a similar one in

measures 51-w54 might indeed be interpreted as Webern's homage

to Bach.
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One of the more interesting letters of Webern to have

become public is the one to Willi Reich, May 3, 1941, In

this letter he describes the style and the form of the Varia-

tions for Orchestra op. 30 (1940):$O

The first reaction to this score may well be:
"There is nothing in it." One looks in vain for the
many, many notes one is used to. But this touches upon
the most essential point: the basic thing is that here
(in my score) a different style is employed. . , . And I
believe it is a new style. Its material is ruled by
physical laws exactly as were the earlier forms of ton-
ality. It too forms a tonality, but this tonality uses
the possibilities offered by the nature of tone in a
different manner:: it is based on a system in which the
twelve separate tones as we know them from Western music
are "related to.each other," as Schoenberg expressed it.
Nevertheless, this new system does not overlook the laws
that are inherent in the nature of tone. This would in-
deed be impossible if what is expressed in tones is still
to make sense. And no one will seriously maintain that
we would not want to make sense.1

Phe theme of the variations is in a periodic form
and has an introductory character Lmim. 1-187. (The form
is that of an overture.) The six variations are as
follows: the principal theme of the overture (andante)
5m. 19-57; the transition 5m. 56-73; the second
Teme /m. 74-1097; a fully developed recapitulation of
the maYn theme M* 110-13 7; a recapitulation of the
character of the introduction and transition Lam. 134-
147; a coda m. 146-187.

Everything in this piece is derived from the two
ideas stated in the first two measures by the double
bass and oboe. The second form of the idea is in retro-
grade: the second two tones are the retrograde movement
of the first two but are doubled in rhythmic length.
Then the trombone states the first form of the double
bass but in half notes. That is how I construct my row,

SOParts of this letter appear translated into English in
the following: Craft, "Anton Webern," p. 13, and Composers on
Music, edited by Sam Morgenstern (New York, 1956), p.,457. t
is also translated into Italian in Rognoni, Espressionismo e
dodeoafonia, pp. 206-207.

51Composers on Music . 47.
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with these three groups of four tones each in the bass,
oboe, trombone. /see Fig. 14a7

The motivic development uses much crab-wise move-
ment with augmentation and diminution. . . . By changing
the center of gravitation within the two row forms by
augmentation and diminution the character and meter of
the piece itself is constantly changing. . . . The entire
development of the piece is.alre dy present in the row of
the first few bars: Pre-formed. 2

(oboe) -

c77sb6_

Fig. 144aa--Webern, Variations for Orchestra op. 30, mM. 1-3

Thus Webern considered the Variations for orchestra op. 30 to

be the beginning of a new style which involved a new kind of

tonality. There are some passages in which a tonal center is

clearly felt. Figure 144b illustrates one of the more trans.

parent of these. Here, after a semi-cadence with the tones ~~

and ab (m. 97), a rather prominent &kis sounded by the oboe.

This is followed by six sixteenth notes under the indication

52craft, "Anton Webern," p. 13.
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Fig. 144b--Webern, Variations for Orchestra op. 30,
Mm. 97-99'

subito lebhaft ( L ca. 160), a-fh -eh-d -e - leading to the

note cA1 under a fermata. The tonality of C is supported here

by the two lowest notes of this six-note succession, ab and

There is another section where a melodic line is accom-

panied by reiterated chords in which a feeling of a key

center is generated (see mm. 20-71). All of the chords used

in this section fall into one of two classifications: 1) bi-

modal triads, e.g., c1 -e -Lk-eb; and 2) chords of two minor

thirds, a minor sixth apart, e.g., .c4eb-bk-d. The chords

of the second classification, which are the same as a ninth

chord built on the tonic of a minor key, contain two chro-

matic relationships while the chords of the first contain
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only one. The chords of the first classification might be

understood as a manifestation of Webern's propensity for

major-minor third combinations which has been noticed in so

many of his earlier works. The two types of chords are re-

lated to each other in that they both involve the superposi-

tion of one minor third on another. In the first classifica-

tion, considering the inversion, ekLh-oe, of the chord

given above, the second minor third is a perfect fourth above

the top note of the lower one; and in the second classifica-

tion, the upper third is a minor sixth above the top note of

the lower one. Some of these chords are illustrated in the

Figure given below. (Fig. 145)

&r~4.. wq- w - - MO O

OIL. wZ
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Fig. 145-w- ebern, Variations for Orchestra op. 30,
MM. 56-59 with chord cl faons.
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This figure also illustrates another aspect of Op. 30,

For while Webern considered that he had discovered a "new

style" in this work, Op. 30 also may be seen as a sort of re-

capitulation of many characteristics of his earlier works.

For example, here one can hear a strong resemblance to the

musical expression of Op. 6, No. 2 (compare Fig. 145 and Fig,

38).

Many of the motives of Webernts later works are similar.

In fact, the basic motival material of the works just dis-

cussed, i.e., Opp. 21, 22, 24, 28, and 30, have certain

specific characteristics in common. They are mostly motives

of three notes, and the two intervJls made by these three

notes are a third, either major or minor, and a chromatic

interval, major seventh or minor ninth. These motives may

be compared in the following figure,

~a M

(Ik A
o .tiIt

Fig. 146--Related motives
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Fig. 146 (continued)--Related motives

It will also be remembered that the melodic material of

Webern's songs Opp. 13-16 tended to fall into divisions of

three .-note groups of which many involved these sarre intervals

(see Chapter III, pp. 255 ff.). The difference is that in

the songs, Opp. 13-16, the three-.note groups did not function

as motives.

From the standpoint of Op. 30 reflecting earlier musical

styles, it is interesting to note a passage which, though it

is not a quotation, calls to mind the musical expression of

Mahler. Both Berg and Schoenberg had openly paid tribute to

IV
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the greatness of Mahler verbally53 and through their music,54

and Webern had conducted several memorable performances of

his works.55 In the passage illustrated below (Fig. 147) the

memory of Nahlerts style is evoked through the delicate,

rather lush sounds of the strings, flute, and oboe, in mea-w

sures 148-w'151, and in measures 154-157 through the rather

dramatic, ascending trumpet "call."

(oboe) (e)I PP

416 2 11

pp(GluieC 'Xj~

(vlv.r " ppvio 1%

(vila ol*
r E:PPP

(bre 1p) 0 . - ( ce llo )S *7L A

P*- -L&2

Fig. 147-awebern, Variations for Orchestra op. 30,mm. 148-$157.

3See the letter from Berg to his wife, quoted in H. F.
Redlich, Bruckner and Mahler (London, 1955), pp. 220-221; and
Schoenberg, 7 al ~ Idea,pp. 7-36.

54see, e.g., Berg, Three Orchestral Pieces op. 6 and
Schoenberg, Gurre-Lieder.

55see "Anton Webern as a Conductor," p. II; and Willi
Reich, "Anton von Webern," Die Musik, XXII (August , 1930),
pp. 812-813.
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Fig. 147 (continued)--Webern, Variations for' Orches-
tra op. 30, mm. 148-157.

Webern's last two song cycles, Opp., 23 (1939) and 25

(1935), both with piano accompaniment, are settings of poems

by Hildegard Jone, about whom little has been published. It

is known, however, that she is a painter56 as well as a

poet, 5 7 and that at least from 1934--the year of the first

setting of any of her words--she was a friend of Webern. 5 8

Upon examination of these songs the most immediately

noticeable aspeot--from the perspective of the preceding song

56See the reproduction of a portrait of Webern by Jone
in Anton Webern, Vol II of Die Reihe, plate XII.

57Hildegard Jone, Selg Aige (Freiburg, 1938).
58See Jone, "Dem Freunde," Anton Webern, zum 50. Geburt-'

St g, special issue of Drei und nZIg, Ein ~ rene~ usik-
zeischrift, XIV (Februry$ 1y47pp12-Tr -

I t'
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cycles--is the relatively conservative vocal line. Though

there are large skips in these songs, the lines are not nearly

so angular as in Opp. 17-18. Also noticeable is the leaner

texture of the accompaniment which is consistent with the

style of the other of Webernts later works. The two figures

below (FigL 48 and Fig. 149) illustrate these characteristics.
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Fig- 1.48--Webern, Three Sn op. 23, No. 1, mm. 45-50
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Fig. 149'--Webern, Three Sor op. 25, No. 3, mm. 1-14

The writing for piano in these songs, as well a; that in

Opp. 22 and 24 represents the development of Webernts unique

keyboard style which is culminated in the Variations for piano

op. 27 (1936). This new style which is characterized by few

chords, very wide intervals, many grace notes and, above all,

cpthea%)

46 61 1
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by the seemingly unnecessary crossing of hands, is "unpianistic"

by all previous standards. Webern said about measures 12-13

of the second movement of Op. 27 "that the inevitable diffi-

culty in bringing it off would invest it with just the right

kind of phrasing which would be impossible to imitate by

'cheating' . 59 Peter Stadlents article from which the

above quotation is taken relates many interesting things

relative to Webern's attitude toward his own music. For ex-

ample, Webern compared the first movement of Op. 27 to an

intermezzo of Brahms. He also compared the scherzo character

of the second movement to the Badinerie of Bach's B-minor

Overture "of which he said he thought when composing his

piece. There is a certain breathless quality which the

two movements have in common.

The spacial organization of this movement (No. 2) which

is discussed by Ogdon61 may also be seen in Figure 150. It

will be noticed that the intervals above the "mesa," "fai,"t

are the same as those below. Thus the spacial structure is

symmetrical.

59Peter Stadlen, "serialism Reconsidered," p. 13.

60 Ibid., p. 15.

61Ogdon, "Series and Structure," pp. 75 ff,
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Fig. 15O--Webern, Variations for Piano op. 27, No.
2, (a) mm. 222, (b) spacial organization.

Although the. piano style of Op. 27 is unique in many

ways, it is interesting to note the similarity of the general

sound and compositional approach of an earlier set of varia-

tions for piano by Aaron Copland. Copland's Piano Variations
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(1930) is not a twelve-tone work, but it is constructed on

serial principles., Moreover, the similarity between the

variations of Webern and Copland goes beyond the compositional

technique and general sound. In fact, the passage illustrated

below from the third movement of Webernts Op. 27 could very

well be a quotation of the theme of the Copland variations

(compare Fig. 151a and Fig. 151b).

G~ftY*()aflI ISw

K...tfliOW
IN pill

FIg. 151--(a) Aaron Copland, Variations for Piano
(1930), mm. 1-3, (b) Webern, Variations f r iano op. 27,
No. 3, mm. 12-13.
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One of the few really successful performances of Webernts

music during his lifetime was one in London, by the British

Broadcasting Corporation chorus and orchestra, of Das Auen-

licht op. 26 (1935), for mixed chorus and orchestra, under the

direction of Hermann Scherchen, at the International Society

for Contemporary Music festival, June 17, 1938.62 This work

is one of three works for chorus and orchestra composed by

Webern during the final years of his creative life. 6 3

Das Avugenlicht is a single movement piece in motet style,

i.e., imitative polyphonic sections are interspersed with

chordal sections throughout the piece. Figure 152 shows a

passage which contains a short canonic section followed by a

chordal section. The chordal sections are most frequently una

accompanied as is shown here, and the chords frequently

involve two major sevenths separated by a smaller interval.

The canon is interesting in that the rhythmic imitation is

exact, and the answering voice (alto) seems to be imitating

the intervals of the leading voice freely. But the pitch

succession of the leading voice is imitated exactly in the

alto part in retrograde, There is no exact interval imitation.

Each line represents one complete statement of the twelve-

tone series: the bass has the original form and the alto has

6 2S1onimsky, Music Since 1900, p. 451.

63 The other two are First Cantata op. 29 (1939) and
Second Cantata op. 31 (19 )-43).
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Fig. 152 (continued)--Webern, Das Augenlicht op. 26,
mm, l1k-2l.~

the retrograde. Similar types of imitation occur in several

places in the work (e.g., see mm. 8-13). At only one place

is there an exact canon between two voices without inversion

or retrograde motion (see mm. 96-100).

Webern t s careful attention to detail carries over in his

vocal works to the setting of the text. Certain words and

phrases are given special treatment, The following are some

of the exceptionally expressive musical treatments in this

piece: measures 20-23 (see Fig. 152), "Im iebesblick quillt

mehr herauf . . . "("In loving glance more surges up . . t

measures 71-72, the mandolins tremolo representation of "Die
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Tropfen . . . "; and the softly struck cymbal with the last

chord of the piece on the word "gut."

In the twelve-tonm series with which the First Cantata

op. 29 (1939) is built, one may see a further concern on the

part of the composer for the major-minor third idea which is

so prominent in the earlier works. The series is so con-

structed that the last six tones are a transposed retrograde-

inversion of the first six tones (Fig. 153). Thus the

RI

tr

Fig. 153--Webern, First Cantata op. 29, twelve-tone
series,

retrograde form of the series and the inverted form have the

same interval sequence. The significance of this is that the

basic materials for the entire work actually consist of one

six-tone series, But in the Cantata Webern always employs

the complete symmetrical twelve-tone series, although, fre-

quently the last two tones of one series serve also as the

beginning of another transposition of the same form of the

series, Another point about this series that should be

noticed is that it contains no intervals other than the semi-

tone, major third, and minor third. There is a perfect fifth

between the first and last tones, but Webern never uses this



interval melodically in the work. When perfect fourths and

fifths occur harmonically, they do so as a result of simul-

taneous horizontal deployment of more than one form of the

series (see the first movement, m. 6).

The First Cantata is in three movements: the first

movement, for orchestra and chorus in alternating sections;

the second movement, for soprano solo and orchestra; and the

third movement, for soprano solo, chorus, and orchestra. The

text, from poems by Hildegard Jone, involves such phenomena

of nature as "lightning," "thunder" (first movement), and the

reproductive cycle of a maple tree (second movement), "And

again shalt put thy wings out, little maple, which already

carry thy entire silent form, the bearer of new life.i,64 The

third movement is a setting of the poem "The Metamorphosis of

the Graces." About the text for the third movement, Jone

says,

The poem says what the word "grace" means to me;
above all, it means infinitely more to me than something
not quite reconcilable with complete seriousness. For
grace can itself be all that is purest and deepest in
the seriousness of life, not only the breath of beauty
in what is well and whole, but also the healing of the
wound and the teerful acceptance of the wound that can-
not be healed.g0

64See the score, Universal Edition No. 12485, pp. 20-22,
English translation by Eric Smith.

6 5 Hildegard Jone, "A Cantata," translated by Eric Smith
in Anton Webern, Vol. II of Die Reihe (New York, 1958), p. 7,
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The sentence, "Have not the weaker words long ago perished,

slain by the word's might?" (see mm. 4-48, Fig. 154),

11 1
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Fig. 154-Webern, First Cantata op. 29, mm. 44-48
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Fig. 154 (continued)--Webern, First Cantata op. 29,
mm. 44-4 8 .

suggests that the %metamorphosis of the Graces" is consummated

in the Christian Word (Logos). 6 6 "What musical meaning is the

tWordt given here? All deities of melancholy are silenced in

the Word, absorbed in its eternal meaning.,67

Figure 155 shows the beginning measures of the choral

part of Op. 29. The entrance of the chorus is preceded by

thirteen measures of material in the orchestra which in no

66See the Gospel according to John l1-,5.

67Jone, "'A Cantata," p. 7.

so lkvvt Coot.
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Fig. 155--Webern, First Canta ta op. 29) No, 1, mm, 12-,15

way anticipates the dramatic expression of the voices, which

graphically present "Ziundender Lichtblitz," Though the

choral parts are essentially homophonic throughout the first

movement, each voice presents a form of the series, Thus the

soprano and tenor have transpositions of I and the alto and

bass have transpositions of 0. In measures 14-15 there are
actually onLy two melodic lines, each of which is doubled at

the interval of a major ninth. In the following two short

phrases, measures 16-wl9, the two lines in the soprano and alto
are exactly imitated in contrary motion by the bass and

438
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tenor, respectively. Thus, while in the first phrase the

tenor doubles the soprano and the bass doubles the alto, in

the following phrases the bas& imitates the soprano and the

tenor imitates the alto.

The second movement for soprano solo and orchestra

creates a great contrast because of its flowing movement

(Leicht bewegt, 7 = ca. 144) and lyrical nature. The text

is presented by the voice in fairly regular phrases of par-

allel construction. Particular shapes reappear transposed,

inverted, or in retrograde (cf. mm. 8 and 11, 21-22 and 30-31,

27-31 and 32-35). Figure 156 presents the second and third

phrases of the voice part. At the beginning of this example

the voice line is unfolding the original form of the series,

"i rn dt CI O Dun%- keI 6111x- X %A -be w-

14 uLuwr-si Au -esS d, Ts5e, V%

Fig.opl$6--Webern, First Cantata op. 29, No, 2,
mm.. li-1S, voice,
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This series ends in measure 14 with the two notes bad,

which notes are in turn the beginning two notes of the next

series,' a transposition up a minor third of the original

form, It will be noticed that the dual function of these two

pivotal notes is emphasized by being set apart from the pre-

ceding and following notes by sixteenth-note rests. Series

statements are overlapped in this manner also in measures 18,

44, and 48.

A da aria form is suggested in this movement by the

four measures rest in the voice line beginning at measure 23

and again at measure 36. The central section of the song,

measures 27-35, consists of two phrases, the second of which

is an exact retrograde of the first, both in the vocal line

and in the orchestra. The recapitulation (beginning at mea-

sure 40) begins with a phrase which uses the same form (I or

R) of the series at another pitch level as the beginning of

the song. This phrase is followed by a section which con-

tains the same shapes as the first phrase at another pitch

level.

An interesting description of the way the music of the

third movement follows the text may be found in the article

by the poetess discussed above. 6 8 In this movement the

choral parts are always doubled by instruments except in the

two a cappella phrases near the end of the work (mm. 65-66

and 70). The choral sections are mostly contrapuntal and

68
lb~d.,pp. 7-8.



involve several kinds of exact and free imitation. At the

point where the voices enter for the first time (m. 17), the

bass line imitates exactly the tenor line, except for the

first note, which is transposed an octave. All the way

through this movement the rhythm of the words is imitated

exactly, even when the melodic shape is different,

In the example given below (Fig. 157) the alto imitates

the soprano in inversion for the first few notes , but when the

entire section is examined it is realized that the pitches of

the two lines are a retrograde of each other as far as the

ZAA bewej+ 0 :CA O)

Fig .'57--ebern, First Gantata op. 29, oN 3,
mm. 39-143, s opr ano and a~~to
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first note of both lines in measure 42. It may also be seen

in this example that the practice of overlapping the series

statements is continued, Two statements overlap in the so-

prano and alto parts in measures 41-42 (see the bracketed

notes in Fig. 157).

The dramatic expressiveness of the first movement has

been mentioned, There are several other places in the First

Cantata which are noteworthy for their particular expressive

quality. The high mandolin tremolo with the word "Frkhlings-

zeit" in the second movement, measure 22, vividly expresses

the freshness of "springtime." Also in the second movement,

measure 33, the word "Himmel" is set in a wide arch much like

the settings in the Five Sacred Songs op. 15 (see Chapter III,

pp. 351-352). In the third movement the phrase, which begins

at measure 44, has a Brahmsian quality owing to the crossing

of the tenor and bass parts (see Fig. 154, mm, 44-45, bass

line , with the note f t of the tenor line substituted for the

bass's bb in m, 45). The all Sando effect created at the

beginning of the soprano solo part of the third movement,

measures 56-57, points up the word "Charis," which Jone de-

fines as the "grace of graces,"69 as the most significant

point of the work, And finally, the very sonorous a cappella

chords, built of superimposed perfect fourths with the words,

"Im Dunkel" (m. 66) and "als Tau," (m. 70) leave an indeli-

ble aural impression upon the listener.

69 Ibid., p. 7.
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Webern's last completed work, the Second Cantata op. 31

(1943) presents several characteristics which are not present

in the earlier works. It has the longest duration of any of

the thirty-one published works: ten minutes, thirty seconds.

Also, this work contains the only songs which call specifi-

cally for a male voice: the first and second movements are

for bass solo and orchestra. It is also the only work in

which Webern employs a woments chorus: the third movement is

for soprano solo, woments chorus, and orchestra.

The Second Cantata has six movements. In the first move-

ment, for bass solo, a unique method of variation is employed,

which involves a partial separation of melodic and harmonic

elements.70 All of the melodic and harmonic elements are

presented in the first twelve measures and are submitted to

two variations (mm. 12-25 and 25-44). Then in the coda (mm,

45-48, Fig. 158) the initial melodic material and the initial

harmony of each variation is presented again. The movement

ends with a twelve-tone chord, which, following the words

"Wenn das beweglich Farbige verschwindet, tritt das Bewegende

im Klang hervor" ("But if it fades, the fleeting coloured

vision, then movement comes in sound, in notes draws near.") 7 1

70Discussed by Perle in "Serial Composition and Atonality,"
p. 184.

71See the score, Universal Edition No. 12461, pp. 6-7,
translated by Eric Smith.
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Fig, 158mWebern, Second Cantata oP. 31,No.
(a) mm. 1-3, (b) mm. 45T.~ 31, No.
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has suggested a symbolic meaning. 7 2 Most of the chords of
this song are of six tones and many have the same pitch con-

tent (compare the first chord of the piece with the chords in

mm. 7, 8, 12, 21, 23, 25--second chord, 36, 40, and 45)

7 See Rudolf Stephan, "Uber einige geistliche KompositionenAnton von Webern," Musik und Kirche, XXIV (July-August,, 1954),160.
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though the spacial ordering of the notes changes with each

chord.

The second movement is also for bass solo and orchestra,

but the texture is quite different from that of the first

movement. There are no chords as such in this movement. The

material is deployed essentially in three lines, but due to

fragmentation, the effect is not that of three-part counter-

point, but rather of a .solo line with a sparse pointillistic

accompaniment. The several isolated, recurring bell sounds,

each time on the pitch c4, give the movement an uneasy quality

of inevitability. For they do not function as a structural

tonic. Their irregular recurrence at the same pitch, while not

connected to any particular words or phrases, perhaps has some

abstruse metaphysical significance relative to the meaning

of the poem.73

The third movement of Op. 31 is for woments chorus and

soprano solo. At the beginning the three parts of the chorus

are in canon. Each voice has the RI form of the series at a

different level of transposition. The second soprano begins

on e lt, alto on c4t six beats later, and the first soprano on

fd three beats after the altots entrance. The contour of

the lines, however, is not the same due to octave displace-

ments of the notes. In this movement the choral parts

7 3oraft, "Anton Webern," p. 7 suggests that the use of
bells in this and other works is related to Webern's love for
the mountains, and that in these works are evoked "bell sounds
in clear mountain air."

445
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are always doubled by instruments of the orchestra, and the

instrumental doubling involves varying timbres so that the

KlanZfarbenmelodie concept is still present, The solo part

enters very dramatically in measure 13 on 4j", at a point where

the first sopranos, following a two measure crescendo, leave

this note and move up to bbtt. The chorus and solo alternate

sections throughout the movement, Another rather dramatic

effect in this movement occurs in measure 52 where the solo

voice enters for tewith the single word "Wache" following a

soft choral section with the phrase "und lege die Toten zur

Ruhe" and the indication in the score, Morendo (Fig.,159).

KownA; - -4s es Do
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PP?

Fig. 159--WeCbernsecond Cantata op. 31, No. 3, mm. 4$-53
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In Figure 159 the series treatment may be seen. At the

beginning of this section (mm. 45-47) each voice (including

the single line in the orchestra) has a different transposi-

tion of the same form (I) of the twelve-tone series. 4  The

inversion in each case overlaps with the beginning of the RI

form of the series, and the soprano solo enters on tones 8

and 9 of the series which begins in the second soprano in

measure 49.

The fourth movement is a short song for soprano solo

with orchestra which is constructed similarly to the first

song. Most of the chords here are of four notes, and there

are several recurrences of the same chord. In contrast to

the first movement, however, the chords which recur in this

song (see mm. 3, 12, 21, and 22) do so in the same spacial

order each time.

In the fifth movement, for soprano solo, chorus, and

orchestra, the short a cappella sections are all homophonic,

i.e., homophonic only in the sense that each voice moves in

the same rhythm at the same time ("homorhythmict" would be

more accurate).75 The treatment from the standpoint of the

twelve-tone series is similar to the woments chorus in the

IKn Fig. 159 the numbers beside the symbols for the
series-form indicate the number of semitones the statement is
above the original.

75Heinz-Klaus Metzger calls the choral section "canons
with interval of entry zero" 'in "Webern and Schoenberg," p.
43.



third movement. All f our parts have the same form of the

series in a different transposition. At the beginning (Fig.

160) the voices have transpositions of the retrograde-inversion.

SAY-vn*' 6Issahn
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Fig . l60.-We bern, Secoond Cant at a op. 31, INo. $, mm. l1-3

Two separate melodic lines which move parallelly with each

other are obtained from a single series-form by altering the

octave positions of the individual pitches of the series . In

the first phr ase the soprano and alto share one melodic line

in parallel minor sevenths, and the tenor and bass share the

other in major sevenths. The interval relationships between

the voices remain the same throughout the movement except f or

inversions created by the crossing of voices. Thus the choral

sections consist entirely of parallel chords, At the same

time the sonorous and expressive qualities of the chords change



with unexpected flexibility due to the changes of the spacing

between the notes and the changes of register.

The short choral sections alternate in this movement with

short sections for soprano solo up to measure 17. At this

point a long (mm. 17-45) solo section begins, In measure 46

the chorus enters again with the same words as the beginning

of the movement, "Freundselig ist das Wort4." The musical

setting of the words is very similar to the beginning, simi-

lar enough to create the effect of an A-B-At ternary form.

In the final movement of Webern's last work one may see

a crystallization of several facets of Webernts technique.

The type of quasi-canonic imitation seen in Opp. 26 and 29 is

the basis for this movement. The text is composed of three

short verses and the music repeats with each verse. The

voices are doubled by instruments, and there is no other in-

strumental figuration. The movement is simply a four-part

twelve-tone canon in which the rhythm is imitated exactly,

the pitches are imitated in two different sequences (double

canon), and the shapes or contours of the lines are not imi-

tated exactly. One of the more interesting aspects of the

melodic lines is the rhythm. There is no meter, although

frequently changing signatures are employed: stresses coin-

cide with the syllabic stresses of the text. The stresses

are so ordered that, with all four voices sounding, the

stresses occur independently, and each is heard through the

other lines,
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Each line is partially, or freely isorhythmic. 7 6 At the

beginning of the movement (Fig. 161) the soprano and tenor

zmhr fles'eV I -A 116S

ppp
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Fig. 161--Webern, Second Cantata op. 31, No. 6, nin. 1-5

lines have transpositions oC the inversion o2C the series

while the alto and bas s have transpositions or the original

orin. Also each voice is a retrograde--in pitches, not con-

tour--o , one other voice. The soprano and bass lines end with

each other'is beginning notes, and the alto and tenor end with

each other's beginning notes. The retrograding lines cross

76 e
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near rehearsal letter "C" (p. 50 of the miniature score,

Universal Edition No. 12461); the soprano and bass on the

common tone c* at "C," and the tenor and alto on the common

tone f two measures after "1."

The text for the Second Cantata, as for the previous

choral and vocal works since Op. 23, is supplied by Hildegard

Jone. The sentiment of the poems is decidely Christian,

particularly in the third, fifth, and final movements. The

message of the poems is, in effect: See the moving colors

from the suni Hear the moving sounds as from "Die Nachtigall,

wenn Nachts kein Farbenschimmer mehr leuchtet . . . " ("The

nightingale at night when shades are duller and lightless,

. . . ") (No. 1)1 Compare the bee-hive, the constellations

of stars, the heart, the innermost life (No. 2)1 Then let

the heart ring' For Love comes, "Komme durch dichtestes

Dunkel und lege die Toten zur Ruhe, wacht, wo Leben noch

glimmt, . . . t ("He shall arrive through great darkness, the

sleep of the dead make peaceful, waken, where life still

glows, . . . ") (No. 3).

Ein Leben ist gegeben
dem Licht von dieser Welt;
sie muss sich neu beleben,
vor seinen Blick gestellt:
der kann der Nacht entheben. 7 7

77 "A new life Heaven gave us
the light of all this world,
A new life mus t invade us
before His eyes unfurled,
He from the night can save us.'

From Op. 30, No. 6, as translated in the score, Universal Edi.
tion, No. 12486 by Eric Smith.
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Thus consolation for the world of darkness--the work was

written during the Second World War--comes from the "Word,"

i.e., Christian Love.

Freundselig ist das Wort,
das uns um unsre Liebe zu sich fragt,

"firchte dich nicht,
.ich bin es,"

trostet durch die Dunkelheit,
das mitten unter uns ist
wenn wir friedlich sind.78

Other than the compositions discussed above, there are

two works of Webern without opus number: 1) Quintet for two

violins, viola, cello, and piano (1907), and 2) Dovement for

String Trio opus posthumous. These works, together with

several transcriptions and orchestrations which Webern made,

are not included in this study owing to the unavailability of

the scores. Webern made a piano reduction of Schoenberg's

Six Orchestral Songs op. 8 (1904), and transcribed Schoen-

berg's Five Orchestral Pieces op. 16 (1909) for two pianos.

He also transcribed Schoenberg's Chamber yMfp y op. 9 (1906)

for flute (or violin), clarinet (or viola), violin, cello, and

piano; the Schatzwalzer of Johann Strauss for piano, harmonium,

78 It"Charity is the Word's,
that draws us to it asking for our love,

'be not afraid,
it is I,'

comes a voice consoling us,
through ever present darkness,
when we're peaceable."

From Op. 30, No. 5, as translated in the score, Universal
Edition, No. 12486 by Eric Smith.

79 The Quintet is recorded in Anton Webern: The Comp 2te
Music, and the Movement for String Trio is to be published by
Universal Edition sometime during the year 1960.
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and string quartet; and his own Five Movements for String

quartet op. 5 for string orchestra (1930).

Webern made orchestrations of Schubert, German Dances of

October, i 2a]i (1931) and the six voice Ricercar from Bachts

Musical OffLErng.80 The orchestration of the Ricercar has

been widely discussed because of the pointillis tic treatment

of the polyphonic lines. In the first statement of the sub-

ject, for example, the line is passed from the muted trombone

to the muted horn, to the muted trumpet, to horn, to trombone,

to horn, and again to the trumpet, doubled by the harp. The

treatment and general sound is very much like that of Webern's

canon, Op. 15, No. 5 (see Chapter III, pp. 345 ff.). Webern

himself evidently felt very close to the orchestration, for

in a letter to Hermann Scherchen, January 1, 1938,81 he re-

ferred to it as "'my'. . . Bach Fugue."

Webernts musical style has been compared to the work of

various artists, both graphic and musical, Naturally, since

he studied with, and was closely associated with Schoenberg

for so many years, the development of Webern's style has been

closely related with that of Schoenberg, Another affinity

which is frequently mentioned is- that of Webernts music with

Debussy's. Although the sounds of the two composers are, of

course, quite different, they do seem to share a similar

80This orchestration is recorded in Anton Webern: The
C o-plete Music. The opening measures are "ThrdTe7 Mfl7ib3w'tz,
Shoenbergand His School, p. 253.

81Quoted in "From the Correspondence," p. 19.



intense concern for sounds themselves. Pierre Boulez, who

is a product of both the recent French and Viennese develop-

ments, points up this similarity in a discussion of a concert

of Webernts music.

Debussy is indeed the one composer to whom Webern may
be likened. There is in both the same tendency to re-
ject pre-existing formal patterns as their models, the
same recourse to beauty of sound for its own sake, and
the same pulverization of musical language.3 2

In Webern's musical style may be seen the relationship of

Expressionism and Impressionism discussed in Chapter II (see

pp. 34 f. ), Kurt List, who once studied with Webern, men-

tions this relationship in connection with a discussion of

Webern's Five Movements for n Quartet op. 5.

Yet, although 5ebern's7 music represents the
purest expressionism, even The orchestration being
determined by thematic necessities, it often bears a
resemblance in color to the sound of the impressionists,
What his music actually does, is to combine the sub-
stang3 of expressionism with the color of impression-
ism.3

Webernts intense concern for relationships of tone

colors, his pointillistic orchestration, and his intricate

constructions from small concrete units suggest a similarity

between his technique and the technique of several painters.

The music itself seems to suggest certain kinds of abstract

painting where colors, lines, and planes are intricately

82PIerre Boulez, "Notes on Tonight's Concert: Webern's
Work Analysed," New York Herald Tribune, December 28, 1952,
Sec. 4, p. 4.-

83Kurt List , "Anton Weberntt Modern Music, XXI (November-
December, 1943), p. 30.
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interwoven. The abstractions of Kandinsky, with whom

Webern was associated for a time, Klee, who was connected

with the Blaue Reiter, and Piet Mondrian (1872-1944) are

perhaps representative of a visual counterpart to Webern's

music. Of these, it would seem that the greatest simi-

larity exists between Webern and Klee. Klee is like Webern

in many things: they were both small men with a certain

resemblance of features; from what may be ascertained, they

shared a similar temperament;8 they were both concerned

with small forms; and the artistic expressions of the two

men seem in many cases to proceed from a similar creative

85
approach and to involve analogous techniques.

It is impossible to think of so much of Webern
without immediately calling to mind the work of Paul
Klee. The minute, sensitive purity of vision and its
realization through a remarkable technique, are uncan-
nily paralleled in Webern's purity of sound and his
translation of this into his works by a technique no
less superb than that of Klee. . . . Both remain as
two of th sincerest and most radical figures of the
century.,89

84Compare the statement about Klee in Read, Philosophy
of Modern Art, p. 182: ". . . Klee's own temperament
was psychically introverted, and metaphysical in its modes
of expression," with the discussion of Webern above,
Chapter I.

85 Compare, for example, such works of Klee as "Once
Emerged From the Gray of Night" (1918) and "Ab Ovo" 1917)
(reproduced in Will Grohmann, Paul Klee (19r-12940) New
York, 1956), plates 11 and 20, respectively), with such
works of Webern as Six Bagatelles op. 9 (1913), Five Pieces
for Orchestra op. 1YT1913), and Mho op. 21lTU28).

8 6 Iain Hamilton, "Alban Berg and Anton Webern,"
European Music in the Twentieth Century, edited by Howard
Hartog (Iiew York, 1957), pp. TT7-108.
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To have discussed and analysed Webern's music as has

been done above is not necessarily to have indicated its

significance as art; For with all the emphasis on the re-

lation of one note to another and one motive to another, it

is often forgotten that the music is primarily to be heard

rather than merely analysed. Webern, who was considered the

most radical member of perhaps the most radical avant garden

group: the Schoenberg Circle, and whose compositional tech-

nique has influenced so many in the direction of total

serialization, is in many ways the most easily approachable

of the group for the uninitiated listener. The reason for

this, it seems, lies in the fact that with each new innova-

tion of his compositional technique there is a counteracting

restriction, For example, in the earliest work in which he

shows great concern f or chromatic organization, Op. 7, No. 1,

the piece contains very few notes, and, within these few

notes, a good bit of repetition (see Chapter III, pp. 162 ff.).

And in the earliest piece to show special spacial organization,

Op. 9, No. 5, the range of the entire piece is very small

(see Chapter III, pp. 208 ff.). This then seems to be essen-

tial for an understanding of Webern's music: that each new

complexity of relationship is counterbalanced by a signifi-

cant simplification.
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TABIE I

LIST OF WEBERN'S MUSIC

Op. 1 Passacaglia for orchestra (1908)

Op. 2 Entflieht auf leichten Kahnen, poem by Stefan George,
for =xe'chorusc, a cappella (1909)

Op. 3 Five Songs from Der Siebente Ring by Stefan George
for voice an~piano r(190tft

Op. L Five Son, poems by Stefan George, for voice and
piano (1908-9)

Op. 5 Five Movements forStrn quarter t (1909)

Op. 6 Six Pieces for Orchestra (1910)

Op. 7 Four Pieces for Violin and Piano (1910)

Op. 8 Pro Songs, poems by Rainer Maria Rilke, for voice,
Tarinet (also bass clarinet), horn, trumpet,
celesta, harp, violin, viola, and cello (1911-12)

Op. 9 Six Bagatelles for string quartet (1913)

Op . 10 Five Pieces for Orchestra (1911-13)

Op. 11 Three Little Pieces for ello nd Piano (1914)

Op. 12 Four Son for voice and piano (1915-17 )

Op. 13 Four Songs for voice and orchestra (1914-18)

Op. 14 Six Songs, poems by Georg Trakl, for voice, clarinet,
bass clarinet, violin, and cello (1917-21)

Op. 15 Five Sacred Songs for voice, flute, clarinet (also
bass cl'ar~net ),trumpet, harp, and violin (also
viola) (1917-22)

Op. 16 Five Canons on Latin texts for high soprano, clarinet,
W7d bss clarinet (192)4)
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TABIE I--Continued

Op. 17 Three Traditional Rhymes for voice, violin (also
vio-Ia, clarinet, and bass clarinet (1924)

Op. 18 Three Son1gs for voice, E6 clarinet, and guitar (1925)

Op. 19 Two Son-s, poems by Goethe, for mixed chorus, celesta,
uitar, violin, clarinet, and bass clarinet
1926)

Op. 20 String Trio (1927)

Op. 21 Symphony for small orchestra (1928)

Op. 22 Quartet for violin, clarinet, tenor saxophone, and
piano (1930)

Op. 23 Three Son s from Viae Inviae by Hildegard Jone for
voice and piano7(53

Op. 21 Concerto for flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, trumpet,
Trombone, violin, viola, and piano (1934)

Op. 25 'Three Song, poems by Hildegard Jone, for voice and
piano (1935)

Op. 26 Dasuk yjgenlicht, words by Hildegard Jone, for mixed
c7llus and orchestra (1935)

Op. 27 Variations for piano (1936)

Op. 26 Strin Quartet (1938)

Op. 29 First Cantata, words by Hildegard Jone, for soprano
sM, mixed chorus, and orchestra (1939)

Op. 30 Variations for orchestra (1940)

Op. 31 Second Cantata, words by Hildegard Jone, or bass
solo, soprano solo, mixed chorus, and orchestra
(1943)

Without Cpus Number

quintet for two violins, viola, cello, and piano
(1907)

Movement for Stri Trio



TABLE I--Continued

Arrangements:

J. S. Bach: Ricercar in six parts from the Musical
Offering for,-orcestra

Schoenberg: Six Orchestral Sngs op. 8 for voice and
piano

Schoenberg: Chamber Symphony op. 9 for flute (or
violin),TTWFne (or viola), violin, cllo,
and piano

Schoenberg: Five Orchestral Pieces op, 16 for two
pianos

Schubert: German Dances of October 18 for orches-
tra

Johann Strauss: Schatzwalzer for piano, harmonium,
and string quartet

Webern: Five Movements for String Quartet op. 5
f o $cFTe sr a (19707
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